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'Bid fabulous and the affordable:
Oracle, Win Labs, STD ec
Thorens turntables reviewed

One of the world's finest turntables
New Thorens TD 160 Super.
In their 1980 review of over eighty turntables, the audio experts at
'1-1i Fi Choice' said, " Clearly in the top turntable group on our tests, we
could make few criticisms of this model's sound quality."
Precision manufactured in Europe, and benefiting from the same
quality engineering that goes into top, professional studio turntables, the
high performance TD 160 Super allows you the freedom to pair it with the
finest tone- arms and cartridges.
At f.,190, list price, it's outstanding value for money.
Any of our dealers will be pleased to demonstrate the TD 160 Super
and other Thorens turntables to help you create asystem with the sound
you want.
For further information, contact your local Thorens dealer,
or Cambrasound.

TFIORLN5
Soie U.K distributor:
Combrosound Limited,
Freedex House 4-10 North Rood.
London N7 9HN. Tel: 01-607 8141
Telex 264773 Metros G.
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The Win Labs turntable is
one of the most talkedabout American designs, the other being
the Oracle. These models, which are more
fabulous than affordable in the UK, are
reviewed by Martin Colloms in this issue,
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'Mee men in a boat caught sailing together at the Excelsior Hotel during the Manchester audio/video show
(see o. 48). Very appropriately, the man at the helm is Peter Klein of Lasky& with Kurt Lowy of JVC on the oars
and Donald Aldous making his usual encouraging noises as cox.
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Donnington Audio, 93b Northbrook Street, Newbury, Berks. ( 0635) 45973

STEREO and TV AERIALS

NEW—Fuba

Uka Stereo 9

FM Aerial— New

The NEW Fuba Uka Stereo 9 FM Aerial is specifically
designed for the band from 87.5 to 100 MHz. In this
band it has the highest possible gain and the very best
directional characteristics. It is the very highest performance aerial for this band within reasonable size
limits and windloading. We also hold in stock a very
wide range of TV aerials from the simple to the most
complex, and an even wider range of accessories such
as lashings, masts, rotators, cables, amplifiers, filters
etc.
Telephone advisory service available; just ring us.
Our new application note The Choice and Installation of FM Aerials"
will be sent on receipt of 20p in stamps.

E2

Audio Workshops Ltd
33 London Road, Southborough,
Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN4 OP13.
Tel: Tunbridge Wells 10892) 39222.
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Fi

Telex: 957043

. . the best product that can be reasonably achieved."
—International Audio Review.

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
42 Parkside
London SW19.
Tel: 01-947 5047.

local

CONSULT T

['specialists

ORACILE(É?)

NOW ON DEMONSTRATION

AT

SPALDINGS
AT

UMILET

35 High Street, New Malden,
Surrey. Telephone: 01-942 9567

HI.F1
sounD ADVICE AT dBETTER PRICE

352-4 Lower Addiscombe
Road,
Croydon, Surrey.
Tel: 01-654 1231 or 654 2040

LE
ON DEMO. WITH FIDELITY
RESEARCH FR64S AND KOETSU
THE REFERENCE SYSTEM
AVAILABLE FOR £ 1300.

FOR ORACLE IN IRELAND

MIDUM0 STUDIO
1 Old Hall St. Wolverhampton.
Tel: ( 0902) 771774.

ORACLE
I
S AT

3-4

CONSULTANTS AND DEALERS
IN HIGH-FIDELITY

EQUIPMENT - RECORDS - SERVI CE
221 St.V1NCENT STREET, GLASGOW
041-221 2527

NOEL CLONEY
Audio Consultants Ltd.,
Leinster Mews,
154 Leinster Road,
Rathmine,
Dublin 6
Tel: 961316.

specialists

loca

CONSULT T

Dealers Directory

AT

UNMET

HUI

'70 High Street, Guildford, Surrey.
Telephone: Guildford 71534

sounD ADVICE AT el BETTER PRICE

W. A. Brady & Son
401 Sethdown Road,
Liverpool 15.
061-733 6859
Eulipion Audio
81 Wilmslow Road,
RUsholme,
Manchester M14 5SU.
061-225 4448
The Gramophone Company
1 Haddington Place,
Edinburgh,
Scotland..
031-556 7901
Jeffries FS Fi
4Albert Parade.
Green Street,
Eastbourne
Sussex.
0323 31336

FOR THE NO.1 IN HI FI

K. J. Leisuresouad
48 Wigmore Street,
London W.1.
01-486 8263
Nbel Cloney Audio
Consultants Ltd
Leinster Mews,
154 Leinster Road, »
.Rathmine
.Dublin.
Tel: 96136

The Soundwise People.

9 Flemingate,
Beverley,
N. Humberside.
Tel. ( 0482) 882696

Midland Hi Fi Studio
1Old Hall Street,
Wolverhampton,
West Midlands.
0902 771774
Audio T
180 West End Lane,
London N.W.6.
01-794 7848
Simply Hi Fi
9 Ffemingate.
Beverley.
North Humberside.
0482 88696
The Music Ro0111
221 St. Vincent Street,
Glasgow 02.
041-221 2527
Soundsense Hi Fi
42 Cowgate,
Peterboroug h,
Cambridgeshire.
0733 41n5

Untone Audio
9-11 Pant Lane,
Gateshead,
Tyne & Wear.
0632 7741167

Unilet Hi Fi
35 High Street,
New Malden,
Surrey.
'01*- 942" 9567

Reeding Cassette &
Hi Fi Centre
516 Harris Arcade,
Reading,
Berkshire.
0734 588463

Unilet Hi Fi
270 High Street,
Guildford,
Surrey.
Tel: Guildford Titer

Radford Hi Fi Ltd
52/54 Gloucester Road,
Bristol.
0272 422709

Simply HiFi

S

Spedings
352-354 Lower Addiscombe
Road,
Croydon,
Surrey.
654 1231

Subjective Audio
Be Windsor Road.
Palmas Green,
tendon N.13.
01-886 7289

AS

Unilet Hi Fi
14 Bute Street
London SW.7.
01-589 2586
Eric Wiley
64 & 75 Beancroft Road,
Casteford.
West Yorkshire.
0977 553066

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
-42 Parkside London SW 19.
Tel. 01.947.5047
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local

[j specialists

LE
SEE THE ORACLE
IN PETERBOROUGH

at 1-1/Fi Consultants

JEFFRIES HI-FI
4 ALBERT PARADE
GREEN STREET
EASTBOURNE

Tel: 31336

Late night demonstrations.- Wednesdays 6-9 p.m.

SOUNDSENSE
42 COWGATE,

and
69 LONDON ROAD,
BRIGHTON
SUSSEX

PETERBOROUGH
Tel: 609431

TEL: ( 0733) 41755

ORACLE MAUD* er.
THE LEGEND IS TRUE.

Audio T

The Audio Consultants.

190 West End Lane, West Hampstead,
London NW6 1SQ
Mon - Wed 11 - 6 • Thurs, Fri 11-7 Sat 10 - 5

8

local

ORfrÇLE®
We demonstrate
the best
better.
call us today on 061-225 4448
or pop in for achat.

WPION/
UIDIONt
SIMPLY THE BEST
81 WILMSLOW ROAD, RUSHOLME,
.MANCH ESTER M14 5SU.
061-225 4448 061-248 6206

CONSULT T
SIMPLY BETTER?
COME AND FIND OUT.

The Sound Approach to Hi Fi

48 WIGMORE ST.
LONDON W.1
TEL: 01-486 8262,13

AT

UMLET

HUI

14 Bute Street, London SW7.
Telephone: 01-589 2586

SOW!) ADVICE AT aBETTER PRICE

local

specialists

BUY THE BEST
FROM THE BEST...

ARE
ABLE
TO
DEMONSTRATE
THE
ORACLE
AGAINST
OTHER
LEADING
TURNTABLES
BY
APPOINTM ENT
401 Smithdown Road, Liverpool L15 3JJ.
Access and Barclaycard
Tel: 051-733 6859
SEE OUR FULL PAGE AD ON PAGE
100

WHY NOT AUDITION

OR,V1

01-886 7289
bU3JECtiVE
AUDi0

WI- FI CONSULTANTS

59
GROVELANDS
ROAD,
PALMERS GREEN,
LONDON N.13.

AT

Radford HiFi Limited
Br stol Branch 52/54 Gloucester Rd. Bristol BS7 8B1-1. Tel. 102721 422709/44593 Telex 449315

LONDON'S PREMIER HI-FI 8t AUDIO SPECIALISTS
Eleven superbly equipped demonstration
studios.100's of other offers. Call or ring today.

ROTS.
SCOOP
BUY

FTh

WE HAVE PURCHASED THE ENTIRE STOCK FROM AN IMPORTER. ITEMS ARE AT INCREDIBLY LOW PRICES
WHILE STOCKS LAST. ALL ITEMS FULLY GUARANTEED FOR TWO YEARS ... CANNOT BE REPEATED.
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RA- 300 STEREO AMPLIFIER
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LION HOUSE
PRICE
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£44.90
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A suitable three waveband tuner for any of
the lower price Rotel amplifiers. MW/LW/FM stereo.

£34.90
RE- 700

,
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._..._ : ii- -

RX-404L STEREO RECEIVER

fugal...dorm

Vet

e)

RT-726 STEREO TUNER £39.90
It must be difficult to beat this value.
40 watts RMS output per channel into 8 ohms.
AM medium wave plus FM stereo Full range of
controls and facilities.
-- - ---- ---- - --

LION

£69.90
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LION HOUSE
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£54.90 .
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LION HOUSE PRICE

.£ 19.90
SERIES 400 EQUIPMENT
RACK

\

e:

RX-2001 STEREO RECEIVER £ 119.90

A su r
erb DC stereo inte g
rated am p
lifier. 60

watts RMS output each channel into 8ohms with
T.F..D, of less than 0.02'4...rvioving coil input.
L.E.CL indicators etc
olus full range of
controls and inputs

PRICE

£74.90

vL-:,
.-..,.1 0

0

a
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3 I £89.90

Size 452 e872 ,. 365 mm.
Will accommodate cassette deck.
amol.lier. tuner with turntable
on tao plus storage for éassette and
records.

À%

Aire
-.,
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E49.90
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LION
HOUSE
PRICE

SERIES 300 EQUIPMENT
RACK

•

Size 472. 907 e365rtim.
Will accommodate cassette deck. tuner.
amplifier with turntable on top. Record
storage space beneath fitted with glass
door.

LION HOUSE PRICE

£24.90

RA-2020 STEREO AMPLIFIER

RX-504 STEREO RECEIVER

HOUSE
PRICE

£69.90

,.:-

•

marchin g tuner to the RA- 1000 amplifier.
3waveband MW/LW and FM stereo at an
incredibly low price. Full of features.

a•
e Eli@
a ----

£79.90

RD- 2200 CASSETTE DECK

A

LION HOUSE
PRICE

..
;é z.

.

RB-2000 MAIN AMP. £99.90

A superb ouality stereo cassette deck to match
your 1000 series equipment or compatible with
any other good equipment Features Dolby.ncose
reduction, auto rewindrreoeat. memory timer
standby DC motor etc. /

A superb give away price receiver with three
wavebands MW/LW and FM stereo with an
output of 30 watts RMS oer channel into
8 ohms.

£59.90

LION HOUSE
PRICE

1::: -e I1

.

Deluxe matching stereo cassette deck fOr the
2000 œries vv,th Dolby noise reductior system.
MPX flter. digital !leak indicators etc.

RC- 2000 CONTROL UNIT £99.90
RD- 1000 CASSETTE DECK

G/EQUALISER £49.90

LION HOUSE
PRICE

.759:--3
4- e5 ill
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LION HOUSE
PRICE
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RT-1000L STEREO TUNER

RT-426L STEREO TUNER

-

-

-

£49.90

This .sreally a " MUST BUS". A really superb
stereo amplifier with a host of facilities including
graphic equaliser controls. 40 watts RMS per
charnel output into 8 ohms plus full range of
inputs and other controls.

RA-714 STEREO AMPLIFIER £59.90

LION HOUSE
PRICE

.

diii.t
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RA- 1000 STEREO AMPLIFIER

fflill 1.'15 0

;;;: éfe e .

0i0
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LION HOUSE
PRICE

RA-2030 STEREO AMPLIFIER £99.90

Step up model from RA-314 delivering 35
watts per channel RMS into 8 ohms.
Fitted with twin output meters. high and
low filters etc.
-----em---

£49.90

-"

•
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RD- 2000 CASSETTE DECK

Incoraorating Dolby new reduction system
MPX 'ilter. twin VU metes. DC motor.
suoerhard oermallov heac etc
2W1:1

JIMIIIIM

Matching stereo cassette deck for the 2000
series with too features including gplby iinise
reduction system_ MPX filter etc. ""

RD-25F CASSETTE DECK

o a=

RD-300 CASSETTE DECK £39.90
RA-414 STEREO AMPLIFIER

LION HOUSE
PRICE

...-

RD- 18 CASSETTE DECK £44.90

A top quality stereo amplifier delivering 25
watts per channel RMS into 8 ohms. Fitted with
twin output meters. high and low filters etc.
ii iii ill mu,.

0
e0

£99 .
90

£39.90
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RT-2100 STEREO TUNER

LIOPNR HOUSE
IC
LION HCE
OUSE
PRIE
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A matching tuner for the 2000 series amplifier
but with FN. waveban d
only.
Features quartz ock system. Dolby FM.
digital station read-out etc.

Can you beat this value for a steteo cassette deck with
Dolby nese reduction system. Twin VU- meters
DC mote superhard permelloy ferrite need. *

t:=1

RT-300 STEREO TUNER £29.90
RA-314 STEREO AMPLIFIER

II I.1

£79.90

RD- 15F CASSETTE DECK

What better value for money. A stereo receiver
three waveband, LW. MW. and FM stereo with
an outout of 23 watts oer channel into 8 ohms.

£49.90

LION HOUSE
PRICE

RX-304 STEREO RECEIVER £49.90

£39.90

RX-300L STEREO RECEIVER

LION HOUSE
PRICE

A top quality matching tuner for any a' the 2000
series amplifiers. Features auartz lock system. front
end with 5gang dual gate MOS-FET and many
other features.

Too of the line receiver deivering an output
of 50 watts per channel RMS into 8 ohms.
Full range of controls and facilities. AM
medium wave plus FM stereo,
--

6,33

_

RT-2000 STEREO TUNER.AM/FM.

RX-604 STEREO RECEIVER

RA- 350 STEREO AMPLIFIER

A superb small amplifier with an output of
35 watts Per channel RMS into 8 ohms.
Full range of controls and inputs.

0

I - oo41 en%

LIMON

HOUSE

227229 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD
LONDON W.1. Tel: 014E37 1601 or 580 7383

Corte
ZEIFIBlonche
ga7.‘

Opening Tines: Mondayeaturday 9 a.m..6 P.m•
.
Late opening Thursday until 7 ern. MAIL
Barclaycard
C4.00 for Securicor Delivery. Order
Access. Dales .
by mail or telephone using Access or Barclaycard Arnencan Express
Ropes conert al nme of gofsg to press but sob
Cane Blanche
lest lo altex..pon weesui no ,ce. SoecIal & lets
hobbeconl
always ave able. All prices ieclude VAT E b GE
accented

These offers also available horn: DAD hl Ft Et AUDIO 17 Toltenharn Co., Road 580 731 DISCOUAT AUDIO 231 ronenh,o‘ Count Road 590 3459
BUDGET 50,1h0 SYSTEM :42 Tottenham Count Road 636 5974 IMO Hi SI 185 Tcuenharn Coon Road 631 1424

II

BUY DIRECT FROM OS AND
GET TI/E StIAIE RICH
0041ITY AT IOW PRICES!
MI CORAL
CARTRIDGES

Fast becoming one of the top names
MOVING COIL
£48.87
£35.00
£25.00

MOVING
MAGNET
555SX
£7.28
555E
£14.22
666E
£32.48

HEAD
AMP
H300 £51.75
T100 £24.75

HEA DSH ELLS
S100
£6.00
S101 £ 7.00
S200
£4.00

UK's No.1 Cartridge

MC 81
777EX
777 E

LOUDSPEAKE
The complete fully reviewed range of Videotone
Soeakers which dominate
within their class. NOW AT
LOWEST EVER PRICES.
D100
Minimax 11
GB3
GB2
GBS
D93

£38.00
£44.00
£50.00
£60.00
£207.00
£40.00

TURNTABLES

AMPS- TUNER- CA

ETT

£29.30
£22.25
£17.39

chures on any specific item you may be interested in
and acompetent realistic staff of engineers at our
London Showrooms to help you in your choice. Our
consumer protection packages are comprehensive and
we offer every form of financing you may require. We
carry out our own servicing and are dedicated to giving
Value for Money. We are confident our products are
unbeatable. You may purchase with confidence because our Engineers have specially selected them from
competitive sources throughout the world and we
import them directly ourselves. Remember, you have
21 days trial period on all products. That is the
measure of our confidence.

Superbly made
with top flight
performance
HP90 £12.65
HP80 £9.69

Quality plus value always
VIDECITONE"

ALL PRODUCTS
ON DISPLAY &
CONTINUOUS
DEMONSTRATIONS

12

P

r
98

CROFTON
PARK ROAD
LONDON SE4
TEL: 01-690 8511/2

£69.00

You will find that the products advertised on this page
are the best possible value for mcney. They are only
low in price because we have eliminated large amounts
of selling costs that other brands have to suffer. These
savings are passed directly onto you. We have full bro-

HEADPHONES

ALL
PRICES
INCLUDE
VAT

Sansui P5OS

* A MESSAGE FROM VIDEOTONE *

r

MU 105-22
MU 105-12
MU 25 C

£69.00

Dear Customer

30 watt amp MC ir put SA4 130 £75.00
Stereo Tuner ST 4120
£68.00
Cassette full features SC 42001 £95.00
50 watt amplifier WA7700
£77.00
20 watt amplifier LA2020
£58.00 • • •
This new range of Electronics from Videotone
redefines the words quality and value for money to anew high.

MICROPHONES

Sansui SR222 Mk2

.k

Cliff Hardcastle, Managing Director.

.5•
SEND FOR OUR LATEST
u.
m
FREE BROCHURE
Ill AND DETAIL LIST OF LOCAL
111 SALES OUTLETS IN THE U.K.
•

NAME

•

ADDRESS

x.

Illummumzummumummiliiil

MC-3L 4- FORMULA 4 Mk Ill

e

The best value in state-of-the-art pickup

Presenting both
sides of aunique
cartridge
breakthrough.

Geometry optimised for le LP Discs.
Stevenson, ' Wireless World', May .1June, 1966
The only variable mass damped
arm for high or low compliance
Styli.

Reviewed by John Borwick, Feb. '79 Gramophone

NEW

MC-

High output Moving Coil

MOVING COIL
CARTRIDGE
T24 Universal
MC Transformer,
the quietest best
step-up available.

Cartridge MC-3L
No step-up required
Super- polished special line contact
nude diamond stylus-for maximum information retrieval.

REVIEWED BY REG WILLIAMSON SEPT. 79 'HI-FI FOR
PLEASURE' and GEOFF GILES DEC. 79PRACTICAL 'HI Fi'
Alignment Protractor Mk il

Improve your stereo Image

Enables correct setting up of
all pickup arm and cartridge
combinations. Measures tracking
accuracy over entire disc surface
with Stevenson zero error points
for minimum distortion.

The new 100 Series
'paratoroidal"
from Audio-Technica

Devised by Percy Wilson, M.A.
Original +11-Fi News' Review available.

Yes, para-tomidar. It's an idea we've borrowed from our expensive and

highly accurate AT 24 cartridge which utilises laminated ring core and toroidal coil
technology. It produces improvements in transient response and uniformity while
reducing overall distortion levels and cutting high frequency lasses.
The breakthrough comes with applying this technology to avolume
production cartridge which we've called the 'para toroidal' 100 Series. In this
design the coils are wound directly onto acontinuous laminated core with asingle
wire, thus eliminating joints in the electrical circuit This means reduced magnetic
losses and hence amore efficient generating element.
Fewer turns of coil wire are needed to produce ahealthy output signal hence
impedance is lowered too.
Not that we've forgotten the important moving element.
The AT 155LC sports an advanced linear contact tip shaped from an
incredible 0.12 rnm square diamond rod, nude mounted on aberyllium cantilever.,
The AT 130E uses aprecision polished . 2x . 7mil BiRadial stylus nude mounted to
atapered aluminium alloy cantilever and even the budget priced AT 120E employs
a .4x . 7mil BiRadial tip on ahollow aluminium tube. Add our unique Dual
Magnet principle which closely parallels the original record cutter head and you
have avery special cartridge. The 100 Series.
Give them an audition at your Audio Technica dealer or clip tie coupon for
the full story.

L)Daucho-technuca
INNOVATION LI PRECISION 1_, INTEGRITY

Audio Technica Ltd HunsletTrading Estate, Low Road, Leeds LS101131_

0532 771441

r

lease send me the full story on 100 Series cartridges and other
I advanced hi-fi products plus an Audio Technica dealer list.
I NAME
II ADDRESS

HN

MAYWARE LTD, ( Dept HEN 3)
PO Box 58, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 9UH

Tel: 01-958 0421

44

Open all day

Saturday

SPECIAL FROM

Closed Wednesday

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM
U.K. ORDERS ONLY. Add 35p for P&P. Prices subject to alteration wtbout notice
C.60
C.1)0
C.120
• CASSETTES
VIDEO RECORDERS
- £2.20
Ampex Grand Master 2
& TAPES
£1.28
El.76Ampex High Bias
Akai, Grundig, Hitachi,
65p
90p £ 1.20
B.A.S.F. LH/SM
JVC, Maxell, Philips,
£1.07 £1.44 £192
LH/SM Super
Sony, T.D.K. & V.H.S.
£1 44 £ 1-76 £270
Chrome
£1.12 £ 1.49 £ 1.97
Appointed stockists
Ferri Super LH1
£1.60 £2.13
Akai, AKG, Beyer,
Ferrichrome
£1.70 £2.20
Grundig, Hitachi, JR.
Super Chrome
75p
JVC, KEF, Koss,
E.M.I. X 1000 UD.
11 - 17 £1.60
Ortofon, Philips, Hi Fi
Fuji FX1
& Black Tulip, Pioneer.
84p £1.17 £1.60
Fuji FL
QED, Scott, Sennheiser,
£1.12 £1.44 £1.97
Hitachi UD
70p £1.00
El.44
Sharp, Shure. Sony,
Hitachi LN
£1-54 £ 1.97Tandberg, Technics,
Hitachi EX or ER
£1.12 £1.44 £1.97
Wharfedale, Yamaha.
Maxell UD
£1.64 £ 1.97
Maxell UDXL or UD/XL2
METAL CASSETTES
£1 93
12.62
Maxell UDXLIS
TDK MA60 £4.00
£2.07 £2.73
Maxell UDXL2S
TDK
MA90 £ 5.80
64p
85p
£1.22
Philips Ferro
TDK MAR60 £5-50
75p
96p
Super Ferro
Maxell
C.60 £ 3.80
85p £1.07
Super Ferro 1
Maxell C.90 £4.85
£1.28 £1.76
Chrome
Philips
C.60 £3.80
£1.49 £1.92
Ferrochrome
Philips C.90 £4.80
59p
85p £1.07
Pyrall Hi Fi
Sony
C.60
£3.80
80p £ 110
Maxima
Sony C.90 £4.85
70p £1.00
Optima
£1.00 £1.50
Super Ferrite
TDK ENDLESS
64p
96p £1.38
Sony Low Noise
LOOP CASSETTE
£1-26 £ 1.66
CD Alpha
-1 min £1•1111. 3mine.
£1.50 £ 1.90Ferrichrome
C.46 £1.22
90p £ 1.07 £1'31
BHF
6mins fr2-39.
£1.02 £ 1.30
AHF
C.46 88p
T.D.K. CASSETTE
77p
96p £ 146
TKD Dynamic
C.46 70p
DEMAGNETISER
£1.80
£2
50
SAX
£9.50
11-38 £2.03
SA
£1.01 £ 1-33 £ 1.97
• REEL TO REEL
AD
C.46 £ 1.00
Appointed stockists for
£1 30 £ 1-87
Optimum
Tandberg, Sony,
Philips. Akai, Uher &
ti AMPEX TAPES (
All on 7" reels)
Series 2020 1800' X4-40. Ser. 292 back ctd. 1800' £2.08. Ser. 351.
Others. Mics. Mixers.
Accessories.
2400' £3•80. Ser. 661, 3600' 24-20. Ser. 342 Plus 1800' £3-75. Grand
Master ( SER 357) 1800' £5-85.
• OWN SERVICE
• SHAMROCK TAPES
DEPT
7' 1800' £1.60. T 2250' £2.40. 5" 900' £1.07, 5" 1200' £1.28, 7"
• CREDIT FACILITIES
1200' £ 1.06.
You get afair deal at afair price when you get it from

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM 169-173 HIGH RD., LONDON SW16 6EG
Between St Leonard's Church and Streatham Station.

Phone: 01-769 0466: 01-769 0192
13

If everything were perfect...
... acontrol unit would consist of
an on/off switch, avolume control
and aprogramme selector switch.
Unfortunately this is not the
case as any prospective high
fidelity buyer, be he neophyte
or hardened campaigner, quickly
discovers.
He is faced with achoice.
He can attempt to sift the vast
quantities of conflicting information gathered from high fidelity
magazines, retailers and "my
friend who is an electronics
engineer and knows quite abit
about high fidelity,''
—or he can buy aQuad 44.
In the latter case he can be
confident that whatever the programme sources, he will be able to
14

match them correctly and apply
tonal correction when necessary
to obtain optimum results.
Moreover he can be confident
that he need not change his preamplifier to meet future developments.
To learn all about the Quad
44 he only has to write or telephone for aleaflet.
The Acousticâ l
Manufacturing
Co. Ltd., Huntingdon, PE18 7DB.
Tel: (0480) 52561.

QUAD

for the closest approach
to the original sound
QUFID is aregistered trade mark.

l
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USOUND

ESTABLISHED OVER 22 YEARS

CHECK OUR
LATEST
PRICES
BEFORE
BUYING
ELSEWHERE

ritain's

most competitive
fli-it & 'Video specialists

rlf

BANG ik
OLU FS EN

/le \
• ,

We are the countrys leading B & O specialists. At our five B
& 0 specialist centres you can see, hear and compare the
superb, sophisticated, high technology B & 0 Hi -Fi range.
Call, phone or write for our competitive B & 0 prices and
discover how little extra you will have to pay to purchase the
B & 0 system you thought you could not afford.
13 & 0 CENTRES
Edgware Road, Ilford, Kings Cross, Lewisham.
(see bottom of page for address and opening hours;
and at City 228 Bishopsgate E.C.2. Tel: 01-247-2609.
Open Mon- Fri, 9-6 pm. Sun. 10-2 pm. Closed Sat
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
(C&I E4.25)
Aiwa 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Akai 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Bang & Olufsen 1981
range available at our
very competitive prices.
Beomaster 1500 ( s/)
£149-95
Harman Kardon
HK340 ( s/) .
£124-95
HK450 (
s/ ) . . £159.95
HK560 ( s/o) . £ 184.95
HK670 ( s/o) . . £ 269.95
HK730 ( s/o) . £ 99-95
J.V.C. 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
J.V.C. RS5L .590-95
Lux 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Lux R1040 ( s/)
£149-95
Lux R1050 ( s/) . £199-95
Lux R1120 ( s/) . £299.95
Pioneer 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Pioneer
SX980 ( s/). . £299-95
SX1980 ( s/). . £519.95
Rotel RX603 ( s/) £ 124-95
Rotel RX203 ( s/o) . £49-95
Rotel RX803 ( s/) £149.95
Rotel RX403LW ( s/)
£69.95
Sansui 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Sony 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Technics
1981
range
available at our very competitive prices.
Technics
SA200L ( s/).
£99.95
SA300L ( s/), £ 129.95
SA400 ( s/o) .
L179-95
SA500 ( s/) . £199.95
SA600 ( s/) . £239-95
Yamaha CR220 ( s/o)£99.95

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
(C&I £ 3 75)
Aiwa 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Akai 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.

CREDIT CARDS
ACCEPTED

Cambridge
155 ( sic) . . .
£134-95
P80 ( s/o) . . . £174-95
Exposure mk IV
Coil Pre- Amp/
Dual Power. . £419-95
Magnetic Pre- Amp/
Single Power. £369-95
Harman Kardon
Citation 18 ( sis) £399-95
Citation 19 ( s/) £349-95
J.V.C. 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
J.V.C. JAS22 ( sic). £79-95
J.V.C. JAS5b ( sic) £139-95
Lux 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Lux L5 ( s/o). . . . £289-95
Pioneer 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Pioneer SA706 ( s/o) £79-95
SA708 (sic) . . £109-95
SA8500 II ( s/) £149-95
SA9500 ( s/o). . £184.95
Quad 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
flecos 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Revox B750 mk I ( s/o)
£299-95
Rogers 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Rotel RA350 ( s/o) . £64-95
Rotel RA414 ( s/o) . £80-95
Rotel RA713 ( s/o) . £74-95
Rotel RA2030 ( sic) £194-95
Sansui 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Sansui
AU717 ( sic) . . £214-95
CA2000 ( sic). . £199-95
Sony 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Sony TAF3A ( sic) . £74-95
Sony TAF5A ( s/o) £114-95
Sony TAF70 ( s/o) £189-95
Technics
1981
range
available at our very competitive prices.
Technics
SECO1 ( s/o) .
£189-95
SE9021 ( s/o).
£139-95
SE9060 ( s/o).
£249-95
SUCO1 ( s/o) . £94-95
SU8011 ) s/o).
£59-95
SU8055 ) s/o).
£149-95
SU9011 ) s/o).
£114-95
SU9070 ( s/o). £ 249-95
Trio KA405 ( s/) £ 129-95

N

TUNERS
(C&I £ 3 50)
Aiwa 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Akai 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
J.V.C. 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
J V C. JTV22 ) s/o)
£94-95
Lux 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Marantz ST300L ( s/)
£74-95
Pioneer 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Quad 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Revox 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Rogers 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Rotel RT226 ( sic)
£49-95

J. V.C. 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
QL70 ( six). £132-95
Lux 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Micro-Seiki
DQX500 ( sic) . £199.95
00X1 000 ( six). £299-95
Michell 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Pi oneer 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Revox 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Sansui 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Sony 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Technics
1981
range
available at our very competitive prices.
Technics SL15C
mkl-Arm ( szo) £109.95
SL1500 mk11 ( sic)
£189-95

Expert,Friendly Advice!
Comprehensive Stock!
12 months Free Service!

I.M.F. 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Jim Rogers 1981 range
available at our very competitive prices.
Keesonic
K.B.M. ( s/o) .
£339-95
KRF ( s/o) . .
£169-95
Ranger ( sic) .
£199-95
Super Kub (
sic) . £84-95
Skout ( s/o) .
£123-95
K.E.F. 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
K.L.H. 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
K.L.H. 327 ( sic) . £229-95
Lecson LB1 Lynette(s/o)
£119-95
Marantz H0440 ( s/o)
£78-95
Monitor Audio MA8 ) s/o)
£74-95
Pioneer HPM100 ( s/o)
£264-95
Quad 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
RAM CD20 ( sic) . £108-95
Revox BX350 ( sic) £269-95
Rogers 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Tandberg TL3520 ( s/o(
£174-95
Tannoy 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
e

Custom Hi -Fi Centre

Our Custom Hi -Fi Studio caters for the discriminating, selective Hi -Fi customer who does
not want to be ' sold on any particular make or model because it is ' profitable', but wants the
benefit of unbiased, expert, friendly advice and ademonstration in a Studio where he can
under ' ideal acoustic conditions' listen in both privacy and comfort to the best Hi -Fi
equipment currently available. Such a place is Custom Hi -Fi Studio!!
To be sure of the best attention, please ring for an appointment that will ensure you exclusive
use of the studio.
LINN SONDEK - QUAD - ELECTRO COMPANIET - EXPOSURE -- SYRINX SYSTEMDEK - CELEF - A & R ( CAMBRIDGE) - ARISTON - MISSION NAKAMICHI - SONUS - ASAK - KLH - LUX - HAFLER - ISOBARIK REFERENCE - LEN TEK - MICHELL - SME - CELESTION - SUGDEN - GALE HADCOCK - THORENS - STANTON - ITTOK - ELITE - FERROGRAPH TANDBERG - SPENDOR - STD - CHARTWELL - DUAL - GRADO - KEF TECHNICS -- RE VOX - ROGERS - ORTOFON - AR - ENTRE - B & W - MICRO
ACOUSTICS - NYTECH - GRIFFEN - TIME WINDOW - TEAC - CAMBRIDGE HARMAN KARDON.
82 HIGH HOLBORN. LONDON. W.C.1. Tel:01-242 8354
Sansui 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Sony 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Teac ATX50 ( sic). £124-95
Technics
1981
range
available at our very competitive prices.
Technics SH9038 ( sis)
Digit Prog. . . £229-95
STC01 (
sic) . . . £99-95
ST8044L (
sic) . . £99-95
ST9030 (
sic). . £229-95
ST9031 ) s/o) . . £129-95
ST9038 ( six) Digit Tuner
£239-95
Trio KT413 ( sic)
£111 - 95

TURNTABLES
(C&I £ 4 25)
Aiwa 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Akai 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Bang & Olufsen 1981
range available at our
very competitive prices.
Beogram 2400 ( s/o)
£154-95
Dual 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.

11$011111
A Hawley Leisure Company

HI-FI 8( VIDEO

SL5200 ( s/o). . £109.95
Thorens TD115 ( sic )
£136-95
Trio KD500 ( sic:) . £139-95

SPEAKERS
(C&I Bookshelf £ 6.00)
(C&I Console £ 7.50)
A.R. 18 ( s/o) . . . . £79-95
A.R. 25 (
sic) . . £ 109 .95
A.R. 90 ( sic) . . £ 599 .95
A.R. 91 ( sic) . £ 399.95
A.R. 92 ( s/o) . . £ 324-95
Bang &
Olufsen 1981
range available at our
very competitive prices.
Bang & Olufsen
M75+Stand ( sis)
£369-95
S25 ( sic)
£74-95
B 8i W 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
B & W DM6 (
Ho) £374-95
Bose 601 ( s/o)-. . £329-95
Celestion
1981
range
available at our very competitive prices.
Celestion Dittoo 22 ( s/o)
£139-95
Chartwell
1981
range
available at our very competitive prices.
Gale 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.

Tannoy 295 ( s/).
£69-95
Technics
1981
range
available at our very competitive prices.
Technics
SBR3 )
s/o) . . £129-95
SB202 (sic) . . . £89-95
SB4000 ( s/o). . £119-95
Wharfedale 1981 range
available at our very competitive prices.
Wharfedale Glendale XP2
(s/o)
£99-95

Aiwa ADM100 ( sic) £72.95
ADM600 ( sis) . £154.95
AD6350 ( s/o). . £114-95
AD6700 ( s/o). . £224.95
AD6900 II ( sic) £279-95
Akai 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Bang & Olufsen 1981
range available at our
very competitive prices.
Dual 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Ferrograph 1981
range
available at our very competitive prices.
Harman Kardon 1500 ( six)
£119-95
Harman Kardon 2500 ( sic)
£149-95
Harman Kardon 3500 ( sic)
£249-95
J.V.C. 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Lux 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Lux K12 ( s/o) . . . £349-95
Marantz SD1000 ( sis)
£59-95
Neal 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Pioneer 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Revox 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Rotel RD2200 ( sic) £139-95
Sansui 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Sony 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Sony TCK45 ( sic)
£99-95
Sony TCK55 ( sic) £114-95
Sony TCK55 I ( s/o)
£114.95
Tandberg
1981
range
available at our very competitive prices.
Teac 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Teac
A.108 Sync. (
s/o)E119.95
A.2300SD ( sic) £399-95
A.3300SX ( sic). £429-95
Technics
1981
range
available at our very competitive prices.
Technics
RSMO3 ( sic) .
£149-95
RSM56 ( s/o) . . £164-95
Trio KX550 ( s/o) . . £99-95
RACK SYTEMS
(C&I £ 7 50)
Nakamichi
System 400(N430/
N420/N410 . £399-95
System 600 ( DT600 II/
N620/N630 Rack
Timer)
£1107.95

E

All of our branches carry avery comprehensive selection of
the latest home video recorders, portable video cameras,
video tapes and accessories in the V.H.S., Betamax and
V.C.R. formats and all are available at our very competitive
prices.
Every video sale is fully covered by our Free Servicing
Guarantee covering all parts and labour.
Call into or telephone any of our branches for our most
competitive video prices.
Yamaha
NS615 ( sic)
NS655 ( sic)

£105.95
£212-95

CASSETTE
REEL-TO-REEL
DECKS/RECORDERS
(C&I £4 25)
Aiwa 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.

Tel 01-724 0454
01-242 7401

EDGWARE RD.
HOLBORN

376/8 Edgware Road, W2.
82 High Holborn, WC1.

KINGS CROSS
LEWISHAM
ILFORD
WALTHAMSTOW

242/244 Pentonville Road, NI.
36 Lewisham High Street, SE13.
Pioneer Market, Ilford Lane, Ilford,
252 Hoe Street, Walthamstow E17.

Prices are correct as at
8/1/81
but may be
subject
to
change
without
prior notice
(s/o) = special
offers.
(s/h) = second hand.
Limited supplies only
available at these prices.

-X-

01-837 8200
01-852 2399
01-478 2291
01- 520 19 06

OPE 4/46 HOURS • HOLBORN fOGINARE ROAO Mo,, S,igf
fORD iéeSHARI"ee:,S CROSS Mon !
At! i Tt,x:l rWA oiAms TOW • me, se s E Wed I

KINGS CROSS
BRANCH FOR
ALL MAIL
ORDERS

THE
HOME VIDEO
SHOW
PART TWO.
Last year saw the first ever Home Video
Show in the Exhibition Hall at the Cunard International Hotel, London.
Needless to say it was an overwhelming
success. So imagine what this year's show holds
in store?
The venue is the same (from 12-16 March).
But that's about all, because everything else will
be the very latest in home video equipment.
Video Cassette Recorders, TV games, portable recorders and cameras, flip-over cassettes,
you name it, it'll be there.
This year's show is sponsored by The Daily
Mirror. Whether you saw part one or not, don't miss
part two.
THE HOME VIDEO SHOW. MARCH 12 -16
Exhibition Hall,
Cunard International Hotel, Shortlands,
Hammersmith.

Admission: Adults £ 1.00. Accompanied childrer. under 12: Free,

OPEN: 10.30 am - 8.30 pm,
except Sunday: 10.30 am - 6.30 pm.

JL
PONSORED BY THE

Nearest tube station: Hammersmith.

CI ORGANISED BY TELEVISION
16
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Miff°,

ZAT
RECEIVERSOTUNER AMPS
Akai
AAR30
Inquire for
AAR20
Best Prices
Aiwa
P.O.A.
JVC
RS33L Inquire for Best
Prices.
Pioneer
SX600
Inquire for
SX700
Best Prices
Sansui
R30
£92-00
R50
£110-00
R70
r138-00
Sony
STRV45L . . £202.00
STRV55 . . . £222-00
STR 242L . . net*
STR343L
Inquire for
Best Prices. .
Technics
Inquire for
Yamaha
Best Prices
AMPLIFIERS
P.O.A.
Akai
Denon
PMA850 . . . £189-00
JVC
AS3
Inquire
AX1
for
AX2
Best
AX3
Prices
AX4
£158-00
Nakamichi
410
Inquire
420
for
610
Best
620
Prices
Pioneer
SA410
SA510
Inquire
SA610
for
SA710
Best
SA7800
Prices
SA8800
SA9800
Sansui
A40
£66.00
A60
£92-00
A80
£11
AU217 Mk 2 £ 4-00
AU317 Mk 2
50.00
AU719
238-00
AU919. . . . . P.O.A.
BAF1 . . . . . P.O.A
CAF1
P.O.
Sony
TAF35
£99-00
TAF45. . . .
£122-00
TAF636 . .
£156-00
TAF60
£175.00
Technics
SUZ2
2-00
SUV2
SUV6
£460Yamaha
P.O.A.
TUNERS
Akai
ATKO2LS
ATKO3L
ATVO4L
ATS08
Denon
TU200
TU300
JVC
TV3L
TX1L
TX2L

Inquire
For
Best
Prices

£54.00
£80-00
£125-00

Competitive prices
Nearest underground tube station-Goodge Street
Visit our showroom: 61 Charlotte Street
London W1 4DN
01-580 4632/4 lines

£89-00
TX3L
£140-00
TX4I
P0 A
TX5
Pioneer
TX410L •
Inquire for
TX510L
Best
TX710L
Prices
TX7800
TX9800
Sansui
£91-00
TU 217
£105.00
TU317
£168-00
TU719
£278.00
TU919
P.O.A.
TUX1
£66.00
T60
£96-00
T80
Sony
£86-00
STA3OL
£107-00
STL60
£135.00
STJ55
£212-00
ST636
P.O.A.
Technics

TURNTABLES
Akai
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Aiwa
ADC
£55-00
1500FG
£118-00
1700
Denon
DP3OL
Inquire for
DP33
Best Prices
DP60
DP55
DP6OL
JVC
oo
LA11.
£66LA55. .
. . £82-00
LF66.
£92-00
CILA5
Inquire for
OLY
Best Prices
QLY
Micr
eiki
M B10
cart
£55
M B14 w/ rt
£65
Pioneer
PL100X
nquire
PL200
for
PL300
st
PL400
Pric
600
P
0
Sensu
£80-00
FRD3
£119-00
FRD4
£145-00
FR
£59-00
P
w/cart..
ny
£66-00
PST2
£76-00
P
3
£113-00
•SX55
£118-00
PSX40
£156.00
PS635
Technics
£250SL1500
£158.00
SL1
1
£206-00
160011
£179-00
SL17001I
£63.00
SLB2 .
SLB3
£82-00
SLD
£95-00
SL
£118-00
SL
1
SLQ3 . .
Thorens
TD104 Mk II
TD105 Mk II
Inquire
TD160 BC/I1
for
TD115 Mk II
Best
TD160 Super
Prices
TO126/111/C
TD126/III/BC
Please Inquire Thorens
TD160 fitted with arm.

POST
ORDER
BY
PHON E OR
BARCLAYCARD
USE
ACCESS
OR
Delivery charge £ 5.00 per item in U.K.
Credit facilities available

ARMS & CARTRIDGES
Audio Technica
AT1100
P.O.A.
Signet XK50 . . P.O.A.
AT605
£13-00
AT606
£15.00
AT620 sp cables 15-00
AIMS
• -£11-00
MG10
£ 5.00
MG9
£8-00
Arm- lift
£9-50
Denon
DL103
Inqu" e
DL103D
for
DL103S
Best
AU320
Prices
DL303
00
HA500
Ortofon
Complete range . P.O.A.
SME
300911IS
3009/111
Inquire
3009 Mk 2
for
3 19 non DT
Best
2
Prices

57-50

SO
STRV4L
STR333L. .
TCU30
TCK55 Mk11
11NA
00

£133-00
£99-00
£68-00
5-00
£199-00
£75-00
£175-00
£195-00

MARANTZ
1530L
2120
1550L
ROTE L
603
AHA
Y
CT8
CT101
ION E
606
S 608
M RANTZ
SD1 00
SD3 00
602
PM 200
TE HNICS
SU 044
S5021
9011
ST9031

SHURE
M75ED
M75EJ
M95ED
M96EJ . . .
V15MKIII HE.
V15MKIV . .
M95H E

00
£70
£110-00
. £99-00
105-00
£149-00
. £69-00
£79-00
£59-00
£69-90
£96-00
£46-95
f110.00
£240-00
£240-00
£99-00

£15-00
£14-00
£20.00
£17.00
£49-00
£60.00
£22-00

M97EJ
M97HE
Platter Pad . .
Glass Mat

£ 21-00
£30-00
P. 0.A,
P.O.A.

111111=111
(PAIRS)
master
Inquire
Au
Prices. Full
for
Range
A.R.
AR9
AR
Inquire
A 8
for
25
91
A
AR9
AR94
Celestion
Ing e for
D15XR
Best
es
D442
BL
£122-00
5 X
£166-00
77X
£202-00
99V)(.
£330
L50
f390
L110 ....
JR
Metro
JR149
Best
Woofer
rices
JR150
KLH
300. . .
31. . . ... P.O.A
..
£134Mo
or Audio
MA16
Mini Monitor
quire
MA9
for
MA6
Best
MA4MK2
Prices
MA84
2
Ta
Cambr ge
£110-00
Oxford
£134-00
Cot
£245-00
ester . . .
£245-00
Met
£286-00
Mayfair . .
£327-00
Barkley Mk 11 . . P.O.A.
Wharfedale
Laser 40
£60-00
Laser 60
£78.00
Laser 80
£96-00
Laser 100 . . . £124-00
Laser 200 . . . £163-00
Laser 400 . . . £199-00
E20
Inquire
E30
for
E50
Best
E70
Prices
E90
«99-00
TSR Range Inquire
for Best Prices
Yamaha
615
PUA.
655
.
P.O.A.
NO44
Inquire for
NS1000M
Best Prices
CASSETTE DECKS
Akai
CSMO1
CSMO2
GXF90
GXM10
GXM50
GXF80
Aiwa
ADM 800
ADR 500

£65-00
£82-00
£324-00
£110-00
£200-00
£ 268.00
£280-00
£179-00

Specialists in Export
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE

ADL 450
ADL 300
ADM 250
.,IVC
1(0720
KDA11
KDA22
KDA33
Nakamichi
480 ZX
481 ZX
482 ZX
580 ZX
581 ZX
582 ZX
660 ZX
670 ZX
680 ZX
Pioneer
CTF20
CTF iü
CT 00
C 750
TF850
CTF950
CTF1250
Sansui
D90 . . .•
0100 . . . .
SC13 0/1330
SC 0/3330
S y
K61
CK35
TCK45
TCU60
TCK71
TCK81
Technics
RS673
RSM14
RSM24
RSM45

£135-00
£106-00
£87-00
£71-00
Inquire
for Best
Prices

Inquire
for
Best
Prices

Inquire
for
Best
Prices

. £72-00
. £92-00
£132-00
£186-00
£139-00
£110-00
£142-00
£179-00
£189-00
£256-00
£199-00
£105-00
£121 - 00
£160-00

REEL TO REEL DECKS
Akai
GX4000D .
GX4000DB .
Sony
TC399
Technics
Teac

£196-00
£229.00
£240-00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Buy it with Access

RARCLAYCARD

VIDEO
Akai
9700EK £489-130
9800EK £510-1X1
National
7000
P.O.A.
WV3300
camera' £659-00
Sony
SLC7
P0 A
cabinet
P 0 A.
SL8080 £450-00
JVC
GC4100EK P.O.A.
GC4100EK
portable P.O.A.
H R.4100EK
camera. P.O.A
AR3320EK
£472.00
HR3660EK
£538-00
HR7700 . P.O.A.

must be the best buy
in budget turntables
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WHAT HI-FI NOVEMBER 1980

. . . pretty well untouchable at or
near the price".
A. Gold FRSR PRACTICAL HI-FI January 1981
". . . . it must be considered superb value for money".
Bernard Futter NEW MUSICAL EXPRESS 1st November 1980
"The turntable offers wide compatibility with cartridges,
has foolproof semi-automation, is resistant to problems from
use in less than ideal positions and has asound quality Ican
describe as second to none".
WHAT HI-FI November 1980
.no other similar deck that even approached it for
sound quality. Enthusiastically endorsed then, "
A. Gold FRSR PRACTICAL HI-FI January 1981

Dual
For many years Dual, based in the Black Forest region of Germany the home of precision
engineering, have been acknowledged as one of the world's leading manufacturers of hifi turntables.
In order to introduce good quality hifi products to agreater number of people, Dual have now
designed abudget priced turntable, the CS505.
The CS505 is asemi- automatic belt drive turntable incorporating many of the fine
engineering facilities of the more expensive models in the range. Unusually for Dual, it is not fitted
with acartridge, thus giving you the freedom of choice on the type of cartridee you wish to use. The
straight line, gimbal mounted, low mass arm is capable of operating with awide range of cartridges
from the less expensive through to the more sophisticated performer - the choice is yours.
Selling at around £75 the Dual CS505 offers you the opportunity of incorporating agood
quality turntable into your budget priced system.
Now you've read what the trade press reviewers and we have to say, test the CS505 for
yourself at your local hifi dealer.
•

Please send me details of the Dual CS505 turntable:Name
Address

HAYDEN

Hayden Laboratories Limited
Hayden House, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St. Peter, Gerrards Cross,
Bucks. SL9 9UG

Telephone: Gerrards Cross (02813) 88447/89221

0

•
Harman (Audio) U.K. 14d.: St. John's Road, Tylers Green High Wycombe, Bucks., HP 10.8 HR
.•

TEAC
Where Art and Technology Meet

THE BEST IN TAPE REPRODUCTION FROM
THE LEADERS IN TAPE TECHNOLOGY
Magnetic tape has a lot to
offer the music fan.
It not only lets you record anything
you like in any way you like,
but is also capable of providing
the highest reproduction quality.
Since we at TEAC are tape specialists,
we concentrate on giving you the best possible
sound quality as well as the greatest control
convenience in every product we make.
Three fine examples from our latest
lineup are shown here.
For the best in tape reproduction.
look to the leaders in tape
technology. TEA.C.

A-660

MODEL 3012-R

Manufacture of the Model 3012 Series II 12" precision
pick-up arm ended in 1972. In response to many requests
to re- introduce it for professional and hi-fi applications we
have produced the Model 3012-R. It is basically similar to
its classic predecessor but with important refinements including:
• Thin walled stainless steel tone- arm.
• New design lateral balance system.
• Extra rigid low mass shell with double draw- in pins.
• Main weight system with fine adjustment providing a
wide range of balance.
• Geometry optimised for 12" records.
Distortion caused by lateral tracking error is at least
25% less than is possible with a 9" arm and its effective
mass of 14 grams makes it particularly suitable for the
many medium and low compliance cartridges now on the
market.
Full details will be sent on request.

The S2-R shell supplied with it is
another SME 'first' in heavy gauge
aluminium with pin-up and pin-down
bayonet for positive locking. The
sockets of all SME arms employing
detachable shells are double slotted
and therefore compatible with this
design.
20

Write to Dept 0363
SME Limited, Steyning, Sussex, BN4 3GY, England
Steyning ( 0903) 814321.

Telex 877808 SME G
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GET REEL HI-FI

At last, a precision engineered, high spec. alternative ideal
for budget home recording setups, demo, tapes and masters. The AS6002 standard features include:
*
* 3, -q+15 i.p.s std
*
* 4 chan. input mixer
*
* Track bounce+echo
* I.C. logic control
* Digital tape length counter and

Excellent tape handling
Nab/Din replay eq.
Peak reading meters
many, many more

Ambisonics is acomprehensive technology
for surround sound recording,broadcasting
and reproduction. Sponsored by the
National Research Development Corporation
and developed by international
collaboration between scientists,
mathematicians and engineers, Ambisonics
frees reproduced sound from the
restrictions of stereo. Equipment featuring
the Ambisonic symbol is designed in
accordance with this technology to give
greater realism and listening pleasure.
The UHJ symbol shows that programme
material conforms to optimal specifications
for playback as stereo, mono or with
Ambisonic decoding. Ambisonic surround
sound decoders also provide enhanced
results from conventional stereo, but the
highest fidelity of directional sound is
obtained from recordings and broadcasts
conforming to UHJ.

For further information regarding
Ambisonics, together with details of record
and equipment manufacturers, apply to the
NRDC AMBISONIC ADVISORY SERVICE
PO Box 98, High Wycombe, Bucks,
HP111PJ
Telephone: High Wycombe ( 0494) 445951

DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED
For Details
Audio Systems Components,
32 Crown Lane, Theale,
Berks—(0734) 302108
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You've never heard anything like it in your life before.
And were not just talking about the name.
The tape is pretty impressive too.
Because its surface contains more magnetic particles
than any other tape.
Which means it can record more "bits of sound" than
any other tape.
Giving you a denser recording, and superior sound
quality.

We make sure things stay that way too.
By covering its surface with aspecial coatiurig,which not
only holds the magnetic particles in place, but also leaves it
mirror smooth.
So your tape head positively glides over it.
Without wearing itself out.
Without wearing the tape out.
Sounds almost too good to be true?
It is.

maxello

Maxell ; UK) Ltd., 1Tytuir nLane, Harrow, Middlesex HAI 3AF. Tel 01-423 0688.
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DISCKIT ,13
^

To: Zerostat
Comparents Ltd.,
Edison Road,
Industrial Estate,
St Ives,Huntingdon,
Cambs 1
3E17 415.
(Regd Office)

Combines the Zerostat AntiStatic Pistol, Discwasher D4
Record Cleaning System and
Discwasher SC-2Stylus Cleaner
in ahandsome walnut storage
tray with smoked perspex dust
cover at asignificant cost saving
over the individual components.
(U6.50).
(Discorganiser storage tray and
perspex cover available
separately. (£9.95).)

Please send me yourrange leaflet D
Please send me the following items:
Quantity

Price

\

Zerostat Pistot
SC-2Stylus Cleaner £ .
D4 Record Cleaning System
Disckit
Discargan.zer
Plus postage and packing

£00.30

Total
Name
Address

•
•

•

NedDISC ,
,NA,HER"

D4 RECORD
CLEANING SYSTEM

New formula D4 Fluid puts dust,
dirt, even fingermarks into
suspension whilst protecting the
vinyl record surface. Walnutmounted D4 fabric pad has extrasoft directional fibres to absorb
fluid and contamination, leaving
record surface entirely free of
contamination or residue of any
kind. OC1Pad Cleaner keeps the
fabric in good condition for
maximum efficiency. (£7.45).

All prices shownareinciusive of VAT.
n'designate ,eijsze,ea tsade marks of Discwasher Inc., USA.

8

I
enclose cheque/P.O. value £

Please allow 14 days for delivery.

He -iry Royce, founci?.r of Ro s- Royce, 1906

/EROSTAT

.*'ANTI-STATIC
PISTOL
The new red Zerostat Pistol is the
latest version of aleader in its
field.The simplest way to remove
static and its associated
symptoms. Needs no refills,
batteries or power supply and
neutralises static charges in
seconds. Lasts for at least 50,000
operations.(£7.45).

KewISCWASHER'
SC-2cp STYLUS
CLEANER
SC- 2Stylus Cleaning Fluid is
formulated to disperse not only
harmful grit, but also the very vinyl

additives which D4 Fluid protects,
and which can clog styli. SC-2
Brush, with bristles of acaLulated
density and texture, removes dirt
without damage to delicate stylus
cantilevers_Reverse of brush is a
magnifying mirror for easy stylus
inspection.(£3.99).

ZEROSTAT
Zerostat Components-Ltd., Edison Road, Industrial Estate,
St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs PE17 4LF

The JVC guick
Or you've got to put the best in to get the best out.
Who better to provide you with VHS tapes than
the people who developed the VHS system in the
first place - JVC? Since JVC launched the VHS system
20 other manufacturers have been pleased to adopt it.
Today the unchanging excellence of VHS has made
it the world's most popular home video system.
But whatever kind of VHS video you have you'll
get the best possible picture when you feed it with the
best possible tape - and that's JVC.

See what JVC tapes offer.
JVC took as much care in developing VHS tapes as
they took in developing the total VHS system.

So you can be certain that JVC cassettes give you
picture quality that's second to none.
They are compatible not only with every JVC
video but also with every other manufacturer's
VHS machine.
And that makes exchanging and borrowing
tapes areal practicality.
There's aJVC tape to fit every need with halfhour, one two and three hour cassettes. With JVC
you can fit the tape length to your recording.
Naturally you can record again and again on JVC's
long life tapes.

to video tapes.
Family Favourites.
With JVC you don't have to
go to the movies, the movies
come to you.
JVC has alarge range of
pre-recorded tapes at very
competitive prices. You can
choose from awide selection
of documentary, cartoon and comedy cassettes from sky diving to safari, from Carry on Cowboy to
Keystone Kops - material that the TV stations
would be delighted to show.
These quality cassettes are exclusive to JVC. If the
BBC and ITV aren't worth watching, JVC always is.

Free Cassette Rack.

Once you start building acassette library you have
to have somewhere to keep them. Buy 10 JVC blank
cassettes and you'll be given astylish VHS cassette
rack to keep them in, absolutely FREE.
See for yourself.
Seeing is believing, so pop aJVC tape into your
machine or pop in at the Video Information Centre, VI-IS
82 Piccadilly, London W1
and see everything that's
best in video machines and
tapes. JVC have the
machines and tapes - you
ANOTHER STEP CLOSER TO REALrY
get the picture.

JVC

SONY. BHF
BOOTS • ERXI
MEMOREX.
MRX3
FUJI-FXI
BASF.
SLH

Ifyou have one ofthese,
turn to Boots.
Sophisticated electronics and subtle difference of tape
technology, demand awide range of high-specification cassettes.
If your deck has afine tune bias facility, you'll soon discover
the perfect tape to play on it.
But finding the tape in the shops may not be easy.
At Boots Audio Department there are no less than eight
different super-ferric tapes offering varied benefits in the "average
to high" bias sector utilized in top class equipment.
And of course there are lots of less sophisticated but equally
high-quality tapes too.
So, if you're looking for aspecial kind of cassette, turn to
Boots. Our range could be even bigger than your machine's.
Super-ferric tapes from BASF,TDK, BOOTS, Sony,
Memorex, Fuji and Maxell from £1.10 to £2.25.
From Boots Audio
Departments subject to
stock availability.

for the Special Touch
28

PAGEANT SERIES 2
£206.00
(ey-1 VAT 1

SIGNIFER
£608.00
(excl. VAT.)

FESTIVAL SERIES 2
£138.00
(excl. V.A.T.)

CARNIVAL SERIES 2 •
£104.00
exck VAT.)

•

..for your greater pleasure.
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Mordaurnt-Short Ltd
High- Fidelity Loudspeaker Systems
Durford Mill, Petersfield, Hampshire, GU31 5AZ
Telephone: Rogate ( S.T.D. 073 080) 721/2
Telex: 86443 MS HIFI
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Looking at the X-900 pictured above, gives you the
impression that it's something out of the ordinary
And out of the ordinary it most certainly is ;it's the
ultimate hi-fi system.
One of arange of four Pioneer hi-fi systems called
the XSeries: X-900, X-700, X-500, X-300.
Slim, matched component separates that are fully
integrated to produce the very best in sound. And in style.
Each separate measures under 10 cms in height
and has uncomplicated controls that are clearly laid out
and easy to use. Stacked one above the other they create
aneat, uniformity of design.
But there's more to integration than meets
the eye. Technically, every separate matches every other
perfectly. Leaving all problems of compatability and iIi-

matched separates with other systems.
In effect, what you can't see of the XSeries integration, you can hear. From 65 Watts (78 Watts DIN) per channe
with the X-900 amplifier to 20 Watts (27 Watts DIN) per
channel with the X-300.
On all the amps, except on the X-300, there are brier
blue, multi-peak FluroscanTm meters which give accurate
level readings.
But across the range, every cassette deck boasts
metal tape compatability and IC logic tape transport
control.
The first allows you the pleasure of listening to
recordings at the highest standard yet achieved, through
the invention of metal tape cassettes. Which give awider
dynamic range and less distortion than any other tape. •

The other, maximum safety in tape movement. An
electronic memory control virtually eliminates any
breakage or jamming when switching from one function
to another, i.e.-'fast forward' to 'play.'
All the tuners have three wave bands (LW, AM
and FM Stereo). And additionally, the two top systems are
digital with_pre-set station selection across all wave bands,
giving instant recall with feather-touch controls.
On every system, the turntable has aspecially
designed Co- axial Suspension system that prevents unwanted vibration. And is either Quartz accurate direct drive
or belt driven_
There is also a24- hour digital audio timer with an
automatic on/off for unsupervised recordings and asleeptime cut off.

Even the purpose built cabinets laminated to a
sleek black finish, are designed as an integral part of the
total system.
There's achoice ofthree, giving up to two alternatives
to the racking layout, depending on the system. The
two larger cabinets also have an external plug for listening
through headphones with the glass door shut.
Integration beyond anything you've experienced.
But not beyond your reach.

PIONEER®
Pioneer High Fidelity (GB) Ltd., The Ridgeway, Iver, Buckinghamshire SLO 9JL.

Revox Tape Recorders
Ask Anyone.
We enjoyed considerable world-wide success for over ten years with our A77 series,
and now we're enjoying the same success with our B77.
Over 60 sensible options on the basic model has made the B77 so versatile that they can
be found in recording and broadcasting studios, in use with musicians,
and of course in domestic HiFi systems.
Anyone will tell you why the Revox B77 has gained the reputation it has - and why it is the
tape recorder which sets the standards by which others are judged.
Write for acopy of our new colour catalogue.

EW O. Bauch Limited,49 Theobald Street, BorehamWo ad, Hertfordshire.Telephone: 01953 0091

Jim is listening to arock-singer, electric guitars,
bass, keyboard, dru ms and achorus of thousands...

...Jane isn't listening.

The great thing about stereo headphones is
that you can get your head into the loudest
sounds around without disturbing your nearest
and dearest.
And that's some sound on apair of Ross
RE 244's. They look lightweight because they
are light- in every way except performance.
New Samarium Cobalt Supermagnets*,
producing 3times the energy of the same sized
conventional magnets, bring miniaturization to
headphone listening.
Ross RE 244's.
Incredibly comfortable.
Distortion-free.
Stunning stereo power.
When you want music, and she wants to get
her head down- get your head into apair of
Ross RE 244's.
introdJced nthe UK by Ross Eect ,onics

Ross RE 244 Type: Open pack
Nominal Imp: 32 ohms
Matching Imp: 4toi 50 ohms
Frequency response: 20 :o20.000 Hz
Sensitivity: 98 db SPL a:1000 Hz
Weight: 40 gm ( 1.5 oz): less cable
Price: Around £ 15.00

cKoss How

Fell me more about the new range of Ross stereo headphone7I
I Name
ddress

ROSS

makes sound sense

Ross Electronics. 32 Rathbone Place, London WW 1AI) I
Tel: 01-580 7112/3 Telex: 22747 Preros Ldn.
HFN 3 81
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It's aMitsubishi

speeds: 33-1/3, 45 r.p.m.
Selection: Automatic
Adjustment: ± 3%

Straight universal type, static balanced

Output voltage: 3.5rnV

Effective length: 180mm
Tracking error: 0.1°

Separation: 23dB (at 1kHz)

Wow and flutter 0.045% (Wmis)

Cartridge type: Dual moving magnet

S/N ratio: 76dB ( DIN-B) .

Stylus: 0.4 x 0.7 mil elliptical

Introducing aradical departure from
convention - the futuristic Mitsubishi LT-5V.
Linear tracking in its most sophisticated form.
Available now, for the very firsttime, with an
added refinement- vertical configuration.
Resulting in aperformance that's even better
than it looks.
But there's more to it than that
Besides being aconspicuous talking point
in your room, the LT-5V permits aconsideraUe
economy of space ( it can be accommodated on

ashelf only 200 mm wide). Yet it features all t!
ease of logic controlled, fully automatic operation.
It's only what you might expect
As anyone who has heard the Mitsubishi
reputation would soon confirm- when it comes
to hi-fi, nothing sounds better
Hardly surprising when you consider the
breathtakingly realistic reproduction, advanced
technological features and functional good looks
built in to every single piece of Mitsubishi audio
equipment

34

Power consumption: 8W
Dimensions (WxHxD): 466 >5430 x 200mm
Weight: 12.5kg

From acomplete 50W per channel stereo
in miniature to the ultimate in music centres.
Plus some really together separates. And, of
course, the LT-5V- another reason why, when you
say Mitsubishi, people sit up and listen.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE EXTENSIVE RANGE OFAUDIO AND
TELEVISION EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURED BY MITSUBISHI IN JAPAN
CONTACT MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC (UK) LTD.,OTTERSPOOL WAY,
WATFORD, HERTS, WD2 8LD

MITSUBISHI
AUDIO

hi-fi
mews

Editorial comment
D AMBLING ON last month about music

Itaccerci rftwiftw

ALSO INCORPORATES:
TAPE & TAPE RECORDERS, AUDIO
NEWS, RECORD NEWS, AUDIO
RECORD REVIEW,
THE GRAMOPHONE RECORD

EDITOR
JOHN CRABBE

DEPUTY EDITOR
JOHN ATKINSON
MUSIC EDITOR
IVOR HUMPHREYS
RECORDS EDITOR
GEOFF JEANES
ART EDITOR
CHRISTINE STAPLETON
CONSULTING EDITORS
PETER GAMMOND (Musical)
DONALD ALDOUS
(
Technical)
MUSICAL ADVISERS
ARTHUR JACOBS &
CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG
PETER CLAYTON
(
Jazz)

(
Classical)

TECHNICAL ADVISERS
STANLEY KELLY, REX BALDOCK,
JAMES MOIR, RALPH WEST
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READERS LETTERS
Letters for publication should be addressed to the
Editor, and must contain no other material or enquiries
Letters seeking advice on technical or equipment
matters ( with SAE) should be marked for the attention of
'Crossover', who will reply in due course. We reserve
the right to print such letters later in our Readers'
Problems feature.
BINDERS
Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFNIRR are
available from: Modern Bookbinders, Chadwick Street,
Bliekburn, Lancs. The years 1971 to 1981 are each
covered by two binders ( January—June and
July—December). Price: £ 3.00 for one ( post paid) or
£5.50 for a pair. For earlier years, please ask for a
quotation.

ni sponsorship, we reached the end of
this space just as the Arts Council was
coming into sight, and closed down with
a promise to return to that venerable •
body—assuming that the prophecies of
the 16th century astrologer Michel
Nostradamus were correct, and that the
great world disaster would not occur for
another five years. Although we share the
apprehensions of millions regarding the
arms race, we made that reference to
impending catastrophe simply as a piece
of sick humour, but just after writing it we
chanced upon a piece by veteran correspondent James Cameron in The
Guardian, which also coupled the Arts
Council with the prospects of thermonuclear annihilation.
Mr Cameron's link, we hasten to add,
was not causal: no one is suggesting that
the roof of the Council's offices in
Piccadilly is to be used as one of the
dispersed sights for cruise missiles in the
event of an emergency. And even if it
were, dutiful citizens are supposed to
believe that the poised presence of such
devices will actually make us safer. Not
that we feel particularly 'dutiful' in this
respect, since the whole mad business
strikes us as afragile illusion, an act of
faith in antique notions of deterrence and
revenge which could collapse in disaster
at any time—especially n Europe, cradle
of the art which this magazine exists to
serve. We make no apology for raising
such uncomfortable matters, for they
are of overwhelming importance. Indeed,
we are pleased to join the editors of
several other non-political magazines
who have recently expressed concern on
the subject, or have published articles
questioning the sanity of Britain's 'defence'
policies, policies which are as dangerous as
they are morally wrong.
Morality and music were brought
together in a particularly harrowing
manner in the recent TV showing of
Playing for Time, wherein asmall group of
Auschwitz jews were obliged to provide
refined entertainment for their Nazi
masters while the latter went about the
business of gassing and burning an
endless stream of less fortunate inmates.
To play and sing the music of Puccini,
Beethoven and Schubert against such a
backcloth ( whilst in astate of near
starvation) was their terrible, ironic task,
yet at adifferent level this gruesome tale
seemed to relate to what James Cameron
had written about the arts' role in our
rather more civilised society. Despite a
small increase in its overall income—
thanks to the now dismissed Norman St.
John Stevas—the Arts Council has been
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forced by inflation to reduce its grants to
numerous bodies, in the biggest expenditure cut it has ever been obliged to make.
This included complete removal of the
modest £ 21,000 previously received by
the National Youth Orchestra; if you want
to stifle a healthy activity, do it when the
recipients are young!
However, although it no doubt sticks in
Mrs Thatcher's throat, the principle of
state aid to the arts remains—albeit on a
starvation diet, like that of those hapless
Auschwitz musicians. But almost as if to
underline the point that we arts people are
gothing but a load of 'wets', the government promised to spend several million
pounds on improvements at the Atomic
Weapons Research Establishment just
as the Arts Council announced its cuts
(totalling £ 1.2 million). As Mr. Cameron
remarked, it's acase of 'megatons before
music, atoms before art'. We must beware
lest they attempt to reimpose museum
entry charges or legislate to abandon
the free library service in order to pay
for an extra Trident or two.
Another way in which the arts—and a
lot of other valuable things—are being
cramped by present policies is via the
government's refusal to allow the BBC to
raise its licence fee. Because of the
cultural dominance of TV, experience of
the arts for the great majority of people
comes almost exclusively from this source.
In consequence—and this is no new
idea—the BBC is in many respects
Britain's biggest artistic patron. This is not
to say that the independent companies don":
also produce a lot of fine material (
Playing for Time, for instance, despite the ads),
but the BBC has always set the standards
when it comes to serious broadcasting.
Please, please, don't let an ideological
commitment to commercialism allow the
BBC to be eroded away. For all its faults,
it's one of our great national assets.
Reform it, by all means, but don't treat it
like aleper just because its raison d'être is
not to make a profit. There is plenty of
room in our mixed economy for the
creation of wealth ( including aesthetic
enjoyment) by both commercial and
public-service means, and despite prejudices to the contrary in high places,
there is no guarantee that the commercial
approach will be the more effective. As in
society as awhole, in the arts perhaps a
judicious mixture is the best. Thus on the
face of it the scheme to raise money from
tele -recordings of productions at the
Royal Opera House looks promising ( see
page 81), although we do wonder about
the future impact of technology on the
copyright aspects—which gives us next
month's subject ...
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From the innovatorsa14-inch giant
among loudspeakers

DM12

the unobtrusive revolutionary
We could have built something even smaller, but we
were determined to build aminiature speakerthat rises
way above the limitations hitherto imposed by asmall
enclosure. In particular, we wanted to achieve wider
response and more realistic sound levels in the low
frequency range. We also wanted safe power- handling
capacity. Thanks to our unique resources in computer
and laser technology and the sheer creativity of our
design team, DM12 achieves all this and more.
It's certainly small.
Just 555mm ( 14 in) high x220mm 18 3/
4inlwide
X270mm ( 10 1/
2in) deep.

106dB.
That's the surprising peak sound pressure
level DM12 produces from its 12 litre enclosure.

Monitor standard.

Frequency linearity ± 2dB 85Hz to 20 kHz.

APOC-protected.
B&W's exclusive audio- powered overload
circuit protects completely against
accidental damage or overload.

Our listening panels have found that
the miniature DM12 does surprisingly
well in comparative tests with
Model 801, the system chosen by EMI
as classical music monitor at their
Abbey Road Studios and on location
world-wide. Between these twoOur smallest and largest-- come the
other five members of our musical
family: DM11,DM14,DM16, DM7 Mk2,
Model 802.

Ask your B&W deader about DM12-or drop us aline if
you would like to have specification details mailed to you.

B&W Loudspeakers Ltd
Meadow Road Worthing West Sussex

BN11 2RX

MAN DM and Series 80 are registered trade marks of B&W Loudspeakers Ltd
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Getting Copyright

Right

One of the Shock, Horror stories at
Harrogate last August was the news
that George Hadcock's latest arm,
the GH250, had forsaken his tried
and tested unipivot arrangement for
a four- bearing system. Clearly
owing a good deal to its predecessors, indeed sharing anumber of
the component parts, the new arm
looks like establishing itself in the
Hadcock tradition, with the added
advantage of being simple to instal:
the unipivot is an absolute whatsit
to set up as we all know ( although
the ' E' version helped a lot in that
respect).
George has now released another
arm, the G220, an economy version
of the 230 which retails for around
£50 less at an rrp of £ 98-90 inclusive. Again this is a four- bearing
design with detachable arm tube
(available separately at £ 16.37 inc).

The only obvious visual difference is
the styling of the top bearing assembly and the specs are the same
except that for cartridges weighing
8.5-10 gm a different counterweight is required.

AES Lecture
This month's AES lecture, held as
usual at the IEE, Savoy Place,
London W2, is on ' Recent developments in cassette recorders' and is
being given by Ian Hardcastle of
Dolby Labs. Ian will be describing in
detail both the Dolby-HX ' headroom extension' system and the
new Dolby- C noise reduction
system and it should prove very
interesting. Visitors are welcome,
time and date are 6.30 for 7pm on
Tuesday 10th March.

Microphone
techniques at AES
A joint lecture/demonstration was
given to the AES on January 13th
by Antony Askew ( Senior Music
Studio Manager, BBC Radio) and
Tony Faulkner ( freelance recording engineer, formerly with Enigma
Records) covering the uses and
abuses of a wide range of microphones.
The audience were reminded that
although this year sees the centenary of the first public binaural
demonstrations in Paris and it is
now 50 years since Alan Blumlein
produced his remarkable patent on
stereophony,
optimum
stereo
microphone format was still much
influenced by personal preferences
and commercial demands.
To set the scene, it was first
demonstrated, using a number of
high quality microphones of various
vintages, that even recorded speech
in mono assumed noticeably different characteristics as each microphone was selected. One consequence, for example, was that many
musicians preferred solo violin via
the veteran STC 4038 ribbon model
in comparison with the modern
AKG C414 capacitor type although
the latter has a superior frequency
balance and transient response.
Comparisons were also made between recorded speech via apair of
cardioid microphones spaced 8ft.
apart and a coincident pair of
figure- of- eights. In addition to the
better imaging of the latter, it was
also much less sensitive to the
angular disposition of the speaker's
head.
Turning to concert halls and
musical balance, some orchestral
excerpts from recordings using a
coincident stereo pair in the Royal
Albert Hall and the Royal Festival
Hall showed that this basic arrangement gave somewhat superior results in the former. Despite its excellent angular resolution, however,
asingle coincident pair was usually
inadequate with awkward orchestral layouts and contributions from
strategically sited additional microphones ( mono and stereo) were
needed. Demonstrations were given
of various contributions in such a
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

The chaotic situation now prevailing regarding private recording of
copyright sound material makes it
increasingly necessary to get the
facts right. Since the dispute between the BPI and MCPS led to
withdrawal of the latter body's
home taping licence ( see p. 53,
October) we have received an increased flow of letters 'asking for
advice, and commenting—usually
adversely—on plans for atape levy.
Unfortunately there is little we can
do to help at this stage, but our
attention has been drawn to auseful
booklet about the whole vexed
business of obtaining copyright
clearance, which interested readers
may like to consult.
Published by the Council for
Educational Technology ( 3 Devonshire Street, London W1 N 2BA) as
the second in aseries of ' Guidelines'
for teachers, and concerned primarily with the use of copyright
material in schools, Copyright
Clearance: A Practical Guide is a
mine of useful information on many
aspects of awide-ranging subject.
It cannot help regarding the present
taping licence fiasco, but it certainly
packs in alot of other useful advice.
It may be ordered from the CET at
the above address, when an invoice
will be issued for the cover price of
£2-75 plus p & p; but we understand that the author, Mr. G. Crabb,
is far too busy to deal with individual queries. Our thanks to Mr and
Mrs Ellis of Bristol for putting us on
to this.

Sound of Bracknell are producing
this growing series and operational
experience of their unique one-toone duplication facility has produced some further improvements
in quality. 'The Revenge' will fill one
side of a C60 cassette to avoid
interruptions. Readers will remember that when it was originally
broadcast on Radio 3 in 1978, it
stimulated a great amount of interest in binaural recording and
headphone listening. The cassette,
AMC KO5 'The Revenge', is available
direct
from
Whitetower
Records, 2 Roche Gardens, Bletchley, Milton Keynes M K3 6HR and
will cost £4 plus 25p postage etc.

Have Your Room
Measured
Last September we announced the
establishment of a hi-fi equipment
servicing scheme, run by the Leeds
firm of Audio Laboratories under the
management of Philip Pimblott
with the back-up of comprehensive
technical facilities. Now, having got
that off the ground, they are offering
arather special further service in the
form of a third- octave spectrum
analysis of domestic listening rooms.
Employing a precision noise
source, calibrated measuring microphone, and real-time analyser controlled by a microprocessor, this
scheme naturally involves avisit to
the user's home. But it will provide a
proper acoustic record of what is
actually happening in your hi-fi
room, and exactly how it interfaces
with the loudspeakers. You can also
see the objective effect of any
corrective measures which may be
contrived ( blankets over the sideboard, egg- boxes on the wall—that
sort of thing) while the experts are
there. Details from: Audio Laboratories ( Leeds), 3 Kildare Terrace,
Whitehall Road, Leeds LS12 1DB,
or telephone 0532 440378.

situation, and the final mix employed. From an opera house, aset-up
using five spaced mono mikes
spaced symmetrically along the
footlights was compared with three
spaced coincident types along the
same path, and, finally, with acentrally sited coincident pair with
additions from others judicially
sited and panpotted to the correct
positions. This last seemed to
achieve the most satisfactory overall
effect.
Tony Faulkner then replayed
some digital recordings of a choir,
both unaccompanied and with
organ, using a ' near coincident pair', BBC Records and the author
angled 100 and sited some 30ft. Andrew
Sachs
have
licensed
from the choir. He was of the Whitetower Records to issue the
opinion that provided the individual binaural BBC recording of 'The
microphones were time coincident Revenge', the play without words
for axial sounds, a modest lateral by Andrew Sachs, which will be
spacing could offer improved re- issued in the Whitetower Binaural
sults; these were excellent on the 'real time' duplicated cassette
excerpts heard.
series. Tape duplicators Gemini
Next,
Antony
Askew
demonstrated the ' unnatural' sounding
effect of a small ensemble playing
under anechoic conditions, and the B&W have entered 1981 with the
startling sonic improvement impart- launch of two new speakers in their
ed to apipe organ situated in adry DM series. DM16 is a top- of- theacoustic by adding artificial rever- range replacement for the highly
beration. Further illustrations were regarded DM6 which is now disgiven of results from backward continued. The new speaker is also
facing cardioids and reverberation athree- unit design using computerplates. Three samples of the grotes- matched drivers: a 200 mm bass
que sounds resulting from unsuit- unit, 100mm aromatic polyamide
able mike siting caused consider- fibre matrix midrange unit and a
able amusementl Finally, it was 26mm polyester weave dome
shown that surprising realism was tweeter. Frequency response is
obtainable via loudspeakers from a within + 2dB across 65 Hz-20 kHz
'dummy head' system of the type an axis at 2m and the sensitivity 1W
comprising microphones separated into 8 ohms for an spl of 87 dB at
1m. B&W's APOC protection cirby a plastic disc.
Amongst questions and com- cuit is fitted. Dimensions are
ments, it was suggested that a 950x 335 x415 mm and the finishes
choice often had to be made be- teak, walnut or black ash at asugtween achieving accurate image gested retail price of £ 595 inclusive
creation or overall spaciousness. per pair. Rosewood veneer will be
Unless seated near the source, available at extra cost.
DM22 replaces the popular
directional clues at live performances were not always apparent DM11. A two- unit system using
160mm bass/mid driver with the
without visual help.
It was concluded that the em- 26 mm hf unit, it provides aresponse
ployment of distant, near or mixed of + 3dB over the range 70 Hz-20 March, of course, is the month of
microphones was much influenced kHz. Sensitivity of this model is the the main French show, the Festival
by the opinions of engineers and same as the DM16 above. The 11's du Son. It is being held as usual at
producers, and the requirements of vinyl finish is replaced with a teak the Palais des Congres, Port Maillot
the final listener at home. An im- veneer and the speaker offers im- in Paris. Dates are March 8th-10th
March
11th-15th
pression of being transported to a provements in performance over its (trade) and
favourable seat was not necessarily predecessor. Yet the price remains (public).
More
news
on page 43
considered optimum. Rex Ba/dock unchanged at £ 139 per pair.
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SOOT RCYD START

/MERIDIAN

When you buy aproduct from Boothroyd Stuart you also buy our commitment to
keep pace with appropriate technical improvements. For every Control Unit we
ever made, such a moment has just arrived. We have introduced a real advance
in performance for most moving coil pickups with a new Module that will plug
directly into any Merdian 101 and is available now from your Meridian dealer.
When you buy Meridian, you buy more than just Hi Fi. For details of your nearest
dealer retan the slip below.
NAME

ADDRESS
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Send to BOOTHROYD STUART LTD., 13 CLIFTON ROAD, HUNTINGDON,
PE18 7EJ, CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND.

T1 are full of the advice that readers should try
to exercise their own discretion when purchasEPAGES of this and other hi-fi magazines

ing equipment, by attending demonstrations
and making up their own minds. In practice this
is easier said than done, and correspondents
such as Mr J. S. of North London aver: ' I... look
forward to hearing hi-fi sounding as good in a
shop as it does at home ( so far it never seems
to?)'
As time goes by things slowly seem to be
improving, and the demonstration facilities at
both Nusound and Audio T, acouple of London
examples with which Iam reasonably recently
familiar, make avaliant attempt. Fundamentally
the problem remains, however, and it has been
suggested that it is largely—or at any rate
partly—due to incompatibility between agood
acoustic and a room packed with hi-fi gear
(notably the 40 or so strong 'wall of speakers'
that tends to line most dem rooms). In the
interests of balance, it is only fair to mention that
others regard this possible phenomenon as
being of little or negligible importance.
Although the value of the facility will effectively be restricted to those enthusiasts wellheeled enough to be contemplating an 'active'
(multi-amped) system, the new ' Concert Room'
at Studio 99 in Hampstead is designed to be
used with only one pair of speakers in the room.
And, whether for this or for any other reason, the
result is a consummate success. My listening
time was unfortunately very restricted, as there
were customers around, but there was enough
time to establish pretty conclusively that my
PMS system would have sounded better there
than it does in my room, trying to take account of
detail differences between the systems ( age of
components etc), and bearing in mind that Iam
far from unhappy with my own room. Ibriefly
heard the Meridian M2s and the Isobarik PMSs
and the most noteworthy characteristics
seemed to be the general stability of the sound
and impressively even and extended, dry bass.
The near absence of damping and furnishing
materials gave the room a ' lively', rather bright
character, which may not suit all tastes, but
which complemented the lsobariks quite well,
though the M2s sounded a bit aggressive.
Having mentioned the M2s in passing, it is
worth pointing out that these delicious- looking
little speakers—like all Boothroyd/Stuart collaborations—ooze style. And like the established M1 stablemate it goes amazingly loud.
The bass performance far exceeds what one
would believe possible from apair of KEF B110
5inch drive- units. Ihave not really had enough
time yet to assess the finer subtleties, though
what Ihave heard sounded respectable enough.
But even so, the combination of loudness capability ( with protection), bass performance and
compactness makes the £ 750 price—inclusive
of power amplifiers—quite reasonable.

JBL L112

SUBJECTIVE
SOUNDS

Meridian M2

Paul Messenger

West coast neutrality
Slotting into the same price bracket as the M2,
but without the power amplifiers of course,
comes a new L112 speaker from JBL.
Considering that internationally ( particularly in
Japan and the US) JBL are up with market
leaders, their lack of mass appeal amongst
British domestic enthusiasts appears a little
surprising. Historically speaking they were
architects of the US 'West Coast' sound, and as a
result have perhaps attracted more than their fair
share of prejudice in the UK. Not, however,
without reason, as they certainly deviated from
the BBC- derived norm, which has been based
on some pretty sound engineering practice.
However, the sheer commercial popularity of
the 'JBL sound' must command respect, and
undoubtedly their reputation has been founded
on legendary drive- unit construction and
general ' build quality'.
Whatever the sound differences of the past,
the latest generation of JBLs, typified by the
L150 and its smaller brother discussed here, are
substantially 'flat' and neutral in terms of
frequency response and tonal balance—indeed,
Iwas surprised to find that Ipreferred to use the
speaker with its midrange and treble controls
slightly advanced. Although they are described
on the packing as a bookshelf model,
this is not intended to be taken too literally,
merely distinguishing them from floor/plinth
standing models. Which is probably just as well,
as the weight implies that JBL haven't been
making compromises when it comes to magnet
size and cabinet wall thickness.
As Idiscovered soon after connecting them
up, and as is confirmed in the instruction
manual, back- to- the- wall siting gives adistinct
and audible bass plateau, imparting a rather
'over- rich' character to the sound: stand mounting acouple of feet or more from boundaries in
the best of European traditions improves the
balance markedly. Properly sited, the L112
proved adifficult transducer to criticise, but at
the same time, to be frank, my enthusiasm was
somewhat muted when Iwas informed of the
price (£ 700), and Iwas surprised to find both my
preconceptions and expectations somewhat
confounded.
Whereas their reputation had led me to expect
the JBLs to come out breathing fire—all pizzazz,
and probably aggressive to boot—this was not
the case at all, and the L112 proved to be a
civilized, neutral and really rather refined design;
indeed for my taste they were alittle ' laid-back',
and Ipreferred using them with their treble and
bass controls set at + 2. Particularly on simple
material, mid and high frequencies were clear,
detailed and generally uncoloured, with just a
trace of sibilance exaggeration; percussion in
particular was nicely ... er ... percussive.
Though the bass preserved amore or less correct
balancé, its definition on complex and busy
pieces was alittle suspect, and it never seemed
fully integrated with the mid and treble, a
characteristic which seems important in generating atruly 'solid' sound.
Overall Icame to feel that the sum of the
whole was not any greater than its constituent
parts, and though these constituents are good
and do make for agood loudspeaker, they do
not automatically make for a great one. £ 700
should represent asubstantial performance advance
over
potential
rivals,
such
as

Yamaha NS1000s,
Gales, Heybrook
H83s Profiles, M- S
Signifers etc, and Iam not
Convinced that the 112
really does this. Iunderstand that the driveunit complement is
substantially the
same as used in the
L1 5'O. which has a much
larger cabinet volume and an ABR radiator
instead of a port Iam therefore inclined to
suspect that the woofer may be having its work
cut out to perform as well in the small enclosure
as it does in the ' originar L150 design.
Though Iam not convinced of the market
competitiveness of this particular model, it does
represent awelcome step forward in important
directions for the company—notably in neutrality, stereo imaging and freedom from
colorations—while the overall smoothness is
now much closer to the British norm than
heretofore. Ifully intended to try to persuade
Harman to let me try its big brother at the earliest
opportunity.
The Absolute Sound-20
Though Ihave had abeef or two about this US
'underground' journal in the past ( and still do
claim aconsiderable divergence of opinion and
value judgement where some of their reviews
are concerned), Imust acknowledge that it is
turning into,one of the best hi-fi reads around,
despite the fact that much of the equipment
reviewed is of little relevance to the English
market. The letters pages are frequently asheer
delight, and Icouldn't resist the temptation to
extract the following lengthy quote from
Michael Randars letter, which discusses
'Technofreakism' in the following delightful
way:
'It's a human trait to be in love with dials
and switches, what people who are not
allowed to vote, drink or have sex call
'toys'. A toy, by definition, is not supposed
to do anything. It's a nonfunctional pretend something from the adult world. A
doll is ababy, atoy gun is areal gun and a
seven- foot- by- 19- inch stereo is the console of the Baulestar Galactica. The fact
these stereos do not make music is asmall
price to pay for the fact that toy guns don't
kill and dolls don't grow up and get pimples or worse...'
Later on in the same issue there is anine page
interview with Doug Sax, the cutting engineer
who hasgken us Sheffield Labs and Pink Floyd's
The Wall in which he says some controversial
things about precious metals and connections,
and some- even more controversial and convincing views on digital, providing some powerful
ammunition for the anti- digital lobby ( whose
views this column is happy to make public,
provided the editor doesn't object). The
Absolute Sound, overseas subscriptions $ 30.
Box L, Sea Cliff, New York 11579.
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Some
unanswered
aural
questions
A plea from John Crabbe for more
research into meta- hi-fi regions
I N two articles published some years ago I
considered avariety of psycho- acoustic
stumbling blocks for hi-fi, and then the sort
of problems which arise whenever a really
serious attempt is made to correlate the
findings of ears and instruments. 1.
2 Now, 15
years later, there are still plenty of obstacles.
on the road to perfection, while in recent
times the subjective/objective problem has
become the victim of various obsessions
which divert attention from the real task by
pretending that the ear is the only instrument
worth using. Realising how complex the
human hearing mechanism is, how elusive
and little- understood is our apprehension of ,
sound in general, and how involved musical
sounds are in particular ( see refs. 3-7 for a
month's background reading), Ihave tended
to adopt aconservative stance to such
passing hi-fi fads, calling for proper research
before deciding to wave the latest party flag.
This tediously agnostic ( but Ihope not
reactionary) approach has usually found
expression in monthly Leader columns, while
the only full-scale J. C. articles to touch upon
psycho- acoustics during the last ten years
have concerned stereo perception in relation
to loudspeakers, and the nature of musical
scales. 8. '
So, in the hope that the various
scattered remarks were not too trivial to bear
repetition, Ipropose to draw together afew
threads from past cogitations, add some
further thoughts, and generally offer a hotchpotch of ideas and hunches for the consideration of those who might have the interest
and resources to conduct some research.
9
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DYNAMIC RANGE is atopic of continuing
interest, recently given ajab in the arm by
prospects of more spacious accommodation
with advent of digital recording. If and when
we really do have the option to reproduce at
home the 70dB ( or more) range of largescale music, practical difficulties in relation to
domestic noise levels will become very
important. Even in the 30dB hush of avery
quiet concert hall it is sometimes possible to
miss the fine nuances of ppp passages in
music whose peaks approach 100dB, and if
one simply reacted at home by turning up the
volume so that the softest parts sat at 40dB
(which is still very quiet for a house), the
fortissimos would then be overwhelming at
110 dB—as well as needing ten times more
power than the music should rearly demand.
It is in any case likely that 100dB peaks in a
room sound louder than in the concert hall,
because of the oppressive local acoustic,
while the ear probably judges a30dB
domestic pianissimo to be quieter than the
'live' case because it is more nearly hidden by
ambient noise.
Idon't believe that this topic (.. rsubjective
contrast expansion has been systematically
investigated, but if we aré to have recordings
with unrestricted dynamics, which could only
be reproduced as they stood in ideal hi-fi
surroundings, there will probably need to be
an associated ad¡ustable compression system
for use in a range of imperfect ( but more
normal) settings. The amplitude law of such a
system should conform as nearly as possible
to the ear's needs in arriving at what seems to
be the closest approach to a natural dynamic
range.

Converse problems arise with presently
available program sources, which on music of
wide initial dynamics have undergone a
variety of compressions that no one expander
system can possibly cope with. Nevertheless,
Ifind that if loud orchestral passages are
permitted to peak at just above 90dB, then in
asurprisingly large number of cases the
compressions applied seem very acceptable,
perhaps indicating an empirical ( if not
systematised) awareness of domestic
limitations. On the other hand, if one sets the
volume control for a 'correct' sounding
mezzo- forte (
which is the instinctive thing to
do), on some recordings the pianissimos will
then be obviously too loud, and on others the
fortissimos too soft. There is also the point
that the apparent dynamics of a recording can
in some cases be more limited subjectively
than measurements of actual sound- levels
would suggest, an effect which seems to be
related to the lack of full three-dimensional
ambience in the reproduced sound- field. I
have often felt this to be the case, having
measured the levels and assessed the relative
loudness of contrasted passages in pieces of
music heard both live and reproduced; but it
remains a personal observation and needs
proper scientific investigation. This feature of
perception, incidentally, would work against
the subjective expansion of domestic
dynamics conjectured in the previous
paragraphs, as would the fact that our binaural
hearing probably helps to reduce the
annoyance value of noises coming from
directions opposite from that of the loudspeakers. But, once again, where is the hard
evidence?
Reliable evidence is also absent on the
perennial missing visual element in music
reproduction. Ihave joined many others in
arguing from time to time that there is
probably a reasonable case for some degree
of audio accentuation of solo or other key
elements in a musical texture because we
cannot see the performers. The eyes certainly
seem to help musical awareness in the
concert hall or opera house—if only by
concentrating one's attention towards
particular players or singers. But is the
supposed accompanying aural concentration
real or illusory? Has anyone ever blindfolded
half an audience at aconcert, asked everyone
to score various aspects of performance
and/or enjoyment, then searched for a
correlation between sight and aural judgement? Ithink not. It might even be the case
that absence of sight actually increases
concentration on the sound, or that people
vary enormously in this respect due to some
entirely unsuspected temperamental factor.
Any offers?
A subject which has been researched, but
in avery haphazard manner and with
contradictory findings, is the matter of low
frequency channel separation in relation to
stereo information. There's a lot to be said in
favour of common- bass loudspeaker systems
as ameans of achieving good LF extension
without the need to accommodate two large
enclosures, with the additional benefit that
out- of- phase LF noise signals arising from
record warps or pressing- rumble are automatically cancelled. However, one hears so
many suggestions about how much genuine
stereo information there may be in recordings
at low frequencies, what the ear can or
cannot detect, how low one has to go with
the 'commoning' frequency ( and how steeply
it should be filtered) in order to be safe, etc,
that the whole matter still seems wide open. I
have heard some very good systems, but
there is usually a lingering sense that
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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something is not quite right. Is it perhaps that
one is aware at some level of the listening
room being excited from adifferent point
than it is by the main L/R units? Or should
very much more attention be paid to holding
the middle frequencies out of the bass unit?
While on LF extension, is there really
anything in Graham Holliman's thesis that
signals normally regarded as too low in
frequency to be audible nevertheless
somehow manage to contribute to sound
quality?" In the ideal case of a perfect
reproducing system with a response 'flat to
DC (which would re-create the draughts
under the doors!), it could be argued that
music waveforms are sufficiently asymmetrical
for the acoustic envelope to provide some
sort of pressure shift over periods corresponding to sub- sonic frequencies, which might be
re-created in the listening room. Mr Holliman
claims that on high quality program material
listeners can hear the effect of asteep- cut
filter at frequencies as low as 11 Hz, using his
specially designed loudspeakers said to have
a response extending down to 5Hz, despite
the fact that all the classic measurements
show that below 15 Hz we are simply not
dealing with sound at all.
The argument is that proper reproduction of
the acoustic setting involves the 5-25 Hz
band, even though there must be hardly a
recording or radio system in the world
offering material which is not fairly steeply
attenuated below 25 Hz. To check the matter
properly one needs a no- compromise linefeed from extended- response microphones
placed before suitable performers, with the
facility to cut the response steeply in, say,
5Hz steps from 40Hz downwards while
reproducing the signal via giant open- backed
electrostatic speakers used in the open air. I
would not trust any enclosure- type speakers
in a room for this, since they are bound to
have resonant modes which cloud the issue.
Indeed. Isuspect that most claims about the
need for infra- bass arise from speakers or
rooms which are triggered into some sort of
response in the 20-40 Hz region by spurious
signals containing energy at sub- multiples of
resonances not normally excited. But we must
not cry ' impossible' without a proper trial.
Moving to the other end of the frequency
range, there have been a number of references over the years to the ability of some
subjects to hear an audible change of quality
in music waveforms when component
frequencies which are above their normal
pure- tone hearing cut-off are removed. Ionce
took part in an experiment of this sort and
remember being impressed, but my memory is
vague and the set-up was not documented.
There is always the problem with steep- slope
low-pass filtering that the subject may simply
be reacting to the ' ringing' characteristics of
the filters, not to the removal of HF stimuli.
But John Linsley Hood has recently proposed
adifferent approach which avoids this—
although it also avoids music waveforms! J.
L. H. simply compares the sound quality of a
sine- wave with that of asquare- wave having
the same frequency, the latter being chosen
so that its second harmonic ( which occurs at
three times the fundamental in asquarewave) is situated well above his normal
hearing cut-off. He claims to hear a
difference, and as the experiment should be
easy to repeat Ipass it on for consideration.
But do be careful to get the levels right.
J. L. H.'s findings seem to tie-in with
various reports regarding music waveforms,
and provide further evidence that the ear
doesn't respond to complex signals simply
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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according to their Fourier analysis, but
somehow examines the overall shape of the
wave envelope—particularly the steepness of
its leading edge. This fits in with some 22year- old experiments by Schroeder, which
showed that the ear's response to phase
changes in aset of harmonics amounted in
practice to its having asensitivity to the
shape of the compound waveform, and the
ratio of maxima to minima in the envelope:12
The moral of all this seems to be that the
hi-fi listener should be provided with asignal
bandwidth which extends appreciably beyond
his normal upper hearing cut-off. He may not
be able to hear a 15kHz pure tone, but it's
possible that removing overtones of that
frequency from music will nevertheless make
adifference. There is also the point that most
of the textbook data on hearing come from
averaged statistics, and thus fail to tell us
what percentage of persons may be expected
to exhibit frequency, amplitude, masking and
other parameters with upper or lower limits
well beyond the conventionally accepted
boundaries.
Another superficially obscure academic
paper with a possible bearing on hi-fi was a
1969 article by Green and Patterson.' This
reported that if one reproduced pulses of
broad- band noise having a phase spectrum
that was asimple function of frequency, and
then introduced ashift in the phase curve in
one frequency region, a pitch quality was
added to the sound. Now, as we noted at the
time, ' pitch qualities' comprise one of the evil
spirits which loudspeaker designers are
foréver trying to cast out. Could it be
significant that 'ashift in the phase curve in
one frequency region' is what happens with
crossed- over driving units? Or is this simply
another way of looking at the well-known
problem of satisfactory unit integration in all
its aspects?
Many other aspects of speaker design
could be touched upon here, but Iwill
mention ony the ongoing debate about tonal
balance in relation to room acoustics. It is
gradually becoming accepted that while
rooms undoubtedly have astrong influence
on overall sound quality, their effect is by no
means as drastic as simple measurements of
the total sound- field would suggest. The ear
has a remarkable ability to assess the tonal
balance of amusic signal on the basis of its
initial wavefronts, before the room has had
time to add its reverberant colorations. But
apart from the intriguing Berkovitz patents on
time- and transient- dependent compensation,' the subject is not very well
documented.Peter Mapp has done excellent
and closely related work in the course of
deflating some exaggerated notions regarding
the virtues of graphic equalisers for room
'correction',' but a really systematic
examination of what the musical listener ( and
typical loudspeakers) can tolerate in the way
of room acoustics has still to be conducted.
Another experiment awaiting action—albeit
rather costly action—was proposed in our
February 1979 issue. This concerned a
conjectured 'false ambience' arising from the
delayed and attenuated signals from other
parts of the orchestra arriving at each separate
microphone in amulti-miked recording. To be
sure that the effect is there in addition to
whatever might be captured of the studio's
own ambience, one would have to set up a
full orchestra and microphones in an open
field. Then, if the presence of such a pseudoambience were confirmed, one would have
the task of deciding whether it is objectionable, neutral or desirable, which Ifeel
3

4

5

should really be part of a larger investigation
into the whole business of miking and
mixing. Ideally we need stereo recordings of
various ensembles, from string quartet to full
opera, performing in various halls for
simultaneous recording via several microphone arrangements, ranging from asimple
crossed- pair to full multi- mike. Each set-up
would have to be functioning to the complete
satisfaction of the respective engineers and
producers, and the final results would be
judged by appropriate audiences without any
clue as to which microphone scheme was in
use for any given excerpt. Although perhaps
too expensive for anyone but an oil millionaire, such a project would surely produce
some very stimulating results.*
Also stimulating would be amore general
realisation that the musical phenomena which
we categorise as consonance and dissonance
are purely monaural. That is to say, relevant
pairs of tones need to be fed into the same
ear in order to produce whatever musical
effect is appropriate to their pitch interval. If
the tones are fed separately, one to each ear
via headphones,they simply have no ordinary
musical relationship to each other. Notes a
perfect- fifth apart, for instance, are not
consonant, and a pair separated by a
semitone are no longer dissonant. Icame
across this oddity in a 1967 paper by Charles
Hirsch' when studying the literature before
writing my musical scales article, and
included in the latter a brief description of
6

Hirsch's experiment ( with adoubly recorded
semi- tonically spaced cello) and my successful repetition of it using an electronic
synthesiser.' °
The more Iponder this discovery the more
significant it seems, and I'm surprised that in
the 14 years since Hirsch reported his
findings their importance for musical
philosophy has not been more widely
appreciated. If the non-linear aspect of our
hearing system which gives rise to the
pleasing blend of tones having asimple
frequency ratio ( consonance) and the
roughness associated with remote ratios
(dissonance) exists quite separately in each
hearing channel, without any binaural
linkage, this means that the great debate
about whether the widespread use of
consonant intervals in the world's musical
systems reflects some innate need, or is
culturally determined, is settled once and for
all. Despite powerful evidence that there is
indeed a universal human bias favouring
certain basic intervals for the building of
music, some apologists for the serialist avant
garde have tended to brush this aside with
the assertion that such practices arise merely
from inherited attitudes which we must
abandon in order to achieve further progress.
The history of music certainly shows that our
reactions to dissonance may in some contexts
become modified almost to the point of
enjoyment, but the underlying natural bias
remains. If our preference for chords as
against discords were indeed a purely cultural
phenomenon, brought about by ' perceptual
sets' passed on as part of asocio musical
tradition, it is hardly credible that it should
disappear simply because the two tones of a
chord are presented separately to the two
ears.
Whilst pursuing such points in that scales
article, Icited a revealing case of psychoacoustic non- science, wherein asocial
psychologist had dismissed the classic
theories of Helmholtz ( which explain
consonance/dissonance in terms of beats and
'See 'Microphone Techniques at AES: Page 37
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Congratulations 99.
STUDIO 99 have recently completed anew and exciting extension known as
THE CONCERT ROOM. Situated in adjacent premises to the old established
company at 81 Fairfax Road, Swiss Cottage, London NW.6., THE CONCERT ROOM
is unique in its facilities and presentation and leading British hi-fi manufacturers
consider it as being unrivalled anywhere in the world.
STUDIO 99 has been aleader and inovator for the past two decades, and will
continue to demonstrate, sell and service all that is best in hi-fi. The existing
demonstration studios continue in their established format, and equipment by ARC,
B&O, B&W, Fisher, KEF, Linn, Meridian, Mission, NAD, Naim, Nightingale, Nytech,
Quad, Rega, Sony, Spendor, Technics, Thorens, etc. are on permanent demonstration
(NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY).
In THE CONCERT ROOM however, where demonstrations are given by
appointment only, anew level of audio demonstration has been achieved. Active
systems, featuring electronics by Meridian, Naim and Nytech driving speakers such as
lsobariks, Saras, Meridian M1 and M2 and ARC can be evaluated and enjoyed. In all
cases, speakers not actually being used are removed from THE CONCERT ROOM,
as this is the only way to evaluate asystem at this level.
FORGET ALL ABOUT HIFI —LISTEN TO THE MUSIC.
PHONE FOR AN APPOINTMENT— WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU.

studio à

81 Fairfax Road, Swiss Cottage, London N.W.6 Tel: 01-624 8855
OPENING HOURS 10am-7pm daily. Thursday 10am-1pm.
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difference- tones, and thus favour the ' innate'
school of thought) by claiming that if one
avoided the use of acommon aural channel
by feeding the two tones of amusical interval
separately to the two ears, the psychological
effects would be unchanged, thus ' proving'
that our aesthetic preferences are indeed
purely cultural. Had the author bothered
actually to take his own advice he would
have received a nasty shock, for in fact the
effects are totally changed; but having a
strong prior conviction that social inheritance
must explain such things, the writer hadn't
even bothered to conduct the experiment!
Moving on to possible audio implications
of 'monaural musicality', another suggestion
prompted by the above was that 'synthesised
music recorded in stereo, with, say, total
left/right separation between harmonically
related musical lines could lose its
chordal/harmonic element entirely ' if heard via
headphones', and that 'it might even be
possible to compose music which deliberately
produces quite different aesthetic experiences
when heard via headphones or loudspeakers,
perhaps with diatonic harmony in one case
and chromatic harmony in the other:1° Our
Music Editor Ivor Humphreys is working on
this, the provisional idea being to produce a
five- part recording of asimple piece of twopart harmony in which the chordal intersections contain amixture of neutral, dissonant
and consonant pairs. The two musical lines
will be confined to separate L/R channels for
the first 'take', then recorded with just the
dissonant pairs of tones mixed to doublemono, then athird version with just the
consonant pairs so mixed, then all the
specifically chromatic or diatonic pairs added,
returning finally to the original fully separated
version. Although the left/centre/right aspects
of such a recording would hold for headphone or loudspeaker reproduction, the
purely musical ( melodic/harmonic) aspects
should be totally different. Via speakers, all
five would sound the same, but via headphones we predict that the sequence will be:
neutral, bitter, sweet, bitter/sweet, neutral.
In the meantime here is asuggestion that
anyone with stereo equipment and two
musical signal- sources can try for himself.
Simply arrange for tonically clashing pieces of
orchestral music—preferably in keys just one
semitone apart and featuring passages with
fairly sustained notes—to be fed separately
through the L/R channels, adjust the balance
control to give each piece asimilar loudness,
then listen alternately via loudspeakers and
headphones. With loudspeakers ( or via
headphones when switched to double- mono)
one hears the sort of confused and frequently
unpleasant musical jumble witnessed, for
instance, while moving along a corridor past
open-doored dem-rooms at an audio show.
But the separated headphone signals are
heard simply as two ongoing pieces of music
which neither blend nor clash. One might
expect that an occasional coincidence of
notes with the same frequency and starting
time would actuate the directional faculty to
produce an image somewhere between the
ears, but Ifind that even this is rare almost to
vanishing point. Some effort is still needed to
concentrate on one rather than the other, but
it can be done, whereas when heard via
loudspeakers the tonic distraction is at times
overwhelming.
This brings me to some final points. As far
as Ican discover from the literature our ability
to locate sound- sources in space is, with one
exception, the only aspect of hearing where
the two ears work together ( via the brain) to
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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produce agenuinely unitary perception. The
other case concerns the allocation of an
averaged loudness to pairs of tones of
differing intensity but equal frequency fed to
the separate ears—but even this could be
seen as an aspect of stereo hearing.'' That
our ears don't work together on other
parameters is not normally noticed, or of any
consequence, because in ordinary life both
ears usually receive most acoustic signals at
an approximately equal intensity and tonal
quality, any really significant differences of
amplitude being confined to the higher
overtones of sounds placed well to one side.
These differences, plus the associated time
delays with off-centre sources, actuate our
directional faculty; but otherwise the two ears
react in much the same way to whatever
comes along, each registering ' loud', 'soft',
'pleasant', ' rough', etc, in synchronism with
(but independently of) the other. Having said
that, it is possible that within the 0.7 ms
which represents the nominal maximum delay
(ear- to- ear) between the arrival- times of
wavefronts from laterally extreme sound
sources, there may be some masking effect
which amounts to asort of amplitude
modulation of one ear upon the other.
Borian Kostic of Red Acoustics has looked
at this, using out- of- phase sine- wave tones
fed via headphones, interrupting and then reapplying the signal on one side with an
appropriate delay. The effect, which may only
be another way of looking at the already
well-known transient- dominance phenomenon, is to shift the image firmly—and
apparently permanently—to one side, despite
the continuing presence of acoustic signal in
the opposite ear. It could thus be said that
the 'deaf' ear has actually been switched off
by what has happened at its partner, although
Isuspect that this is not so much an instance
of lost sensitivity as another rather special and
anomalous case of stereo perception—
especially as it involves sine- waves. But it's
an oddity worth pursuing, especially if it
should transpire that there is indeed any sort
of inter- aural modulation which could
produce L/R beats or difference- tones in
contradiction to the apparently purely
monaural non- linearity discussed above.
One last cat to put among the pigeons.
Mention of amplitude modulation reminds me
that the masking, threshold- shift and volumecompression characteristics of hearing must
also ( sorry, might also) be confined to each
ear in isolation. This would mean that the
apparent dynamics of music will alter if loud
and soft passages happen to be fed to
opposite ears in headphone listening. It is
well established that our hearing sensitivity
changes continuously while we are listening
to sounds of wide dynamic range, just as our
eyes widen or narrow their pupils in response
to changing light intensity. There is asort of
automatic volume control at work. Thus after
asustained full orchestral fortissimo, an
immediate pianissimo passage will sound
quieter, initially, than it would if played in the
same fashion after a long silence. Normally,
both ears would have been subjected to the
fortissimo, but one could easily imagine a
piece of electronic music in which there is no
ambient setting to equalise ( approximately)
the L/R loudnesses, and in which an fil righthand passage is followed by appp left-hand
one. In such acase, the pianissimo would not
seem so quiet via headphones as it would via
loudspeakers. Likewise, there are constantly
active masking effects at work between
passages of generally similar pitch while we
are listening to any complex musical score,

and if these ( or their synthesised equivalents)
should happen to be totally separated in a
stereo recording, the greater musical clarity
granted by such aspatial division could be
unintentionaly enhanced, when listening via
headphones, by the removal of a normally
present loudness masking factor.
Well, that's about enough speculation for
the time being. Icould go on to list a host of
interesting points brought up in the continual
stream of articles appearing in the AES
Journal or the intriguing psycho- acoustic
implications of some of the patents summarised by Barry Fox. Also, no doubt, I
should have scoured the literature more
thoroughly before putting pen to paper. Very
probably some of the questions Ihave asked
have already received well documented
answers, and if any reader can give us
references to relevant sources we shall be
delighted. In an ideal world there would be
several major university departments devoted
exclusively to psycho- acoustics, but in
practice the relevant academic papers mostly
come from physicists or mathematicians with
an interest in musical perception, or from
psychologists with a bent for acoustics, while
Iwould guess that the bulk of actual research
takes place in commercial laboratories as a
back-up to consumer product development.
But whether in industry or academia. Ihope
that there are at least afew people working
on some of the meta- hi fi -problems touched
upon here—or who may be encouraged to
make astart.
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NEWS from page 37

Stolen—Do Not Buy
Philips model N4522 tape deck Serial No 8930
452 21536 and/or WRO 10183271 ( both
numbers were on the box, but we are not sure
which is on the actual recorder) was stolen from
aCroydon reader on January 22nd. If you come
across this machine, don't buy it, but please
inform the police.

Matsushita/Compact Disc
As we go to press, we hear from Philips that the
Japanese
electronics
giant
Matsushita,
(National Panasonic, Technics), has announced
that it will be adopting Philips' Compact Disc
system for digital audio. We had previously
assumed that Matsushita, who dropped their
own VISC video disc system in favour of their
subsidiary JVC's VHD, would back the digital
audio version AHD. Obviously the big
corporations intended to standardise on digital
audio to get it onto the market in ahurry, but are
saving the big standardisation battles for the
potentially much greater video disc market.
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you

read

the

supplement

on 'Audio

Accessories' in our December 1980 issue,
you will have acquired some grasp of the
growing array of disc records and tape equipment intended to keep performance of these
systems up to scratch.
Since that survey appeared various manufacturers have been in touch to remind me of
their products in this area. My friend Agnes
Watts tells me that the ' Parastat' record cleaning
machine illustrated is not the latest model, and
Brian Arbib has sent me the ' Bib' stylus balance,
calibrated to check stylus pressure from 0.25 to
5.0g with an accuracy of 025g, J. A. Michell
Engineering Ltd. also have a stylus pressure
gauge of precision performance. It is finished in
anodised aluminium, with afoam- lined base to
stop sliding around in use, and is supplied with
weights covering 0.05 to 2.65 gin 0-05 gincrements. A bubble reading in a graticule is the
simple method of indicating pickup arm pressure with accuracy. Housed in aneat leatherette
case, it retails at £ 14.50 inc VAT. Incidentally,
the Bib balance sells at 5-47 in the special
Audiophile Edition, and for less than £ 2 in the
standard model.
No claims were made that our survey of record
accesàories and cleaning devices was exhaustive, and several enthusiasts have commented on
the merits of various compliant feet, intended to
help isolate the turntable from its environment.
Pods or feet for this purpose are available from
various sources, e.g. Zeepa ( Audio Insulators)
and certain Tandy stores.
Yet another novel stylus cleaner was brought
to my notice—the Audio-Technica AT- 637,
selling at £ 9.95. This is a battery- powered
device with compacted cleaning fibres. These
vibrate when switched on and pressed against
the stylus, thus cleaning superficial dust particles or fluff after afew seconds' massage. With
an expensive cartridge and delicate cantilever
one can only have doubts about its use, at least
for stylus cleaning, unless used with the utmost
care.
This vibrator may well have other applications, and it has a light on its working end,
too.
'Fixotape' is the name given to a device
(selling for £ 1 . 99, including p & p) made in UK
by Jorephani Exports and mentioned briefly last
month ( p. 39). Intended primarily for untangling
tape cassettes, it is simple to operate, and my
sample was given to a teenage tape addict to
test. The Fixotape snap fixes on to the edge of a
table or shelf, and the cassette is pushed onto it,
with the tape fed through aguide. If the tape is
tangled or creased ( not too badly, of course)
after winding the tape gently into the right- hand
spool it will be straightened out.
Moulded in brown and cream plastic, it certainly works better than the pencil jammed in the
cassette hole and rotated. We found that to keep
the tape moving smoothly acertain amount of
back tension on the drive handle helped. Its
additional use is to conserve battery power on
portable recorders when rewinding tapes.
A LEADING London advertising agency, Foot
Cone and Belding, has recently conducted
some tests on what has come to be known as
'Technofear'. Video recording four housewives
confronted with amicro- wave oven, the Prestel
information system, a home computer, and a
video machine, they showed considerable con44

fusion and frustration after studying the manufacturers' manuals relating to these units. Some
of the women found it almost impossible to find
the switch that turned the unit On, and the video
recorder proved to be a major hurdle to get
working. However, one can have some sympathy for these ladies as the main problem in
several cases was that the instructions were
badly translated from the Japanese!
For the average consumer, technical details
and circuitry are not what is required, but simple
logical explanations—perhaps with block diagrams or illustrations—to assist users to get the
systems operative.
This type of problem was brought home
forcibly to me at the 1981 Lasky's ' Sound &
Video' exhibition in Manchester, reported elsewhere in this issue. Two ladies came into the
Press Room, where Iwas slumped recharging
my batteries after an onslaught around the
show, and asked pleadingly if Icould help them.
Always willing to help ladies in distress, I
lurched to my feet and asked what their problem
was.
Although the word was never mentioned,
'Technofear' was the trouble. The prodigious
array of hi-fi equipment, with flashing lights,
meters and switches had virtually terrified them
and, having come over from Stockport to discover what this hi-fi business was all about, they
were about to go out into the snow and drive
home unsatisfied. They wished to buy a good
hi-fi system, as they were keen music lovers with
an extensive disc library, at present played on
very outdated equipment. Suggesting astudy
of the hi-fi magazines was fruitless, and although many male devotees seek equipment
that looks aggressively technical, some users
would prefer systems that are not so formidable
to operate, right down to having the 'on/off'
switch in the same position and of the same type
on, say, a 'stacked' array from the same manu-

facturer. Music Centres, it was explained, would
meet this requirement, but with afew important
exceptions these are losing out in the hi-fi arena.
My solution for these ladies was to list on apiece
of paper a few products in which Ihad confidence and suggest that they search around for a
reliable local dealer, or even travel some distance afield to get the service and products they
sought.
MY THANKS are extended to Joe Pengelly, that
ardent and ever- vigilant audiophile and specialist in transferring early records,particularly cylinders, for details of the 14th Annual Meeting of
ARSC ( Association of Recorded Sound Collections) at the National Library and Public
Archives of Canada, in Ottawa.
Last May many of the world's leading
archivists discussed such subjects as 'The
Attempts of the Sound Recording Industry to
Protect Itself Against Unauthorized Copying'
(Raymond Wile), ' LP Reissues of Early Recordings' by a panel of experts, ' Little Known
Aspects of the active Chicago Recording Industry in the early 1900s' ( Timothy Fabrizio),
'Standards for Commercial Record Sleeve
Notation' ( Ifan Payne) and, one of the most
significant presentations, 'Archival Preservation
and Duplication of Sound Recordings'. Art
Shifrin's expensive cylinder playback system
was exhibited, and a discussion of proposed
international recording standards, led by
William D. Storm, provoked some lively talk
from the floor.
Much of the comment centred around the
importance for future historians of accepting
calibrated equipment for playback, and employing one recognised standard reference loudspeaker. Control and monitoring room acoustics
also presented problems, and also attempts to
recreate the ' live' sounds of original artists,
which may simply not be verifiable.

(AUDIO PATENTS
BRITISH PATENT application 2 024 563 from
IMF of High Wycombe is interesting both for its
content and for the name of the inventor. This is
declared on the patent document to be Michael
Gerzon, of the Oxford University Mathematical
Institute, and probably best known for his work
on the Ambisonics surround- system backed by
the NRDC. The new invention aims to overcome
the old hurdle of integrating the sound from
several separate loudspeaker drive units to
create a stable image over a reasonably wide
area of listener positions. Because each drive
unit of aloudspeaker occupies adifferent physical position in space, the relative arrival times of
sound from each unit will change with the
position of the listener. This will create achange
in sound quality with listening positions.
Staggering or stepping the position of the low
and high frequency units can ensure that their
sound arrives simultaneously at the ears of a
listener, but again only for a narrow range of
listening
positions.
Electronic
time- delay
circuits in the crossover suffer from a similar
problem, and in all cases the delay effect is
confused by the arrival of reflected sound.
The IMF-Gerzon patent claims that it is
possible to make several separate drivers behave
like a single point- source of sound simply by
arranging them symmetrically about areference
point. The sound of all the drivers then appears
to originate from the reference point. If, for
instance, the location of atweeter is taken as the
reference point, and the mid and low frequency

Barry Fox )

units are arranged symmetrically around the
tweeter, then both the HF and LF sound emissions will appear to originate from the same
point in space.
There appears to be a wide range of
symmetrical arrangements to choose from, and
several are sketched in the patent. The main
guideline is that the distance between each
driver and reference point should not be more
than about two wavelengths in air of the highest frequency being handled by the driver.
Symmetrical arrangement is only necessary for
mid and high frequency units, because at low
frequencies, e.g. below 100 Hz, the sound is
sufficiently non- directional to create no problems of apparent origin.
KARL HEINZ Lipschutz of Rhoose, Glamorgan
has filed a British patent ( 2 029 669) on his
ideas for an electronically centred speaker diaphragm, the substance of which appeared as
part of his article on loudspeakers in the April
1980 issue of HFNIRR. The patent gives abrief
reminder of how a conventional loudspeaker
cone is centred, and its rest position restored, by
acombination of mechanical suspension and air
suspension. This combination creates a resonance, of course, at which frequency there is a
peak in the response curve and below which
there is adrastic fall in efficiency. The inventor
argues that because the reaction of air in acavity
on a diaphragm is known, predictable, and
to page 47
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CROSSOVER NETWORK
COMPENSATION VALUES
The proposal by C. I. Brain in the December
1980 issue ( p. 105), in which capacitor/resistor
compensation for the LS unit is combined with
other network components, is an ingenious
idea; but perchance anyone is considering using
this approach with other units and frequencies,
the details need to be examined more closely.
For the high-pass section, according to the
formula quoted, the components before combination would be as shown in fig. 1. The value
of C is related to L, and to L2 by the same
formula,
— = R2,
and if L, R, I:1 2C are to be combined in asingle
resistor, it follows that L, and L2 must be equal
But L, is derived from the dividing frequency
(fd)so that, strictly speaking. the scheme is valid
for one frequency only, viz
fd =

2n

CASSETTE. SGUAREWAVES
Iwas intrigued by J. E. B. Jacob's examination
of square- waves through his Revox A700
(January 1981 issue, p. 57) and his reluctance
to perform comparable tests through acassette
deck for fear of the results. Actually, the display
is rarely as bad as Mr Jacob suspects, and
sometimes better even than he showed before
phase correction in his fig. 4.

FIG. 3

L2

(about 22 kHz, with R as below)

FIG. 1
L2 is considerably less than the 0-5 mH of L,,
but the issue is even more complicated because
the 16 ohms impedance for the 4001G unit is
misleading, as its DC resistance is 24 ohms; a
nominal impedance nearer 30 ohms would thus
be more realistic. This throws everything out,
because the C/R values must be determined
from realities and not notional values. A recalculation to suit real values proves to be even
more adverse: the proposals for 7kHz are
unworkable.
However, it is worth examining the circuit
used. If the way in which the unit's reactance
affects a first- order 6dB/oct network is examined, in the case of the low-pass section the
initial rate of attenuation is reduced ( fig. 2b),
whilst with the high-pass a ' hump' is introduced
which results in steeper attenuation at lower
frequencies ( fig. 3b). If a resistor is connected
across the unit, with appropriate change in
capacitor value, in both cases the ideal 6dB/oct
is approached, although a lower overall impedance results. If in the latter case the added
resistor is 66% of the DC resistance of the unit,
with capacitor to suit, the result is as in fig 3c,
which has aresemblance to the curve desired.
This is in reality what Mr Brain has proposed.
The value of the capacitor required depends
upon the unit's reactance at 7kHz, and the
2-2 pF is not unreasonable. This, however, is
quite coincidental. Although the result appears
reasonable as regards amplitude, whether the
phase and impedance characteristics match the
quasi- second- order design is another matter.
W, F. Harms, Bexhill, East Sussex

FIG. 4
the pilot- tone notch!).
Oscillograms figs. 3and 4were takehwith the
respective tape types as above, but through a
Denon DR220 deck. Here there zre more ' rings'
because with this machine the MFX filter is
permanently connected, which outweighs the
effect of the equalization filtering.
There is bound to be group- delay when a
square- wave is passed through any uncompensated filtering, but provided both channels correspond it is unlikely to be very audible. More
phase problems occur at FIF owing to tape
flutter and related tape/head intimacy problems,
which can have adetracting effect an stereo.
Ihope that my results show that the modest
cassette deck need not be any worse on squarewaves than a reel-to-reel machine; but if we
want to view better square- waves then, as Mr
Jacob rightly says, we shall have te fit phase
correcting circuits, making sure that each channel is treated identically.
Gordon J. King,
Brixham, Devon

FIG. 2
My osoillograms show the overall 1kHz
square- wave response through an Aiwa
AD69001I with Scotch Metafine ( fig. 1) and
with Yashima UFOIS ( fig. 2), which is a120ps
oxide. Ithink that the display in fig. 1 is better
than Mr Jacob has achieved—and this at
4-75 cm/s! The ' rings' on fig. 2 are due essentially to the change in equalization from 70 to
120 ps and have nothing to do with the tape
itself.
Both tests were made with the MPX filter off.
As would be expected, sharp ffltration at 19 kHz
evokes further ' rings', as with any noncompensated filter of steep slope ( have alook at
the 'rings' through an FM tuner resulting from

Í
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THE CASTLE
RANGE OF
SPEAKER
SYSTEMS
RICHMOND Il

KENDAL II

WE SPECIALISE IN LONG
DISTANCE TV & FM RECEPTION
CUSTOMERS COME FROM RECOMMENDATIONS
10%

off aerials.

Promotion

offer 15% off " Margon

TV

aerials"

MAIL ORDER ENQUIRIES UK ONLY
Specialists in Advising and supplying the man who wants to
rotate and seek long distance reception.
IMPORTANT. Quote HN 80.
Forattractive highly graphic
lists and brochure send 52p
postal order.
35p refund on first purchase.
Stockists of the finest
aerials available in Britain:
Fuba TV/FM aerials ( W. Germany)
UKW FM aerials (E. Germany)
MARGON TV aerials ( Holland)
OPTIMAX FM aerials ( Malta)
Antiference TV/FM aerials ( UK)
Our 25th Jubilee Year

Fabulous FUBA
UKA STEREO 8
Europe's finest
FM array.

ASTRA ( QUALITY D.I.Y) AERIALS
Backed by 25 years practical aerial rigging experience
GENUINE D.I.Y. SPECIALISTS IN FM AND TV AERIAL WORK
OUR 5- STAR AERIAL SERVICE
* IT SAVES HALF ANY AERIAL INSTALLATION COSTS
* EVERY IMAGINABLE ANCILLARY AERIAL PART STOCKED.
* FREE BEFORE AND AFTER ADVICE ( WHAT NOT TO DO).
* ADVICE ON RECEIVING ALTERNATIVE TV/FM PROGRAMMES.
* ROTATING OR DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIED SYSTEMS PLANNED.
(PLUS SIMPLE SCHEMATICS SUPPLIED ON REQUEST).
Our golden anodised, hard wearing, continental aerial range are really something. Both TV &
FM arrays have built in baluns. They're economical, effective, eye catching, atouch of class
in a plastic age.
Over 3,000 aerials stocked: all transmitters; poles; lashings; rotators; clamps; well
brackets; amplifiers; diplexers; triplexers; baluns; low-iots coax white or brown; also
super low- loss coax and 300 Ohm cable.

53 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON

CONWAY II A

HOWARD II

Open 9.00-5.30. Tues-Sat.
Closed lunch 12.30-1.30pm.
No lunch close - Sats.
Closed all day Monday.

Near Gloster Pub and Garage.

01-684 4300/5262
24 hr. answering service.

FM AND TV AERIALS AND ROTATORS ON DISPLAY

Audio Pro A4-14
Ace Bass
Biamplified Speakers
Powerful
Uncompromising Sound.
The Castle Range of Speakers gives fatigue
Built completely in our own factory, Castle
free listening over the full audio range whilst
speakers blend modem technology with the
covering the entire variety of musical and speech traditional values of be.iuty and craft, and are
selection.
,available in avariety of genuine wood veneers..
RICHMOND Il

KENDAL II

CONWAY II •A

HOWARD II

2SPEAKER SYSTEM

2SPEAKER SYSTEM

3SPEAKER SYSTEM

4SPEAKER SYSTEM

2WAY

2WAY

3WAY

3WAY

4 - 80HMS

4-80HMS

4 - 8OHMS

4-8 OHMS

8-30 WATTS

8 -40 WATTS •

15 - 100 WATTS

15 - 1L50 WATTS

•

Castle Acoustics
Limited

SHORTBANK ROAD,SKiPTON
NORTH YORKSHIRE. ENGLAND
TELE: 075615333
TELEX 517618 CASTLE G

.• iromeameeegeolif:H.

Please provide me with the full facts on the speaker systems in the
Castle Range. Together with the address of your local dealer.

Name

•

Address
GP/80
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audio pn,

Audio Pro (hi-fi) Ltd.,
Brook House, Crewe Road, Wheelock, Sandbach, Cheshire.
Telephone Sandbach (09367) 7520 Telex 36492.

Angus McKenzie

Rrather strongly, that the BBC should not
fiddle with the sound quality relayed to them
ECENTLY Ihave been suggesting, perhaps

from other broadcasting organisations, and
while Igenerally intended this to include occasions when the BBC play overseas- originated
tapes, a recent occurrence has, frankly, somewhat shaken my resolve.
For awhile the BBC have been telling me that
some tapes they receive from overseas arrive in
such achronic state of bad equalisation or level
alignment that they have to be 'fiddled' to obtain
a usable sound, fit to broadcast. Ihave sometimes felt that perhaps their comments were
exaggerated, but now ( as far as overseas tapes
are concerned) Iam firmly convinced that they
mean it!
The BBC do not actually possess a 1- in. 1
1-track playback machine, their standard format
(as with many other European broadcasting
contries) being 1in. They recently received
some 1- in. stereo tapes, recorded on tracks 1and
2 with TV video sync pulses on track 4, so that
the tape could be played on Radio 3, for
example, in sync with video on BBC 2TV. The
tapes arrived on hubs with no flanges, and, even
worse, at least 1000 metres of standard play
tape.per reel, which makes too large adiameter
for most machines. Iwas asked to help, since I
have an Ampex in. ATR 100, which can even
accommodate 14 in. reels. Iwas asked to copy
the tapes to I- in. stereo, in normal BBC format,
so that they could be auditioned. Ithought this
would be simple, and when the tapes arrived
clearly labelled ' Dolby- A' Ithought it would be a
matter of simple 1 : 1 copying, through Dolby
de- processing.
Matters
looked
ominous,
though, when the test tones on reel 1in no way
came up to reasonable levels as suggested by
the tape box, and Dolby level was at least 6dB in
error, compared with reels 2/3. With much
difficulty, we aligned the playback for a response coinciding precisely with the European
broadcasting organisations' tones, but the
reproduction was so bad it nearly bit my head
off, with screeching top, and Dolby pumping,
the worst Ihave ever heard. After many discussions, we were asked to try to make a copy
sounding as good as possible. Despite massive
equalisation of all types being tried, we ended
up faking asound without deprocessing, since
we gained the impression that the engineer who
had made the tape had forgotton to put the
Dolby in on record!
After this, we put on reel 2, which not only
sounded completely different, but had various
levels on it which in no way corresponded with
those on reel 1. Thus we had to start all over
again, this time managing to use Dolby deprocessing, the sound being much better. Reel 3
was very simlar to reel 2, other than levels being
around 1.5 dB different, but this was not the
end of the story. Tape 2 ended about ninetenths through the second movement of a
famous symphony, the tape running out without
any leader. Imagine our consternation when we
realised that reel 3started many bars later. Not
only this, but during the first movement of a
short symphony on reel 1there was acomplete
gap of some 2 seconds in the master tape,
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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sounding as if it had been copied from adigital
master tape with abad drop- out in it which had
not been noticed.
Quite frankly, my BBC friends are in a way
rather amused at the entire incident, although
officially they are naturally dismayed at the
problems encountered. Ihave asked their permission to write this, and Ifeel it only fair to have
done so, since my concern would probably be
almost as great if Ihad heard some of the other
tapes sent to the BBC from foreign broadcasting
organisations. It is not a question of being
finicky, for even a good cassette recording
made direct from a control desk would have
been infinitely more suitable for broadcasting
than this ridiculous effort, ruined by slackness
on the part of the foreign engineer, who
probably could not have cared less.
You may well hear new copies of the same
concert, supplied from abroad, as well as seeing
the simulcast on TV, so Idare not mention any
details, other than that the concert was of avery
famous orchestra and conductor, with asoloist
who has received acclaim for over 17 years.
THE ROYAL OPERA HOUSE, Covent Garden
has often been the venue for superb relays of
opera, transmitted on Radio 3, but is not the
easiest place for a BBC studio manager ( they
seem to object to being called sound balancers
or mixers!) to obtain agood balance, because of
tremendous difficulties in positioning mikes
where one wants them, and the control room is
very small indeed. John Rushby-Smith, one of
the top BBC classical music studio managers,
did a magnificent job in controlling the simulcast of Offenbach's Tales of Hoffmann on
January 2nd, in which the cast included three
magnificent sopranos, and Geraint Evans,
Robert Tear and Placido Domingo. The conductor was Georges Prêtre. The orchestral sound
was extremely good throughout, having excellent definition and avery good perspective, and
the singers were picked up by several 'footlight'
stick cardioids, which did, however, sometimes
produce slight phasiness, since they were
spaced. Rushby-Smith could not really have
used any better technique, though, since there is
no suitable position for acoincident pair to pick
up the singers.
Ilistened to the entire opera with delight, and
many of my friends watched the TV too, virtually
everyone claiming it was the best TV simulcast
they had ever heard. Enjoyable as it was, my only

AUDIO PATENTS
from page 44

always repeated for a given diaphragm movement, it can be balanced out by equal forces
created electronically and acting in the oppostie
direction.
The patent claims several generally similar
approaches to the provision of suitable balancing forces. Essentially, the voice- coil former
carries extra balancing coils, in addition to the
conventional drive coil. Two extra balancing
coils can, for instance, be wound on the former,
one each side of the voice- coil, and connected
to a DC source. This source has apolarity such
that the forces produced on the diaphragm have
a compensatory servo- control function. When
the diaphragm is drawn into the loudspeaker
cabinet against the trapped air, the balancing
coil produces a servo- force which assists the
voice- coil in overcoming the resistance of the
compressed air. In this way the resistive force
exerted by the cabinet air is balanced electronically, leaving the voice- coil free to generate a
movement which exactly replicates the input
signal. According to the patent the invention
can be used on passive units, such as auxiliary
bass radiators.

criticism is, strangely, of the conductor, who
continually wanted to pull the tempo forwards
too fast, while two of the sopranos most certainly asserted themselves strongly, and appropriately, by maintaining aslower tempo, this
resulting in some lurching! How the orchestra
managed to keep together was amazing, and
showed them to be a competent group of
musicians, all of whom had the success of the
evening very much at heart. Idare say that
possibly thousands of video cassettes, as well as
reel-to-reel and cassette tapes, were made of
this relay, and they will all be treasured.—
[See also ' TV Opera Options' on page 81—Ed]
ONCE AGAI N, the ' Festival of Nine Lessons and
Carols' was recorded digitally on Christmas Eve,
coinciding with the live relay on Radio 4, to be
re- transmitted on Radio 3 on Christmas day.
Differences were fascinating, for while on
Christmas eve Idetected some limiting or compression on Radio 4 at times, the Radio 3
recording sounded much better, having alarger
subjective dynamic range. Iseemed to hear a
slight wooliness or fuzziness live, as well as
some HF squashing of some kind, whereas the
digital sound was really beautiful throughout.
The sound balance was rather better this time,
and Idid not note any L/R response inequalities,
which were so odd a year ago, the reason for
which apparently remains amystery at the BBC.
Although Icannot be completely sure about
it, towards the end, ' Once in Royal David's
City' seemed quite badly compressed on Radio
4, whereas it seemed perfect on Radio 3the next
day. This brings up the fact that Radio 4 mod
seems generally to be somewhere between 21and 3dB higher than on Radio 3, and during
classical music stereo broadcasts compression
seems rather more frequent, sometimes just a
little offensive. Perhaps this problem is connected with the BBC feeling that mono broadcasts are generally under- deviated, and could
go up abit without exceeding 75 kHz maximum
deviation. On the other hand, it does not sound
as if any new processors are in use on Radio 4,
but just that they seem to be driven harder
somewhere. Ihave always felt that mono and
stereo compatibility have been very good on
VHF, but perhaps somebody, somewhere,
wants to push the mono signal alittle bit further
at the expense of stereo. If this is so. Ireally
must deplore it, since surely mono listeners are
not quite so critical.

THE RANK Organisation, naming Norbert
Meyer as inventor, has filed a British patent
application ( 2 029 668) which could, if it is
granted, prove of considerable commercial
value. The patent very broadly claims the
general concept of using polyamide plastics as a
diaphragm material. In other words, if the patent
were granted in its present form Rank would
have a monopoly on all polyamide speaker
diaphragms.
According to the patent document, Rank have
found that a high frequency dome tweeter
formed from amixture of polyamide and plasticizer has a lower natural resonant frequency
than similar domes made of previously used
plastics or woven material. This means that the
crossover frequency can be lower in a multidriver system. Rank publish graphs • which
compare polyamide performance to that of
Supronyl, to substantiate their claims for flatter
response and higher output efficiency. The
resonant frequency of a polyamide dome is
about 200 Hz lower than that of a Supronyl
equivalent. Polyamide domes are also said to be
considerably cheaper than other materials, less
susceptible to dust, and more resistant to fingerprodding.
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Report from
Manchester
T'S HARD TO imagine a venue more dediI cated to our purpose than the Excelsior hotel
at Manchester airport. In many ways it's an
excellent spot for ashow: readily accesible by
road from Manchester itself, Stockport, even
Liverpool, and not ahundred miles from Brum.
Of course it's apretty dire journey by road from
Croydon at this time of year, but by air from
Heathrow or Gatwick it's areal doddle—a mere
50 minutes. Purposeful it certainly is, though;
there's simply nothing to do there except eat,
drink ( for both of which you tend to pay through
the nose), sleep, or wander down 'the corridors
of audio power' as D.A. likes to put it.
It's probably because of this that the organisers feel compelled to put on diverting little
side-shows. This year the proceedings were
opened by Les Dawson—irreverent and, when
you think of it, irrelevant—and there were regular appearances from magician Brian Christopher and his ' page three girl Cheri' ( doves all
over the place!) who alternated with aclutch of
four girl Disco Dancers. These turns took place
in something called the Trident Suite, where
JVC, Pioneer and Sony also had substantial
video dems. A cunning ploy this, because those
visitors who were one minute toying idly with
the considerable array of TV cameras were, the
next, zooming in on the girls with great panache,
forgetting that the objects of their lustful focus
were being displayed to all and sundry on large
monitor screens! But enough of this digression.
The Manchester show is now sponsored by
Lasky's, who merged with the original organisers Hardmans ayear ago to become probably
the largest hi-fi specialist chain in Europe. In its
five-year history the event has grown rapidly to
equal the stature ( if not quite the size) of
London's Cunard show, being outclassed in the
UK only by Harrogate. The number of exhibitors
this year was more or less the same as last,
though, no doubt reflecting the general climate
of anxiety that the industry is trying at present to
weather.
Pioneer's video- audio player

What has grown, of course, is the emphasis
on video. Upstaging the rest in this respect were
Pioneer, who had two stands featuring the
Laserdisc system—probably the only product
on show which really justified Lasky's sub- title
'The Future is Here' ( is it really?). In the Trident
Suite the fully fledged audio- video version was
providing easily the best picture quality we've
yet seen from aprerecorded medium, and in the
show proper Pioneer were devoting aroom to its
other guise as a state-of-the-art audio- only
system. In this, the video player is used with a
so-called Digital Audio Disc Adapter to provide
an audio playback front-end capable of 85dB
dynamic range, zero wow & flutter, frequency
response of + 2dB across 2Hz-20 kHz and
THD of 0-05%. This is a 14- bit system with a
sampling frequency of 44.056 kHz. The LPsized disc itself rotates at aconstant velocity of
1800 rpm. Few who heard the recording of a
steam train in that tiny room will doubt the
dynamic range capability. Although they were
demonstrating the converted video- disc player,
Pioneer will be launching their version of the
Philips Compact Disc system next year. The
compatible digital audio/video player remains a
distinct possibility for the domestic Japanese
market, however. Production video- disc models
(as these were) are on sale in the States now for
around $700.
Of the 80- odd brand names on show this year
the great majority were from the larger UK
companies, the Japanese giants, or those importers—like Howland West—who handle
several makes of exotic foreign hardware.
Conspicuous by their absence were Marantz,
Philips, Grundig, Tannoy, B&O, B&W, Bose,
Eumig & Denon, Technics & Nat Pan, and
Mitsubishi, as well as alot of the specialist UK
companies like Crimson, Lentek, Meridian,
Rogers, Audiomaster, Celef, Linn, Naim,
Hadcock, Radford and STD, although several of
these did have spies mingling in the crowds.
Among the smaller enthusiasts' companies
who did appear, though, few had anything
really gripping to show that was new.
Sugden's latest amp, the A28, was one. Attractively finished in grey Nextel with a black
anodised front panel, it is a20 watt Class- A unit
which can deliver nearly twice that power by
reverting to Class- B ( asort of Class- B design
with one hell of aquiescent current!). Featuring
switchable HF and LF filters, but without tone
controls, it will retail for £ 178 with an optional
plug-in m- cboard.
One of the few havens of sanity and unforced
sound was the Castle room, but the only really
new things there were cosmetic adjustments to
the 3- unit Conway II, whose 'A' version makes it
look more like the Howard. One late entry was
Albarry Music, a new firm set up by Albert
Henshaw and Barry Wood ( hence the name) of
Bespoke Audio, the year- old Stockport retailers
who are serving the Greater Manchester area so
well and who promoted their own show in
Stockport towards the end of last year. Designed by Neil Burnett, one of the technical whizz
kids at Audio Pro's UK headquarters, their mono
amp is a neat looking beastie based on anovel
differential input with an adapted quasi- Class- A
output stage. 80 watts into 4 ohms with astiff
power supply, high slew- rate and a clever
infrared temperature- sensing overload trip are

Ivor Humphreys with
some impressions,
prompted here
and there by
Donald Aldous

The new Audio Pro speaker system

features, and the presentation is acube- like box
formed around two large heat- sinks with aclear
Perspex front. Price is around £165.
Audio Pro themselves were showing their
new speaker system, which comprises the wallmounting two-way S2-7 satellite speakers and
the B2-40 subwoofer, the latter a smaller and
less expensive version of the highly regarded
B2-5Odesign. Rumour has it that there is anew
Audio Pro electronics component ( or components) on the way—an exciting prospect in
view of the innovative features of the remarkable
TA- 150 receiver.
Another stop- press entry was the Pompey
firm of Grant Lumley—glowing valves to the
fore and proud of it. Apparently some MOSFET
amps are in the design stage and should be
ready in time for Cunard. On show in the
Webland room were the new KLH 150 and 160
speakers driven by the superlative Electrocompaniet amps. As noted in ' News' last
month, EAD ( Electro Audio Dynamics) who
own both KLH and Infinity in the States, have
merged with Kyoto Ceramic, who manufactured
the Cybernet range of electronics, so we can
expect more new efforts on this front before too
long.
Promised from Teac, although not on display
due to a distribution hitch, the A770 3- head
cassette deck looks like making aname for itself
as amid- priced ( around £ 270) alternative to the
'professional' C- 11I, C- 2X and C- 3X models.
Also on the way and due to be launched at
Cunard are some new
slimline separates from
Teac in that stylish light
grey biscuity colour
which has given the
brand a look apart from
the crowd. Amps at 40
and 60W at around
£150, amatching
cassette deck at £ 135ish and adigital tuner,
as well as new turntable
combinations with straight
arms, are promised, not
to mention the X2OR
reel- to reel which is
an X1OR with
Al? is 915 exposed

built-in dbx and other features. From Ortofon
there is the new VMS5E Mk II at £ 12.50 ( do you
remember a Mk 1?—we don't) as well as a
standard- mounting headshell for some £ 15 and
a fixed- impedance m- c transformer, the T-20,
following in the footsteps of the illustriousT-30
and selling for about £ 85.
Howland West were using the Hafler amps in
their fairly low key demo as usual. Rumour has it
that anew power amp with something like twice
the wellie of the DH- 200 (
le, around 200 wpc)
will be launched this summer. Centrepiece of
the Lux display was the astonishing belt- drive
PD555 Disc Stabilising turntable which actually
sucks the record down onto the mat for optimum coupling to the platter. A separate unit
supplies the vacuum required and the whole
caboodle
costs
an
equally
astonishing
£1500+ VAT. ( But it is probably the only turntable in the same class as the Oracle.) HW say
that they are hoping to have a more competitively priced model, the PD300, which utilises
the same principle, in three months or so. Also
imminent is a manual version of the PD264
turntable, the PD262, at around £ 105 + VAT. On
display were the elegant new L- 116A integrated
amp with separate L/R tone controls, and
matching T-115 tuner.
On the speaker front there were four new
models from Celestion and four again from AR
(see Feb News). Sansui, perhaps the most
Europe- aware of the Japanese companies,

Sansui's AU- D9 complete with 'Super Feedforward'

always put on atidy display, but it shows the
extent to which British speakers prevail here to
see the impeccable Mordaunt Short Signifers
in their posh dem. And this from a firm which
consciously set out to investigate just what it
was that we were on about and then set about
producing something similar at its Antwerp
plant. Clearly, that old timers' warning ' God help
us when the Japs find out how to make speakers' has yet to take effect. On the active side
Sansui were showing their AU- D9 amp and
three new receivers ranging upwards from the
40W 3900Z at around £ 200. For some reason,
though, the receiver market in the UK has never
gained much currency, apart from afew notable
exceptions like Nytech, whereas abroad they
have been if anything more popular than the
separates we tend to go for.

The Sony STR - V55 receiver

No doubt the current vogue of the racking
approach, much publicised via the popular
media these days, has given the receiver a
further knock, for with these the trend seems to
be to utilize the maximum number of individual
components ( with a timer thrown in for good
measure of course) surmounted, precariously,
by a turntable—a sort of tower- block of electronics gubbins, the back of which all too often
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Smart new logic controlled PC- D12 from Aurex

really does resemble the Cleese's ' load of spaghetti'. ( One day the Nips will discover mains
outlet sockets in abig way, putting them on the
back of the amp so that there is only one overall
mains lead to the rack instead of the four, five or
even six most seem to have at present.) Impressive is the word, but to us they do tend to look
disconcertingly like the arrays of test instruments wheeled in and wired up to patients in
intensive care units. Still, it's what sells now and
that's what matters. Certainly no Japanese
manufacturer worth his salt has failed to jump
on the bandwagon—JVC, Pioneer, Hitachi,
Sony, etc, etc, even Teac. They're all at it.
If big and bold is the new image, last year's
craze—the 'ever decreasing circles' fad of the
micro- system—seems to be waning alittle; or if
it's not really waning then it's broadening logically into the portable. Anybody who's anybody
these days is walking around wired up to amicro
cassette recorder and matching headphones.
What is astonishing is the remarkable degree of
fidelity the things can achieve. Sony started this
one and now they've all begun to follow. At
least the cassettes themselves are the standard
size.
Back with the hi-fi proper, there were new
micro items from both Aiwa and Aurex. Aiwa's
Series 30 and 50 and a micro receiver, the
AXS50, and from Aurex the PC- D12 metalcapable cassette deck. Long since divorced from
the Rank umbrella, Rotel are making strong
efforts to be taken seriously in hi-fi terms.
Racking systems prevail, but some of the individual components certainly look very viable:
the RC and RB1 00100 watt pre and power amp
combination for example. M- m and m- cinputs
are provided, but tone controls aren't ( another
trend they're on to at last, perhaps?). At the really
swish end of the cassette machinery Tandberg
and, particularly. Revox were showing the
models first seen last year. Tandberg have had
an enviable track record in this area and have
probably established themselves, certainly over
here, primarily with their tape machines. Interesting to note that they are now distributing
the Californian Altec Lansing speakers. Any
new item from Revox is bound to cause astir of
course, and if it involves tape it will be
thoroughly pawed over. With the open- reel
models the exhibition sport used to be to try and
defeat the logic control and naff the tape. With
the new B710 cassette deck we try to get the
microprocessor to smoke. It's not so much that
it's innovatory—it's just that it's a Revox.
On the enthusiasts' turntable front, only
Ariston were flying their own flag, showing
what has now become a range of decks in a
refreshingly uncluttered room. If some of us
thought the classically styled RD110SL with its
gold finished platter and elaborate woodwork
looked a little 'way back' from the photos we
were sent ( see ' News' Nov '80) we revised our
opinions when we saw it in the flesh—it is
superbly presented. News from Goodmans is
that they are now distributing the Danish Jamo
loudspeakers in the UK, but although the range
will be fed to a separate chain of dealers, it

doesn't in any case significantly overlap the
market place for Goodmans' own units.
The Nikko range is now exclusive to Laskys
and it includes some pretty esoteric looking gear
at the top end. Particularly striking are the Alpha
440 200W amp and its matching Beta 40
preamp with m- c input. Most notable in the
accessories area were tlED and M ilty. The latter
are obviously placing high hopes in the Mk II
version of the Pixall adhesive roller record
cleaner. The new model features a smaller
diameter roller and is fabricated entirely from
precision plastic mouldings and incorporates a
'knife edge' cutter for use when exposing anew
layer of the tape. OED's room was busy as
always. Many enthusiasts like to come away
from ashow with some novelty, and accessories
score well as a result. Mains distribution units
(ideal for those racking systems!), tape switching boxes and the new m- cheadamp all qualify,
according to how well the pockets are lined at
the end of the day.

Photographically stacked Hotel PC 1010
and RB-1010

One thing that never ceases to amuse us is the
apparently limitless gifts the promotion boys
have for inventing new techno- hype—an endless succession of attempts to confuse the
public into thinking that what's on offer really is
where it's at. Amplifier manufacturers are the
worst. We have ' Clean Drive' from Aurex, ' Super
Feedforward' from Sansui, ' Super A' from JVC,
'Non Direct Drive'—like that one!—from Trio,
and from Pioneer, ' Non Switching', ' magniwide' and of course 'fluoroscan power output
display'. Then there's 'Acculock', ' Duo Beta'and
'Mecha Logic' from Lux, which is all very well,
but Fuji's new Fine Grain Beridox surely sounds
rather like a cross between bath salts and a
laxative!
Nicest sounds at the show? Well, whenever
Quad exhibit they put on asplendid dem with
impeccable presentation. Mission, certainly,
and Grant Lumley were soundi ng very smooth.
Webland's room was easier to remain in than
most, as was the Practical HiFi room featuring
the new Pink Triangle turntable ( see ' News'
January), Estoteric Audio valve amps and Dave
Berriman's speakers ( how's that for impartiality!). Attendance at these shows is hard to
quantify, as entry is free and no tickets are
involved, but the impression we had on the two
weekdays was that il was alittle quieter than last
year, but still pretty busy despite the weather.
All- in- all it was once again a worthwhile
endeavour, well organised and smoothly run •
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IS NOW accepted that the turntable can
be amajor factor affecting the sound
quality of asystem. One easy way to
minimise any deleterious effects is to visit a
good dealer, audition one of the recognised
good designs, choose amodel to suit one's
requirements, reach deep into one's wallet,
and live happily ever after. However, the
relatively small sales of these necessarily
expensive designs shows that the number of
people able to afford over t150 for aturntable
(without arm or cartridge) is small. For those
with arestricted budget or who need the
ease of operation offered by the cheaper
automatic and semi- automatic models, is
there anything that can be done to improve
their performance?
Very often, as we outlined last December,
substituting aproprietary mat for the often
inadequate one provided will make quite a
difference. After all, the turntable manufacturer has to keep to a very tight budget in
order to produce acommercial product and a
e felt mat, such as the Griffin Anacoustic, or
amore expensive hard rubber model, such as
the Osawa or Platter Matter, will give a
worthwhile improvement. The plinth is
another design area where technical performance is often sacrificed to keep down the
purchase price. John Howarth looked
carefully at the design of his Connoisseur
802. . .
DECENT REVIEWS have highlighted the
problems of acoustic feedback with
turntables, and indicate that this may go
a long way towards explaining the different
sound of units which measure more or less
identically as regards to the more usual
'paper' specifications. It would appear that
airborne feedback to the turntable from the
music sound field, rather than floor- borne
vibration, is the culprit, but authorities conflict
on this, to some extent.
Belt- drive turntables fall into two main
groups. The first of these, comprising the
majority of available units, has the platter, its
bearing, and the pickup arm, rigidly connected to the main chassis ( occasionally
wood, sometimes a pressed steel plate but
often a plastic moulding); in this case the
motor proper is coupled ( hopefully decoupled!) to the base plate via acompliant
suspension ( often rubber or neoprene) and to
the turntable via acompliant belt. The base
plate is either an integral part of the plinth or
is linked to the plinth via afairly crude
arrangement of springs and bits of foam
rubber ( the latter probably more effective in
stopping the springs squeaking than anything
else). The second group of turntables, said in
general to have asuperior sound quality,
consists of those constructed àla Linn and
Thorens. Here the turntable itself, its main
bearing, and the arm, are on afloating
subchassis, decoupled more or less effectively
from the main base plate and plinth.

n

Four readers describe
turntable modifications
and improvements
Apart from the sound picked up by the
tonearm—what an apt name that is—it would
seem reasonable to suppose that it is the base
plate and plinth ( particularly the lid) which
vibrate in sympathy with the airborne sound
field, as the subchassis is isolated ( in most
cases) from the soundfield by the plinth.
These both comprise fairly large areas of thin
elastic material, be it plastic or metal, which
can easily be excited, and have their own
normal modes of vibration. Indeed, it is an
instructive exercise to place afinger gently on
aturntable lid, when loud music is being
played. Vibration can be felt.
In the first group of turntables, this will be
transmitted to the arm and cartridge via the
plate and plinth. In the second group, given
suitable characteristics for the subchassis
suspension, this need not be the case. Hence
it is hardly surprising that the second group
tend to sound better.
With these thoughts in mind. Iset out to
try to improve the sound of my turntable, an
unassuming Connoisseur BD2. This often
underrated unit was available at what can
only be considered a ridiculous price from
one of the larger discount houses, and
represented amazing value. It is ashame that
their new owners did not continue manufacturing Connoisseur products. Idid have
slight qualms about its subjective performance, as it belongs to the first group of
turntables. There is no doubt that the base
plate does ring. Itried this out ( with suitable
precautions with the volume control) by
placing the stylus on the run-off groove of a
stationary record, and tapping the base plate.
A clear musical note emerged. Exactly the
same thing happened on tapping the plinth.
Hence the main suspension springs have a
limited effect. One does not have to be able
to solve inhomogeneous linear second order
ordinary differential equations to realise that a
linear spring can still introduce coupling,
particularly if there is also an element of
friction and 'stiction' involved.
What is really needed is a lot of
dissipation, that is,
damping, as well.

An unmodified Connoiseur 802
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Iproceeded to do two things. Firstly. I
covered as much as Icould of the underside
of the base plate with bituminous felt. This
was glued on with Evo-stik 'Time Bond'
spread all over the area of contact. Care must
be taken not to get adhesive where it is not
wanted. The idea was to damp as much as
possible the normal modes of vibration of the
plate.
Secondly, Ithought that provided the
plinth could effectively be decoupled from the
base plate, it would, with the lid down, act as
asound shield to the base plate. Something
more effective than the original springs was
needed. My solution is Heath- Robinson in
the extreme. Ibought afew toy balloons, of
various shapes and sizes, filled them with
cooking oil, and knotted them ( twice!). Ithen
removed the original springs and sandwiched
the balloons twixt chassis and plinth. The
chassis now floats on the oil- filled balloons. I
should point out that, even with the weight
of the chassis upon them, the deformation
and extension of an uninflated, oil- filled
balloon, is nowhere near that when it is
inflated with air. Consequently the material is
nowhere near its elastic limit. No disasters
have occurred hitherto! If one should burst,
oil will fall out onto ateak sideboard beneath.
Well, one does oil teak, does one not? Iused
cooking oil in preference to engine oil, as I
thought that the latter may contain exotic
additives which may, in time, weaken the
balloon material. Some experimentation is
necessary with different shaped balloons in
order to level the turntable, but a large bag of
30 assorted may be bought for about 45p. If
they had all proved too small. Idid have it in
mind that oil- filled contraceptive sheaths
might be pressed into service. Happily, this
was not necessary ( after all, these have been
known, in other contexts, to burst). The
general idea of all this is that, as well as
compliance, we have viscous dissipation, that
is, damping, and this seems a much more
sensible idea for isolating the base plate from
the plinth.
A repeat tapping experiment showed that
the plate rang much less, and that tapping the
plinth produced only adead 'thunk'—even, I
might add, at full volume, with full bass lift—
though this state should be approached by
degrees, backing off where necessary!
What of the sound? There is no doubt that,
to my ears, and to those of acritical friend,
that there is asignificant improvement. Iam
prepared to concede that this may be
rationalisation on our part, since no unmodified unit was available for immediate
comparison, but Ihonestly don't think so. On
headphones, with speakers muted, things had
always sounded much cleaner, and previously
Ihad put this down to the quality of the
phones; no doubt to some extent this is
indeed the case. But now the discrepancy is
less. On speakers, the bass is tighter, and the
whole sound seems more detailed and
generally cleaned- up. Stereo imagery seems
much more positively locked, rather as if the
speakers had hitherto been partially out of
phase ( figuratively speaking). Irefrain from
comment about 'depth' prespective. It is my
opinion that modern multimiked and mixeddown recordings are afake, and that attempts
at discussing such subtleties are, in the main,
meaningless. ( Ido not dispute that they are,
nonetheless, aclever and often very satisfying
fake.)
Isee no reason, at least in principle, why
the same ideas should not be used on other
turntables of similar construction. At the cost
of £ 1 or so, and a couple of hours of careful
work, asignificant improvement results. But
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Do you recognise the problem? Mozart's
Horn Concerto turned into Mozart's Foghorn
Concerto by even the more expensive tape
decks, when the trebles become misty, and the
basses blurred?
It's the cassette that's taking the shine out
of the music, not the deck.
The fact is, until Sony's new Metallic tapes,

Recent reviews in the hi-fi press suggest
that this extra attention to detail has been more
than worthwhile.
Since apoorly constructed cassette
allows wow and flutter to sabotage the music
it plays, Sony redesigned the mechanical parts
of all the cassettes in their range.
The result, their unique SP mechanism.
It works like this.
Adopting the
same engineering
principle which keeps
aHigh Speed Train on
the tracks at125 mph,
the hubs of every
cassette have adeep
groove running around
their circumference.
The parallel ribs
moulded onto the polyester inner liner slot
into this, and prevent
wobble, sticking and
jamming.
Sony tapes are
tested for their heatresistance in an oven
hot enough to bake a
loaf of bread, and then
run for 2000 km to
make certain they are
vibration-proof.The point being, every Sony
cassette is abetter made cassette, whether it's
the inexpensive CHF or the new Metallic tape.
And that means better performance.
Unlike some of their competitors, Sony
tapes are here to stay.
Sony tape. Remarkably close to original
sound. SONY

If your tape deck sounds like this,
eject the cassette.

there hasn't been acassette as sensitive as the
most sensitive players.
True, in early1979 acouple of manu,
facturers launched their own metal tapes. But it
seems they dropped aclanger.
Within months one was said to be
withdrawing his product from the market, and
another to have hastily brought forward a
major redevelopment programme.
Sony, on the other hand, took the pains to
get their Metallic tapes right first time.
To improve retentivity and tape-to-head
contact they wanted each and every microscopic needle-shaped metal particle to lie flush
beside the one next to it, herringbone fashion.

SEE THE RANGE OF SONY TAPES AT YOUR SONY TAPE STOCKIST, OR AT THE SONY SHOWROOMS,134 REGEN - STREET, LONDON W1

fill the balloons in the kitchen, and wash
them, when filled, ( and your hands) in a
detergent solution. Given these simple
precautions, there is little danger of oil getting
where it shouldn't—such as on disc playing
surfaces.
Iwould like to thank my friend and
countryman, Derek Scott, for lending me his
ears •
Isolating the board carrying the platter and
pickup arm from vibrations picked up by the
lid, plinth and top plate is astep in the right
direction, but it doesn't remedy any sonic
deficiencies present in the platter itself. Bert
Martin and Milivoj Janosevic took the more
obvious upgrading steps with abasic Rotel
direct- drive turntable, but still felt that
something more could be done.. .
OST OF today's up- grades are simple
exercises carried out with achequebook or credit-card; this is the record of adoit-yourself experiment which we hope you
may emulate with both economy and audible
satisfaction.
We chose the belt- drive Rotel RP1500
turntable—cost only £ 70 or so in 1978
without arm—because of its excellent rumble
performance and the fact that it possessed
speed- control, supplemented by astrobe. It
had already been given aset of Audio
Technica AT- 605 feet as acure for a reputed
susceptibility to floorborne acoustic feedback.
A Griffin Anacoustic mat brought surprisingly
large improvements in detail and imaging,
and the culmination had been its
fitting with a Michell tonearm and Ortofon
VMS20E II cartridge ( initial disappointment
with the latter being overcome by also fitting
the CAP210 additional capacitance).
The improvement in detail recovery was
already so delightful that it was decided to
open up yet another dark corner in the search
for truth and tackle the problem of the
coloration induced from the platter. There is a
tendency for the platter to react as a bell,
which it somewhat resembles in ashallower
form; try freely suspending your platter, then
tap it with asuitable object, and you will
probably be quite unpleasantly surprised by
the result! Even the most expensive turntable
units can be seriously guilty of this malaise,
and although the ringing might be damped by
asubplatter, this still doesn't represent the
optimum condition. Although such atest
represents agross exaggeration of reality,
there is little doubt that this phenomenon
does contribute to adistortion in the response
of the whole unit, even if
it may only be
minimal.

The unmodified Rotel RP1500
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Frequent past suggestions for deadening
platters have included Plasticine and
bituminous- felt pads, but it was reading a
recent statement in another hi-fi magazine
that such 'cures' were almost impossible to
produce without introducing an unacceptable
degree of imbalance that offered achallenge
which could not be ignored.
Looking over the potential materials with
which to 'damp' any coloration, we concluded that only rubber, or one of its
substitutes, could provide the characteristics
we sought. We also concluded that any
method requiring us to use sheet material, or
an appliqué technique, would soon fall foul
of the very same balance problem which had
excited us to reach asolution. Casting
seemed the only answer, so we started
searching.
'Rubber Manufacturers and Merchants' in
the Yellow Pages seemed agood start, and
only three visits to local suppliers soon found
us one in Fazeley Street, Birmingham, where
the goods were on the shelf only by the
coincidence that the proprietor had purchased
in bulk as the only way of obtaining the
material for his own use! ' Belzona Molecular
Forty ( 40) Rubber ( black) Base, product code
847', came as atwo- pack mix with its
matching ' Forty ( 40) fluidised rubber
solidifier, product code 265'. The manufacturers' name on the cans is Molecular
Conservation of Harrogate, Yorkshire—a
seemingly suitable address for a hi-fi rubber
manufacturer! Try the Yellow Pages in your
area, and see what luck you have.
Prior to using the material we took the
following precautions:
(1) The clearance between platter, belt- drive
and plinth was checked; to avoid possibility
of fouling, asimple gauge was made.
(2) The holes provided for lifting and access
to the drive- belt were carefully taped over,
with a minimum overlap onto the platter,
using Sellotape.
(3) The working- place chosen was inside an
airy garage, with the doors open at both
ends, as rubber fumes can be rather unpleasant, and sometimes dangerous.
(4) A perfectly flat bench was set up, and
checked in all directions of the horizontal
plane, using aspirit- level.
Mixing was astraightforward task,
following the given instructions. A spatula
was used to integrate the two- pack ingredients, being useful also for cleaning out
the last traces from the mixing- container.
With the platter upside-down on the flat
table, the mixture was poured in, and it soon
found its own natural level ( at less than the
gauge- depth) and was left to set for eight
hours. Although still tacky to the touch when
next examined, the rubber had set with a
smooth, slightly glossy look. A modelling
knife soon opened- up the previously- taped
holes, and the platter was ready for testing.
First test was to check the weight; it was
found that the original 27 ounces had
become 41 ounces—a useful increase in
mass. Next came the free- suspension test; the
'ringing' of the original response to being
struck was now replaced by adull 'thud'—
obviously a result along the desired lines.
Replacing the platter on the deck, atest for
start-up time revealed an unmeasurably small
difference. Wow, which had previously manifested itself as avisible ( but inaudible)
variation in the ( apparent) segments of the
platter- edge reflected in the strobe- light, and
of around two seconds period, was now
virtually eliminated—probably due to the
increased flywheel effect of the greater
weight. There seems little to worry about

regarding the effect of this on the bearing.
Lack of any sophisticated test- equipment
reduced testing to the subjective level; our
protection in using such adubious method
was our thorough familiarity with much- loved
pieces from our record collection, wherein we
thought we knew every nuance. As it
transpires, we found that the modified
turntable did retrieve even- more- subtle
information, but it took some time to discover
this, although there was an immediately
apparent reduction in a certain measure of
over- emphasis which coincided with the
natural resonance frequency of the originallygong- like platter. Subtle improvements in
imagery and separation varied considerably
from record to record, suggesting differences
in the information- content of the records
themselves.
The Griffin mat no longer showed the
sweeping improvement over the original
rubber mat which had previously so impressed us, but it nonetheless provides
sufficient remaining advantages to warrant
retention; what a pity it is not available as a
thinner mat, bonded directly to the upper
surface of the platter...
Having put together asystem which would
require heavy investment to effect noticeable
improvements, we think it great value in
having obtained just such benefits at less
than £ 3 total outlay. Even the turntables in
the £ 350 range would benefit to some degree
from similar modification. Indeed, we would
go further to state that we believe every
turntable in the £ 100+ bracket should be so
fitted as standard—manufacturer bulk- buying
should ensure little effect on the retail price.
We retain serious misgivings about platter
design—particularly in regard to materials. An
identical platter to that on the Rotel, but
produced in cast gun-metal, would be almost
inert in the ' ringing' sense, and with a rubbercast underside it would turn out at avery
useful 103 ounces in weight! The substantial
benefits which would accrue in the ability to
overcome drag- induced speed- variations on
transients and long loud passages would
amply justify the few pounds extra cost.
Given centre- spindle adaptors and a range of
fairly similar turntable- platters ( as in photography we have lenses which fit a large range
of cameras, via lens- adaptors) there could be
auseful market in replacement platters for
some enterprising small engineering firm.
Similarly, there could also be a market for
replacement platters with smaller belt- drive
diameters ( together with asmaller belt, as a
kit), so that 78 rpm could be obtained on
either the
or 45 settings of existing
units which are not so- equipped •
The Garrard 401 motor unit was in widespread use some years ago. A reliable high
quality idler- wheel design, it didn't so much
become obsolete as just old-fashioned when
compared to the high technology direct- drive
units, such as the Technics SP10 MkII, which
replaced it in studios. Ben Fairclough stuck
with his 401 and designed aplinth to enable
the system to extract as much information
from the grooves as possible. Paralleling in
some ways the thinking of American designer
Mitch Cotter, his design should prove
amenable for use with any high quality unit. .
FEEL THAT my plinth system has enabled
I me to get an extremely accurate subjective
sound from a Garrard 401 transcription
turntable, an SME series II improved pickup
arm with non- detachable headshell, an SME
FD200 fluid damper and a Sonus Blue
cartridge. Although the plinth, as described,
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was designed around the Garrard 401 motor
unit, many of the principles outlined should
apply universally. A great deal of thought,
common-sense and experimentation are
necessary it improvements are to be made to
any system, and if you have aturntable with
which you are satisfied it would probably be
better for you to stop reading now and play
some records instead. Even if you own a401
you might not be prepared to put up with the
slightly repulsive appearance and the
inconvenience of the finished product.
However, most, if not all, of the improvements outlined do contribute some amount to
an overall increase in subjective accuracy of
sound.
Ihave carried out hundreds of step-by-step
experiments over a period of seven years,
with many hundreds of hours spent in
construction, listening and evaluation. Many
of the experiments proved to be timeconsuming failures, some have been partially
successful, and afew have produced such
dramatic improvements that Ifeel justified in
making recommendations. The difference
between an inappropriately mounted Garrard
401 and one mounted as desribed below is
so great that most listeners would not believe
that they were listening to the same turntable.
Budget hi-fi to superfi is no exaggeration!
Four basically different types of plinth have
been used, and it is the last one of these
which Ishall describe. In this, my most
successful plinth, the aim has always been to
drive all the unwanted vibrations back to
where they belong ie, the motor assembly.
Any vibrations other than those found within
the grooves of the record will colour the
sound in some way by introducing extra
relative motion between stylus and groove. It
is absolutely essential, therefore, to isolate the
record playing system from any such
vibrations. This includes any mechanical
feedback from the speakers, either air or floorborne. Without question the turntable/arm/
cartridge combination acts as aminiature
microphone and Isuspect that the vast
majority of people do not realize how much
coloration or distortion, feedback or motor
vibration can cause. It is only when these
types of distortion have been eliminated that
it is possible to appreciate how good asound
source records can be.
Now to business! Ishall describe the
construction of the base and plinth in a useful
building order. It is not really the order in
which Icarried out the work because Ihad to
dismantle mine several times.
It is imperative that the Garrard 401 is
placed on avery substantial base. In my case
Ibuilt a huge record and book case which
rests on asolid floor, but if you have a
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Fig 2
wooden floor it would be better to construct
an extremely strong and rigid shelf. This
should be attached to a brick ( load- bearing)
wall by means of ordinary wall brackets and
extra supports which transfer the weight from
the front of the shelf to a point lower down
the wall ( fig. 1). The importance of asolid
base cannot be over- emphasized. Any
tendency to flimsiness will degrade the
performance of any turntable. This base
should obviously be as far away from the
speakers as possible in order to minimize any
feedback.
A top plate for the plinth was made of î- in.
blockboard, measuring 181 in. x 16 in., and
was cut out to accept the chassis in accordance with the plan sent with the 401. A
larger one might have been helpful in
avoiding the slots which Ihad to cut in the
front, sides and back of the lid. The 401, the
SME arm and the FD200 were mounted on
this board according to the manufacturers'
recommendations. It is essential to construct
avery dense plinth with as few air spaces as
possible. The 401 is built like a battleship and
must be prevented from setting up its own
vibrations inside adainty cabinet. Fig. 2
shows the base section of the plinth, made
from 1 in. blockboard for the sides, front and
back, and
in. plywood for the bottom. The
overall measurements—about the smallest
possible—are 181- in. x 16 in. X 3?,- in.
It was glued and screwed together firmly,
and inside this base was packed as much
Ready- mix concrete as possible. Permanent
wooden moulds were made in the concrete to
leave space for the motor, and for the base of
the SME arm. Through the back Ibored oversize exit holes for the mains lead and for the
pickup leads. Iused some old 11 in. plastic
tubing to form a permanent mould for the
pickup leads to pass to the outside through a
tunnel. Care had to be taken to leave room
for the main bearing of the turntable, and
holes had to be left for the four chassis fixing
studs. Adequate clearance was left for the
spring holding the motor mains leads, and
some chipping away of the concrete had to
be undertaken below where the control panel
of the turntable was to be situated. Three
long coach bolts were fixed in the concrete at
strategic anti- vibration points. This was done
when the concrete was tipped into the base.
The concrete was levelled to the height of the
wooden surrounds.
Next the whole of the inside was covered
with Harbutt's Plasticine which was first
rolled out, a pound or 500 grams at atime,
on a board. Several pounds were used and I
always rolled the Plasticine from the middle
outwards. Ikept rotating it and turning it over
to get an even spread. It was necessary to
wash the board and rolling pin fairly
frequently in order to prevent the Plasticine
from sticking to them. The Plasticine was

then laid on top of the base, smoothed out
and cut with a knife where necessary. It was
pressed well into any small recesses and was
attached to the cavity walls by means of
drawing pins.
Pieces of Ege ' Meraklon' carpet were
tacked to the inside of the motor and pickup
cavities to minimise any resonances. ( The
carpet was banged free of whiskers and dust
first.) All this Plasticine and carpet appeared
to have only the minutest effect, if any at all,
but once it was there Iwas unwilling to
waste time taking it out.
Prompted partly by the writings of Jean
Hiraga and partly by Mr. Andrew Evans'
excellent letter in HFNIRR, August 1977, I
discarded my SME leads and replaced them
with four separate screened cables which I
made from Radiospares standard low- noise
screened cable,which has acapacitance of 92
pF per metre and has seven strands of copper
wire at the centre. All four leads were cut to
exactly the same length. The screening was
cut so that about 5 mm of ordinary insulation
protruded at the pickup base end. The four
centre wires were soldered into the base of
the SME arm ( naughty! naughtyl) in such a
way as to allow both left and right ' hot' and
left and right 'ground' signals to pass up the
centre of the wires to the amplifier. The
phono plugs at the amplifier end were
soldered on to the four leads with the ' hot'
wires going to the centre pins and the
'ground' leads going to the screening. Each
plug had the screening from its two cables
also soldered to the outside screening shell.
In this way ' hot' and 'ground' signals have an
equal path to the amplifier ( fig.3).
All four leads were wrapped in an outer
casing of cooking foil which was then
attached by means of wire to the outside
earthing point of the SME base and from
thence to the motor chassis at one end, and
to the earth of the amplifier at the other. The
whole was then wrapped in white insulating
tape to give it a neat appearance and to make
it stronger. The phorto connections at the
amplifier end were scrupulously cleaned.
These connecting leads, without the outer
white insulating tape, can just be seen in fig
2. Ibelieve that this connecting arrangement
makes asignificant subjective difference. The
sound becomes more alive, more accurate
and less hard.
The motor board was then attached to the
base by means of nine 4 in. round- headed
wood screws and washers and the three nuts
and washers which fit on the coach bolts,
which remained firm in the concrete.
The exit leads for the turntable and pickup
arm were encased in a large blob of Plasticine
at the point where they leave the plinth. This
was to prevent vibrations from passing into
the plinth structure and from thence to the
cartridge. Foam rubber was wrapped around
the leads and they were then secured with
large staples to ensure that they do not get
pulled out of position.
At this stage rumble disappeared.
A wooden lid giving 31' in. clearance above
the motor board was then made using -4
1
-in.
piywood for the top, front and sides and
in.
blockboard for the back. The front, back and
sides had to have small recesses filed into
them to make way for the heads of the
screws securing the motor board to the base,
while the back had to be rasped to allow for
the turntable platter.
The lid was attached to the motor- board by
means of two hinges and at the front corners
of the lid were fixed two pieces of wood
measuring 31- in. X 1-in. These were glued
vertically in place and they rest on two pieces
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Best to be alittle cautious.
mill
Especially considering we've only shown you part of
l
our range. All told, we make eleven cassette decks from
around £90 to £1000.
I
Hardly the sort of equipment to be confined to one
page. Hardly space enough to do justice to our standards of
engineering, the quality of our components, and our technical
innovations (just afew of which are shown above).
Best to get all the facts you need before you decide.
Write for our twelve-page brochure.
No one who's serious buys hi-fi off the page.
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IT IS IMPORTANT TO ASCERTAIN THE CORRECT
ORDER OF CONNECTIONS OF THE SME ARM BASE IF
YOU INTEND TO FIT A NEW LEAD.

401 CHASSISO---,
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HOT AND
GROUND. LEFT
AND RIGHT
CHANNELS

•••\

COOKING FOIL SCREEN

•
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(...--/AMPLIFIER
EARTH
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PHONO PLUGS

FIG .3
'
of 1in. x in. thick foam rubber which are
stuck on the front corners of the motor board
(figs. 4 & 5). These pieces of foam rubber are
vital. They raise the lid about 2 mm above the
motor- board and help to prevent lid- borne
feedback.
Also in fig. 4 it is possible to see one of the
most important innovations. The turntable
platter was removed and a laminate consisting of six layers of 2mm thick lead trapped
between seven layers of Plasticine was placed
on the chassis beneath it, filling as much
space as was possible. Plasticine also
surrounds the outside of the turntable to a
height which is just below that of the
turntable mat. This makes it reasonably easy
to get records on and off the turntable.
Great care had to be taken not to get
Plasticine in the works and also to make sure
that the lead! Plasticine laminate did not
interfere with the movement of the parts.
Holes were left to gain access to screws
which Ihope Iwill never have to touch. One
lead sheet was cut out using tin snips and
was carefully drilled and filed accurately to
shape. It was then used as atemplate for the
remaining sheets of lead and Plasticine.
This extra mass—and particularly that under
the platter—had avery pronounced effect. It
cleaned up the sound, with singers and
instrumentalists now taking up definite
positions with space around them. Istarted to
notice singers taking breaths in places where I
had not previously noticed them. Ithink the
lead and Plasticine deaden the whole of the
chassis, absorbing the last residual vibrations
from the motor assembly.
Figs. 4 and 5 show the next step. The lead
which you see on the motor- board ( A) was
carefully placed in position about 2-5 mm
from the turntable chassis and the pickup
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base. Again the idea was to add mass and
deaden all vibrations, particularly those
around the base of the pickup arm. Three lead
templates were used and modifications to the
shape of the higher layers of blocks B and C
took place as necessary to accommodate the
pickup arm. 20 layers of lead were used in
block A and no fewer than 40 layers were
used for blocks B and C. The approximate
weight of these three blocks is 42 lbs.
The following points are of great importance:
1. Do not allow blocks A, B and C to touch
the turntable chassis, the pickup arm base,
the lid or the Plasticine on the turntable
chassis.
2. Make sure that the turntable chassis does
not rest on top of the motor- board by any

means other than the four rubber mounting
washers. There should be adefinite gap
between the turntable chassis and the motorboard otherwise feedback will occur. The four
fixing screws should therefore not be
tightened too much in the first place.
3. Do not screw down too tightly the four
screws which fix the SME base via grommetts
to the motor board. The rubber centres should
be compressed only slightly, if at all. The
denser the plinth, the less important this
would appear to be.
The weight of the plinth/turntable
assembly is now just over 117 pounds.
Between the plinth and the supporting
structure is another piece of Meraklon carpet
which acts as ashock- absorber but has
sufficient rigidity to prevent the plinth
vibrating in sympathy with the sound from
the loudspeakers. Ihave also tried foam
rubber, Plasticine discs and felt, but the
carpet was best. Ieven tried a pumped up
bicycle inner tube, but this caused the plinth
to start moving at high volumes: when 117
pounds of plinth starts rocking in time with
the music, it really rocks, or at least the
cartridge thinks so!
The effect which this design of plinth has
on the 401 has to be heard to be believed.
There is now greater dynamic range. Bass
boom disappears. Instruments take up definite
positions on asound- stage which has both
width and depth. Stunningly clear music is
purveyed on an ocean of silence with an
accuracy which Istill find hard to believe.
However, the better the plinth has become,
the more Ihave been aware of concocted
sounds, and Imust make a plea to record
companies. Please let us have more records
made using only two microphones for the
original recordings.
Space does not permit adescription of all
the different ancillary equipment, the testing
procedures used, or some of the many
mistakes which Imade, but Ithink that I
should mention one or two points which
could be of general interest.
Ivery carefully rolled two different
Plasticine turntable mats for the 401. Itested
them on their own and also above and below
the ordinary mat. Icame to the conclusion
that the 401's mat is excellent and Idiscarded
the Plasticine mats.
When testing, Ifound it very helpful to
listen to silent grooves with the volume
control of the amplifier ( 2 x100 watts plus)
turned to maximum output. Ido not recommend this procedure universally because of
the dangers of speaker damage, etc, if there is
any system fault. However, it is an exceptionally useful way of listening for and measuring
unwanted sounds, especially if you can keep
playing exactly the same silent grooves over
and over again while observing and recording
peak readings on the amplifier output meters.
This will quickly tell you whether your
experiments are eliminating these unwanted
sounds.
Finally, Iappreciate that not everyone
would want his 401, Technics SP10 or
other motor unit to be mounted in this
fashion. It looks peculiar, it is not really easy
to handle and it is not very convenient if you
wish to remove the motor or the pickup arm.
Iam, however, sure that there is no substitute
for mass and for me it has all been
worthwhile.
Please, if you carry out any experiments,
take great care, make sure that you are not
invalidating any guarantees, and let your ears
be the final judge. If you have any doubts, or
if you are content with your system, leave
well alone!
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It sorts out the men from the boys

The difference between a
bass and atenor may seem
obvious enough to you, but
your stylus sees it only as
undulations measured in
microns.
Every time your stylus
lands in arecord groove it
enters arugged microminiature world where
it has to cope with forces and
obstacles on ascale that
almost defies description.
It is this crucial first
contact in the hi-fi chain that
decides everything you hear,
no matter how good the rest
of the system.
In recent years you'll have
heard of ahost of designs —
elliptical, hyper-elliptical,
line contact — all aimed at
optimising the area of contact
between stylus and groove, in

G900 IGC
Write for details of the G900 range
and the story of the van aen Hul stylus to:Goldring Products Ltd., Anglian Lane,
Bury St. Edmunds, IP32 6SS. Tel: 0284 64011
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pursuit of wider frequency
and their pitfalls. An IBM 370
response, better tracking,
computer was used to build a
lower distortion and less
mathematical picture of the
record wear. Many theoretical optimum practical mass,
'breakthroug'hs' have been
shape and curvature for a
announced. But now comes a stylus that could reliably trace
major and really practical
and retrieve information
advance. All the more
represented by undulations as
practical because it is
tiny as 5microns in height or
embodied in acartridge that
depth.
isn't too exotic to be used with
This new shape can more
normal high quality arms and accurately follow the recorded
amplifiers and isn't too
modulation because it is
expensive. It's the new van
essentially the same size and
den Hul stylus, available for
shape as the cutter stylus that
the first time in anew
made the groove in the first
cartridge from Goldring, the
place.
G900/IGC.
From the foregoing, you
Goldring's new stylus
will not be surprised to hear
shape isn't so much
that this new design is causing
revolutionary as evolutionary astir among hi-fi reviewers.
and was designed by studying Some of whom are already
the established advantages of comparing it with some of the
recent stylus configurations — most respected and expensive
moving coil cartridges.
Ask your dealer to
demonstrate the new Goldring
G900/IGC using the most
testing musical recordings and
•against some of the most
expensive cartridges. We think
you'll agree it sorts out the
men from the boys.

o

o

devised by Maurice Taggart
A £ 5 record token will be awarded for each of the first five correct
solutions picked from those which arrive by 16th March

CLUES ACROSS
and 21 down) Mr. Galway's popular opus from the charts ( 6-4)
7
Stereo circuit with fish in the venison! (7)
8
Casual acquaintance for playing records? ( 6)
10
Lot Leo is mixed up in for some late Verdi ( 6)
11 ( and 12 down) Vital physiological transducer ( 8-8)
13 ( and 5down) Sing quietly to covet so somehow ( 5-4)
15
Contemporary composer involved in rather sober ' Iolanthe' production ( 5)
18
Good French in the crazy Paris Underground, this member of the brass family ( 8)
20
22
23
24
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10

Sad finish for aFinnish waltz ( 6)
Famous gorilla joins an auto club in Delius opera ( 6)
Blind English compáser ( 7)
Lively, though with inner tranquillity ( 6)

11

12

CLU ES DOWN
2
Unpleasant returning in Henry's ionophone ( 5)
3
Popular '40s singing group—difficult to erase? ( 8)
4
Fast, but coming back in the Ecole violin class ( 6)
5 ( See 13 across)
6 An Italian closely connected with ' Norma' ( 7)
9 ( and 17) New wave music? Or merely old wave degeneracy? ( 4-4)
12 ( See 11 across)
14
Function, to finish with the seventh degree, starting vocally (7)
16
Solid music from rather austere 'Otello' performance ( 6)
17
(
See 9)
19
Near alittle time for a nocturne? ( 5)
(See 1 across)
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JANUARY'S WINNERS:

P. M. J. Davidson, 6 Burgh Heath Rd, Epsom, Surrey
KT17 4LJ; F. L. Ellis, 18 Maple Close, Botley, Oxford OX2 9DZ:. D. Fraser, 61 Manor
Hill, Birkenhead, Merseyside L43 1UF; G. B. Ness, 23 Stanhope Rd, Bowdon,
Altrincham, Cheshire WA14 3JZ; T. Webster, 197 Hamilton Ave, Tolworth, Surbiton,
Surrey KT6 7C1A.
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READERS LETTERS
. . . about old equipment and
hanging on for new

following items from
another magazine:

From: A. G. Russell, 65 Hill Crest Road,
Norwich, Norfolk NR7 OJU
Dear Sir, It was with special interest that Iread
the letter from Mr John Withey in the January
issue. Being myself retired and in almost the
same position as Mr Withey's neighbour ( both
financially and in musical tastes), Ican confirm
that his letter and the remarks in the first part of
your Editorial do indeed contain more than a
grain of truth.
In my circle of friends there are quite afew
who listen to their music on very old equipment.
Iam sure that with sound advice and genuine
personal interest, they could be persuaded to
spend moderately for abetter and more truthful
sound. Sadly, however, dealers with Mr
Withey's approach are about as plentiful as
rocking horse droppings.
Much as Iwould like to buy the ' Best of
British', my resources will not stretch that far, so
my equipment is mostly of Japanese or German
origin, except for apair of Celef PE1 speakers
that are my pride and joy. One result of reading
your excellent magazine is that.I tend to hang on
grimly to my bit of spending money, knowing
that something better is just around the corner;
but at the age of 66 how long does one hang on?
Yours faithfully

Amplifier Marantz PM200
Record deck
Trio KD1033 with cartridge
Speakers Videotone Minimax
Leads ( say)
Delivery by Securicor

. . about an old fart's alternative
hi-fi budget
From: A. A. Green, Nethecombe Cottage,
Holbeton, Plymouth PL81 LE
Dear Sir, Whilst Iam in complete agreement
with Mr Withey's comments in the January
issue regarding the contents of your magazine, I
must ( although I'm what your correspondent so
graphically describes as 'an old fart') point out
that his selection of equipment for his friend
seems pretty poor.
Iam nearly 70 years of age, but fortunately I
can not only hear but can see—with the aid of
spectacles of course and as aresult culled the
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surge, watching the Hx/Db curve, into the preamp ripple box. From then on, all you have to do
is set up your own sonic loop limits, to taste, so
to speak, and you're away.
Ican't understand why this simple but homespun solution hasn't been discovered by these
chaps with degrees who write for your sort of
magazine. It's plain common-sense really.
Yours faithfully

£149.00 . . about ultimate systems and
Yours faithfully

.about a common-sense,
homespun solution
From: Henry A. C. Moles, Penang Villa, 62
Station
Road,
Didsworthy,
Nr.
Cheltenham
Dear Sir, After some 4-1- years of experiment at
home Ithink Imay have come up with asolution
to the old direct/indirect modulation problem
which bedevils most domestic listening environments, and which regularly occupies your
correspondence columns in one form or
another.
The search for asolution was focused initially
on the synchronisation of two reverse baffles
between the prime resonator ( this can easily be
identified by use of aslide- rule, but don't forget
the alpha- co-ordinates as I did, wasting
precious months finding my mistake!) and
the optimum peak signal point. Egg boxes, if
unsightly for the wife, are amazingly good.
Having calculated the cross- over impedance
let— is by means of induction over synchronized
vector loading, a simple solid-state potentiometer ( Igot mine in Halford's, at asale) is
locked into the hD circuit in such away that the
infamous 'sag' effect of random induction is
reduced to an unmeasurable level. Capacitance
transducers of course do the same thing, but at
fifty times the price. No wonder manufacturers
charge such fancy prices these days.
All this having been done ( and do double
check everything) just unload the resultant

hi-fi snobbery
From: J. A. Wilmot, 192 Milton Road,
Swanscornbe, Kent DA10 OLR
Dear Sir, Simon Yorke's idea for a hi-fi club
(Letters, January) is a splendid one—in principle. Iwould love to join, as Itoo am aserious
hi-fi enthusiast and avery critical listener, striving for the ' ultimate' in domestic music appreciation, and Ifeel justifiably proud of my own
good ( but certainly not ' ultimate') system. .
But it has taken much hard saving to acquire
what Ihave, and though one day Imay upgrade
my amp and speakers, Iwill never own the
'ultimate system' or one of 'very high calibre' as
Mr Yorke required, thus excluding my club
membership application immediately. Iregard
his restrictions as an insult, a piece of pure
snobbery aimed at a minority of people who
have had the good fortune to become the
owners of such systems as he describes. Iam
sure Ispeak on behalf of many hi-fi enthusiasts
who, having read Mr Yorke's letter, will feel as
rejected as Ido.
Were Ito start ahi-fi club, the doors would be
open to all who wished to join, be they beginners or the proud owners of that ' ultimate
system', and Iam sure that all would benefit by
the ideas, discussions and innovations put forward. Owning avery expensive system does not
necessarily prove one's superiority regarding hifi knowledge; besides which, if you are happy
with your own system ( as Iam) but wish to catty
on learning, there is surely no harm in that.
Yours faithfully
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Laser bred high fidelity speakers that deliver all they promise.
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John Atkinson talks to Marcel Riendeau, leader of the Oracle design team
I FIRST CAME across the Oracle turntable
I at the 1980 Chicago show: the American
audiophiles, who by that time were giving
grudging acceptance to the kind of turntable
system design typified by the Linn Sondek, were
overjoyed to discover what appeared to be a
product subscribing to a similar philosophy
designed and manufactured on their side of the
water ( actually in Canada). The Oracle was
given an award for design excellence at
Chicago, but probably of more importance to
the lay audiophile was the fact that Californian
hi-fi guru Peter Moncneff had proclaimed it
'634 times better than the Linn,' itself judged by
him to be superior to other high end turntables.
This was on atest he regards as being the most
significant in determining the subjective differences between turntables in that it gives a
measure of the unwanted peak vibrational
energy in the disc/platter system. Martin
Colloms goes into this test in some detail later in
this issue ( p. 110) but suffice it to say that it
involves giving arepeatable 45" blow to the disc
edge, thus exciting the record material and
looking at the way this vibrational energy is
dissipated with astorage 'scope. ( Lux in Japan
have been carrying out some similar research in
connection with their PD- 555 vacuum suction
platter turntable.)
There is probably a slight exaggeration in
implying an extrapolation from the difference in
measured response-634 times as good ( peak
voltage amplitude xtime)—to asimilar degree of
subjective improvement. However, the Oracle
does appear to be an impressive piece of
engineering. My brief listen to two separate
demonstrations in Chicago convinced me that it
also auditioned extremely well, so I was
interested to be able to meet up with the ' man
behind the product', Marcel Riendeau, as he
made a brief stopover in London during a
whirlwind European trip last Autumn.
John Atkinson: What had dissatisfied you
with the performance of existing turntables?
Marcel Riendeau: Well, as an audiophile Ihad
looked critically at turntables and other components and tried to push alittle further into the
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logic of design and what is required of a
playback system involving avinyl disc. We came
up with a number of ideas that were based
on commonsense engineering ratherthan on any
theoretal approach. Look at the mat, for instance. It is now recognised that the mat does
interact with the disc in many ways; the effect of
the mat is not magic, it helps the * platter to be
more immune to airborne vibrations. Other ways
to achieve the same result would be to play with
the mass of the platter and with different intrinsic damping properties. But we still then
have to clamp the record to the platter to get the
necessary intimate quality. Many different ways
are possible but what we have tried to do is to
bring together as many of these approaches to
work together in a product that would be a
commercial possibility.
JA: What is your background? Ibelieve you
lecture at the University of Toronto; is your
subject mechanical engineering?
MR: Not particularly. Ihad been involved to a
large extent with colleagues at the university
where Itaught for eight years. My background
meant Iwas involved in a number of research
projects at the fundamental level; Iwas involved
in the philosophy of technology and science
and having dealt with principle, it was almost
inevitable that Iwould have ta mix the putty
myself at some time and look for results halfway
between the theoretical and the practical. With
the help of engineers who know how to assess
spring behaviour and material resilience etc, we
put the design together.
JA: Your concept of 'groove isolation' basically
looks at the various causes of spurious information at the stylus/groove interface, which can
be split into vibrations within the vinyl itself,
caused both by the physical motion of the stylus
itself and by airborne vibrations, and by
support- borne vibrations. Which of these
problems struck you as being more important?
MR: We concentrated on the vinyl because it
had already been shown that some decks could
be designed to be effectively isolated from either
airborne vibrations or mechanical vibrations
from the bearing, the motor and its mounting
etc. We knew that it was possible to make a
suitable mechanical filter with repeatable per-

formance available in asystem at not too great a
cost. However, when it comes to the vinyl disc
itself, in terms of support and system integration, it is left to people not concerned with
turntable design at all—the mat makers, the
clamp or weight makers, and so on. When they
are designing these items, they are not concerned with, for instance, the capacity of the
bearing to support more weight than originally
intended, or whether the platter is dynamically
balanced or not. So such products were added
to turntables already in existence, introducing a
variable degree of improvement. A mat will
perform differently in different systems because
the capacity for the mat to absorb or damp a
record is complemented by its ability also to
damp the mechanical support for the mat. This
gives a very large margin for fluke results, or
unpredictable results, to say the least.
JA: Hence the way audiophiles can lock onto
one model as being the ' best' for a while, but
then another design takes over. Both designs are
doing some different things right but also alot of
things wrong.
MR: Exactly. And we can see this with the
number of mats that have appeared in the last
year or two. It has become awhole industry in
itself; Iknow of some manufacturers who are
turning out over 3000 mats a week. The end
result, however, is still not predictable.
JA: As alayman, Iwould have thought that the
ideal mat material would be the same material
that the record is made out of, so that the speed
of sound in the mat would be the same as in the
record. The interface between mat and record
would then be totally non- reflective and vibrations generated by the stylus would leave the
stylus, never to return. They wouldn't be reflected at the mat/record interface but would
just be dissipated as heat within the mat
material. Why have you chosen asilicone- putty
Spectra type of mat for the Oracle?
MR: It's actually acast mat with apolyurethane
base. It's quite asophisticated mixture but there
is not a single drop of silicone in it. In our
original experiments we considered silicone
because we knew that it was already successful
in some other applications. But the current
Oracle mat is composed of different materials,
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25 YEARS IN HI-FI!
Thomas Heinitz MUSIC
(Est. 1955)

\

IN THE HOME

In reality, of course, our professional involvement with audio and with recorded music
goes back much further than aquarter of acentury—it is the firm whose silver jubilee we are
presently celebrating. If we briefly look back at such a time, it is not to indulge in
sentimental reminiscences but simply to remind you of the singular wealth of knowledge,
understanding and experience which is yours to command whenever you visit our studio or
write to us for advice. When you do, you will discover—as several generations of musiclovers have already discovered—that we are wholly motivated by our love of music and our
desire to be of service to all who share this passion of ours. To pay lip-service to the mumbojumbo of pseudo- technology does not interest us in the slightest: we understand audio
technology, but we use our knowledge in order to guide you safely through the hi-fi jungle'
and to ensure that the equipment you purchase will provide you with the greatest musical
pleasure in the years to come, coupled with maximal reliability and visual attractiveness, at
aprice you can afford. Whether you want amodest set-up for abed-sitter or acomplex,
luxurious installation for astately home ( with stereo in every bathroom, if so desired!), we
know the precise answers to you problems and are convinced that, once we have completed
our task, you will be glad you came to consult us.

\
Ihe safe way
lit eliminate static

permanently

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

'Peanctstat

Though already much talked about, the laser digital disc still lies some way ahead
Meanwhile, however, there is plenty of interest to see and hear at our studio, including the
magnificent ranges of new components from JVC and Trio. In addition, we now stock the
Toshiba 'Aurex' range, embracing not only asuperb selection of mini-components, but also
standard systems of quite exceptional elegance and cassette decks incorporating the
sensational new ADRES noise-reduction system ( which may be said to out- Dolby Dolby!).
Moreover, our quite unique selection of compact, British-designed loudspeakers now
incorporates two important newcomers: abookshelf model from Harbeth, to stand beside
their renowned HL Monitor, and the TSL—in our view the finest speaker so far offered at a
price of around £ 100 per pair.
Our weekly, free record recital ( LIVE RECORD REVIEW: 2 o'clock to 4.30 each
Saturday afternoon) features new record issues played via the latest components and offers
agreat opportunity for 'listening at leisure' to the kind of music you love best on equipment
which, splendid as it sounds, will not impoverish you.

tirKitie anti-omit
rei

Heinitz & Kirk Ltd
35 Moscow Road

MUSIC IN THE HOME

Queensway London W2

Telephone 01-229 2077

If you care for the life of your records — care with Permostat.
Only Permostat can guarantee the free of charge protection
needed to eliminate permanently dust-attracting static.
Applied in seconds Permostat acts as an invisible shield to both
preserve and protect your treasured records against undue
wear and tear.
Just one application of Permostat stops dust attraction and
prolongs the life of both record and stylus.
Permostat — the safe, sure way to keep your good sounds
sounding good. Available in kit form and refill packs,
Permostat cart be found in all good hi-fi record and department
stores.

Milty — record care technology that works
Milty Products Ltd., New Mansion House, 173/191 Wellington Road
South, Stockport, Cheshire SKI 3UA. 1.
el: 061-480 8142/3 Telex:667700
am am Mom amii Mill MI Mil ISM BM Zaa
1/ VOLS have difficulty obtaining supplies please complete this coupon

See the full range of equipment
and accessories for the control
of your hi-fi system.
Post the coupon for your free
copy of PRODUCT RANGE
No. 7enclosing 14p stamp.

To: Milty Products Ltd., New Mansion House,
173/191 Wellington Road South, Stockport, Cheshire SKI 3UA.
Tel: 061-480 8142/3 Telex: 667700
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and one in particular which has a very high
reactive absorption characteristic. So instead of
letting the vinyl vibration bounce back into it,
back and forth, it absorbs it, it sucks up the
reactive energy that the vinyl disc is emitting,
creating. We also are trying to achieve acertain
electrical conductivity to deal with the static
build-up in the record itself, which is not easy to
avoid. There is room for alot of speculation and
more work to do on the interface itself because
we know of extra heavy mats and platter combined ( the mat effectively has the spindle
attached to it) that are extremely promising in
terms of the way their shape gets close to a
theoretical or so called ideal. But flaws are still
present and as important as in any other design.
So, the solution we know to work is to use a
coupler that will take care of the reactive energy
emitted by the record, and we keep the surface
both soft enough and hard enough to avoid the
worst of the two worlds.
JA: However, if the interface is reactive, doesn't
this itself give a ( damped) resonance at some
frequency which itself will give, in the classic
phrase, aloss of information?
MR: Well, areactive interface would mean that
the trade back and forwards of energy will
defeat the end result of having sound reproduction as transparent as possible. In the case of the
Oracle mat/disc interface, with the record held
in intimate contact with the mat by a
vacuum/suction effect—no room for any
pockets of air—and the pressure applied
throughout the mat to the platter by the clamping system, the whole sandwich should be
considered as awhole. We can measure how the
energy dissipation takes place with different
materials: we know that some mats will bring
back energy at specific frequencies and will
boost the mid- bass, or the extreme highs for
instance, and this gives asystem avery specific
coloration. In our case, we claim that the interface itself, related to the way the platter is also
damped, will lower the amplitude of any residual frequency mode that we can still identify on
a screen by 10-15dB uniformally, instead of
playing tricks with different portions of the
spectrum. We're not creating frequency areas
where energy comes back to give an added
colour to the sound; we found that some mat
materials were creating astrange accentuation
of the bass or mid- bass and then a suck- out
with the medium frequencies followed by
accentuated highs again. You won't find this
type of behaviour in this particular interface. The
hardness of the material is important: the synthetic rubber we use is not aplain rubber which
bounces like a ball, it has real absorption
characteristics. It's not acase 'take and give'. It's
'take and keep' without any place for the vinyl to
go after the needle has made the little shock to
grab the energy that was to be extracted from
the groove.
JA: However, if you produce something that
sounds very different, at least half the people
who listen to it are going to say that no matter
what you say, they still think the sound of their
whatever is more 'correct'. Take the Linn
Sondek with afelt mat: many people prefer that
sound, it is more the type of sound that they like
to hear. For instance, there was a review ten
years ago of the Quad electrostatic loudspeaker
in which the reviewer said 'this loudspeaker
must be wrong because it doesn't sound " hi-fi"
enough'.
MR: It is quite aproblem. People are creatures
of habit. They most of the time listen to the same
system, and repeatedly compare other systems
to the sound which is familiar to them instead of
referring to the concert hall and then trying to
find the exact balance of tonalities or timbre.
You see it mostly with speaker systems; people
get used to agiven sound and then compare
everything else to it, but it's exactly the same
with turntables. However, when you sit down
between a pair of speakers and very carefully,
almost religiously, try to build up this threedimensional stage of music, if you try to locate
your own body and soul into the concert hall
and try to concentrate on things like focus,
subtle detail, ability to locate the musicians not
only in width but in depth, and precision of
sound, these are essential properties that
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Conventional disc/mat interface ( top) compared with that used by the Oracle.

are either there or not there. We have found the
effects of improved retrieval to be of that nature.
We talk about focus. We talk about inner detail,
about better transient ability, about a better
capacity to get through high transients very
clearly and also the fact the bass is no longer a
generous bass but is more true.
JA: But ultimately compared to what? You must
go back to the live sound at some time.
MR: I'm still active as amusician myself. I've
spent the last 20 years of my life playing music,
and so I'm always aware of the real music
condition. To me, the recorded sound of aviolin
or apiano has to be related to the real piano or
the real violin; we know that the sound of a
violin will vary infinitely from one violin to
another, but there is always acertain texture, a
presence, awarmth, that you have to find which
is the sensuous friction effect of the bow against
the string. There is something that has to be
there and that's what the Oracle helps
reproduce, we feel, better than any other deck
actually available on the market.
JA: If you rely on records to balance your
design, what records do you use? The number of
records which get halfway to preserving the
sound of the instruments accurately is very low.
Iwas talking to adesigner about loudspeaker
balance, and some years ago he had been very
much hung up on the fact that when he balanced his loudspeaker to sound correct on records
it sounded too dim, there wasn't enough treble,
when he played tapes. The reason was that all
the records he was using were close-rriiked ' 60s
CBS- type orchestral recordings which captured
too much treble energy; if he balanced his
speakers so that they sounded right on those
discs, then obviously they sounded wrong on
more neutral tapes.
MR: Apart from labels such as Proprius, commercially available records are difficult to deal
with since you hardly know how the engineers
recorded the program. They still too often multimike and play with a lot of filters and other
things to finely shape away the sound. They
shape it so far from what it should be that they
almost force us, the listeners, into getting used
to an artificial result: up to apoint the whole hi-fi
business is in a situation where everything is
related to asound that is removed from reality.
JA: How valid a representation of what is
happening to the groove is the test Oracle
developed with Peter Moncrieff?
MR: It represents the absolute worst case
condition; it provides amagnification of what is
happening in the vinyl itself.
JA: The stylus itself doesn't excite the vinyl to

such adegree.. .
MR: The motion of the stylus is of the order of
microns and any measurements we could make
on that scale of stimulus would be lost in noise.
However, the vinyl behaves the same whether
it's responding to alarge or small excitation, so
this test magnifies the phenomenon so it becomes discussable. I'm not saying that we are
right absolutely but are doing something we can
actually control. There is amore subtle way to
excite the same vibrational modes: to do
what Martin Colloms has done, which is to use a
loudspeaker.
JA: In many ways the appearance of adesign
such as the Oracle is ironic, with the launch of
Philips' digital Compact Disc system in 1982.
Do you think that there will be along period of
overlap while the practical disadvantages of
digital take some time to be worked out?
MR: Yes, it will take some time because we
know that human nature is reluctant to dive into
new ventures without any consideration. We
know that it takes time for any good new idea to
become universally accepted. Even if we are
convinced that the mini- disc is really the way to
go, we may have as many as five years in front of
us, before everything is really worked out, still to
have arole to play in the audio business. We do
feel it a consolation to have put together a
concrete product that, although I'm not saying
that it is absolutely perfect, is at least to our
understanding one that combines the most
commonsense engineering approaches.
JA: Plus also people have large analogue disc
collections, which probably represent the most
expensive component in their system.
MR: The debate here is that the Compact Disc
will be probably most beneficial to precisely
those people that already have such acollection
because these are the people living with music.
However, the people who would be most likely
to catch on the new system are the audiophiles,
the enthusiasts who grab more rapidly any new
thing and learn to live with it alittle faster. The
record collectors are not those likely to be aimed
at, afirst, by the manufacturers because we are
talking about a system where better sound
quality is involved, which is the world of the
audiophile. So there is acertain ambiguity there.
We'll see. We can only establish our product
with the base we know. We are aware that we
are just about to get into anew era, and that we
will probably be one of the victims of the
transition. But at the same time we hope that we
can take full advantage of it, because there will
still be a demand for a good system to play
existing analogue records6
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-1- HE CIRCUIT diagram of the crossover in
I its most complex form is shown in fig. 9.
Although at first glance it appears to be
labyrinthine-especially since one channel
only is shown-it is really just repetitious.
This is the 4- way, 24 dB/octave version, but
the pcb will also accommodate an 18 dB/
octave arrangement, and of course the simpler
2 and 3- way versions with either filter slope.
The input coupling capacitor C., is shunted
by C2 to compensate for its significant losses
above 10 kHz. All the coupling capacitors are
larger than usual in order to avoid excessive
phase shift. IC, serves three purposes: first, it
provides asuitably high input impedance;
second, it has the necessary low output
impedance to drive up to four filter stages in
parallel; finally, it attenuates the input signal
by about 16 dB, which, as shown last month,
was necessary to avoid overloading.
If you expect to operate the crossover at levels of 120 mV RMS or
less, and astraight- through gain of
16 dB is acceptable, then the gain
of the input stage can be restored
to unity by changing R2 to 22 k.
The accuracy of the attenuation around IC, is
dependent upon the source impedance seen
by the input, and if this is more than 2 k,
significant errors can creep in. If you know
that the output impedance of your preamp is
10 k, for instance, then R, should be
22k- 10k, le, 12k. Likewise, if the output
impedance is an exceptional 20 k, then R,
would need to be 2k2, which is the nearest
standard value to give atotal of 22 k.
The frequency determining components of
all the filters are RF and CF,and the values for
any turnover frequency can be read off from
Table 1. The capacitors (CF)are intended to
be the main frequency determining components, because adjusting their values has
no effect on DC offset voltages. The resistors,
RF,can be adjusted over asmall range
(10-15 k) to provide incremental frequency
changes without causing significant offsets to
appear at the outputs of the op- amps. An
alternative is to wire small polystyrene
capacitors across the CF capacitors. This
method, while more flexible, is a little untidy
and harder to implement in some cases. The
capacitors, CF,are mounted in groups on DIL
plugs, one plug being assigned to each low
or high-pass filter pair. This arrangement
TABLE 1: Frequency programming for ail filters
C,

1:4=10 k

Ft,=11 k

FI, ,---12 k

1n
1n5
2 n2
3n3
4 n7
5 n6
6n8
8 n2
10 n
12 n
15 n
18 n
22 n
27 n
33 n
39 n
47 n
56 n
68 n
82 n
100 n
150n
180 n
220 n
270 n
330 0
390 n
470 n
560 n
680 n
820 n
1 1.1F
2 ir2

16 kHz
10.5 kHz
7.2 kHz
4.8 kHz
3.4 kHz
2.9 kHz
2-3 kHz
1.9 kHz
1.6 kHz
1.3 kHz
1kHz
884 Hz
724 Hz
589 Hz
484 Hz
408 Hz
338 Hz
284 Hz
234 Hz
194 Hz
161 Hz
100 Hz
88 Hz
72 Hz
59 Hz
48 Hz
41 Hz
34 Hz
28 Hz
23 Hz
19 Hz
16 Hz
7 Hz

14.5 kHz
9.6 kHz
6-6 kHz
4.4 kHz
3 kHz
2.6 kHz
2.1 kHz
1-8 kHz
1.5 kHz
1.2 kHz
964 Hz
804 Hz
658 Hz
536 Hz
438 Hz
371 Hz
308 Hz
258 Hz
213 Hz
177 Hz
146 Hz
96 Hz
80 Hz
66 Hz
54 Hz
44 Hz
37 Hz
31 Hz
26 Hz
21 Hz
18 Hz
15 Hz
6.6 Hz

13.3 kHz
8.8 kHz
6kHz
4 kHz
2.8 kHz
2.4 kHz
1.9 kHz
1.6 kHz
1.3 kHz
1.1 kHz
884 Hz
737 Hz
603 Hz
491 Hz
402 Hz
340 Hz
282 Hz
237 Hz
195 Hz
162 Hz
134 Hz
88 Hz
74 Hz
60 Hz
49 Hz
40 Hz
34 Hz
28 Hz
23 Hz
19 Hz
16Hz
13 Hz
6 Hz

R, may le between 10k & 15 k: frequencies for values not
shown aepro rata
All capacitors ( C,) are polycarbonate ( Siemens 1332560
Ail components should be + 5% or, preferably, + 2%.
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allows the filter to be programmed in a matter
of seconds for different crossover frequencies,
or to change from 2 ta 3- way operation with
the minimum of fuss.
Table 2 shows atypical programming chart
with aselection of frequencies and capacitor
values for 2, 3 and 4- way operation. The only
capacitors that can be neatly and conveniently wired across Dl L plugs in groups of
4 are the ' box like' polycarbonates and plate
ceramics. The latter are not recommended,
however, because their tolerance ( + 10%) is
too sloppy; the filters require 5% component
tolerances for awell behaved response. Even
the polycarbonates are too bulky as they
approach 1pF, and for this reason the bass
high-pass filter uses two 8- pin DIL sockets
per filter pair to give the capacitors. breathing
space.
If desired, the filters can be adjusted to give
an 18 dB/octave slope by omitting atew
components and adding afew links to the
pcb. Fig. 10 shows how this is done. The first
121B/octave filter in each low or high-pass
pair is converted to aunity- gain Salien & Key
type by removing one RF and one CF.For
unity gain, we can connect the inverting
input of the op- amp ( pin 2> directly to the
output, but if the top feedback resistor ( R2)is
retained, we can use it to balance out the
offsets by making it equal to RE. all the
filters are changed -to 18 dB/octave ( this
would normally be the case), then the change
in passband gains mus/ be compensated for
by decreasing the value of R1,to lessen the
attenuation. In addition, the gain in the treble
line driver must be cut down a little. The
changes in resistor values are Shovvn in
TABLE 2: A typical crossover programming chart
Band
TREBLE
high-pass
HIGH MID
high-pass
row- pass
LOW MID
high-pass
low-pass
BASS
high-pass
low-pass

brackets, adjacent to the appropriate
components in the circuit diagram ( fig. 9).
The first stage of each filter has adamping
factor of 1-848, thus the ratio of the feedback
resistors is then 1÷ ( 2-d), or 6.6. The values
of the feedback resistors are then selected so
that their parallel resistance equals the input
resistance of the stage. Because the low-pass
filters have two series RF resistors ( as
opposed to one parallel RF)at the input, the
feedback resistors are twice the size of those
in the high-pass filters. The damping factor
for the second stage of each filter is 0-765,
giving the feedback resistors a ratio of 0-81.
Again, the absolute values are chosen in
order to keep the offset voltages negligible.
The filter stages have been arranged for a
low distortion figure by placing the high-pass
filter pairs ' up- front', as, given that
the bass frequencies generally have
the highest amplitude, intermodulation can be significantly reduced
by first removing low frequency
signals ( including rumble).
In addition to removing rumble,
the bass high-pass filter was intended to roll
off the response of a bass horn above its cutoff point; this may also be desirable with
vented enclosures. In any case, the 8 pin DIL
sockets for CF « have space enough to allow
the use of physically large capacitors to take
the bass high-pass turnover frequency down
to a region where there will not be any
attenuation of audible frequencies, but low
frequency rubbish will still be thrown away.
The output of each low-pass filter then
passes via the attenuator to the line driver.
Except for the treble line driver, which also
has to provide gain as discussed last month,
these buffer the attenuators and provide a
suitably low output impedance.
Construction
Figs. 11 and 12 ( p.69) show the printed
circuit board pattern and the component
layout, respectively, for the line drivers. For a
full 4- way system, two such boards will be
required, but for a2- way version, one board
should suffice with suitable modification to
the component values. In this case, the two
treble line drivers should be at opposite ends
of the board to minimise crosstalk.
Figs. 13 and 14 will show the printed
circuit board pattern and the component
layout for the high and low-pass filters. Two
are required for astereo filter. Since the only
components permanently attached to the
board are resistors, IC sockets and afew
capacitors, none of which are particularly
expensive, you may as well 'stuff' or ' populate' the whole pcb, even if you initially only
intend to use part of it, say, for a2- way
crossover. Referring to fig. 14, the outputs
from the four filter blocks are shown ( B, LM,
HM and T), and the respective circuits occupy

R„

C,

Freq.

R,

C,

Freq.

R,

C,

Freq.

10 k
(RF,)

3 n3
(CF,)

4.8 kHz

10k
(RF,)

4 n7
(CF,)

3.4 kHz

10 k
(RF,)

10 n
(CF,)

1.6 kHz

101k
(RF.)
10 k
(RF.)

22n
(CF.)

710

3n3-

4-81tHz

10 k
(RF.)
10 k
(RF.)

Un
(CF,,)
22n
(CF.)

190 Hz

10k
(RF.)
10k
(RF.)

47 n
(CF.)
4n7
;CF.)

338 Hz

10 k
(RF.)
10k
(RF ,)

820 n
(CF.)
82 n
(CF)

1e Hz

10 k
(RF.)
10k
(RF)

820 n
(CF.)
47 n
(CF)

10 k
(RF.)
10 k
(RF)

270 n
(CF.)
10 n
(CF,)

59 Hz

(CF.)

4- way

Hz

710Hz

n80 Hz

3- way

3.4 kHz

19 Hz
338 Hz

1.6 kHz

2- way
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CF1

R39
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10 16
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•
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•
R36
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a 22pF capacitor is connected across pins 58. 8 of each op- amp, labelled Cc'
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Filter pcb mounted for three-way operation. Pcb foil pattern and component layout will be included in Part 3next
month (figs. 13 and 14). Note the polycarbonate capacitors ( CF) are mounted on OIL plugs/sockets.
the areas of the pcb above and to the left of
the outputs. For atwo-way crossover, use ' B'
and 'T'; for athree-way filter, use 13', ' LM'
and 'T'. The only difference between ' HM'
and ' LM' is that the capacitors at the output
of the low-pass filters differ, and the ' LM'
area, having slightly more space for the larger
capacitor, is to be preferred. To change from
bi- to tri amplification, it is merely necessary
to purchase afew more op- amps, capacitors
and some DIL plugs.
The ' CF' capacitors are simply wired across
adjacent pin pairs on the OIL plugs—
reference to photo above makes this clear.
The polycarbonate capacitors have open
terminations and these may touch adjacent
capacitors or other components if they are
carelessly mounted, or the completed module
is trodden on! Encapsulating the modules in
epoxy resin is thus agood idea, provided you
remember to mark the capacitor value clearly
on the exterior. When the pcb has been
populated, insert the ICs and carefully note
their orientation; also check carefully the
polarity of C„ and C.
The filter board can be tested by connecting it to a + 15 V supply, or alternatively, four
PP9s wired in series and with the 0V
connections taken from the centre to give
+18 V. ( The op- amps can withstand 20 V.)
Short out the filter input and connect the
output of each filter in turn to a power
amplifier connected to a bass speaker. ( If
anything is amiss, awoofer is the toughest
speaker around.) The absence of bizarre
noises will suggest that all is well, though if
possible a 'scope or meter should be used to
check that the filter outputs are not saturated
in a morass of high frequency sinewaves! If
anything untoward occurs, switch off
immediately, make acup of tea and later
carefully check the pcb, or better still, get
someone with afresh mind to take alook.
If present, instability will often manifest
itself audibly at certain settings of the
attenuator knobs as awhirling, whooshing
noise. The fundamental is typically 10 MHz,
so no harm should result, but clearly this state
of affairs is undesirable! Before inserting the
IC sockets which hold the frequency
determining capacitors, remove the unused
pins. These can usually be pulled out using a
pair of long- nosed pliers. Failing this, snip
them off. This measure will assist stability. If
the output cables are longer than four metres,
then another measure is to add further
100 ohm resistors in series with the output
leads. ( Always turn off the crossover or shut
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down the attenuators before removing or
exchanging the frequency determining
capacitors; the absence of these will invariably cause adegree of instability.)
If there is instability, try to isolate the
offending op- amp by unplugging each one in
turn. Substitution will show whether a pcb
error or an op- amp is responsible. Repeat the
above test with the line drivers and attenuators connected. Try both extremes of the
attenuator settings. Then, using atest meter,
check the offset voltages at the output of
each op- amp. These should be 4100 mV. If
an op- amp is saturated, it is likely that the
fault lies in the immediately preceding stages.
Alternatively, an open- circuit bias resistor
(RF)is acause of offset unique to the highpass stages. The 1001.1F electrolytics C6 _10
should be oriented so that their polarisation
agrees with any offsets. Leave them as shown
on the pcb layouts if there is no perceptible
offset, but bear in mind that the input and
output capacitor polarities may be determined
by any voltages, however small, on the
output and input terminals of the ancillary
equipment.
Power supply
The complete power supply for both the
crossover itself and the associated peak
programme meters ( to be described next
month) is shown in fig. 15. Regulators 2 and
4 can be omitted if the ppms are not needed,
but if they are required, separate + 15 V rails
are provided to prevent supply rail
transients—arising from the rapid switching of
the ppm LEDs—entering the audio chain. An
RFI filter at the mains input attenuates mainsborne interference. A pair of regulators will
drive up to 10 of the filter pcbs, but only four
ppm pcbs if it is assumed that all the LEDs
are permanently lit. Provided that, on average,
no more than half the LEDs are illuminated,
eight ppm pcbs can be driven, ie, asufficient
-15v 0/P

TO PSU BUSBAR .15v 0/P

470nF

470nF

-VE I / P
FROM
CAPAC I
TOR
FIG 16 REGULATOR WIRING

number for afour-way stereo crossover. The
47 û groundlift resistor defines the potential
of the signal 0V rails, but has sufficient
resistance to prevent earth loops; the 0V rails
are connected directly to the mains earth
elsewhere in the system, conventionally at the
preamplifier. Going back to fig. 9, the
difference between the chassis and '0V'
connections on the XLR sockets can now be
appreciated. Using single pair cable, the
chassis connection ( pin 3) goes to the cable
screen, whilst the 0V and live go to the inner
pair. In this manner, interference picked up
along the screen does not intermingle with
the signal returning along the '0V' lead.
When laying out the power supply, keep the
transformer as far away from the pcbs as
possible, otherwise the S/N ratio of the
crossover will be degraded. The regulators
must be mounted on heatsinks with athermal
resistance of about 4°C/watt, and insulated
from the same with amica washer. In the
prototype, purpose-built heatsinks were
eschewed: instead, the regulators were
mounted on aslab of 12 swg aluminium.
This, in turn, was bolted to the side of the
filter case, which was of 16 swg aluminium.
For efficient heat transfer, all interfaces should
be cleaned, degreased and then smeared with
heatsink compound. Fig. 16 shows how the
regulators were wired in the prototype. Note
that the associated capacitors are within one
inch of the regulator leadouts. This is
essential for stability. The 0V connections for
all the regulators are taken individually to the
central earthing point ( fig. 17). This consists
of a2-5 mm 2 copper bus across the supply
reservoir capacitors, which are attached to the
chassis with brackets. The topography of the
0V connections is critical for the sake of low
noise; most of the ' noise' on the prototype
TABLE

3 Specifications of
4- way crossover

prototype

Input overload margin = + 22 dBm
Straight- through gain = - 0dB, + 0.5 dB
Maximum nominal input
voltage = + 4dBm
Passband ripple, worst
case
+ 0.5 dB
Passband ripple, typical + 0.1 dB
Voltage deviation at
crossover points:
T to LM, HM &
B filters = + 14 dB, - 0dB
Between all other
filters = + 0 5dB, - 0dB
Noise and hum, input
loaded at 600 ohms,
20 Hz-20 kHz B,
= - 101 dBm
LM & HM outputs
typical
T output
(Filter set at 4 kHz) = - 95 dBm typical
THD
100 Hz + 6dBm = 0.005%
THD
1kHz + 6dBm = 0•005%
THD
10 kHz + 6dBm = 0.01%
(Outputs loaded at 600 ohms)

TO PSU BUSBAR
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7915

7815

.VE I/P
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POSITIVE
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ASLIMLINE TONIC
FROM MARANTZ.
Introducing two stunningly beautiful and totally
new components from Marantz.
The PM310 amplifier and the ST310 tuner.
Half the height of most standard components,
their exquisite slimline proportions are nothing less
than sheer elegance.
But although the visual lines are Iow, the sound
fidelity and the performance are as high as anything
you've come to expect from Marantz.
However, the real beauty lies not so much in the
eye or ear of the beholder ,but more in the pocket.
For at around £65 each, the price is refreshingly
slimlíne,too. For ataste,call in at your nearest Marantz
Dealer on the list opposite. intitturitveitintitz,
We sound better

ST310 FM/AM TUNER. 1.0µV FM SENSITIVITY LED SIGNAL STRENGTH INDICATOR. FM MUTING. STEREO/MONO. PILOT FREQUENCY
REJECTION CIRCUIT LONG WAVE VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE AS MODEL ST310L.
PM310 AMPLIFIER. 2x25 WATTS RMS. LED POWER METERS. 6dB/OCT LOW FILTER. 41 STEP DETENIED VOLUME C.ONTRC)1

WHERE YOU CAN
DEVELOP ATASTE FOR
MARANTZ SLIMLINE.
The following are key Marantz Dealers where you can
be sure (subject to availability) of seeing the Marantz
PM310 amplifier and ST310 tuner. However, there are
many more Marantz stockists throughout the country
who will have these in stock. In case of difficulty or for
further details post the coupon, or use our Freefone
service- dial 100 and ask the operator for Freefone2347
Absolute Sound & Video Ltd., 19 Old
High Street, Headington, Oxford.
A.C.L Radio Services, 1Northman,
Grays, Essex.
Acton Cameras, 86 High Street,
Acton, London W2.
Aerco Records, 27 Chobham Road,
Woking, Surrey
Anglia Sound & Vision.
23 Queensway, Stevenage, Herts.
Arrow Discount, 44 Greenwood
Street, Altrincham, Cheshire.
Azat (London) Ltd.. 61 Charlotte
Street, London Wl.
Bartlett 's HiFi and Audio Centre,
175/177 Holloway Road, London N7.
Barton% 72 High Street, Godalming,
Surrey
E Bead', 78 Westfield Road,
Blackpool, Lancs.
Blackmore Vale IV & Audio,
17 Butcher Row Salisbury,Wilts.
Cavendish Sal.% 317 Whitechapel
Road, London El.
Centre of Sound, 120 Notting Hill
Gate, London W11.
Cleartone HI-R.156/158 Blackburn
Road, Bolton, Lancs.
Cosmic Radio, 248/256 Station Road,
Addlestone, Surrey
Craig HIFi, 13 South Street, Romford,
Essex.
Delta Hi-R, 23 Mansfield Road,
Nottingham.
Fantex Trading Company 226 Soho
Road, Handsworth, Birmingham.
Foreway Services. 126 London Road,
Headington, Oxford.
Forum HiFI, 78 Lower Precinct,
Coventry.
Frampton.% 90-92 Cornwall Street,
Plymouth, Devon.
HI-Ft Opportunities,
33/34 Handyside Arcade, Off Percy
Street. Newcastle upon Tyne.
Hughes IV & Audio. 5Crown Street
East, Lowestoft and branches
throughout Norfolk and Suffolk.
J.CV. Organisation, Unit 7/8,Wharf
Street,Warwick.
John King Films, 71 East Street,
Brighton. Sussex.
Leicester HiFi, 215-219 Melton Road,
Leicester and branches.
Lion House. 227/229 Tottenham
Court Road, London Wl.
Martins, 125 Stoke Newington High
Street, London N16.

Nandos Radio, 328 Edgware Road,
London W2.
New Dawn, 1/3 Castle Street,
Off Bridge Street, Chester.
Newsham & Dalby 238/240 Kings
Cross Road, Halifax, \brkshire.
Norman Audio, 51 Fishengate,
Preston, Lancs.
Norman H. Field, Hurst Street,
Birmingham.
Oldrids Limited, 11-17 Strait 13argate,
Boston, Lincs.
Owens Radio & IV.. 38 Station Road,
Colwyn Bay, N.Wales.
P & A Audio. 63 Liverpool Road.
Crosby. Liverpool.
Photosound Vantage, 13 Devoils
Lane, Bishop's Stortford, Herts.
Quadraphenia, 10 Nursery Street,
Sheffield, \brkshire.
Radford HiFi Ltd.. 52/54 Gloucester
Road, Bristol, Avon.
Radiocraft Sonus, 251/253
Cowbridge Road East, Canton, Cardiff.
Ray Electrical, 287 High Street,
Cheltenham, Glos.
R.E.W. 230 Tottenham Court Road,
London WC1.
Richer Sound & Vision Ltd.,
2London Bridge Walk,
London SE12SX.
St. Ives Audio, 40 The Broadway
St. Ives, Cam.
Sevenoaks HiFi. 118 London Road,
Sevenrialcs, Kent.
Sound Engineering. 69 King Street,
St. HeliezJersey.
South London HI-R, 210 Brixton Hill,
London SW2.
Sound Sense Hi-FL 42 Cowgate,
Peterborough.
S & M Electronics, 68 Croydon Road,
Eliners End, Beckenham, Kent.
Speechley & Co.. 28 St.Johns,
Maddermarket, Norwich.
SEL, 359 Green Lane, Palmers
Green, London N13.
Stamford
9Red Lion Sq.,
Stamford, Lincs.
Target Electrical. 45 Katherine Drive,
Dunstable, Beds.
Turner Electrical, 47 King Street,
Bridlington,Yorks.
Stuart Westmoreland, 33 Cattle
Market, Loughborough, Leicester and
branches.
All branches of R.S.C.
.1

To Marantz Audio (UK) Ltd., Debmarc House, 193 London Road,
Staines, Middlesex. Tel: Staines 50132.

VENNAL
SAVES YOU
MORE
Stockists of: Aiw, Ariston, A & R, A.R., B. & W., }Mack Tulip,
Appolo, Audio Technica, A.D.C., Beyer, Audiomaster, Denon,
Grado, Infinity, IMF, KEF, Meridian, Mission, Panasonic, Pickering,
Q.A.S., Quad, RAM, NAD, Rogers,. Sennheiser, SME, Stanton,
Sugden, T.D.K., Maxell, Ultimo, Ortofon, Nagaoka, Satin, Mordaunt
Short, Tandberg, Technics, Trio, Atari, Fisher, Genesis, Zerostat.
Plus afew other selected quality lines.
.
A Member of the HiFi Markets Group_

RECEIVERS

AMPLIFIERS
A .& R.
Amex
Fisher
Meridian
N.A.
. . D. 3020
Q ad 33/303/4/405
Rogars A75 Ser 3.
Rogers A100
Sugden A48 Ser 2.
Sulgdeh A28
Tebhnics/Trio

I. N
•-zs
£86.00
I.N.
£247.25
£305.00
£227.50
IN.

£89.95

£86 00
eri,b

TONE ARMS
ShilE Ser 3
SNIE Ser 3s

£. 157.00
LN.

SPEAKERS
AR18
AR25
AR94
Genesis V-6
Genesis V•1

£4.90
£.139.90
£219.00
£129.00
£169.00

Quad/Rogers/B. 8r W./ •
Mission Ram/Mordaunt
Short/etc

CASSETTE DECKS
I.N.

TUNERS
Atirex ( Range)
Fiiher ( Range)
N
D. 4020A •
Quad/Rogers/Sugclen/
Technics/Trio/

I.N.

1611

RECORD DECKS
Ariston RD IIE still at
Ariston RD 11S/RD80
and RDI10
Technics/Trio/Black
Tulip N.A.D.

Aiwa ( range) ,
Fisher
N.A.D. 7020
Technics/Trio

£ 101 95
£ 73.95

I.N.

Aiwa ( Range)
Aurex
N. A.D. 6020
N.A.D. 6040
N.A.D. 6140
Techn Ics/
.Teaci Trio
Fisher etc

£89.00
£119.00
•
rs
IN.

CARTRIDGES
Phone in now for our
competitive quotes on Grado,
Nagaoka, Pickering, Orotofon,
Satin, Denon, .etc. ranges

1'
W'k'ricés ors application' .
I.. intelligent negotiation
FREE DELIVERY within the
UK
ACTIONLINES 0563 34826
AND 0292 64124 - Phone
now for cxnripetitive prices
at orders - ( credit card
h iders ori%r)
CREDIT.FACLLITIES are
aveable for goods over £ 125.00
D p us aline now for terms.

Please send me details of Marantz sfirnline range, rack systems and
other hi-fi equipment and my nearest Marantz Dealer.

Export orders invited. Prices
correct on going id press and
inclusive of VAT at the current
riate.
à YEAR guarantee on ail
merchandise except Cartridges
Styln

TO VENNAL AUDIO, FREEPOST,
KILMARNOCK. KAI 1BR
UPOE CHEQUEO CREDIT APPLICATION
0 ACCESS! 0 BARCLAYCARD (encs .chegue )

11

Ir9

Credit Card no here

.
1Signature

NAMF

Item

VENNAL AUDIO

ADDRESS

The Foregate, Kilmarnock and
at 115 High St., Ayr. Scotland

Pnce
IName
A e.

CLOSED ALL DAY
WEDNESDAY

Tel

HFN 381
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FIG. 17 EARTHING ARRANGEMENTS
was originally due to interactions in the 0V
connections and hum induced from nearby
transformers.
Amplifiers & drive units
Active crossover filters can generate a mass
of variables through their versatility and it's
easy to lose one's way in ageneral appraisal.
However, if you wish to convert an existing
loudspeaker system to active crossovers with
the minimum of fuss, then it is merely
necessary to use power amplifiers with ratings
that approximately match the bass and
midrange drive- units. If you are uncertain
about the driver ratings, ask the manufacturer.
However, regardless of his recommendations,
the amplifier for the tweeter should have five
to ten times the drive- unit's power capacity.
The treble attenuator on the crossover is then
turned down to compensate. This arrangement ensures that the treble amplifier is never
driven into clipping. Driving atweeter with an
overloaded amplifier is far more likely to result
in avoice- coil fatality than a high power
burst from a 100 watt amplifier normally
ticking over at afew watts. Whilst most of
the energy in music lies at the bass end, the
short term peak levels above 3kHz can be
very high indeed, particularly on rock material,
but these peaks do not heat the tweeter
voice- coil to any great degree and it is the
heating that does the damage.
This approach is simple enough and should
be hardly any more expensive than the cost of
adecent passive crossover plus original amp,
and less so if you build your own power
amplifier from modules and use acommon
power supply for all the bands in each
channel. However, one of the great advantages of using active crossovers is the
ease with which speakers and amplifiers with
greatly varying sensitivities, powers, ratings
and impedances can be paired up and built
into systems. Beginning with bi-amplification,
the sound becomes cleaner in quantum jumps
as the power amplification is split up into
narrower bands. There is also a noticeable
reduction in distortion, and possibly also in
coloration. Although this effect is most
noticeable in horn- loaded systems, where
halving the octave bandwidth can reduce air
overload distortion tenfold, it is certainly
nothing to be sneered at in direct radiator
systems. Loudness for agiven power ( hence
efficiency) and power handling capacity
increase, though with qualifications.
Prototype 4- way design with LED ppms on front panel.

Bandwidth limitations give us awider choice
of drivers in terms of power ratings or allow
us to notionally underpower adriver for lower
distortion. Using active crossovers, both the
power capacity and the notional efficiency of
the drivers can become variables. These
effects are largely unexplored and behove
experimentation. The choice of crossover
frequencies appears to be the most critical
aspect of using active crossovers to drive
loudspeaker systems to their limits.
Choice of crossover frequency, phasing
and other items
Once again, if you want to 'go active'
without complications, the crossover
frequencies of an existing passive system may
simply be reiterated. With asuccessful passive
design, copying of crossover frequencies and
slopes should be all that is necessary. If you
are feeling more adventurous, you can spend
an evening or three with a handful of
capacitor modules and find the crossover
frequencies of your dreams by trial. But if you
intend designing your own active loudspeaker
system from scratch, it would probably be
best to stick to a2 or 3- way design at first, as
increasing the number of bands further very
much complicates factors such as dispersion.
Since the midrange is the most critical region
as regards the ear, going 3- way means that
this region, say an octave each side of 1kHz,
can be covered with one drive- unit, without
any crossover funnies.
My own active systems are based exclusively on horn- loaded speakers, and, although
they have agreat advantage over direct
radiators in being efficient, their coloration
can be bad. Unfortunately, if you use passive
crossovers, by the time you have smoothed
out their response there isn't much efficiency
left. Equalisation is easily achieved without
loss of efficiency in an active system, using
additional active filters. Moreover, sharp
discontinuities can be corrected using high Q
bandpass filters. Alternatively, since every
midrange horn has at least an octave of
sensibly flat response, you could choose the
best ( flattest) octave from a number of horns,
and using a 6 or 7- way system, end up with
aflat response without further equalisation.
Use of an active crossover makes it easier
to incorporate the extra equalisation to cope
with drivers having tilted responses.
6dB/octave Sallen and Key low and highpass sections can be readily knocked up on
Veroboard and wired into the crossover
between the output of the low-pass filters
and the top of the attenuator pots.
More exotic circuits can be ' plugged into'
active crossovers to further refine asophisticated loudspeaker system. Perhaps the most
important development is the use of delay
networks to compensate for the differing path
lengths between the drivers and the listeners'

ears. This is claimed to improve imaging.
There is ample evidence, however, that the
effect of such time delay compensation is
often swamped by other more gross speaker
defects. An objective look at the arguments
suggests that asense of phase is a personal
idiosyncrasy and that the finesse of today's
sound systems and their owners render them
susceptible to paranormal effects!
The only clear proviso as far as the phase
relationship between drivers in any crossover
is concerned, is that at the crossover points
the signal from adjacent filters should be in
phase, otherwise there will be amplitude
deviations and atilting of the sound image.
Fortunately, acrossover point between two
24 dB/octave slopes has such asmall overlap
that any response irregularities will occur onh
over asmall frequency band and may well be
inaudible. In any event, the design presented
here exhibits negligible phase difference
between adjacent filters, and the worst case
response deviation is on the threshold of
audibility. When using this crossover with
24 dB/octave slopes, all the drivers must be
phased in the same direction. If the
18 dB/octave slope is chosen, adjacent
outputs will, in theory, be in phase quadrature, and whilst alternate driver phasing is
the normal approach, experimentation is
advisable.

Specifications and subjective results
Table 3 shows the measured specification
of the prototype unit. To achieve these
figures, the following conditions must be
adhered to:1. Use 5% tolerance resistors and capacitors.
2. Use the specified op- amps.
3. Keep the toroidal transformer at least 6 in.
from the circuit boards. If a laminated
transformer is used, put it in a remote
enclosure.
4. Keep the crossover away from stray
magnetic fields, emanating, for instance, frorr
high power amplifiers.
5. Slavishly copy the earthing arrangements.
If the unit buzzes at all, you may have to plat
around with the '0V' connections, but first b
sure that the buzz is not due to an earth loop
created by careless interfacing with other
equipment.
Although the distortion figures are pot the
best that can be achieved, they are more thar
adequate. Far more important is the noise
figure. This is because the system gain
control will normally lie before the crossover,
so the crossover noise is always amplified to
adegree commensurate with the maximum
power capacity of the amplifiers. This could
be very annoying when the system is ticking
over or you are listening in the depths of the
night at very low levels. The subjective
nuisance of noise cannot be assessed from
the noise figures alone, but in practice the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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crossover's noise is barely detectable using a
sound system capable of a 128 dB spi. For
conventional systems, then, it is unlikely to be
audible.
The immediate subjective impression when
an active system is used for the first time is
that the sound is much cleaner and louderyet without actually being ' Iouder'Adjectives
such as 'transparent', and 'open' are particularly apt when horn loudspeakers are
driven via an active crossover. Paul Klipsch's
evocative term for modulation distortion is
'mud', and low intermodulation distortion is
supposedly a characteristic of well designed
horn loudspeaker systems, especially when
they use active crossovers. It is small wonder,
then, that the adjective ' transparent' crops up
when so much mud has been shovelled
awayl
Iwould be pleased to hear from readers
who have experimented with the crossover on
direct radiator systems to see if much the
same subjective characteristics are audible.
The advantages of active crossovers are
clearly so overwhelming that Ifeel that
passively crossed over systems should now
be considered obsolescent in the context of
high quality sound reproduction.
Next month, Iwill describe asimple LED
peak programme meter, approximately to BBC
specification, which can be used with the
active crossover to make setting up easier •
Recommended Reading
Siegfried Linkwitz, Active Crossover networks for non- coincident drivers
(JAES, Jan 1976)
Siegfried Linkwitz, Loudspeader system design
(Wireless World, May 8i June 1978)
Ashley, J. Robert & Kaminsky, Allan L.. Active & passive
filters as loudspeaker crossover networks
(JAES. Jan 1971)
Richard H. Small, Constant voltage crossover network
design
(JAES, Jan 1971)
J. H. Wilkinson, High quality bookshelf loudspeaker
(Wireless World, October 1977)
Girling, F. E. J. & Good, E. F., Active Filters, Part 6
(Wireless World. Jan 1970)
Martin Colloms, High performance loudspeakers
(Pentech Press)
Paul. D. Klipsch, Loudspeaker performance
(Wireless World, February 1970)
James Moir-Phase shift in Loudspeakers
(Wireless World, April 1976)
James Moir, Phase shift and sound quality
(Wireless World, March 1976)
'Crossover filters-an integral part of overall system
engineering' KEFtopic Volume 4No. 2.
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Table 5 Power supply - components list

CF,all polycarbonate ( Siemens B32560) values as per
table.
ICs
Mullard IDA 1034B or Signetics NE5534N. 19
(All op- amps should be used with 8 pin DIL sockets)
National Semiconductors LF351 op- amps may be used
(in place of NE5534N) for much lower cost but with
higher noise.
Hardware
C, sockets-14 pin DIL except for CF. which uses 2.8
pin DIL
CF plugs-as above.
Sockets-XLR or in jacks. Use female XLR for input,
male for output
Collet knobs with figure dials were used for the
attenuators.
Printed circuit boards and acustom building service for
this project are available from B & J Sound, Kirkby
Lane, Tattershall, Lincoln LN4 4PD. SAE for details.

Mains input filter- RS components type 238-514
15 Amp toggle switch, SPST
Fuseholder
Neon indicator
Transient suppressor ( VDR). RS components type
238-457
Toroidal transformer, 50 VA, 15-0-15 V, RS
Components type 207-425
6Amp, 200 V ( V...) bridge
2. + 15 volt, 7815 1.2 Amp regulators
2. - 15 volt, 7915 1-2 Amp regulators
4.220 npolyester
4.470 n polyester
2.4700 pF, 63 V can electrolytics
1.100 n, 250 V polyester
1.47 0,1- watt, 10%
Tagstrip.
2.5 mm' tinned copper wire for busses.

Table 4 Filters and line driversComponents list
Resistors-all 5% carbon film or 2% metal oxide; watt
R1-22 k ( but see twit)
.R2-3 k3
R3-2 k7
R4, 11, 20, 29-15 k
R5, 12, 21, 30-100 k
R6, 13, 22, 31-22 k
R7, 14, 23, 32-18 k
R8-22 k
R9-56 k
R10, 19, 28-22 k
R15, 24, 33-27 k
R16, 25, 34-180 k
R17, 26, 35-47 k
R18, 27, 36-39 k
R37, 38, 39-22 k
R40, 41, 42, 43-100
VR1-4-4 k7 log
Capacitors
C1-100 pF, 16 V elec.
C2-100 n polyester
C3-1 pF polycarbonate
C4-1 pF polycarbonate
C5-1 pF polycarbonate
C6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12-100pF
16 V elec. C13, 14, 15, 16,
18, 16-22 nceramic
C17, 20, 21, 22-100 n
polyester
C23-100 n polyester
C24, 25-100 pF 16 V elec.
C26, 27-1 pF polycarbonate
Cc . 18-22 pF ceramic

jel

FIG.11

LINE DRIVER PCB (COPPER SIDE)
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MASTERPIECES
TDK are proud to announce two new mastering
tape series that mark ahighly significant
breakthrough in magnetic tapetechnology.
Both tapes employ optimum needle shaped
ultra-miniature gamma ferric oxide particles
which have superior dispersion and orientation.
GX. Designed specifically for studio mastering
applications. The GX formulation gives excellent
length to width ratio, with high dispersion and
orientation, thus giving superb audible flat
frequency response and maintaining high
sensitivity and high MOL.
LX. Designed for use in high fidelity master
recording for professional broadcast quality.
LX's frequency response characteristics and

reduced noise level bring awide dynamic range
throughout the audible frequency range.
TDK LX and GX Sedes Open Reel Itme.
Model

Reel

LX35/90

7in. plastic

LX35/90B
LX35/180 m
LX35/180Bm

7in. plastic
101/2 in. metal
10 1
/2in. metal

std
NAB

LX50/120Bm

10 1
/2in. metal

GX35/90B
GX35/180Bm

7in. plastic
101/2 in. metal

GX50/120Bm

101/2 in. metal

Hub
std

Recording
'lime at 71
2 ips
/
90 minutes

Back.
Iheated
No

90 minutes
180 minutes

Yes
No

NAB

180 minutes

Yes

NAB
std
NAB
NAB

120 minutes
90 minutes
180 minutes
120 minutes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

TDK Tape Distributor ( UK) Ltd., Pembroke House, Wellesley Road,
Croydon, CRO 9XW.
Eire: Peat's Wholesale Ltd., Chapel Lane, Parnell Street, Dublin1.

err:« The great name in tape.
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HEN IWAS invited to mark the
centenary of Bartok's birth, which falls
on March 25th, by considering the available
recordings of his chamber music, the subject
seemed to offer reasonable scope for a
comparative review. After all, Bartok is now
recognised as one of the greatest composers
of the century so one would expect to have
access to awide choice of recordings of his
work. It was only when Iturned to the
current edition of the Gramophone Classical
Catalogue that Idiscovered my assumptions
to have been ill-founded, though perhaps not
quite to the extent that that august publication might lead one to believe.
For example, several years ago the
Hungarians, who appreciate Bartok's worth
though they have not always taken him to
their hearts, embarked on acomplete
recorded edition of his music through the
agency of their national label, Hungaroton.
This was asignal honour and one not yet
accorded to Bartok's friend and colleague
Kodaly who is generally regarded with more
affection in his native land. For atime
Hungaroton was distributed in this country by
the Decca organisation; now Parnote are
responsible, but although all the records are
now available, very few are listed in the
current GCC.
Like all such projects this series has had its
problems. Several issues appeared during the
'60s and early '70s which were not offered
for review. Of those that were, some were very
good indeed, while others were not entirely
adequate. And not all the artists were
Hungarian though it might be supposed that
Hungary has access to acadre of performers
uniquely schooled in Bartok's idiom and alive
to all the ethnic connotations of his music.
No doubt there is aspecifically Hungarian
approach to Bartok, but there is enough
evidence to show that, whatever its national
background, Bartok's music has become
universal by virtue of its composer's international stature, and there are executants
beyond the Hungarian frontiers who are as
capable as the natives of interpreting it.
As far as the record industry is concerned
the emphasis tends to be on the orchestral
music, the concertos, on Duke Bluebeard's
Castle and, of course, the six string quartets.
There is a reasonable choice here, though not
even the most popular of Bartok's works can
approach the variety of recorded interpretations enjoyed by Britten's Young Person's
Guide, Kodaly's Hary Janos or even
Shostakovitch's Second Piano Concerto, to
take three examples at random. A renowned
ascetic, Bartok would hardly have expected to
achieve the popularity of the first two, though
one suspects that he would have welcomed a
little more clamans vulgaris than actually
came his way. And he was positively waspish
about Shostakovich.
Important as it is, the orchestral music does
not lie at the core of Bartok's being as a
composer. His mature genius fed on the
streams of folk music which he studied só
energetically most of his life. This study
resulted in a large though still largely
unknown corpus of songs, choral works and
piano pieces which, with the exception of
Hungaroton, the gramophone has in the main
been reluctant to make available, possibly
because this music tends to emphasise
Bartok's nationalism whereas the chamber
music, the quartets especially, establishes his
claim to international recognition and to take
his place alongside the other great masters of
the twentieth century.
Two early and unpublished quartets,
tentatively given the opus numbers 10 and

le-F.1
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Kenneth Domrnett considers the chamber music
11, which date from 1896, and a further
student essay, in F, of 1898 are of little
consequence, but in his maturity Bartok
seems to have turned, like Beethoven, to the
string quartet as the most eloquent means of
expressing himself at crucial stages of his
development. No. 1 ( 1908) shows him
wrestling to achieve a personal style out of
Wagner, Strauss and Liszt; while No. 2
(1917) has acquired distinct individuality in
the process of shedding Debussy's influence
and achieving an unmistakable Hungarian
flavour. The Third ( 1927) and Fourth ( 1928)
are still the most difficult to come to terms
with. The language is uncompromising, its
expression abrasive; in each the intense
passion and unfettered demands on technique
threaten to drive the material beyond the
limits of the medium's ability to contain them.
With the Fifth ( 1934) the synthesis has been
achieved, and form and content complement
one another completely, though the darkening political horizon is beginning to cast the
shadows which, by 1939 when the Sixth was
written, had enveloped Bartok's Europe in
darkness. The was his valediction to his
homeland, and the last thing he wrote before
departing to America and exile.
These six quartets stand with Beethoven's
last five, the six ' Haydn' quartets of Mozart
and the greatest of Haydn's in the pantheon
of string quartet literature. Fortunately there
are still four complete recordings of them, all
offering commanding performances even
though they are not equally acceptable from
the technical point of view. The earliest must
be the Juilliard recordings on CBS—with the
Tatrai the only ones available separately.
Originally recorded for Epic and issued by

Columbia, they were transferred to CBS who
reissued them early in 1970. The sound is
generally bright and rather edgy, and the
performances, highly regarded in certain
quarters, are best in the more violent
movements, less sympathetic in lyrical
passages. Overall the Third and Fourth suit
the Juilliard style best, and if one had to
choose one record to represent them this
would be the one.
The Tatrai on Hungaroton are also quite old
now, and though the playing is distinguished
the recording is showing signs of age, unlike
that of the Hungarian Quartet whose 1962
DG recording could still be unreservedly
applauded when it was reissued in 1974. This
ensemble, led by Zoltan Szekely, provides the
most satisfying account of all six quartets,
seeming to get into the spirit of thé music
more completely than any of their rivals,
except possibly the Guarnieri Quartet who run
them close in interpretation, but who are
hampered by the stridency of RCA's
recording.
Not so very long ago there were several
other good alternative sets: the Vegh, slightly
too smooth but beautifully recorded by
Telefunken; the excellent Fine Arts on Saga,
for long the leader of the bargain sets; and
the splendid Novak Quartet series on Philips.
All these have disappeared, and if we look at
the catalogue today we find only one single
recording of Nos. 2 and 6 in sensitive
performances by the Tokyo Quartet, nicely
recorded by DG. That there are no other
single issues is little short of scandalous.
No other of Bartok's compositions occupy
the same crucial position in his development,
certainly not his other chamber music pieces,
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all of which were generated by outside forces
rather than inner compulsion. Once again
there are early works which reflect the
student's concern with technical problems. Of
these a Violin Sonata of 1903 and a Piano
Quintet of 1903-4 have been published and
have found their way onto record. The
Quintet is the less interesting—the writing is
congested and it is overlong. The Sonata, on
the other hand, is melodically attractive and
skilfully laid out.
The two mature Violin Sonatas are certainly
worthy of attention. Both were written for the
anglicised Hungarian violinist Jelly d'Aranyi,
who first played them in London with the
composer at the piano. The First dates from
1922 and is an extended rhapsodic work in
three movements, often recalling the music of
Szymanowski with which Bartok was much
involved at the time. Two Russian artists have
recorded it for the Hungaroton series and
theirs is the only version now listed. The
recording is not too well focused and the
playing lacks the incisiveness of the excellent
Gertler-Andersen interpertation on
Supraphon. The Second Sonata ( 1923) is
more angular in style and in marked contrast
to the First. The Hungaroton performance is
coupled with the First, and much the same
comments apply. Gertler's account of this
sonata is still to be had and is to be preferred,
though when it first appeared in 1966
Supraphon were having pressing difficulties
and some copies had very poor surfaces. The
historical recording by Szigeti and Bartok
made in the Library of Congress in 1940 was
surprisingly romantic in its treatment, though
it was vilely recorded. It was coupled with a
fascinating performance of the Debussy
sonata.
The two Rhapsodies, originally written for
violin and piano, now appear to be available
only in their more familiar orchestral arrangement, though Hungaroton do list a cello
and piano arrangement of No. 2.
The first was written for Szigeti, the second
for Zoltan Szekely for whom Bartok later
wrote the Violin Concerto.
The four remaining chamber music
compositions show asurprising departure
from the composer's usually conservative
choice of medium. In 1931 he was asked to
provide something for acollection of teaching
material being compiled by the noted
pedagogue and amateur of early music, Erich
Doflein. Hindemith and Orff were also
approached. Bartok's contribution was the 44
Duos for two violins, short and elementary
pieces based, with two exceptions, on folk
tunes. In spite of their brevity they explore
wide areas of aural experience and contrapuntal ingenuity without making excessive
demands on technique. Bartok clearly
envisaged them as concert pieces, and this is
how agroup of them were first heard. The
published order is not mandatory though a
number of recordings of the complete set
have followed it. No Hungaroton issue has
come my way, and no other is currently
available, though a new one by Perlman and
Zukerman is imminent from HMV. There were
two excellent earlier versions by Gertler and
Suk on Supraphon and a rather more warmly
recorded one from Vegh and Lysy on
Telefunken.
At the other end of the technical spectrum
is Bartok's last completed instrumental
composition, the Sonata for Solo Violin,
commissioned by Menuhin and first performed by him in New York in November
1944 in the composer's presence. This is a
demanding work which includes afour-part
fugue, and it has the reputation, largely
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undeserved, of being hard to listen to.
Though it stands high on the list of contemporary virtuoso masterpieces it has not
been widely adopted. Fortunately Menuhin
re-recorded it in 1977 in what must be the
authoritative performance, warm and
affectionate, and in realistic sound. Kovacs'
Hungaroton version, Like Gertler's on
Supraphon, is more objective and an
interesting contrast to Menuhin, though
neither is as well recorded.
This seems to be agood point at which to
draw attention to Andre Gertler's claims as a
Bartok interpreter. A Hungarian of Belgian
nationality, he was a pupil of Kodaly and a
close friend of Bartok. He and his wife Diane
Andersen have devoted much of their
recording careers to Bartok's music and the
results have invariably had the stamp of
authority about them even if they have not
always been as well recorded as they
deserved to be.
The two final works in the canon are
unique in Bartok's output. Both have
acquired asucces d'estime though the first
has also assumed the mantle of greatness.
The Sonata for Two Pianos and Percussion is
a product of the composer's most fertile
period, a period which includes the Fifth and
Sixth Quartets, the Music for Strings,
Percussion and Celeste, the Divertimento and
Second Violin Concerto, and which saw the
completion of Mikrokosmos and several
smaller works. In addition to the two pianists
it calls for two virtuoso percussion players
precisely sited in order to cope with the large
battery of instruments. It demanded the
advent of stereo recording to allow the
gramophone audience an opportunity to hear
it as Bartok intended, and for this reason the
recording made by Bartok and his wife as an
offshoot of a CBS broadcast, historically
interesting though it is, gives an inadequate
impression of the music and of the performance which, like that of the Violin
Sonata—and in adifferent context Webern's
performances of his own music—is far more

lyrical than modern progressive thought
would care to acknowledge. The SandorReinhardt performances on Turnabout is good
but falls because of the ageing quality of the
sound. The Ranki-Kocsis performance on
Hungaroton has been well spoken of, though
the recording has come in for some criticism.
It has not reached the present writer,
however, unlike the beautifully modulated but
rather soft- grained performance by Martha
Argerich and Stephen Bishop-Kovacevich on
afinely recorded Philips issue. The more
acerbic version by the Kontarsky brothers on
DG has now been deleted.
The same year as the Sonata ( 1938) saw
the appearance of Bartok's only piece of
chamber music to feature awind instrument.
Contrasts resulted from acommission by
Benny Goodman, then at the height of his
fame as ajazz musician but already moving
into more esoteric fields. The original idea
was for a piece that would fit the two sides
of a 12in.78 rpm record, but Bartok's design
would not conform to this restriction. The
two original pieces, ' Verbunkos' and ' Sebes'
(Recruiting Dance and Fast Dance) had to be
separated by aslow movement, ' Pihene
(Relaxation). The work is for clarinet, violin
and piano, and in the last movement the
violinist needs access to two fiddles, one
tuned naturally, the other in the ' Gypsy'
tuning ( G- sharp, D, A, E- flat), while the
clarinettist begins with the instrument in Bflat then changes to the harsher toned
instrument in A. Goodman and Szigeti gave
the first performance in New York in January
1939 with Endri Petri playing the piano part.
Bartok replaced him for the historic recording
made the following year and which is still
available. Of the modern recordings, the
Hungarian one can be recommended, and
again there used to be avery satisfactory one
by the Gertlers with Milan Etlik on a rather
harshly recorded Supraphon.
Contrasts is a highly individual work
steeped in Hungarian allusions, though it
w page 77

Discography
String Quartets Nos. 1-6 Juilliard Quartet
Tatrai Quartet
Hungarian Quartet
Guam/eniQuartet
Tokyo String Quartet
String Quartets

CBS 61118-20
[
9: 1]
Hung. SLPX 1294-6 [ B/C: 1]
DG 2733 001
[
A: 1/1*]
RCA RL 02412
[
B: 1]
DG 2530 658 [A: 1]

Nos. 2 & 6
Violin Sonata ( 1903)
Piano Quintet (
1903-4)
Violin Sonata
No. 1 (1922)

Gertler & Andersen
Sabo & Tatrai Quartet
Kramer & Smimov

Sup. SUAST 50740 [ C: 1]
Hung. SLPX 11518 [ C: 1]
Hung. SLPX 11655 [B: 2]

Gertler & Andersen
Szigeti & Bartok (
1940)

Sup. SUAST 50650 [B: 1]
Philips AL 3525 C)(d)[H: 1*]

Gertler & Andersen

Sup. SUAST 50481

eramer & Smimov
Gertler & Suk
Vegh & Lysy
Menuhin
Kovacs
Gertler
Bela & Ditta Bartok
et al (1940)
Sandor, Reinhardt et al
Rank,: Kocsis et al
Argerich, BishopKovacevich et al
Affons & Aloys Kontarsky
et al
Goodman, Szigeti, Bartok
Szucs, Kovacs, Tusa
Etlik, Gertler,
Andersen

Hung. SLPX 11655
Sup. SUAST 50770 [ B/C: 1 ]
Tele. SAT 22542 (
d) [A: 1]
HMV ASD 3368
[
A: 1*]
Hung. SLPX 11479 [B: 1]
Sup. SUAST 50481 [ B: 1]
Turn. TV 4159 C)(d) [
H: 1]

Violin Sonata
No. 2 (1923)
Violin Sonata
No.2 (1923)
44 Duos for 2 Violins
Sonata for Solo Violin

Sonata for 2 Pianos &
Percussion

Contrasts

[
B: 1]

Turn. TV34036S
[ C/D: 2]
Hung. SLPX 11479
Philips 9500 434
[
A: 1]
DG 2530 964 (
d)
CBS 51882
Hung. SLPX 1280
Sup. SUAST 50740

[A: 1]
[H: 1*]
[B: 1]
[B/C: 1]
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WHICH HIGH BIAS TAPE
STANDS UP TO AGENRAD
REAL-TIME ANALYSER?
The Gen Rad 1995 Real-Time Analyser is
among today's state-of-the-art devices for
accurately measuring and displaying audio
signals.That's why we used it to show that
MEMOREX HIGH BIAS is today's state-ofthe-art high bias cassette tape.
When tested at standard recording levels
against other high bas tapes, none had
aflatter frequency response than
MEMOREX HIGH BIAS.
And, the signal/noise ratio of MEMOREX
HIGH BIAS proved to be unsurpassed at
the critical high end.
Proof you can't buy ahigh bias cassette
i that gives you truer reproduction. And isn't
that what you buy a
high bias tape for?
Is it live, or is it

MEMOREX
5?2

Distrete 1450 C•944I19 [Me

The GenRad 1995 Integrating Real- Time
Analyser measured signals from a
Nakarnichi 582 cassette deck, Input
signal source was "pink noise at OUR
(200 nanowebers — standard rebord

why do performers always have this
rather bad feeling with regard to
critics? We spend our lives learning
ings of Bernard Haitink and André
a piece, so critics must surely be
Previn at London's Henry Wood
geniuses to have more than asuperHall hangs avivid oil painting of the
ficial knowledge of every piece they
conductor from whom the conhear artists play. We don't start the
verted church takes its name.
whole thing. They start it. If we read
Visitors and orchestral players on
a negative review, then obviously
their way in and out of rehearsals
we have to take exception to it,
may stop briefly to admire it, not
which means that they are the ones
realising, perhaps, its connection
who are against us. Dolhey expect
with one of the most remarkable
us to be indifferent? Or are they
Prom debuts of the thirties. For the
trying to provoke us? Some are?
signature in the bottom right-hand
And what is the point of reviews? If I
corner reads ' N. Hendel'—Nathan
say that there's no point, then who
Hendel, whose portrait of bis
are the critics writing for? The artist?
daughter is one of the most striking
The public? If acritic is consistently •
features of the Haendels' London
negative about an artist, then the
flat; although Miss Haendel has
public, who might have enjoyed
lived in Canada for over twenty-five
that artist, might start thinking " we
years now, this capital has remained
have been wrong": If any twO
amuch- loved pied-à-terre.
themes run through the earlier part
Mention of that 1937 Promenade
of Ida Haendel's book, they are her
concert ( how disappointed the little
disillusionment with and mistrust of
Polish girl was to find that Britain
reviews from an early age (' More
was an ' island' without palm trees
and perpetual sun!) prompted talk
years of study under agreat teacher
should elapse before she again
of the warmth and encouragement
that Wood had offered, and, by
undertakes such achallenge', wrote
The Times of her 1937 Brahms
contrast, the aloofness which Ida
Haendel encountered in several
Concert« and a constant awareother British conductors of the time.
ness of her struggle to reconcile the
Her explanation bears interesting
approaches of two
influential
comparison with Sir Adrian Boult's
teachers— Enesco and Flesch, the
views on the character of British
pure stylist and the intuitive
conductors, set out in an interview
.musican. Yet the reader is left with
in these columns published in
the impression that it is a struggle
June 1978. 'Well, times were difwhich has been resolved largely
ferent. English people were different
from within.
then; there are far more foreign
'There is a grammar in musical
people here now . . . But in those
performance—certain
unalterable
days English people tended to misguidelines of inflection and exprestrust foreigners. And Ithink that it
sion. You wouldn't say " Ididn't did
also may have been that they didn't
it", for instance! Only the greatest
have enough confidence in their
artists can get away with real inown talent. If you feel good about
dividuality. Why, for example, did
yourself, then you accept others.'
Szigeti sound natural and inspired
To say that Ida Haendel feels, in
with his ponamenti in his record of
this sense, 'good about herself' is to
the Mendelssohn Concerto, while a
offer arather one-sided impression,
lesser artist doing the same slides
and one which, no doubt, has ensounds vulgar? If you are a true
Talks to Andrew Keener
couraged such stories as there are of
individuum then it will come out by
'artistic temperament' on her part.
via n showpieces
by itself.'
tistiç weakness in herself is not liable offered
Her often outspoken autobiograAt the same time, Ida Haendel
Le Streghe), Wieniawski
to suffer gladly such failings in Paganini (
phy* ( among other things a reMéditation from reflected, her first visit to America
others. 'The artist should be in com- and Massenet (
markably atmospheric portrait of
Thes)—the kind of encore rep- brought her into contact with a
mand', she had said earlier, '... and
musical personalities in the years
be seen by the audience to be so. ertoire, in fact, which has since school of violin playing which to
around the war; amazingly, she kept
You know, for this reason I've al- remained aprominent feature of Ida this day she tends to mistrust.
no diary) offers aportrait of aprofesways thought it's a pity that when Haendel's discography. One such 'Tempi were faster than I ever
sional character of the strongest
heard', she writes, 'tones bigger,
you step onto the platform at the sample is offered on ASD 3785.
assurance and conviction, while at
Her American debut—post-war, more brilliant and sparkling'. The
Festival Hall, you have to cross a
the same time revealing much that is
part of the floor which the audience and heavily publicised as 'a sen- same kind of superlative reliability is
hypersensitive and vulnerable elsealso uses. There has to be some kind sation'—prompted a reflection at apparent in Suzuki pupils: 'Of
where. When she writes of the reof authority. That's why Ilove the the time that critics ' like to make course one will put one's fingers
cording studio ' robbing the muAlbert Hall—you emerge from be- their own discoveries' rather than be down in the right places if caught
sician of the freedom to choose the
told of an artist's capabilities in young enough' (—my reminder that
hind the scenes.'
right moment to begin', it is with a
she herself was not ' caught young'
Ida Haendel's first records were advance. Was this still the case? I
feeling of irritation with the trapmade for Decca in the late 30s when had unleashed more than I had but staggered her mother at the age
pings of record making rather than
of three by calmly picking up and
Harold Sarton, the Director, was bargained for. ' No, I don't think
one of apprehension before the red
playing her sister's violin, drew a
introducing new conductors and that's true any more. So critical
light. 'You have to overcome that;
standards have improved? ' No, they silent, sidelong grin, almost awink).
instrumentalists
to
the
Company's
you have to be in control. If you
For an artist who established
lists—acatalogue hitherto made up have not improved. They've chanaren't then you just don't do it', she
largely of light and popular material ged. I've been told that now it's the much of her reputation with perhad remarked earlier in our converformances of the German and
(Wood's
records
of Vaughan reverse. Now, critics believe alot of
sation last November, and, set in
Russian
Romantic
concertos—
the publicity. Image and preparation
Williams'
A
London
Symphony
this context, the story of atraumatic
of a debut is terribly important to more of that in amoment—it comes
were
also
made
at
around
this
Mexico recital in which her acinitially as something of asurprise to
them. If we're talking about critics..
companist was ' utterly in the grip of time—a nice coincidence). The relationship between Decca and its there is so much to say that Ireally find that Ida Haendel's current conher nerves' becomes at once more
new artist was remarkably close don't know where to begin. Or certo discography consists almost
sympathetic. A strong character
(when Sarton gave Ida afout week- where to end. As amatter of fact I'm entirely of British works, all recorwho detests professional and arold puppy, it was immediately chris- writing my second book, so I'll have ded within the last four years. Yet
•Woman with Violin (
Gollancz,
here, as so often, the record cata tened ' Decca'!), and the first discs to elaborate on that subject. But
1970)

A from the framed pencil draw-

LITTLE WAY down the stairs

Ida Handel
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logue is misleading;' when she came
to record the Elgar Concerto in 1977
(with Boult and the LPO—ASD
3598), the work had already been an
established part of her repertoire for
something like 30 years. Anyway.
Ifirst played the Elgar at the very
beginning of the Edinburgh Festival.
It was fairly new to me at that stage—
Ian Hunter, my manager at the time,
had invited me to play it there. You
know, I'm very sad that it still isn't in
any great demand outside this
country. It's a nationless piece of
music. Inever approach any work as
being basically national. Either it's
on an international level, or it's not
good. Idon't regard Elgar as anything other than international. I
played it in Amsterdam last year
with avery gifted young conductor
called Baakels and they were crazy
about itl'—inflection on the adjective was unmistakably Canadian,
part of afascinatingly cosmopolitan
accent. Like Daniel Barenboim, to
whose manner of speaking Ida
Haendel's bears a striking resemblance, she speaks seven languages. As a personal reflection, I
remember afurther Dutch connection with the Elgar Concerto; this
was a1978 Prom performance conducted by Haitink, in which the
Finale cadenza was one of the most
rapt, intense accounts Ihave heard.
Worth a repeat, surely.
London concertgoers with longer
memories will recall Ida Haendel's
Prom performance of the Britten
Concerto, an opulent, dark- toned
approach especially well matched
by her partner on the HMV recording ( the Bournemouth Symphony
Orchestra
conducted
by
Berglund—'agreat friend as well as
a marvellous
musician'—ASD
3483, coupled with the Walton
Concerto). More recently she has
been turning her attention to the
Delius Concerto, playing it for the
first time last December at the
Festival Hall with Rozhdestvensky.
Mention of this most wide-ranging
and genial of musicians revealed
that violinist and conductor have
known each other for many years,
having played
Beethoven and
Brahms violin sonatas together—a
fascinating prospect. All sorts of
other, equally attractive possibilities
are
raised
by
the
Haendel/
Rozhdestvensky collaboration in
the Delius work. As someone who
has long cherished aprivate recording of the Bax Concerto, Iwondered
whether this richly expansive .composition ( a favourite of Wood's in
the forties, with asunset of aFinale
if ever there was one) had attracted
Ida Haendel's attention. ' Iwould
like to get round to looking at it, but
it's rather difficult at this stage in my
career to start playing even more
'new' works. Next Iwould like to
learn the Bliss Concerto, and Ibelieve there is agood one by Rubbra,
isn't there? That one, maybe ... it's a
question of time, of course. And Ido
like to have at least one contemporary concerto always in preparation.
In
Stockholm
I've just
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

premièred and recorded awork by a teacher, his pupils—and I've always authority of her musical personality.
Swedish composer who Ithink is been uneasy with those scales..."— There is nothing ladylike about Ida
soon going to occupy a major vivid, grim- faced mime—'... when Haendel's playing—that, at least, is
position—Alan Patterson. It's avery you have to repeat them over and something with which she would
demanding, wonderful work; quite over again'). A 78 rpm account of surely agree. Having confessed in
extraordinary. It's his second Violin the work inspires little affection in her book the view that 'the violin
her nowadays, and in any case she does not look good in the hands of a
Concerto, and he wrote it with me in
mind after hearing me play the maintains that ' it isn't agood thing woman... so often Iturn the radio on
to listen to most of one's older re- and say "that is awoman trying to
Brahms on Swedish Television.'
sound like a man". I wondered
cordings.'
And so, by the most unexpected
Interestingly, one of the record- whether she still held to her opinion
route, we had arrived at the concerto with which long-standing ings to which Ida Haendel remains that women violinists of the highest
collectors most closely associate most attached is one in which she quality are in relatively short
this remarkable artist. Her recording plays a comparatively minor part. supply—at least that was how Ihad
of it ( CLP 1032) remained aprom- After the completion of André interpreted it. ' Oh... now that's an
inent feature of the catalogue into Previn's set of the complete Swan unfair question!! No, of course there
the sixties, and was made with the Lake ballet ( SLS 5070), it was de- can be marvellous female players...
conductor who, by Ida Haendel's cided to re-record the numbers but they have to be very good. One
own admission, exercised an almost featuring solo violin. Christopher shouldn't have to think of the 'sex of
mystical influence on her career and
Bishop decided that Ida Haendel the player.' Neither does she think
that there are works which are better
personality in the early fifties— should be approached with the ,
Sergiu Celibidache. Writing of the idea; after all, another distinguished suited to male players. 'There's no
Brahms recording, made in the soloist, Yehudi
Menuhin,
had such work. Or shouldn't be. You
spring of 1953, Ida Haendel even featured similarly in an EMI record- have to play everything. If a man
goes so far as to say, ' Inow realised ing of the same music some twenty gives us the lyricism of Brahms, you
that everything Iplayed had been by years earlier. The speed with which also expect him to do justice to the
instinct, not by conscious analysis'. Ida Haendel fulfilled the rôle offers a stronger element. Women should be
The performance itself, in the first fair indication of her remarkable able to do the same.' Time was
movement especially, is remarkably capacity for assimilating new ma- getting short; this Irealised, was a
spacious and lyrical, yet it is held terial in the most professional way. ' I much- simplified version of an interrigorously in shape by tremendous was delighted. I'd never played this val talk broadcast on Radio 3 a
fire and rhythmic urgency—the first music in my life, and of course, you couple of years ago. Along with the
hear these numbers played so in- Elgar Prom already mentioned, this
solo entry is not so much attacked
as unleashed. It is awork she feels differently all over the place. And I'd would make auseful repeat.
Typical as the above remarks are
ready to record again—asentiment always thought, my God, the meloechoed by many concertgoers and dies are so out of this world that I of much in the speaker's character,
musicians who heard her recent wish Icould get my hands on them! they do tend to obscure what is an
London performance with Simon And then comes this request! At the extremely feminine personality. As
Rattle and the Philharmonia. She time Iwas immersed in alot of other those who have read her autobiogfeels strongly about the issue: ' Only things, and Ieven had to prepare raphy will recall, considerations of
if I'm allowed to do it again', was the some of the pages while they were concert dress and related 'externals'
recording—on the spot! It's awon- were a recurring preoccupation
swift reply to my question as to
whether she would allow a reissue derful set of records altogether, one throughout the young Ida's professional childhood. Nowadays, she
of the earlier recording. ' But the of my great favourites'.
Talk to the most seasoned of designs her own dresses. ' Oh yes.
conditions must be right—the best
professional musicians about Ida I've always loved clothes. Crazy
orchestra . . . and the best conductor! Would Irecord it again with
Haendel, and the reaction will likely about them! Ihave too many now,
Celibidache? Would II Of course
be one of profound admiration. but they're irresistible to me, that's
he'd be at home in the recording
I hope that she will not take it all there is to it! Apart from the music
studio. He'd be at home anywhere. I as anything other than a compli- part of things, we are on that stage
say to him, let's do the Brahms in a ment when Isay that part of the for a long time, and people keep
concert and have that recorded. No.
reason for such widespread respect looking at us, so Ithink we should
Of course, I can understand his must lie with the remarkable try and look our best!'
decision; he was so appallingly and
insensitively treated by the company after the Brahms recording
and Peter Frank' of the two
BARTOK from page 73
that he has not made agramophone
numbered
Violin
and
Piano
record since.'
Sonatas, the two Rhapsodies and
Ida Haendel's concern with the
does occasionally also suggest the an unpublished Adante of 1902
'right conditions' for re-recording
country music of America. Like a which has never been recorded bethe Brahms is, incidentally, no less
great deal of Bartok's work it repays fore. This set, SLPX 12318/9,
resolute when she talks of a work
attention and does not reveal its should be available to coincide with
generally considered to be of lesser
secrets easily, particularly to those the Pauk/Frankl concert at the RFH
musical worth—Lab's Symphonie
not prepared to make the effort to on March 25th. Also promised are 7
Espagnole, which she recorded
understand them. Perhaps this is Pieces from Mikrokosmos and 6
with Karel Ancerl in Prague some 15
why Bartok has .not been as lavishly Dances in Gregorian Rhythm for
years ago ( Supraphon SUAST
treated by the record companies as two pianos, aboxed set of ' Bartok at
50615, deleted). ' It's avery difficult
some of his contemporaries or as the Piano' and a collection of Folk
piece, and not only violinistically. I
readily embraced by the record- Music. Just as Parnote confirm that
consider that it's amajor work ... oh
buying public. Hence the rather they are able to supply the complete
yes, Iplay all five movements—that
sorry state to which the chamber Hungaroton Bartok issues, so Bond
Intermezzo is absolutely extramusic of Bela Bartok has been St. Music emphasise that all of
ordinary.'
brought by the gramophone in this their Eastern- European Supraphon
Had
relations
between
catalogue is now available. Quartets
his hundredth year•
Celibidache and HMV remained on
5 & 6from the Lindsay are due to be
a working level after the Brahms
Parnote
will
be
releasing released on the new Academy label
recording, the catalogue would
Hungaroton's ' Centennial Edition' in April. The gaps in this respect
soon have boasted a Haendel/
the
Gramophone
Classical
of Bartok issues as they become in
Celibidache Tchaikovsky Concerto
available during the year. Various Catalogue are apparently aresult of
('. . . yes, Iplay it with those little
items are in the pipeline including a their changeover to acomputerised
cuts in the Finale. It became a 2- LP boxed set from Gyorgy Pauk system.
tradition with my generation—my
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Your first glance at the Sony TA-F55
amplifier and ST-J55L tuner may well give
you financial concern.
They do look expensive.
Yet it's their sound performance
that might cause you to think you'll have
to dip into your Swiss bank account. It's
that good.
Consider the TA-F55.1t features aD.C.
power amplifier with an output of 65
watts ( RMS) per channel, asignal to noise
ratio of 90dB, and alow distortion level
of 0.008%.
A built-in head-amp enables you to
use either moving coil or moving magnet
cartridges. A selector switch ensures
compatability with awide range of
cartridges.
Notice too, the motorised volume
control and tape to tape copying
facilities for two tape decks.
The type of features you would
expect to find on avery costly amplifier
Before visions of debtor's prison
flash in front of your eyes, however, let us
elaborate on the ST-J55L tuner

ST-J55L

Its quartz locking synthesised tuning
latches onto afrequency with avice-like
grip. So there's no mistuning or drifting
off station.
The selectivity of 80dB improves
FM reception and the digital display gives
you aprecise frequency readout.
Other features include eight pre-set
stations across three wavebands (VHF,
LW, MW), automatic or manual tuning and
acalibration tone switch to set recording
levels.
There's even aone year memory
unit that still operates when the tuner is
disconnected from the mains.
All this may convince you that the
TA-F55 and ST-J55L are well beyond your
means. They aren't. It's just that they have
asound performance comparable to far
more expensive tuners and amplifiers.
A reassuring thought if your bank
happens to be nearer Swiss Cottage
than Geneva.
The sound of avery expensive tuner
and amplifier, from those awfully nice
Sony reople.

Demonstration and further information at Sony Showroom, 134 Regent Street, London Wl. S
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at the discographies
GLANCING
of some younger musical fire-

nation is the old recording made in
1927 with the composer at the
piano ( Columbia 78s L 2314-7).
brands, one may be forgiven for
So impressed with the Sonata was
wondering now and then at the
motives for setting down yet another the cellist Antoni Sala that he travelled from his native Spain to London
Rachmaninov 2 or Beethoven
Pastoral. Has the record been made especially to make the records, and,
for good measure, put in acouple of
out of agenuine wish to cast anew,
perceptive light on the piece, or is it Wigmore Hall recitals at the same
more often, as one fears, pure time. ' Idon't know how well known
gramophonic greed on the part of a cellist he was—it's the only recording of his Iknow. He's agood
the debutant? Of course, Julian
player, with avery different style of
Lloyd Webber is no debutant ( inplaying from today, of course—
credibly, it is eight years since he
portamento especially, although
made his professional debut with
the London premiere of the Bliss you'll hear a fair bit ( of a different
Concerto), but at the same time you kind!) on my record....' For an exwill search his discography in vain ample of portamenti which soùnd
for the statutory Dvorak, the both spontaneous and warmly exBeethoven Sonatas or the Elgar pressed, listen to the slow moveConcerto—not that these are absent ment of his Rachmaninov Cello
from his concert programmes.
Sonata with Yitkin Seow (Academy
Instead, he has chosen to record the
Records). ' Characteristically for
less familiar byways of twentieth those days. Sala and Ireland often
century British music, to which he is don't seem to consider ensemble
especially ( and unselfishly: ' Iwant overmuch, and the cello often
other people to do them as well') seems to want to go faster. Yet Ilove
committed. There is the Delius the
performance,
especially
Sonata, for instance ( his first
Ireland's playing. He was a very
record), Bridge's Oration (
SRCS complex character; there were really
104—a
disturbing,
startlingly two sides to him, you know, the
original elegy for the First World
Professor at the Royal College, and
War, which JLW has described as then on the other hand there was
man
fascinated
by
the
'one of the finest scores to come out the
of Britain this century') and music supernatural'—a personality trait
by Fricker, Sir Lennox Berkeley,
hauntingly reflected in the Legend
Martin Dalby and John McCabe for piano and orchestra, inspired by
(DSLO 18).
Ireland's sighting of phantom
John McCabe is also to be found
children in his local countryside. 'As
in his role of pianist on the new disc you probably know he was very
of Ireland's Cello Sonata released
interested in Arthur Machen; extrathis month. During our conversaordinary, very powerful books, and
tion last May in a convivial you can see so much of them in his
Kensington
pub,
I wondered
music. In fact, Ireland has gone on
whether the presence of acomposer record—admittedly with typical
at the keyboard had afforded any overstatement, though Isee what
special help or insight. ' Oh yes...
he means—saying that his music
you can tell when you're working cannot be fully understood unless
with him that you're working with a you've read some Machen.'
composer; you're very aware of him
Contrary to some current opinion,
approaching the pieces from acomthere is also, Julian maintains, no
poser's point of view. There were shortage of warmth, even passion
many inner details and perceptions within Ireland's music; the idea that
I'd not been conscious of when I'd
a kind of angular energy stands in
done the Sonata before. And in the
place of real vibrancy he attributes
little Bridge piece as well—it's only to acontinuing ignorance of much
atiny piece, quite an early work, and
of the composer's essential characIhope others will take it up. What's ter. ' Biographically we're still often
also refreshing about John is his very much in the dark; and then,
special affinity with this period of look at Delius—Idon't think you
British music; it's not something
could describe his music as wanting
you can bank on with his generation
in warmth, yet many people who
of British composers—those kind of knew him thought of him as in many
roots with his predecessors. Iknow,
ways a rather hard person. Ithink
for instance, he's agreat admirer of the warmth is there in Ireland's
Rawsthorne,
who's
rather
an
music, but not on the surface perunfashionable composer at the
haps. But above all, it's intelligible
moment. Unjustly so, in fact.'
music—with apoint of contact with
Julian's acquaintance with the
its listeners, unlike so much written
Ireland Sonata dates back to his today. I'd even go further and sugdays at the RCM. ' My teacher,
gest that Radio 1 should include
Douglas Cameron, always had a 'classical' music—so many would
thing about the work, but funnily
hear it who wouldn't normally. I
enough Inever learned it with him. I often wonder how much longer
came to it in about 1973 when I'd
people can go on writing music
just started professionally and was which no-one can understand. You
looking
through
the
cello get so many composers who say
repertoire—although it was after I'd
immediately after they've written a
done the
Britten and
Delius
piece that they feel they were barkSonatas. It was a piece Iknew and
ing up the wrong tree five years ago,
had always intended to get round to that they're not interested in that
music any more. If you write in that
playing.'
A continuing source of fascispirit, you can't write lasting music.'
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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A completely different matter, he
agreed, from the case of John
Ireland's suppression of all his early
works.
Just as a composer's perception
has shaped John McCabe's part in
the Ireland Sonata recording, so, on
the reverse, Britten's Third Suite for
solo cello reflects, like so much of
his work, an almost uncanny insight
into the technical capabilities of the
instrument—an insight founded on
a singular intuition and musicality
as distinct from direct technical experience of the instrument. 'This is
the incredible thing; especially in
the Cello Symphony and the first
suite—in all five pieces for cello in
fact—he's created this really new
cello technique. In each piece
there's something which is slightly
different from anything that's been
done before. You know those harmonic trills towards the end of the
second movement of the Cello
Symphony? Well, Rostropovich—
like that story about Bream which
I'm sure you know—Rostropovich
told Britten this couldn't be done.
And Britten just said try it...and you
know the rest. And in the moto
perpetuo Finale of the first suite
Britten really has devised a new
style of fingering. Whereas you've
always been taught to finger atone
between your first and second

fingers—to strètch—he does it
between the second and third, and
the only way you can play it is to
stretch atone between second and
third. It helps you play the line very
much faster and with greater articulation. Now he must have known
that. It's the same with a fast
passage of harmonics in the third
suite. The composer has managed
somehow
to
get
inside
the
instrument.'
The Suite, of which the new disc
is the premiere recording, was written in 1971 for Rostropovich, and
naturally enough, Aldeburgh was
the setting for the initial performances. Since then, however, Julian
Lloyd Webber has given the work its
London premiere, and he considers
it the finest of the group, pointing to
its late Shostakovich-like starkness.
'It's an incredible work, based on
these very tonal Russian folk
melodies which don't appear till the
end after an astonishing, vast piece
of building. Apparently, throughout
the time Britten had been writing it,
there'd been very little technicaltalk
with Rostropovich. And you never
feel, especially in the suites, that
there's any cello writing which isn't
completely idiomatic.' Similarly, the
personality of Rostropovich remains 'a source of astonishment
to page 83

The Real
Thing
SRM 12X
One of the new
SRM Series Monitors
from Tannoy
The new SRM 12X Monitor from Tannoy
is definitely no impostor, but afully
fledged Studio Monitor whose size makes
it equally suitable for domestic use. The
Tannoy Dual Concentric ' 2Speakers in
One' integrated drive system—similar to
our formidable Super Red Monitor—
handles 100W of continuous power, and
will take peaks of 300W.
The legendary Tannoy efficiency means
that power is used to fill your room with
more music than conventional speakers,
and all at aprice that won't bankrupt you.
The SRM 12X, and any other model in
Some speakers carry the title of
the new Tannoy SRM Series of Monitors,
'Monitor' without actually possessing the
will transform your listening pleasure. Why
professional standards of performance
settle for inferior speakers, when the
implied by the term. At Tannoy we know a advantage of the World's Finest
thing or two about monitoring—we've
Monitoring Systems is now available to you
supplied Monitor Loudspeakers to the
at home.
World's leading recording and broadcast
The coupon below will bring you full
studios for 30 years. In the tough
details, together with alist of Selected SRM
professional sound world you only last that Specialists who can demonstrate the
long if your product is the best, so you can Tannoy advantage to you.
be sure that any Tannoy Monitor is
certainly the Real Thing.
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To: Tannoy Products Ltd,
77/79 High Street, Watford, Herts.
Please send me details on the SRM Series
Name
Address
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won ' Premio della critica discografia Italiano' awards.
No, not of St. Martin- in- the- fields;
Having weathered so many dethis Academy is anew record label,
partmental re- shuffles and changes
Academy Records, set up by exof venue during the last year it
Argo MD Harley Usill to explore a
seems acruel irony that the Philips
fairly broad repertoire based on
and DG teams should now have to
serious classical music but to insuffer yet another upheaval as the
clude some M.O.R. ( Middle-ofresult of a fire at the St. George
the- Road) and spoken word. The
Street premises in January. Hopeventure is launched on March 6th
fully it won't affect too badly their
with some 30 titles, including a progress back to some kind of
number of the eagerly awaited but
normality.
never released recordings made by
Enigma—five more of John Lill's
Television Opera
impressive Beethoven piano sonata
Options
cycle
for
example—although
Academy have opted not to con- Just seven years ago it was sugtinue the Teldec connection, pre- gested in an HFNIRR Editorial that
ferring to press in the UK.
one possible response to economic
Top- price digital recordings inhard- times would be an expansion
clude the Orchestra of St. Johns, and/or cheapening of radio and TV
Smith Square in a ' Classical music coverage by making it aconCollection'
and
an
LP
of dition of Arts Council grants that the
Tchaikovsky and Dvorak with, in
BBC should be given an automatic
April, Mendelssohn Symphony 3; right to record, for subsequent
Bartok Quartets 5 and 6 from the broadcasting, all major London muLindsay; and a Baroque music for sical events. 'At least one version of
Brass collection from the Gabrieli each new production at Covent
ensemble. Among the non- digital Garden and the Coliseum would be
top- price releases is the keenly preserved on teletape......for
awaited Britten. Bridge and Ireland vicarious enjoyment by a wider
disc from Julian Lloyd Webber ( see public' was part of our proposal,
Interview on p. 79) which innotwithstanding
the
no- doubt
cludes the World premiere record- enormous copyright and adminising of Britten's masterly Third Suite trative problems. We returned to the
for Cello Op. 87. On mid- price from subject on and off over the followJLW again is a Romantic Cello ing two years, and did at one point
selection, Walton's 1st Symphony provoke a letter from the Art
(RLPO/Handley),
Liszt
Organ
Council's Music Director; but it all
works (Jennifer Bate), Handel seemed to fall on deaf ears, so we
Concerti Grossi, aflute recital from gave up.
Susan Milan, Spanish Guitar works
However, a parallel sort of apfrom Carlos BoneII, ' 3 Cheers for proach has been going on behind
Pooh' and ' Peter and the Wolf' the scenes, and came to fruition in
(read by Angela Rippon). The January when the BBC was given
M.O.R. releases include Bit of 'first refusal' on the telerecording of
Somerset from the Yetties, Midnite at least three opera or ballet producFollies ( a swing jazz album), Your tions per year, for five years, at the
Own, Your Very Own (Music Hall)
Royal Opera House, with automatic
and a dance- band release Shake UK transmission rights granted in
That Thing (?!).
exchange for the technical facilities,
Academy Sound and Vision Ltd
production and engineering teams,
are at the old Argo address: 115 etc, needed to produce suitable reFulham Road, London SW3 6RL cordings. Suitable, that is, not only
tel: 01-589 5293
for broadcasting, but for marketing

Academy

RAMOPHILE
long aimed to provide regular TV
coverage in order to reach 'the wider
public which indirectly contributes
through the Arts Council to the
maintenance of the Royal Opera
House's output and standards over
the years'. Just so. It is that very
'wider public' and its possible closer
contact with the arts via modern
media that prompted our original
suggestion. But this is now growing
beyond a mere news item, so we
refer interested readers to some related thoughts on page 35.

More Double- Bass
on Record
Following publication of David
Prâkel's January article about recordings of music for double- bass,
we received a very long and informative letter from bassist Rodney
Slatford, who gently (
ever so
gently!) reprimanded David and
ourselves for offering an incomplete
discography and for making a few
doubtful claims regarding the musical and/or performance value of
some items mentioned.
We stand duly corrected, and only
wish we had the space to publish
Mr Slatford's letter—but that would
almost amount to another article.
David's problem was that a lot of
important double- bass material is
not normally available in the UK,
and he had to take account of this
when compiling his discography in
order not to irritate readers by sending them off to order unobtainable
records.
More positively, we understand
that because it is frequently difficult
to obtain double- bass records, Mr
Slatford's
publishing
company
Yorke Edition is starting to import
relevant issues and is about to offer
amail-order bass disc retail service.
Full information should be available
soon after this issue of HFNIRR
appears, for the cost of a stamped
addressed envelope and covering
note to: Yorke Edition, 31 Thornhill
Square, London N1 180.

(London) and Glasgow Museums
and Art Galleries.
'I hope', says Steve Race, 'that the
experience of listening to the music
while looking at the paintings will
add a new dimension to the appreciation 'of both'. Difficult to put a
finger on it, but there seems to be
something strange about the thinking here. Fantini's Suite for Trumpet
and Continuo in no way broadened
our appreciation of Sustermans'
'Grand Duke Ferdinand II of
Tuscany' ( or vice versa), and
Corot's ' Fisherman moored to a
bank' with Liszt's Au Lac de
Wallenstadt seemed acuriously distracting exercise. We don't wish to
suggest that there is no way of
combining two separate arts, or that
each can only properly be appreciated in isolation, but this exercise didn't seem much more helpful
to either art form than would reading Tolkien while listening to
Tippett, or gazing on Henry Moore
in agallery with piped Milhaud.
On its merits, this is a nicelyproduced set of ten notable paintings ( with text introduction in
English and Welsh) and a nicelyrecorded disc ( by Bob Auger in
Rosslyn Hill Chapel, Hampstead) of
music by Brunel, Fantini, Albinoni,
Pergolesi, Bach, Liszt, Offenbach
and Traditional. If you happen to
like both music and painting as art
forms, here's a good selection of
both; if your appreciation of either
might be enhanced by indulging in
both at once, as Mr Race suggests,
then give it atry.

Pressing on

Best news for quality- conscious
record buyers since the re- pressing
of the Decca back catalogue, together with all new issues, in
Holland ( at least for the present), is
that EMI plan to have new full- price
issues pressed by their associates,
commercially by anew body called
Awards galore
Electrola, in Germany from around
Covent Garden Video Productions
mid- 81. As with current Decca
Phonogram seem to have been
Ltd ( CGVP). It is expected that in
production, mastering and cutting
picking up a goodly number of
the dawning age of the video disc
will continue in the UK, maintainawards for their endeavours last
there will be an eager world market
ing the extremely high standards we
year. Ozawa's fine recording of the
for such prestigious recordings,
have found in this regard from both
Schoenberg Gurrelieder (
6769 038)
whose overseas sales to all the reMusic with
companies, so we should soon have
has already received wide acclaim
levant media and broadcasting
Paintings
the best of both worlds. It's good
and has now collected in addition
bodies will be the responsibility of
...
is
the
title
of aboxed LP available news indeed that both of the major
one of the coveted Grand Prix du
CGVP. The income from this operDisque awards as well as a Japan
ation should pay all the necessary for £ 6.50 from The Bookshop, British companies about whom we
Museum
of
Wales, have had long-term reservations
Record Academy Award for 'most
fees and still leave the ROH better National
Cathays Park, Cardiff CF1 3NP ( tel. regarding pressing quality ( howoutstanding
recording'.
The
off.
The Tales of Hoffman was relayed 0222 397951), or plus £ 1.10 p&p ever fine the recorded product) have
Japanese accolade was also belive on January 2nd via BBC- 2and by mail. Produced by the National now moved in a direction from
stowed on Ingrid Haebler and
Radio 3 while the very first tele - Museum of Wales, the issue in- which we would expect a higher
Henryk Szeryng's fine set of the
recording was actually being made, cludes a booklet with ten colour standard and better reliability. EMI
Beethoven Violin Sonatas ( 6769
and La Fille mal Gardée was taped prints of paintings from the 15th reissue material ( and the back
011), Brendel's coupling of the
five days later. Not all the con- 20th Century in the Museum's catalogue) will continue to be proSchumann Piano Concerto and
tractual details have yet been fina- collection, with musical extracts duced in the UK for the present,
Weber Konzerstück with Abbado/
lised, and talks are still going on, but spanning the same period ( spoken though, partly because with this
LSO ( 9500 677) and the two
Rossini discs of Six Sonate a the scheme is on the move and we introductions by Steve
Race), they have had less ' negative feedquattro with Salvatore Accardo,
wish it every success. The Arts played ( and sung) by soloists of the back'.
We heartily applaud this move,
Council, we note, is not involved, Royal Academy of Music on period
Sylvie Gazeau ( vIns), Alain Meunier
but it was with some pleasure that instruments. This is the fourth in a and EMI have our best and most
(vIc), Franco Petracchi ( bass) and
we read in the supporting press series which has previously covered sincere wishes for the real improveBruno Canino ( pno) ( 6769 024—to
release that the ROH and BBC have paintings from the National Gallery ment that now seems likely.
be released here in April) have both
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Satisfaction
Guaranteed
Proud owners worldwide will testify that this is no
idle boast. AR have built up areputation over
25 years for producing high quality loudspeaker
systems. Moreover, AR have supported this effort by
providing probably the most comprehensive guarantee
offered by aleading speaker manufacturer.
The AR18s, one of three new ` S' models will be no
exception, offering as it does the following features:*2dB more efficiency than the previous AR18.
*Now less position sensitive.
*New AR drivers in vertical array for crisp
stereo imaging.
*Liquid cooled tweeters for high power handling.
*Smoother midrange.
*Even better value for money.
*Modern functional good looks.

The AR28s and AR38s complete the ' S' series range. All three
offer faithful reproduction backed up by the AR guarantee of
performance to within ldB of stated specification from the date
of purchase for afull five years.
Your satisfaction is guaranteed.
Please send me full details of the new 'S' series range of
loudspeakers and stockist list.
Teledyne Acoustic Research, Freepost, Dunstable, Beds. LU5 5BR.
Tel. 0582 603151.
Name
Address
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THINGS I
David Pickett

H EAR

I have been reading recently the biog ra phyof
Vaughan Williams written by his second
wife, Ursula. ( The hard- back version costs
about the same as atop- price disc, and the 400
pages you get last much longer.) It's along time
since Iread any similar books on composer's
lives and it struck me that among music lovers
such titles seem to be rather out of fashion these
days, not to mention the music of Vaughan
Williams, while books on technical analysis are
definitely in. Perhaps the main reason for this is
to be found in the attitude of modern composers
to their creations and to their audience, for it
seems to me that two opposing attitudes to
music may be summed up as art- for- art's- sake

appeals to the open-minded listener even more
upon closer inspection. Probably it will always
be unpopular among self-styled intellectuals
and those who live by analysis alone; not
because it defies analysis ( though such work is
not as clean-cut as in late Webern or Stravinsky)
but because cutting people up is not always the
best way to get to know them.
But let me close the circle and suggest that the
reason for the overwhelming interest in analysis
as the only tool of present-day musical appreciation, is that although it stems from the art-forart's-saker's attitude, it was actually fostered by
the art- for- the- people brigade. It was they who
began to bring music to the man on the Clapham
omnibus, awakened his thirst for knowledge
about it, and have ultimately made it impossible
for some music lovers to listen to music without
being fully genned-up in advance. It must be
very difficult for a sleeve note writer to find
anything original to write about a Beethoven
Symphony—but who needs aprogramme note
on the back of every record sleeve? Those who
understand music best are not those who only

regular reports of the activities of those groups
which do not wish to make formal affiliation.
Shared experience has proved itself of considerable value.
The basic idea of all the Talking Newpaper
groups is the transfer of news and general
feature material in local newspapers on to
cassette tapes, which are then mailed, in most
cases weekly, to all locally resident blind
persons. The service provides opportunities for
large numbers of people to offer community
service who might not otherwise get involved:
readers, editors, recordists, tape duplicating
technicians, administrative assistants. Visually
handicapped enthusiasts are themselves involved in many groups. Organisations such as
Rotary Clubs, Round Tables and the Lions
frequently raise enough money to purchase the
equipment needed to set up a service, but in
most cases the individual tape newspaper
groups do their own fund-raising after that.
Most of them managed to increase their income

and art- for- people's- sake.
last year.
Provided groups handle the formalities corOf course the two attitudes are not necessarily
rectly to ensure charitable status, they are able to
mutually exclusive; but, as in so many things,
write about it, but the composers and perfortake advantage of aspecial postal concession,
the fine balance is rarely achieved at any given
mers who live with it, and some of them
so that they avoid the expense of posting the
time. If in the. time of Mozart and Haydn there
communicate much more efficiently. So, if you
cassettes. Taking the country as a whole, it is
were concert- goers who talked all through the
must read about music, turn back to the lives of
estimated that about 20,000 blind people listen
performance, it would also appear that most of
your favourite composers and forget all about
to talking newspapers every week.
those who did listen hard were able to follow the
the second subject being in the flattened subThere is plenty of scope for further expansion
technical nuances of the compositional process
mediant minor.
of the service. Since the beginning of this year,
just as well as the spectators at acricket match
for example, the Ealing group, which has long
today can follow the progress of the game.
produced a talking newspaper in English, has
Present-day audiences usually choose and pay
Douglas Brown begun to produce afortnightly cassette in Hindi,
to attend concerts, and thus generally make an
and this is being made available nationally. In
effort to listen attentively to the music. However,
the North-East another group has begun apilot
probably only afew can follow the technicalities
project to read extracts from the national
of a new work at a first hearing and most are
Sunday newspapers onto tape, and this may
merely catching whatever they can, while for
N THIS International Year of the Disabled,
well lead to anew service to the blind throughthe majority, listening to new music must be like
tape recording amateurs are among those
watching astrange game without knowing the
out the country.
who are dedicated to aspecial effort to improve
The officers of the Association are very consrules. The art- for- arts sake philosophy of comthe services which they are already rendering.
cious of the fact that there is now aplethora of
position tends to generate rules which are so
These amateurs work through several different
complicated that few can remember or absorb
material available on tape which would have
organisations, but one of the most widespread
special interest or value to .the visually and
them; whereas the danger with the art- for- theand active is the Talking Newpaper Association
physically handicapped, but that there is no one
people attitude is that not only are the rules
of the U.K.
source from which information can be obtained.
made too simple, but the number of possible
Already there are over 300 local groups afpermutations of moves is extremely restricted.
'Some sort of Resource Centre is needed,' Cyril
filiated to the Association; last year the number
Cocks, the secretary of the national Association
For these reasons, one can point neither to the
of members increased by about a quarter, detold me. 'We are looking at ways in which this
music of Boulez nor to that of Michel Legrand as
spite some new problems thrown up by the
might be achieved and we are hoping that we
being likely to communicate much to the
recession. And it is known that quite a few
might be able to come up with asuitable project
present generation, taken as awhole.
groups operate effectively without actually afIam reminded of all this because Vaughan
this year'.
filiating. The national Association's objectives
The annual conference of the Talking
Williams was definitely an art- for- the- People
for 1981 include a special drive to create
Newspaper Association will be held in Reading
type of person, most of the time deliberately
more groups in the North-East, particularly
in June. It would be appropriate if, in this
choosing astyle which communicates without
Northumberland, Durham and North Yorkshire,
designated Year of the Disabled, it was then able
difficulty and also generally involving himself in
where the service is not as freely available as
to report anew surge of enthusiasm for its work.
practical music- making at all levels—astyle of
elsewhere in the country. To this end, asuccessAny readers who feel inclined to get involved
composer in which we are sorely lacking in
ful group operating in Harrogate is calling a
should contact Mr Cyril Cocks, the secretary, at
1981. What then does it matter if his music is not
North-East conference in May. The national
130 Chester Road, Watford WD1 7DJ.
violently avant-garde? It is demonstrably aproAssociation also hopes it may arrange to have
duct of 20th Century musical thinking and
happy with the idea, just yet, of
time as the Russian cellist's conof Bach ( the Tureck influence no
presenting the Bach suites—a deGramophde continued
certo
cycle
of
nine
concerts
at
the
doubt)
and
discs
of
Fauré,
cision
reflected almost threeFestival Hall—not altogether a
Daniel Varsano
Schumann
and
Liszt.
Daniel
quarters of a century ago by the
coincidence, surely. Reflecting on
twenty-five year old Casals. ' Ihave
This month sees the release here of Varsano has an exclusive recording
Rostropovich's unique influence
contract
with
CBS.
played some of them once or twice,
the debut recital on record of the
on other cellists—on technical
but I've rather steered away from
young
French
pianist
Daniel
matters alone—Julian cited the reSamuel Barber
them because Ifeel of all the cello
Varsano ( see reviews)--an album
cording with Rozhdestvensky of
repertoire they are the absolute
devoted to the music of Eric Satie. The American composer Samuel
Tchaikovsky's Rococo Variations.
peak, and Ithink that people tend to
Varsano was born in 1954 and Barber died in New York in January
'You know how he takes that Finale
tackle them too early—though Ido
learnt with Piere Sancan in France after a long illness. A full obituary
at a terrific lick. Well until then,
play them at home. Idon't feel as
before moving to Los Angeles will appear in this column next
cellists usually made it acomparastrongly about any other piece of
where, through aBach competition, month
tively stately affair. Now a rather
the repertoire. I'll introduce them
he met and subsequently studied
well known cellist—I'm talking
slowly. In fact I've recently bought a
with Rosalyn Tureck. Enthusiastic
purely
techhically
now,
not
Interview from p.79
new cello—very significant for me,
reviews after his debut in France in
musically—has recorded it twice,
and wonder—and look at all the
and a tremendous wrench, as I've
1974 were followed by concert
pre- and post- Rostropovich. And
played on my present one for six
tours of Japan, Spain, the Caribbean pieces he's had written for him.
now
he's
as
fast
as
Rostropovich!'
years. But this one really does have
and the USA. The Satie disc won a Shostakovich, Britten, Prokofiev,
Notwithstanding the three solo
solo quality, a potential concerto
Grand Prix award from the French Khachaturian and so on. That must
suites of Britten, which now occupy
be a record'. Julian's decision to
personality which I'm looking forAcademy of Records last year, and
aprominent place in his repertoire,
become professional occurred in
ward to tackling very much.'
future recording projects include
Julian Lloyd Webber feels less
his mid- teens, at about the same
the Two and Three- Part Inventions
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Peter Gammond

LOOKING
BACK
Twell as sadness as we plunge into a new
HERE IS always asense of vulnerability as

year of tussle and hustle without the sustaining
presence of old friends and colleagues. Iwas
particularly thinking of John Culshaw as I
listened to one of his last recordings—Puccini's
short opera Le Villi (Chandos ABR1019). There
is little need for me to add to the wide and
sincere praise that has been given to his
achievement and character. Ilast worked with
him, having been acolleague at Decca for many
years, on a BBC programme on the record
industry compiled by Peter Clayton, just before
his death. He was his usual bright and communicative self. The Puccini recording is not
one of his greatest achievements, lacking the
means that he had at his disposal in the great
Decca days, but it is still arecording into which
he managed to instil his personality and taste,
with effective production touches adding to a
performance of finesse and quality. It is a
pleasant work showing early originality and
should be added to any Puccini collection.
In ayear which was partially devoted to the
revival of Offenbach, ending in the lavish production of The Tales of Hoffmann at Covent
Garden, by association the general situation
with regard to operetta came into many discussions. On several occasions the subject of
the Spanish zarzuela was touched upon. Having
recently had need to listen to some of these I
was moved to wonder, as Ialways am on
renewal of acquaintance, at the general lack of
appreciation of a whole corpus of music that

seems to have everything to offer to those who
enjoy rich, melodic and spirited music. Specifically, Iwas listening to arecording of zarzuela
excerpts by Victoria de Los Angeles ( HMV ASD
2415) and thought it again one of the great
classics of LP recording: one of the most
glorious voices in the world singing some of its
most attractive music. Sadly, not with us now,
but Ihope EMI might consider its reissue; and
in April we review arecord of Placido Domingo
singing some of this delectable music.
Of great historical interest is the recording of
Dargomizhsky's The Stone Guest (HMV
SLS5196), bringing to fight an opera which is
frequently spoken of as being influential in
Russian operatic history but which we can rarely
hear. On LP at last, we can now judge its
importance for ourselves, in spite of the reservations about the actual quality of this issue
expressed by our reviewers. An added attraction, however, is the selection of six arias from
early Russian opera representing works by
Dargomizhsky, Napravnik, Rimsky-Korsakov,
Rubinstein, Serov and Vertovsky. Once again
the LP sidles profitably into obscure realms and
adds to its many services to the collector.
Having greatly enjoyed Aaron Copland's 80th
Birthday Concert ( by kind courtesy of CBS) in
spite of certain noisy distractions in the Festival
Hall's sound system, we must also congratulate
this record company on coming out smartly with
a reissue of the composer's pleasant Short
Symphony and Dance Symphony (CBS
61997). It is largely through the sustained
efforts of CBS that American music is almost as
well- exploited as British; probably part of the
reason for the generous and sincere welcome
that a sold- out house gave to the veteran
composer. Mind you, he deserved it for the
remarkably agility he exhibited both as conductor and tireless host afterwards. The Piano
Music of Samuel Barber is also profitably ex-

plored on avaluable issue ( Hyperion A66016)
which has just appeared.
If ever Iam asked to mention acomposer of
the past who seems unduly neglected, Itend to
think of Boccherini. His music does appear
sporadically but never stays around for long—
yet, when it comes, it is always praised and
enjoyed. Well, perhaps it does lack the depth
and impact of Haydn or Mozart, but Iwonder, if
it were allowed to have its proper impact, as
recently Haydn has been, whether we would not
need to make agenerous re- assessment of this
prolific composer. A modest opportunity comes
with the issue of four Guitar Quintets ( Philips
9500 621) which are certainly full of charming
music. A question mark hangs, in my mind, over
so many recordings of string chamber- music;
namely, why so many recording engineers are
shy of giving us afull tone, the sort of sound they
would unhesitatingly give to a more popularly
slanted recording. An example of how impressive and effective such arecording can be is to
be found in the reissue of a Haydn Guitar
Quartet ( with music by Straube) with John
Williams and a group of distinguished players
(CBS 61842). Dated 1971, this is aremarkably
satisfying recording of the kind that Iam always
asking for; full-bodied and none of the scrawny
string sound we so often get.
Having enjoyed the company of Jean-Pierre
Rampal last year at Montreux, Ihave doubly
enjoyed recent releases of his: none more than
his first jazz- slanted recording with Claude
Bolling in the pianist's Suite for Flute and Jazz
Piano ( CBS 73900). Ifind it atotally convincing
partnership of jazz and classical elements, although I know that the diehards will think
otherwise. But if you want a bit of unusual
music to try ( that doesn't, however, move into
the intellectual spheres of so much modern
music), give this a hearing. It happens to be
superbly played and engineered as well.

The Howland-West MINIFONE
hits the right note!

An ultra lightweight headphone giving
superb reproduction at an ultra
lightweight price.
Weighing under 2oz. and selling at
around £ 10, the Minifone is the latest
addition to Howland-West's
specialised range of headphones.
The Minifone is supplied with a
FREE adaptor so that it can be used in "
both miniature and standard jacks. You
can therefore enjoy listening to the latest
portable cassette machines and radio
cassettes as well as sophisticated hi-fi
systems.
If you want fantastic value for money,
see the Howland-West range of
headphones at your local dealer or write
for free literature.
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Angela Brownridge: Barber Piano Music
Bartok Concertos 2/3: Ashkenazy/Solti
Ashkenazy's Beethoven Piano Sonatas
Double- starred Beethoven/Brahms trios
Chopin/Schumann: Rostropovich/Argerich
Perlman plays Kreisler volume 5
Schumann oboe/piano: Holliger/Brendel
Digital Verdi Falstaff from Karajan
David Sanger's crisp Vierne organ music
Caballé sings Spanish Songs

RECORD PRICES ( EMI; DECCA; PHILIPS; DG; CBS; RCA)
This chart is provided as an approximate index to prices readers may ordinarily expect to find in retail shops
(very rough guide: ' Full' £5.00, ' Mid' £ 3.50, ' Low' £2.00). Where prices are given with réviews, these are
manufacturers' Recommended Retail or Ordinary List prices.
FULL PRICE
SAN, AS D. EM D, CS D; SXL, SXDL, SET, ZRG, DSLO, HEAD, AG; 9500; 2530, 2531, 2533; 35/72/73/76000; RL
MID PRICE
ESD, SXLP, HQS/M, HLM, ESDW(2), SXDW(2); SDD, GOS, 2K, SOL: 9502; 2542; 61000; RL
LOW PRICE
SPA, DPA(2), ECS, OLS, TVS; 6570, 6833; 2535, 2538, 2547, 2548; 30000; GL
J. S. BACH: Magnificat ( BWV 243 in D with
Christmas Interpolations in D from BWV 243a,
transp. Durr)
Arleen Auger IAnn Murray IHelen Watts IAdalbert
Kraus I Ph/hipe Hutton/ocher I Gâchinger Kantorei
Stuttgart/ Bach-Collegium Stuttgart IHelmuth Rutting
CBS 78884
There is amuch older recording from Helmuth Rilling
with the same orchestra and adifferent Stuttgart choir
on Turnabout NS 34173. There, Buxtehude's setting
(or that attributed to him) is also to be found on the
disc; but what we lose in quantity, we certainly gain in
quality of recorded presence here. It is also adelight to
encounter yet another recording featuring Helen Watts
in Bach's Magnificat; no regrets need be felt that she is
featured on four or five rival recordings.
Rilling's conducting has changed over the years. The
old recording ( which also includes the four Christmas
Interpolations in Bârenreiter's anti- authentic transpositions) is much less clearly characterised, the approach less involved and more cleanly athletic. The
new interpretation is much more emotional, but also
more emotive and more dramatically presented; the
closest interpretation on disc is that of Corboz, whose
ensemble is also Swiss.
For me, either extreme is incorrect. The Magnificat
(especially its Christmas version) is liturgical music
from an age when secular, as well as philosophical,
activity centred around the church. This was no dramatic Passion- music, but asong of faith, the battle- hymn
of the Word about to be made flesh. Bach's music
portrays it ideally; it is neither too detached and remote
nor too close and emotional, and despite several brave
attempts, its quality has yet to be really well captured
on a record. In the meantime, Helmuth Rilling's two

RECORD FAULTS
'Recording' ratings should be taken to refer to recorded quality, but do not take account of individual
pressing faults encountered with our test samples.
Readers may assume that a certain proportion of
such variable faults will occur among commercial
pressings.

PRICES
Owing to the large range of discount prices now
available on records, some of the major companies are
abolishing aretail price structure. We will continue to
quote 'retail' prices where supplied to us, but would
otherwise refer readers to the box above, which relates
price to label prefixes.

accounts give us plenty of food for thought. The
recording suits the style of the performance here
admirably, and German CBS are to be congratulated.
[A: 1/2]
Stephen Daw
BARBER: Piano Music: Four Excursions, Op. 20
( Homage to John Field), Op. 33 C
Ballade, Op. 46 D Sonata, Op. 26
Angela Brownridge (pno)
Hyperion A66016 (£ 3.99 till 31.3.81, then £ 4.99)
(Lugton's/Linicorn)

DNocturne

The most impressive thing about this record is the
artistry of Angela Brownridge, the second the actual
quality of the music. All Barber's music for solo piano is
here, and the pianist's understanding of its diversity
and affection for it are evident in every bar she plays.
The Excursions, Isuppose, will make the most immediate impact since all four pieces have their roots in
popular American idioms, though it is fascinating to
see how the composer develops them and makes of
them something wholly individual without destroying
their essential characteristics. The two shorter pieces,
Nocturne and Ballade, which complete the first side,
are virtuoso essays in small forms and explore 19th
century vehicles in terms of a 20th century language
which thoroughly understands the grammar and
syntax of the past. But it is the Sonata which best distils
Barber's keyboard personality and displays it with
music that makes heavy demands on the interpreter.
Miss Brownridge is fully aware of the challenges and
triumphs magnificently over them; more than that, her
affinity with the music ensures areading of the highest
integrity. The recording, one of the first batch of
releases on Ted Perty's new Hyperion label, captures
the brilliance of the performances in lifelike fashion,

INFORMATION
STEREO, MONO, QUADRAPHONIC
and STEREO TRANSCRIPTION
Any record reviewed in this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless Its number is
accompanied by:
(monophonic)
1/I ( stereo transciiption)
0 (quadraphonic: stereo compatible)
ID refers to a UK reissue
Compatible () records are reviewed as 'stereo'.
Cassettes are Dolby unless otherwise stated.
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and engineer and producer must share in the unqualified success of the venture. [
A: 1*]
Kenneth Dommett
[A full obituary of Samuel Barber ( d. late Jan uary) will
appear in next month's 'Gramophile'—Records Ed.]
BARTOK: Concerto
Pictures Dui()
VPO IMaazel
DG 2531 269

for

Orchestra

CI

Two

The already strongly competitive field devoted to this
most popular of Bartok's orchestral works is enhanced
by this new arrival. Maazel keeps very close to Bartok's
times for all but the last movement which is, by
comparison, on the slow side—suggesting that the
composer really wanted amore uninhibited approach
to the presto parts of the movement than this conductor
or most of his rivals achieve. With this minor caveat
goes the slightly more important one that though tempi
Ire generally right. Maazel holds the emotional content
3f the faster movements on a tighter rein than it
deserves. In the slower sections and especially in the
entire ' Elegia', however, he produces aperformance of
near- magical quality. The spectral opening, so reminiscent of Duke Bluebeard's Castle, almost makes
the hair stand on end with excitement, and the tension
is sustained right through. The recording is less searching than RCA's recent digital Ormandy version and less
superficially polished than EMI's 1975 Karajan performance with the same orchestra as Maazel's. Boulez—
rather cool—and Solti's exciting but now rather
ageing Decca version, are worthy of attention. The
latter, like Mehta also on Decca, and Maazel here, find
space for another work. The Two Pictures (
or Images)
have been recorded by lnbal and Dorati. They are not
the most exciting of Bartok's miniatures, and Maazel
does not succeed in making more of them than the
others. Solti's choice of the Dance Suite is much better.
DG's sound spectrum in both works is realistic and well
balanced throughout the range, and extremely good at
the fugitive detail where strings, harp and woodwind
are involved. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
BARTOK: Piano Concerto 20 Piano Concerto 3
Vladimir Ashketiazy (pno) ILPO ISo/ti
Decca SXL 6937
This is the only recording outside complete sets whicti
now offers these two concertos, and amagnificent one
it is. This, Ibelieve, is Ashkenazy's first recording of
Bartok, and he reveals himself to be a master of the
idiom. In this, of course, he is aided by the distinguished Anglo- Hungarian Bartok interpreter, Sir
Georg Solti, whose appreciation of the nuances of
Bartok's music is second to none and for whom the
LPO play as well as they have ever done. Happily
Decca have captured these two performances in recordings of natural brilliance and warmth. The balance
between wind and piano in the difficult first movement
of No. 2 is very well managed—not perhaps quite so
clearly as in the Pollini- Abbado DG recording which
must remain neck- and- neck favourite in this particular
work—and very lifelike. Throughout both concertos
the balance between soloist and orchestra is very
skilful—the slow movement of No.3 is especially good
with its spectral string tremolos—and Ashkenazy's
virtuosity is breath- taking. There really is not much to
be gained by inviting comparison. with other recordings. The Anda-Fricsay is good but now quite old, and
the Bishop- Kovacevich/Colin Davis performances on
Philips, now available in acomplete set, sound rather
dull and certainly not as well recorded by comparison
with this one. [A/A*: 11r]
Kenneth Dommett

RECORD RATINGS
Record Ratings are designed to summarise our
critics' findings, but should preferably be noted in
conjunction with the full reports—and taken as a
guide only.
Recording
A
D
H

Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical
(pre- LP)

Performance
2
3
4
H (
or 1, 2, 3, 4
as appropriate)

Occasionally arecord may be worthy of special mention, taking it beyond the ' very good' bracket. In such
superlative cases a star is added to the letter or
figure as appropriate: eg, B: 1*, A.: 2 or (
exceptionally) A*: 1*. ,,9c HiFi News & Record Review.
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BEETHOVEN: Septet Op.20
ASM Chamber Ensemble: lona Brown ( On) IStephen
Shingles ( via) IDenis Vigat ( vIc) IRaymond Koster ( dbss) IAnthony Pay ( ch) I Timothy Brown (hin) I
Martin Gatt ( bsn)
Philips 9500 873
By now, anew chamber issue from Philips leads one to
expect riches with confidence which is amply justified
with this one. Beethoven's septet is an early work. With
hindsight one can see in the marvellous Andante
cantabile a hint of things to come; otherwise the
influence of Haydn and Mozart is perhaps more
apparent than the mature Beethoven. This work is pure
joy: asmall orchestra deployed to masterly effect. It
should sound effortless—and does here—and calls for
nothing more than sympathetic enjoyment from the
listener. Everything here makes that easy.
To begin with, we have some truly superb playing,
and superb ensemble playing: apart from the odd solo,
this is not ashow-off piece, and the Academy players
present it as aperfectly- balanced group, making music
together for pleasure: the essence of chamber- music.
But there is more: arecording which does justice to the
work and its performers. It has just the right amount of
'air' round it, and the balance is exact. We might
perhaps hear alittle more of the bass instruments, but,
listening, one feels that that might have upset the
balance. Separation is excellent; the individual instruments are perfectly caught, with asweet and beautiful
string tone with no trace of acid. The nearest
approachl have to criticism is that everything is ashade
too bland: there is much bounce and jollity in this work,
and it isn't brought out as it might be. If you disagree
with me Ishall not argue: this is avery lovely issue.
[A*/A:1]
Peter Turner
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata 18 in E, op. 31 No.
3. '
The Hunt 'D 14 in c,•:, op. 27 No.2, ' Moonlight'
in a ' Für Elise'
Bella Davidovich (pno)
Philips 9500 665

bBagatelle

The Russian- born pianist Bella Davidovich has few
performances in the current' catalogue and if the
performances under review are typical then it is asad
lacuna, for these are technically assured, interpretatively mature performances, free from any ostentation
or idiosyncracies. The op. 31 sonata 'The Hunt' ( dating
from the same year as the 2nd Symphony) is given a
clean-cut interpretation, avoiding any hint of massiveness, and stressing the debt which Beethoven still
owed to Haydn. The Scherzo here has just the right
amount of skittishness and humour, and the exquisite
Menuetto shows Bella Davidovich's rich tone qualities
to good advantage. Her Moonlight too fares so much
better than the version by lnger Sddergren ( CAL 1683,
see reviews next month). The Russian's first moment is
intense yet undemonstrative, separating the three
strands through tone colour rather than through articulation, and selecting amiddle-of-the-road tempo. Her
Allegretto second movement is almost Schubertian in
its suavity and although the final Presto does not lack
impulsion—it certainly coheres so much more than
Sifidergren's—she is not so vigorous in her dynamism
as pianists like Kempff and Barenboim. The performance of Für Elise would gladden the heart of any
piano teacher in the country.
The Philips piano sound is firm and well rounded,
with the instrument positioned well forward. There is
good clarity and, by and large, an authentic resonance;
my only reservation is the slight 'plumminess' in the
lower registers, most evident in fast passage work. But
overall still very respectable despite this. [
A/B: 1/2]
Roger Bowen
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata 22in F, Op. 54 b24
In Ft Op. 78 0 25 in G, Op. 790 27 in e, Op. 90
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno)
Decca 8XL 8962
Following his recording of Sonatas Nos. 4, 9, and 10
on SXL 6961 ( reviewed HFNIRR December 1980)
Ashkenazy again turns his attention so some of the less
well-known of the Beethoven sonatas. Interestingly, all
of them, with the exception of the G major, are in two
movements only, aformal feature which much interested Beethoven from about 1804 onwards—his last
sonata, the immense C minor Op. 111, is a two
movement work. Ashkenazy gives scrupulously careful
readings of all the sonatas—not only are the details
meticulous, but the overall formal schemes work so
well; the underlying pulse and drive never falter,
climaxes are judged for their impact on the whole
movement, and no passage—however appealing—is
allowed to detract from the large-scale organisation.
This may all sound too rigorous, but under Ashkenazy's
control there are some marvellous moments, some
superb sonorities, and some startlingly clear and precise contrapuntal playing—and all so thoughtfully
combined. The little Fmajor, placed as it is, chronologi86

cally between the Appassionata and the Waldstein, is a
gem and Ashkenazy certainly points the resemblances
between it and its neighbours, but as with all these
sonatas, he never overtly overburdens it with emotion
or dramatic effects—the power is subtly hinted at.
The piano sound is good with a commendable
response in the lower register, though the upper
frequencies are slightly attenuated. The acoustic is
warm with a realistic amount of reverberance which
allows for clear passagework and comfortable changes
of dynamic level, however sudden. Placing is forward
and the pressing is good too. [
A: 1*]
Roger Bowen
BEETHOVEN:TrioinBb0p.11 / BRAHMS: Trio
in a Op. 114
George Pieterson ( ch) with members of the Beaux Arts
Trio: Menahem Pressler (pno) IBernard Greenhouse
(v/c)
Philips 9500 670
Yet another issue in the best Philips manner! Here we
have early Beethoven and late Brahms, the former
notable for some of those cunning variations which
Beethoven so loved, and produced so incomparably;
the latter for Brahms' expected richness of melody,
coupled with his latter preoccupation with musical
architecture, but so well integrated that it never predominates or obscures the enchanting passage of the
work.
The Brahms, in particular, is distinguished by the
total integration of the three instruments. It requires to
be played with a very selfless acceptance of the
equality of the three; and that is exactly what we get
here—to an extent which Icannot recall having heard
previously. All three performers are master virtuosi; this
version is almost like listening to one. Ifound both
works totally absorbing, and ended with a profound
gratitude for such wonderful music. All lovers of
chamber- music should hear this—and, perhaps more
so, those who think they aren't.
In the great Philips tradition—for that is what it is
becoming—the recording rises to the occasion. The
balance is splendid, with asonorous, full sound which
somehow does not need to sacrifice the piano. There is
no hint of tinkering as the work proceeds. Throughout,
the instruments are magically separated, and the stereo
depth is exceptional. Here's one for your demonstration short-list; don't miss it. [
A*: 1*]
Peter Turner
BLAKE: Violin Concerto bIn Praise Of Krishna
lona Brown ( V/fl) IPO IDel Mar
Teresa Cahill (sop) INorthern Sinfonia IBlake
Argo ZRG 922
It has been anumber of years since any work by David
Blake has been generally available on disc, and the
record reviewed here required financial assistance from
the Arts Council for its production. Blake, being of the
same generation as Maxwell Davies, Birtwistle, Maw
and Crosse, could not be termed ayoung composer nor
could his style be thought of now as avant-garde, but
some misconception of his music as being academic or
difficult may have deterred more extensive recording of
his works in the past. This record should help to correct
that misconception because, although some of his
pieces do have a hard edge to them, both the works
coupled here are in his more overtly appealing vein. The
Violin Concerto, dedicated to the soloist on this disc,
was commissioned by the BBC for their 1976 Proms
season. lona Brown and the Phil harmonia bring off the
work with deft artistry and Norman Del Mar expertly
balances the performance with his customary ( but
often underrated) flair.
In Praise of Krishna is asubtle, sensuous work, in
which translations of Bengali love lyrics recount the
taffeta emotions of agirl possessed by the lascivious
Krishna. Teresa Cahj11 is for the most part exemplary as
soloist in this work, although occasionally she adopts a
hard tonal quality that sounds too mature for the
emotions expressed in the lyrics. The Northern Si nfonia
players, directed by the composer, provide a wellbalanced accompaniment with adextrous rendition of
the important part for flute.
Ithink that, as with the Concerto, the coolness of the
overall effect is probably caused by the acoustic, the
recorded sound being too reverberant and distant for
the warm expressiveness of these pieces. Apart from
this, the recording has sufficient detail to allow the
works to be heard at their best. [ B: 1]
Doug Hammond
BLISS: Five Dances from ' Checkmate' /
RUBBRA: Symphony 5 in B Op. 63
WASO IMSO / Scheinzeler
Chandos AB R1018 (£ 5.50) ( Lugton's / H. R. Taylor)
Although some of the suites of dances extracted from
Bliss' ballet Checkmate can be unconvincing, the set
presented here ( comprised of the Dance of the Four
Knights the Entry of the Black Queen, The Red

Knight's Mazurka, the Ceremony of the Red Bishops,
and the Finale) works fairly well despite inevitably
failing to convey the cumulative impact of the ballet as
awhole. This performance from the W. Australian SO is
not altogether committed and the bright virtuosity of
Bliss' scoring suffers on occasions from poor ensemble
in the upper strings and some loose intonation when
aloft in fast passagework.
It is the more substantial work on this record,
Rubbra's Symphony 5, that receives the better, more
committed performance. The sinuous grandeur of the
Adagio that opens the first movement is solidly conveyed and the subsequent lightness of the scherzo- like
second movement provides good contrast. The third
and fourth movements, played withput a break, are
spoilt only by some flat tuning at the close of the work.
A touch of wow unfortunately creeps in here to
compound the unpleasantness. At times, also, the
strings of the Melbourne SO share to alesser degree
the same intonation problems as their W. Austrailian
counterparts. The generally good recording of the
Rubbra is marred somewhat by ahollow reverberation
that is most noticeable when the trumpets are playing
relatively unsupported by the rest of the orchestra. This
is not too distracting, but is sufficient to blur the stereo
placing of these instruments. Both works feel alittle
closed- in by the acoustic provided for them, but
otherwise are well enough recorded for the listener's
attention to be concentrated on the music rather than
on what the engineers have done. [
B/C: 1/3]
Doug Hammond
CHERUBINI: Requiem inc
ORF SO & Chorus ( CM: Gottfried Preinfalk) IGardelli
Philips 9500 715
Whereas Cherubini% D minor Requiem is usually on
record, this new issue fills a gap of some fifteen
years' duration—the last recording, also on Philips,
appeared in 1960. The C minor is alate work, written,
after Cherubini had officially retired, to commemorate
the death of Louis XVI. Unlike its successor, the present
Requiem is scored for full SATB chorus, although solo
voices are once again absent; this, together with the
absence of flute in the orchestral texture, makes for a
predominantly sombre feeling. It is clear why
Beethoven so admired this solemn, powerful setting.
The opening Kyrie is especially impressive and atmospheric, its climax rising to asingle fl among dynamic
markings which otherwise never exceed piano. Impressive, too, is the Dies free, which, after acommanding brass unison and astroke of the gong ( the single
'operatic' gesture throughout the work; not for
Cherubini the charge often levelled at Verdi) creates a
frisson of expectancy with racing, pp tremolando string
writing which builds to afine choral climax. The setting
of Lacrymosa dies illa is also darkly dramatic in its
stealthy tread and wide-ranging modulations—can
Cherubini have had in mind Mozart's Lacrymosa
setting of the Requiem, completed by Sussmayr from
the opening nine bars some sixty years previously? The
violin accompaniment certainly suggests as much.
The performance is an adequate one; not outstandingly imaginative or responsive to Cherubini's often
subtly illustrative settings, but well enough played and
sung. To be fair, however, the blanketed recording
scarcely helps. There is little impact, and instrumental
detail is often masked by the thick, woolly choral
sound—everything sounds so far away, although a
drastic treble increase brings some focus to the sound.
Still, faut de mieux, aworthwhile, if expensive issue.
[C/D: 2/3]
Andrew Keener
CHOPIN: Cello Sonata in g, Op.65 I Polonaise
brillante in C. Op. 3 / SCHUMANN: Adagio and
Allegro in Av, Op. 70
Mstislav Rostropovich ( v/c) IMartha Argerich (pno)
DG 2531 201

Strange that of the number of distinguished cellists
who have recorded Chopin's Sonata (among them
Fournier, Navarra, du Pré, Starker and Tortelier), so few
have remained in the catalogue. Curious too that a
completely satisfactory account has tended to elude
such an attractive piece, full of memorable ideas. Of the
cellists mentioned above, du Pré's restrained, lyrical
performance (ASD 2851, now deleted) has always
seemed to me the most successful of all, while
Tortelier's recording (ASD 2587) presents an uncharacteristically weak profile, an uneasy nervousness
of expression. Played straight after the newcomer, both
versions are apt to sound positively undervitalised; for
sheer attack and grand, impulsive gesture these new
performances are in aclass of their own. Although both
Argerich and Ciccolini ( with Tortelier) offer avirtuoso's
approach to Chopin's piano writing, Argerich%
stronger motivation of energy is apparent at almost any
point. For the difference in a nutshell, listen to the
pervasive semiquaver chords at the end of the first
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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movement exposition ( the repeat is observed, with a
perceptibly deeper intimacy in the opening from
Rostropovich the second time around); with Ciccolini
the passsage is muscular and brilliant, whereas
Argerich's response to the printed crescendo adds an
altogether more telling surge of feeling. Rostropovich
and Argerich also offer awider fluctuation of tempi, a
quicker, more extreme response to dynamics than
previous duos. Speeds are occasionally pressed forward almost to the limits of possibility (except, of
course, that these players have little trouble with the
notes), and Ican imagine many raised eyebrows at the
fantastic lick adopted for the Finale coda. Yet so daring
and spontaneous is the result, so confident does one
feel in the grip of such artistic and technical assurance,
that few, Isuspect, will find it easy to resist. And it
would be a hard heart which failed to respond to
Rostropovich's remote pianissimo for the last appearance of that glorious D major tune just before the
Scherzo reprise.
Only in the Schumann—a fiery, intensely poetic
account—did I wonder whether the return to the
Adagio tempo in the middle of the Allegro was not a
shade abrupt. Otherwise, by now, Itrust my response
to this disc is clearl Here are two formidably individual
musicians fiercely engaged in each other's artistic
personality. The recording is as tonally generous as the
playing, with agood balance and remarkably true cello
reproduction. The discernible LF thumps at moments
of heightened drama must be noted, although Isoon
forgot them. [
A*/A: 1*1
Andrew Keener

The recording has a good quota of blessings. It
manages to squeeze over 30 minutes of playing time
onto each side and does so without distorting the
quality of the sound ( as evidenced by how well the
men sound—and how clear are the limitations of the
orchestra). The price has to be paid, however, and there
is some noticable pre- echo imposed by close groove
spacing. So, awelcome to Decca for enterprise. Their
. 'stars' do shine ( and will sell), but no special accolades
for the total product. [
B/C: 1/3]
Benedict Sarnaker

JOHN DANYEL: Lute Songs, 1606
Consort of Musicke
Oiseau-Lyre DSLO 568
John Danyel was employed as music- master to aMiss
Anne Grene, for whom he conceived a lively admiration—to put it no more strongly. For her, he wrote a
series of songs in which she, disguised as Daphne,
repels him, disguised as Apollo, with utter constancy.
The lyrics are mainly by Danyel himself; but there are at
least two by his brother Samuel—better known as a
poet than he.
To describe these songs as delightful is an understatement: many of them are exquisite, and one hopes
that: Mistress Genie was duly appreciative: few young
ladies have been so serenaded. As performed here, a
male voice alternates with a female one, until the last
two songs are reached; these are rendered by an
ensemble. The accompaniment throughout is by lute
and viol—again until the end, when a second viol is
introduced. Another version ( 1979) by the London
Music Players under Martin Cole adopts a different
vocal and instrumental scheme (Aurora AUR 7001).
On the whole Ifind this present version preferable, but
the other is well worth comparison, as the judgement is
difficult. The earlier recording does not, for example,
include Miss Emma Kirkby ( partnered here by Martyn
Hill, John York Skinner and David Thomas).
Both versions, in my opinion, tend to push the
accompaniment too far into the backgtou nd—which is
apity as it is of great musical interest. The voices here
are excellently rendered, besides being beautifully and
appropriately used. Miss Kirkby, as always, sings
divinely; but one can hardly say less of her colleagues—
notably Martyn Hill. This was a marvellous period of
English music, and issues like this make one value it the
more. [
A: 1]
Peter Turner
DONIZETT I : Requiem
Luciano Pavarotti ( ten) IRenato Bruson ( bar) IViorica
Cortez ( con) IPaolo Washington (bass) I Orchestra
and Chorus of Ente Lirico Arena di Verona IFackler
Decca SD° 566
Donizetti ( like many a professional composer of his
time) put his hand to any work which came his way.
Thus he left alarge number of religious works. This is
the only one of three Requiem settings that seems to
have survived. It was written in 1835 in memory of
Vincenzo Bellini, but was not performed during its
composer's lifetime. It proves to be a rather mixed
achievement. There are some very fine settings ( such
as the Lacrymosa or the Lux Aeterna), but there are also
some quite dreary numbers ( not least the whole of the
opening section). Its value is that of filling- out our view
of a major composer—and an excuse to display fine
voices. The latter it does ( though the real enthusiasts
will complain that there are too few solos). In finest
voice is Renato Bruson, and Luciano Pavarotti comes
very close ( if singing with less intensity and commitment). Viorica Cortez (with part of one number) has
very little to do—and does it with too much vibrato.
Paolo Washington sounds good, but also lacks much
occupation. The Orchestra and Chorus ( borrowed
from the Summer Operatic Season in in Verona) leave
rather alot to be desired in tone, phrasing and rhythm—
for which the conducting of Gerhard Facker can ( in
large measure) be blamed.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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FRANCK: Pries in e, Op. 20 D Chorale 1 in E /
LISZT: Fantasia and fugue on '
Ad nos, ad salutarem undam'
Jane Parker- Smith ( org)
HMV ASD 3994 digital ( f540)
The organ chosen for this recording is in the church of
St. Francis de Sales. The specification will be on the
sleeve, which Ihaven't seen, but it is evidently alarge
instrument in a large building. In a very laudable
attempt to let the building speak for itself the microphones appear to have been set fairly well back—well,
but perhaps not wisely in this case, since Miss ParkerSmith, after starting the Liszt at a dignified pace,
subsequently shifts into high gear for the more virtuoso
bits. The adoption of athickish registration completes
the unfortunate drowning of aconsiderable proportion
of Liszt's notes in a general wash of sound. César
Franck fares much better—the Priére is atrifle casual,
perhaps, but the Chorale is very effective.
A digitally- mastered recording loads aconsiderable
dynamic range onto the disc, the softest parts being
rather close to the noise/ambience floor on the test
pressing, but one hopes better on finished copies. The
frequency range also has the improved extension that
digital processing helps to ensure.
Alternative sources of these works are limited—for
the Liszt, Preston may win no races ( Argo, 1967), but
you hear all the notes. [
A/B: 3/11 Trevor Attewell

Thurston, husband of the soloist, Thea King. Since then
Ihave grown in appreciation of those two enchanting
works, and here are two more with Thurston associations: this time chamber works which prove to be, in my
estimation, altogether slighter. The Somervell is in
effect aquintet for four instruments, since for agood
part the clarinet tacet, and is balanced back so as not to
predominate unless playing solo; the Jacob is amore
usual work with a prominent clarinet part. Both are
pleasant, accessible pieces, but so far Ihave not found
them more.
On my copy, there is acertain roughness about the
string tone which seems to be mainly a midrange
effect rather like an incompatibility of tone between
two or more of the instruments. The Jacob, made under
different producers, is better in this and other respects
than the Somervell, with greater separation and clarity.
Both sides suffer, in my environment, from an undue
reticence of the lower strings—as happens far too often
with chamber recordings. The Aeolian Quartet needs
no praise from me, and Miss King is admirable in the
clarinet part. This is avery agreeable issue, but offers
neither astrikingly good recording nor deeply satisfying music. [
IL 1]
Peter Turner

HAYDN: ' Il Mom° di Tobia'
Barbara Hendricks (sop) ILinda Zoghby (sop) IDella
Jones (m-sop) I Philip Langridge ( ten) I Benjamin
Luzon (bass) IBrighton Festival Chorus IRPO IDorati
Deena D 318134 (4 records) ( full price)
Haydn's first oratorio, II ritorno di Tobia, was written in
1775 for one of the grand bi-annual concerts of the
recently- formed Society of Musicians in Vienna, and it
was performed again, with additions and revisions, in
1784—both
times
with
immense
success.
Contemporaries praised it warmly, especially for its
choruses, which were only to be compared with those
of Handel. Especially with the grand additional choral
numbers which Haydn inserted in the middle of each
part in 1784, this is the outstanding feature of the work.
The libretto ( by the brother of Luigi Boccherini) is
a slow- moving, pious, undramatic tale from the
apocryphal Book of Tobit. It presents the composer
with the chance to write aseries of arias on conventional premises, with linking recitatives and expansive
choruses. There is much tone- painting of the kind that
Haydn was learning to perfect; there is much melodic
beauty, especially in the slower numbers; the choral
writing is majestic and at times awe-inspiring; and the
recitatives are fascinating, if undeniably leisurely. In
almost every respect this new Decca recording supercedes the anyway deleted Hungaroton version under
Szekeres which Ireviewed in April 1975. The recording
is close to star quality, with broad yet precise perspectives, silent surfaces, no hint of distortion and wide yet
natural- sounding dynamic range. The soloists are very
fine indeed—unlike their Hungarian rivals, they supply
cadenzas and embellishments as appropriate, as well as
appoggiaturas; not surprisingly, with arias ranging over
21- octaves, there are occasional signs of strain; but
the grand manner is undeniably present. Dorati conjures warm, expressive playing from the RPO, and
Laszlo Heltay's Brighton Festival Chorus excitingly
consolidates its growing reputation. Iwish Dorati had
managed to vary the speed of the recitatives more,
•above all to press on with atouch more urgency—but
oné could argue that his whole approach is of apiece
with Haydn's statuesque yet beautiful score. The leaflet
contains the sung text ( in four languages), and detailed
notes by Robbins Landon based on the relevant
sections of Haydn at Esterhaza. [
A: 1]
Peter Branscombe
JACOB: Quintet for Clarinet and Strings /
SONIERVELL: Quintet for Clarinet and Strings
Thea King ( clt) I Aeolian String Quartet ( Emanuel
Hurwitz, Raymond Keenlyside, Margaret Major, Derek
Simpson)
Hyperion A86011 (£4.99) ( Lugton's / Unicorn)
Recently Ienjoyed reviewing works for clarinet and
orchestra by Stanford and Finzi ( Hyperion A66001),
both closely associated with the late Frederick

KREISLER: Volume 5
ltzhak Perlman ( On) ISamuel Sanders (pno)
HMV ASD 3980 (
f550)
This issue continues a series devoted to pieces by
Kreisler ( often 'in the manner of') or arranged by him.
Chaminade,
Paderewski,
Léhar,
Grainger and
Tchaikovsky: all are here, and none in his more serious
mood. This recital is pure Palm Court, and anyone
contemplating getting it should know that. If that is
your taste, hesitate not; if you prefer Perlman's marvellous talent put to more serious uses, stay away.
It goes without saying that Perlman's facility and
effortless virtuosity enable him to play all these lollipops marvellously; but then he plays everything
marvellously. He enthuses over the romantic trivia he
presents here, and these is always joy to be had in
listening to amaster.
This is avery nice recording: Ihave heard others more
'horsehair' in their immediacy, but the reproduction
here is very natural. The piano plays avery secondary
role for the most part; but in my view it could have been
made rather less reticent and thereby produced abetter
balance. This would also have been fairer to Samuel
Sanders excellent work. This is afine issue if you care
for this kind of recital. [
A: 1*]
Peter Turner
LAVVES: Viol Consort Music
Consort of Music IRooley
Oiseau-Lyre DSLO 560
William Lawes in both his life and music typifies the last
years of the resplendent absolutist court of Charles I.
The great masters of the golden age, Tompkins, Byrd,
Morley, Gibbons, brought instrumental music—the
'entertainment music' 'of the discriminating courtlybourgeois—to new peaks of expressiveness and inspiration. Lawes was one of the few heirs to this tradition,
and his viol consorts attest to the expressive nature of
his personal language. The viol tone of the Consort of
Music is rich and the use of organ continuo adds much
to this sonority. It does, however, smoothen the string
tone and the difference in attack between it and the
viols takes away some of the bite. The Consort opt for a
fairly straightforward approach to these works, adopting quite brisk tempi and avoiding the heavy, emotional
approach. Their dynamics are uniform, without drastic
changes between movements and without large
crescendi and decrescendi. These interpretations contrast with those of Leonhardt on SAWT 9481, recorded
some time ago and using violins instead of viols, where
the emotional tenor is altogether different—very
earnest and passionate. For example, the in nomine
from Suite 3 is far slower in Leonhardt's version and
the passagework around the cantus firmus is more
ponderously expressive, and the plainsong itself far
more obtrusive.
The intimacy of the music has determined the style of
the recording and Oiseau- Lyre have given it the resonance of alarge room gather than that of aconcert hall.
Problems of balance are caused by the organ continuo,
whose resonant bass topples certain passages too
much in its favour. [
B: 1]
Roger Bowen
MENDELSSOHN: Violin Sonata if f, Op. 4 /
SCHUBERT: Violin Sonata in A, Op. Pos. 182,
D.574
Jaap Schrdder ( vIn)1 Christopher Hogvvood (pno)
Oiseau -Lyre DSLO 571
This disc complements the Scheider and Hogwood
recording of Schubert's Sonatas 1, 2 and 3 ( DSLO
565) with the, to my mind, more interesting A major
Sonata of a year later ( 1817). Although other of
Schubert's works for this genre might have provided a
more appropriate coupling than the early Mendelssohn
87
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MARTINU: Kytice ( Bouquet of Flowers) // Double Concert& 0
Parables' // Symphony e 0 lute Sonata' // Rhapsody Concerto' 0 Piano
Sonata' // String Quartet No. r o Greek Passion ( Scenes) 9 : Ariadne
(exc)" : Martini, ( speech)
1. Soloists IPrague Phil. Choir IKuhn Children's Choir ICzech PO IPesek 2. Czech
PO IMacura 3. Czech RSO IKosler 4. Prague SO IBelohlavek 5. Jiri Valek (llt) I
Josef Hala (pno) 6. Lubomir Maly ( via) IPrague SO ISmetacek 7. Frantisek Maly
(pno) 8. Talich Quartet 9. Aloha Mikova (sop) I¡vo Zidek ( ten) IPrague National
Theatre Orch INeumann 10. Nadia Sormova (sop) IPrague National Theatre Orch I
Neumann
Panton 8112 0021, gnu) 0022, 23, 24, 8116 0025 (£ 3.75 each or boxed, with
booklet: f18.75) ( Lugton's / H. R. Taylor)
Martinu's admirers are always eager to advance his cause despite the apparent
reluctance of the public to espouse his music, of which there is agreat deal. It is very
varied in style and the uninitiated may feel that it lacks adefinite personality though
those who have got to know it recognise an individual voice which speaks a
language easy to understand. What it says is sometimes tragic, occasionally
profound, often gay and always alive. Rhythmically and melodically it is instinctively,
demonstrably Czech, for Martinu is the inheritor of Dvorak. He sometimes echoes
Smetana or Janacek though he is more eclectic than they, but he is never as
Germanic as Dvorak could be.
These five records offer one of the best recent opportunities to those with only a
slight acquaintance with Martinu to enrich themselves. The records are available
singly, but anyone who can afford it should be encouraged to buy the whole box:
total immersion, so we are told, can be ameans of salvation!
Panton is alocal Czech label, and some of its earlier products released here were
poorly recorded and badly pressed. Someone must have passed the message back to
Prague, for there is nothing here to cause disquiet. The technical quality is never less
than good and is often much better; surfaces are silent and it is clear that much care
has been taken over the presentation. The only complaint is that the English notes are
mere shadows of the Czech ones, though the booklet with the album helps alittle.
The earliest work here is Kytice (Bouquet of Flowers), on 8112 0021, completed in
1937. It is a large scale cantana for soloists, mixed choir, children's chorus and
orchestra based on Moravian and Bohemian folk texts. It offers acomprehensive
introduction to Martini.* the Czech and the master of original vocal and orchestral
writing. There are eight movements, three purely instrumental and one, Carol, for
children's voices. It is adelightful work, full of freshness which even the slightly
wobbly soloists cannot impair. This is its recording debut in this country, and its
performance under Libor Pesek is admirably controlled. [
A: 1]
Two of Martinu's most impressive works are coupled on 8110 0022. The Concerto
for Two String Orchestras, Piano and Tympani ( 1938) was written for Paul Sacher
and completed on the day the Munich Agreement was concluded. Its unity of style
and content and the controlled intensity of feeling which Martinu channeled through
the medium of the concerto grosso make it one of his greatest works, and one of the
Sonata for Forte Plane and Violin, Idoubt that they
could have been more attractive.
The instruments used—afortepiano by Haschka to a
design by M. A. Stein and an authentically strung and
bowed Stradivarius—are splendidly suited to the
pieces. The violin and Jaap Schreider's playing, are
beautifully sweet- toned, smooth and firm, without the
aggressive bite of the typical 20th - century sound: the
fortepiano is in contrast clear and bright, with an
impressive range of alternative timbres produced by
touch and pedals. The Schubert sonata is treated to a
performance of great charm and refinement, and
though the more profound elements of the piece are
sometimes glossed over and on one or two occasions
the reading seems to contradict the musical sense a
little, these criticisms should not be weighed too
heavily against the qualities of the interpretation.
Certainly, this view of the work is no less valid than any
of the others available on record or tape, and the insight
into the composer's intentions provided by the use of
period instruments does give this version an
edge over its rivals. A recording of the Mendelssohn is
not otherwise available, but this performance is so
surefooted and idiomatic that Idoubt if any to supplant
it will be forthcoming for some while. Both works are
recorded in a comfortable acoustic with the instrumentalists placed fairly well forward, but not intrusively
so. Idetect slight image shift in the first movement of
the Schubert, but otherwise the sound is cleanly and
accurately reproduced. [
A: 1*/1] Doug Hammond
M ESS I
AEN: Quatuor pour la fin du Temps
Vera Baths ( yin) I George Pieterson ( c1t) I Anner
Besma ( irk) IReinbert de Leeuw (pno)
Philips 9500 725
It is agreat joy to discover that adifficult, but powerful
and important work has established itself in the repertory. If the number of recordings ( now five) is any
indication; then this quartet by Messiaen (written for
himself and fellow musicians to play while prisoners in
aGerman Concentration Camp) is now aclassic of our
time. Welcome as this discovery is, it makes for fierce
competition for the newcomer—especially when there
are such stunningly fine performances available as
those by the group called Tashi (RL 11567) or the one
with Daniel Barenboim as pianist ( 2531 093). Unfortunately this new recording fails to compete. It has its
merits ( expressive playing and evident musicianship).
Unfortunate are such failings as inappropriate
portamento, some querulousness when executing long
notes while diminishing the volume to virtual silence (a
not uncommon demand in this piece) and the failure to

finest European compositions of the interwar years. It has been recorded before, but
this version by Macura is most impressive in every respect: [
A: 1]. Its companion
piece is asharp contrast of manner. The Parables (
1958), alate work, are three poetic
orchestral essays, two of which draw their inspiration from Saint-Exupéry, and the
third from Georges Neveux. The style resembles that of the Sixth Symphony
(Fantasies symphoniques) and the Fifth Piano Concerto (
Fantasia concertante). This
admirable performance is by the Czech Radio orchestra under Zdenek Kosler. [
A: 1]
The third record (8110 0023) contains the best performances. The Fourth
Symphony-( 1945) is currently available in alternative recordings by Walter Weller on
HMV and Vaclav Neumann in his Supraphon set. The conductor here is the highly
esteemed Jiri Belohlavek, whose reputation must be enhanced by this superb
performance of one of Martinu's most taxing combinations of rhapsodic invention
and dynamic vitality. Articulation and control are exemplary, more convincing than
Weller and better recorded than Neumann: [
A: 1*]. The Flute Sonata which
completes Side 2 was begun the day after the symphony was finished. It is an
enchanting work, full of sunshine, buoyant rhythms and generous melodic invention. It would be difficult to better this performance by Jiri Valek and Josef Hala. The
recording is ashade close, perhaps, but has tremendous impact. [
A*: 1*]
The Rhapsody Concerto for Viola and Orchestra ( 1952), on 8110 0024, marked
the beginning of anew stage in Martinu's work, his preoccupation with fantasias. Its
two movements are richly orchestrated—the Adagio is aparticularly good example of
Martinu's lyric style—and the viola is given asoaring cantabile line which finds a
fitting interpreter in Lubomir Maly: [
A: 1]. The Piano Sonata ( 1954) with which it is
coupled was written for Rudolf Serkin. Its percussive style and restless power reflect
the composer's unhappiness with New York. Not well known, it is nevertheless a
convincing work and gets afine performance from Frantisek Maly. The effect is
marred by the slight congestion of the climaxes and some deterioration of recording
quality at the end of the side. [ B: 1]
The final record ( 8116 0025) contains afine account of the Seventh String Quartet
(Concerto da Camera, 1947), elegant, classically simple music, played with affection
and distinction by the Talich Quartet. The recording is atrifle edgy but otherwise very
good: (A/B: 1]. Side 2arouses expectations which are only partially realised. The
Greek Passion (
1956-9), Martinu's last opera, calls out for afull recording and the
extract given here is only atantalising glimpse of the whole. The excerpt from Ariadne
(1958) is disappointing. It is not very impressive, nor is it persuasively sung by Nadia
Sormova: [
A/B: 2]. The last track is of Martinu speaking in 1946, an interesting
historical document wasted on English listeners since no translation is provided.
As adevotee of Martinu Imust welcome this generous enterprise for its attempt to
encourage interest in the composer. One can only hope that its success will persuade
Panton to record some of Martinu's other neglected music, especially the four
cantatas, Opening the Wells, Dandelion Romance, Smoke from Potato Fires and
Mikes of the Mountains; new recordings of the string quartets, Mirandolina and
Greek Passion hopefully, but above all the Memorial to Lidice, of which a new
recording is now long overdue. But see also ' Deja Vu' this month.
Kenneth Dommet

prevent some of the numbers sounding more like
technical exercises than musical pieces. Thus, sadly
(because the recording is avery good one), this new
issue cannot be recommended against the ones
mentioned above. [
A: 3/41
Benedict Sarnaker
MOZART: Piano Concerto 20 in d, K466 o Piano
Concerto 22 in Et>, K482
Emanuel Ax (pno) IDallas SO IMaul
RCA RL 13457
Emanuel Ax's currently available recordings cover
what might broadly be termed the Romantic repertoire.
On the evidence of this new recording he has not come
to terms with the very different problems of Mozart
interpretation. These concertos, even the ever- popular
D minor, are surrendering to performers who favour a
compromise with the modern piano, which means
lighter fingering and very little recourse to the pedals.
Those performances attract smaller orchestras which
allow the details of Mozart's inventive scoring to make
itself heard to greater advantage. Ax and his conductor
go for the full concert atmosphere, weighty orchestra
and heavy pianism. For all its brilliance the E flat
concerto in particular is basically achamber concerto—
in the slow movemenj almost aconcerto grosso with
the piano sharing between orchestras of wind and
strings. The recording salvages much of the feeling for
colour but cannot provide the delicacy, and the
pianist's resonance sounds ultimately ungainly and
unstylish. The Dallas Orchestra is competent rather
than inspired and the conductor appears less happy
than in his recording with the LSO. The D minor, as
always, comes off better though it is subject to very
heavy competition from more acceptable performances. Ax's decision to provide his own cadenzas for
K482 is courageous and successful, but this one
advantage is not enough. [
A: 2/3)
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Piano Concerto 22 in En, K482 El Piano
Concerto 8 in C, K246
Murray Perahia (pno) IECO IPerahia
CBS 78966
Of the two recordings of K482 released this month
Perahia's is the more stylish. The performance is more in
keeping with current ideas about Mozart performing
practice, though obviously it does not attempt to
imitate assumed 18th century concepts. Perahia's
keyboard playing is crisper than Ax's, his fingering
cleaner, and he avoids the heavy pedalling which mars
the rival version. There is an admirable degree of

empathy between Perahia the soloist and Perahia the
director- conductor, an achievement not always shared
by those who direct from the keyboard or first desk. In
the ECO, of course, he has a sympathetic small
orchestra of great experience who respond to the
demands made on them with every evidence of enthusiastic understanding. In common with several
other versions of this admittedly 'big' concerto CBS
have run the last movement over on to the second side
yet are still able to get in another full length concerto.
The little C major, sometimes known as the Lutzow
Concerto, is a rococo gem which has not been recorded for some time. Demus gave an attractive
account of it in period costume, but until now the
standard performance has been the Ashkenazy/Kertesz
Decca version of 1967, still apparently at full price.
CBS's sound is nicely scaled and well staged, giving a
balanced account of what is going on. There is not
much competition for the Efiat: Casadesus and Szell
are really weighty; Brendel with Marriner too mannered
for once, so really this new recording has it. Hummel's
cadenzas, modified by Perahia, have been criticised but
are not really too bad. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Four Horn Concertos
Günter Meer (hm) IVP0 IBühm
DC 2531 274
These performances are in a tradition of symphonic
dimensions currently only otherwise represented on
record by the Civil- Klemperer and Seiffert-Karajan sets.
The others, of which there are several, are smaller in
scale and more intimate in effect. Baumann, the hand
horn virtuoso, is in a separate class, and exciting
though he is the uncertainly attached to his instrument
is not to everyone's taste. For those who relish the
larger canvas occupied by Klemperer. Karajan and
Bifihm the present set has much to recommend it,
beautiful tone from the soloist and a very smooth,
almost too smooth delivery. In the hands of avirtuoso
player the modern french horn makes these concertos
sound deceptively easy. The VPO's accompaniments
are as elegant and as carefully considered as Bilihm
always makes them though they are lacking neither
weight not vitality, and the recording is admirable. The
soloist is spotlit as usual and much as one would
expect, and the balance within the orchestra as good as
the body of strings will allow. Very acceptable if the
style appeals, otherwise there are Tuckwell and Civil,
each with Marriner, and Baumann with Hager on
Telefunken. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
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MOZART: String Quartet in A, K464 j String
Quartet in C, K465
Musikverein Quartet
Decca SOD 560
Having already recorded 1(575 and K590 under their
previous title, the Küchl Quartet, and K428 and K458 as
the Musikverein quartet, this ensemble's approach to
Mozart is beginning to be established. As befits members of the VP0 they demonstrate an understanding of
the idiom, though one occasionally misses the attention to detail evident in the recordings by the Italian and
Alban Berg Quartets, to say nothing of the sophistication of the Amadeus Quartet which is, however, not
currently represented in recordings of the two quartets
under review. These, particularly the A major, are
among the most demanding of the series and call for
interpretive qualities of a high order. There is in these
performances alack of ultimate refinement of phrasing
and nuance which is enhanced rather than disguised
by the close and wiry recording characteristics. With
repeated hearings the sound becomes oppressive and
uncomfortable, even though it is possible to modify
its effects. The overall impression is disappointing.
[B/C: 2]
Kenneth Dommett
PURCELL: Theatre Music vol. 5
Judith Nelson (sop) / Emma Kirkby (sop)/ Martin Hill
(ten) IDavid Thomas (bass) IAAM IHog wood
Oiseau-Lyre DSLO 561
This is acontinuation of the issue of Purcell's music—
incidental and songs—from plays: in this case The
Double Dealer, The Richmond Heiress, The Rival
Sisters, Henry the Second and Tyrannic Love. The
overtures and 'sett' music are performed by the
Academy of Ancient Music (strings with harpsichord
continuo), playing as usual on period instruments, and
we get the authentic sound of the Airs, Minuets,
Hornpipes and the like which were introduced into the
productions; the songs—solo and duets—are settings
of the poets' verses, since most of the dramatists were
poets also.
One cannot but constantly marvel at Purcell's ability
to produce such a quantity of appropriate music,
particularly when it comes to setting the songs in a
context quite different from his own operas. Inspiration
(naturally) varied, but his music is never second-rate
and never dull, though it would be useless to pretend
that here we have the best of him. This is all light stuff,
not intended to explore human depths or heights.
Christopher Hogwood is an authority on the period,
and can be relied upon to give an authentic interpretation. His group of singers remains as in previous
issues, and their skill and enthusiasm does not flag. In
particular, the two sopranos are enchanting; and the
whole has a period elegance and style which does
much to recreate a period of drama which we are not
likely to see extensively revived in toto. The recording is
very satisfactory, especially of the well-balanced
voices. [
A: 1]
Peter Turner
RACHMANINOV: Symphony 2
SNO /Gibson
Chandos ABRD 1021 digital (£ 6.50) ( Lugton's/
H. R. Taylor)
Gibson immediately runs into formidable competition
here. Before even considering relative points of interpretation, it has to be said that both Weller ( Decca) and
Previn ( HMV) offer orchestral playing of an altogether
superior calibre, and that this one factor, in awork of
such sumptuous melodic and textural invention conceived in such long- breathed paragraphs, has to be of
paramount consideration. Nor does the new Chandos
digital recording display any real advantages over its
two rivals.
Brian Couzens, the producer here, seems to have
adopted quite different tactics to those which Robert
Matthew- Walker deployed so successfully in the
recent Gibson Planets. The results, to my ears, are in no
way as flattering to the SNO. There is no disguising, for
instance, the insecurities and comparative lack of
opulence in their string sound, but Ireally do think that
slightly more distancing might have increased the
illusion of body somewhat. Glasgow's Henry Wood
Hall (the SNO's centre) appears to possess agenerous
natural reverberance if the splendidly 'open' sound on
the Planets is anything to go by, but here Couzens has
closed ranks considerably, no doubt to achieve greater
warmth and immediacy. The immediacy can, in itself,
be exciting, of course, not least where the brass and
percussion writing is concerned ( for instance, the lifelike clarity of those rasping 'echoes' from the 3rd and
4th horns and bass trombone in response to the horn
calls at the approach to the climax of the first movement—the SNO horns in excellent voice); but the
music does demand, Ifeel, aless enclosed framework
in which to expand. Decca brought off the perfect
balance for Weller.
90

As far as Gibson's reading goes, its success and
failure is to some extent governed, Ithink, by the
strengths and weaknesses of the orchestra. It is a
characteristically instinctive account, warmly phrased
and generously expressive, but some of the rubato is far
from seamless ( the dovetailing at the end of the first
phrase in the second subject when it appears in the
violins, for example) and consequently the transitional
writing in the first and third movements fails to weld
together as convincingly as it does in the Weller or
Previn performances. Weller, in particular, sustains the
most marvellous through line in both these movements, aided and abetted of course by the greater
nuance and tonal richness of the LPO strings.
It is perhaps alittle unfortunate that Gibson has to be
viewed in the light of the Weller or Previn recordings,
but such is the ruthlessness of comparative reviewing.
Making a choice between Weller and Previn is even
harder, though for me it has to be Weller every time.
I
ncidentially, all three recordings give the work without
cuts. [
A/B: 2]
Edward Seckerson
RAVEL: Alborado del gracioso 0 Bolero
Rapsodie Espagnole
Dallas SO IMata
RCA RL 13686 digital

b

The pizzicato beginning of Alborado reveals straightaway arecording of pinpoint clarity and depth, allowing us to hear exactly who is playing what in the
opening exchanges. At the opposite end of the scale,
the tone expands cleanly and ,weightily ( the dynamic
range is magnificently wide); there would, you feel,
have to be many more decibels before the remotest
danger of distortion. Only two small points of balance
worried me: the harp tends to loom rather large from the
right ( its first entries in Alborado, for instance) and
trumpets are occasionally backward, with the result
that the repeated- note tonguing registers less positively than it might. Arguably, such brightly lit textures
allow for a less evocative quality in the bassoon
recitatives a little way into the same work (go to
Karajan on SXLP 30446 for that), but the effect
certainly has the ears pricking, especially when etched
onto such a quiet background. Ihave my suspicions
about end- of- work reverberation, though: indiscreetlyused echo plate, perhaps? Hence my split rating.
The performances are highly sympathetic and excellently played. Occasionally (at fig. 4 in Rapsodie
Espagnole, for instance), the divisi string writing taxes
the Dallas players' tonal resources slightly more heavily
than it might their New York or Amsterdam colleagues,
yet the opening as a whole is most atmospherically
shaped, the blend between strings and lower woodwind in the Habatiera beautifully judged. The temptation to 'say something new' about Bolero must be
overwhelming to anyone recording it for the first time.
Here is the eighteenth listed version—relatively
straightforward and well played with some marvellously 'blue' reed playing.
The sleeve follows RCA's digital precedent of 'painting by numbers' designs—in this case apillar- box red
profile of Ravel with blue nostrils and eyebrows.
Browser considerations apart, though, certainly
[Ale/A: 1].
Andrew Keener
RILEY: In C
Members of the Center of the Creative and PerformingArts, State University at Buffalo IRiley
CBS 61237
Terry Riley ( b. 1935), after fairly conventional studies,
turned away from traditional musical procedures and
(as with many other American composers), under the
influence of John Cage, started to explore the performance- as- music ( rather than the composition). This
led him to create simple, diatonic material from which
performances are made—mainly by constant repetition
of agroup of simple patterns. The interest they contain
is mostly generated by allowing these patterns to drift
out of synchronisation with each other, thus creating
very free and very complex rhythms and colours ( the
latter reinforced by using any instruments which

happen to be available). Thus In C is made of asimple
figuration in C major which, when played by such
instruments as saxophone, oboe, clarinet, viola,
vibraphone, trombone (
and others), results in a
kaleidoscope shimmer on instrumental colour moving
at a quick pace superficially ( because the tempo is
quite a quick one on this recording) but creates a
timeless feeling ( because the essential material barely
rhan
ges and does so very gradually). Not everyone's
piece of music, but essential for all who wish to know
what is happening to music today. The performance
and recording both typify the American origin of the
work and its performers: energy, clarity and a somewhat bright, over- close perspective. It should be
played at a fairly high level and listened to with a
detached mind and feelings: after some minutes the
patterns start to transform and regroup of their own

accord. At this point one has entered the piece and its
real beauty is transmitted. But be warned: the continuity is rather bluntly disrupted at the end of Side 1
and you will have to re-form the mood anew for Side 2
[A: 1]
Benedict Sarnaker
ROSSINI: Petite Messe Solenelle
Freni ( sop) / Valentini ( con) I Pavarotti ( ten) /
Raimondi (bass) ICoro del Teatro alla Scala di Milano
IMagiera (pno) / Rosetta (harmonium) IGandoffi
Decca SO0567/8 (
2 records) ( mid- price)

Rossini's Petite Messe So/ende, which he wrote in the
late days of his semi- retirement in 1863 as afinal bribe
to God, is atotally charming work. There is no need to
have aspecial taste for religious music, or operatic for
that matter. Provided you like Rossini at his most
endearing, alate revival of the string sonata style, this
work can hardly fail to please. Surely God would have
been pleased to be serenaded in such artlessly musical
terms! However, like the earlier Stabat Mater it is awork
that is problematic to interpret, for it is difficult to know
whether to do in areligious or an operatic vein; and, as
much of it is operatic, the latter style is hard to avoid,
particularly in sections like the tenor's comic- opera
Domine Deus. As can be seen above, Decca have
found what might fairly be termed one of the most
heavyweight operatic casts possible and thrown in the
Chorus of La Scala, Milan for good measure. And,
inevitably, it turns out sounding totally stagey. Only
one recording has ever sounded more so—the one with
orchestra that used to be available on the Oryx label.
Pavarotti does everything but fling arose. The ladies in
the Qui tollis actually manage asob in the voice. If you
are prepared to accept it in such terms you will acquire
afeast of great singing from some of the finest voices in
the operatic world. The recording is of good standard
except that it pushes the chorus somewhat into the
background. An interesting record which comes out,
significantly, on the mid- price label. The finest recording of this work has long been deleted; under Loehrer, a
World Record Club issue. That was sensitively light
and managed to sound devout as well as enjoyable. Of
the two other available versions, Ialways felt a little
uncomfortable with the Argo under Heltay. Tear and
team seem to try too hard. The RCA quartet, with
Sawallisch conducting from the piano—Lovaas,
Fassbaender, Schreier and Fiseher-Dieskau—produce
avery sensitive performance. The Dominus Deus has
never been so consciously controlled by rubato. This is
the version Iwould recommend for those indulging for
the first time. If, however, you already have it, Iwould
recommend this new set just to enjoy an operatic foray.
There is some really superb singing and agood time is
had by all. [ B: 1/2]
Peter Gammond

SATIE: Gnossiennes 1-5 CI Les Trois Valses
distinguees du precieux degoûté
Avantdernieres Pensees
Sarabandes 1 & 3
Premier Nocturne
Gymnopedies 1-3 b
Embroyons
dessechés
D
Sonatina
bureaucratique
Daniel Varsano (pno)
CBS 61874
In place of even the most • scanty biography on
this young French pianist ( a pupil of Tureck), the
sleeve offers a column's- worth of blank space and a
two- sentence note on the composer of the 'behindthe- eccentric- mask- lay- an- ironic- sensitivity' variety.
Above it, where one expects apicture of Sabe, there is a
photograph (apleasing sight, admittedly) of the pianist
himself.
Thankfully, the performances belie the spineless
impression of this music given by the sleevenote;
Varsano's Satie is often made of remarkably stern stuff.
Fortissimi in the first Gnossienne are boldly struck, the
snap rhythms sharply- etched. Not for Varsano, either,
the dying fall characterisation so beloved of one or two
more 'delicate' sensibilities. Arguably he is occasionally a little too vehement, even mannered; Iremain
unconvinced, for instance, by the sudden emphasis
placed on certain of the LH chords in the first
Gymnopédie (
the idea of introducing aGymnopédie at
the beginning, middle and end of Side 2is anovel one;
the Gnossiennes are similarly spaced,. Yet how much
more effective is the cool regularity of, say, the third
Gnossienne for Varsano's sharp, almost casual
accent uation. The jagged writing of the third Waltz 'of
isg
ses jambes) is here
marvelusted and precious person' (
and tlously impudent (as befits the legs of a 'dandy),
he
quiet,
remotely
linked
triads
of the first
Saraba
this pit.nde whet one's appetite for some Debussy from
nist.
The
in overtpiano is brightly and closely caught, its bass rich
Varsan ones; aclarity well- suited both to the music and
middle o's often dry style. A touch of wiriness above
was pr C explains the split rating. My finished copy
essed slightly off -centre--something to check
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before buying. Intelligent, strong playing, and a
promising first record. [A/B: 1]
Andrew Keener
D. SCARLATTI: Harpsichord Sonatas K 123-4,
147, 198, 326-7, 428-9, 466-7, K 98
Colin Tilney ( hpd)
Oiseau-Lyre DSLO 567
It has been said that Vivaldi did not write five hundred
concertos but that he wrote the same concerto five
hundred times. Iimagine that sooner or later ( if not
already) some wit will say the same of Domenico
Scarlatti in respect of the harpsichord sonatas. It must
be allowed that the six hundred harpsichord pieces do
have in common numerous stylistic features and have
been cast more or less in asimilar mould. Nevertheless,
many of these short essays are strikingly individualistic
and reward close analysis. In particular, Scarlatti%
cascading arpeggios and his kaleidoscopic treatment
of harmonies and rhythms never fail to delight the ear
and stimulate the senses.
Colin Tilney has been most adroit in capturing the
distinctive flavour of Scarlatti's intricately contrived
and capricious keyboard pieces. This special flavour has
been further enhanced by Mr. Tilney's use, in this recording, of aharpsichord built in 1782 by the Florentine
instrument maker Vincenzio Sodi. This instrument,
which may be found in the collection of the Royal
Albert Memorial Museum in Exeter, has alarge single
manual, it is strung in brass and has two 8' stops. Its
compass was originally G' to F" but G" &
were
later added without alteration to the case.
The recording is consistently excellent. It is set in an
acoustic which highlights the clarity and precision of
Mr. Tilney's remarkable technique and at the same time
allows the natural tone of the beautifully voiced
harpsichord to be heard in its most advantageous light.
[A: 1 ]
Victor McAloon
SCHUBERT: String Quartet in D, 094 D String
Quartet No. 13 in a, 0804
Allegri Quartet
Argo ZK88
In direct contrast to the Alban Berg Quartet recording
(reviewed below), this Argo recording has taken what
might be considered to be asafer course in keeping the
quartet more distant and less reverberant. The result is
certainly less erratic and avoids echoing clashes, but
tends to have a slightly reticent effect. As ever, the
sound of the recording does inevitably tend to colour
our impression of the performance which, after listening to others this month, does seem a little disembodied. The A minor Quartet is one of Schubert's
final substantial three, the one that contains his
favourite Rosamunde tune, awork of sensuous delight
enshrined in serious architecture. It is one of those
works with which the players have to come firmly to
grips and frivovity is not expected. But there is no work
by Schubert that lacks simple charm or suffers by this
grace being emphasised. The quartet here have very
much the right approach, gravely lyrical and constantly
rhythmical with a balanced interweaving of the
strands. The D major Quartet is an early work, possibly
as early as 1812 though generally assigned to 1814,
with Haydnesque leanings. It is a comparatively undemanding and the quartet give it all the necessary
stature. This new recording is satisfactory if not of
special distinction and therefore does not oust recordings by such excellent groups as the Melos Quartet or
the Quartetto Italiano, which both offer a fulfilling
experience. Perhaps if the recording had been a little
more convincing, it would have seemed more impressive. [
B: 1]
Peter Gammond
SCHUBERT: String Quartet 15 in G, D887
Alban Berg Quartet
HMV ASD3882 (
f540)
There has been aworthy attempt in this recording ( one
of EMI's new German Electrola pressings—see
'Gramophile', p. 81 to achieve a richly full-blooded
sound which is a pleasant change from the many
weedy chamber- music recordings that are produced
nowadays. However, the apparently insurmountable
difficulties that attend the recording of a group of
strings have, to aminor extent, defeated the engineers.
What appears to be very close miking has indeed
produced agood string tone with true bite to it, and it is
particularly gratifying to hear the high tremolos of the
violins caught with detailed accuracy, but the cumulative sounds in what is a very reverberant recording
produce hard clashes of tone at more exuberant
moments, which are momentarily disturbing. The recording veers therefore between extreme fidelity and
noisiness, as indicated in the rating. In spite of this,
with a measure of control, the general effect is
impressive and enjoyable. It should certainly not be
allowed to keep potential buyers from an excellent
performance of Schubert's last and most demanding
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quartet. We expect excitement and poetry from the
Alban Berg Quartet (as in their superb Beethoven
recordings) and there is no disappointment here. These
players take every possible risk, never fearing to reveal
the individual lines, putting every ounce of expression
into the ensemble, yet avoiding the over- exaggerated
effect so common in quartet playing today. It is a
performance that is both profound and lyrical and gives
the work all the musical stature that it deserves.
Schubert is incredibly demanding in what he asks
the performers to do; those ' nervously whispering'
moments ( as the note writer so expressively puts it) in
the scherzo, the strange leaps and modulations that so
often have us declaring that Schubert did not write
easily for various instruments yet which, when rightly
handled, are so effective. The Alban Berg Quartet
absorb the difficulties and produce a rewarding performance. [
A*/C: 11 ]
Peter Gammond
SCHUMANN: Three Romances Op. 94 b
Abendlied Op. 85, No. 12 D Fantasiestück Op. 73
0 Adagio ano Allegro in A , Op. 70 El Pieces in
Folk Style op. 102 (Nos. 2, 3 and 4 only)
Heinz Hollinger ( obo) IAlfred Brendel (pno)
Philips 9500 740
Hollinger and Brendel have here struck arich seam of
vintage Schumann not, to the best of my knowledge,
recorded before on the oboe. All the pieces date from
1849 and were written for alternative instruments.
Thus, for example, Five Pieces in Folk Style are better
known in the version for cello and piano. Schumann
was often at his best writing pieces he could give titles
like Fantasia or Romance, and these works are agood
illustration of this. All the works are highly successful in
the oboe/piano versions and the playing is of the high
standard expected from these two artists. A couple of
careless points are only irritating in the context of the
general excellence. Irefer to studio noises before the
start of the Adagio and Allegro which could easily have
been edited out, and an occasional out-of-tuneness in
the treble of the piano. The clear, rich and wellbalanced sound of the instruments is faithfully reproduced, as is the occasional groan from Brendal. The
high level cut may cause mistracking on some pickups
but, if you fancy the music, please ignore MI my carping
and cavilling! (
A: 1*)
David Pickett
TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto 1 in 13 ,,Op. 23
'CI Variations on a Rococo Theme, OP. 33
*Myung-Whun Chung (pno)1•* Myung-Wha Chung
(WO ILAPO IDutoit
Decca SXL 6955
Aligning himself with the school of pianists—probably
headed by Lazar Berman—who see this Concerto as
essentially one of bravura and brilliance, Myung-Whun
Chung launches into the opening movement with great
gusto and panache. Having committed himself to this
approach, however, he cannot really match Berman's
sheer power ( DG 2530 677), nor generate the excitement which the older pianist brings to the big
Romantic melodies, nor can he surpass the pure
virtuosity of Earl Wild's first movement cadenza on the
now rather dated RCA Gold Seal ( GL 25013). MyungWhun Chung does, however, perform the Andatino
with grace and delicacy and there is some nice interplay between soloist and orchestra. Charles Dutiot
(who also accompanies Argerich in this concerto on
DG 2530 112) gives good support and he shows he
can obtain a really big sound from the Los Angeles
Phil—he lets the timpani have their head occasionally,
to very good effect. The Finale is comparatively
measured—Ashkenazy's on SXL 6058 is far more
vital—and the final big statement is not as impressive
as it ought to be. The Rococo Variations are sensitively played by Myung-Wha Chung and her tone is
pleasantly suited to this graceful work, and while many
must prefer Rostropovich on DG 139 044, it proves a
useful filler.
The balance between soloist and orchestra in the
Concerto is well handled and the piano is seldom lost
even in the largest climaxes—indeed, it is given alittle
too much prominence in the slow movement where it
blots out some of the orchestra's important thematic
material. There is agood stereo spread too, with quite a
rich orchestral sound and some good pointing of wind
soloists. Because of the nature of the instrument the
balance between cello and orchestra is less happy and
the soloist, even in unaccompained passages, is less
forward than would have been the ideal placing. (
B: 2)
Roger Bowen
VERDI: Falstaff
Taddei I Panerai I Araiza I Kabaivanska I Perry I
Ludwig ISchmidt IVienna State Opera Chorus IVP0
IKarajan
Philips 6769 digital ( 3 records) ( full price)
24 years ago ( and recently reissued). Herbert von
Karajan first recorded Falstaff for EMI. In phrasing,

dassicaL

rhythmic impetus and control it was an unrivalled
reading and with a resplendent cast ( Gobbi,
Schwarzkopf, Barbieri, Merriman, etc.) It was the
recording to have ( and still worth having). Now von
Karajan has recorded it again for Philips, whose first
digitally recorded opera this is. The result is worthy of
his first. Once again his projection of this most magical
of Verdi's scores is exquisite. The pace he chooses lets
the music breathe, yet despite expansive tempi there is
no loss of lightness or vitality. The recording is also a
winner. Clarity and dynamic range ( as one might
expect from Polygram and the digital process) is exceptional. Even more exciting is the way it handles sudden
changes of dynamics—for example, the change from ff
tuna forza top con calma within one beat of each other
is handled more realistically than any Ihave heard
outside the opera house. Just as impressive is the
transparency of complex ensembles: the wickedly
difficult polymetric writing in Act Iis beautifully treated
with the voices well-separated in depth as well as in
breadth. Handling of solo voices is equally fine—my
only reservation concerns the brass, which occasionally
sound atouch brittle: as though their burnished metal
had athin skin of chromium added.
The soloists form avery good cast. The veteran Ford of
Rolando Panerai has tragic stature and comic grace ( he
took the part in Karajan's earlier recording). Christa
Ludwig is a likeable Mistress Quickly ( though she
cannot surpass Decca/Solti's Simionato or Fedora
Barbieri). Kabaivanska's Mistress Ford has fine delivery, but could project more personality. Federico
Davia as Pistol is of the finest. And of the finest is the
Falstaff of Giuseppe Taddei. He plays the character
somewhat in the vein of Tito Gobbi—a full awareness
of the sadder (even tragic) side of the corpulent knight.
Yet ( unlike Gobbi) he is not overwhelmed by this
darker side and has enough of ( Solti's) Geraint Evans'
comic vitality to bring tears of laughter to one's eyes.
He is the major joy of this cast. Even if the ladies cannot
quite match the scintillating stature of their rivals on
Decca and the smaller parts gain other insights from
their counterparts ( both under Solti and von Karajan
himself), this Falstaff pleases greatly and will long
remain a welcome guest in a recording which for
vision, detail and splendour will be the first ( and most
frequent) occupant of this Verdian's turntable.
[A*: 1/1 1 ]
Benedict Samaker
VI ERNE: Symphony in g, Op. 32 b Pieces en
style libre, Nos. 6 & 11, Op. 31
David Sanger ( org)
Meridian E 77033 (£ 4.35) ( Lugton's/H. R. Taylor)
Fourth in the Meridian series featuring Vierne's six
organ Symphonies, in numerical order, this disc logically includes as 'fillers' two of the short pieces
ostensibly written for use during the offertory—surely
No. 11 might have been thought somewhat flippant for
the purpose in 1914! As in previous issues, the Walker
organ in St. Peter's ( Italian) Church, London, is used.
Vierne's symphonies have not attracted the attention
they merit, as witness the meagre entries in the current
catalogue compared with the seven versions of his
'pop' work Carillon de Westminster. Though there have
been some excellent past performances ( notably
Cathedral's series, not completed, now deleted), none
has communicated the essence of this music with the
insight shown by David Sanger. This is another percipient, musical account, and it passes the most acid of
all tests—that of appreciating in value with repeated
hearing.
The recording is crisp and clear, with optimum
listening position balance and very good frequency
coverage. Highly recommended, as are all of this series.
[A: 1*]
Trevor Attewell

dassicaL
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Vocal
CABALLÉ SINGS SPANISH SONGS
Items by Albeniz, Falla, Granados, Obradors, Rodrigo,
Vives
Montserrat Caballé (sop) IMiguel Zanetti (pno)
Decca 8XLR 6935
This is a delightful recital of songs by well-known
Spanish composers. Montserrat Caballé was in superb
voice when she made this record, and she sings
throughout with afreedom, afluency, avivacity and an
unfailingly lovely tone, making this a release which is
quite captivating. She is one of the few contemporary
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ABBADO/MUSSORGSKY
A RELEASE OF MAJOR IMPORTANCE TO COMMEMORATE
THE MUSSORGSKY CENTENARY

CLAUDIO ABBADO
London Symphony Orchestra
LSO Chorus

(LP) RL 31540 ( Cassette) RK 31540

A NIGHT ON THE BARE MOUNTAIN
(original version)
JOSHUA
SALAMMBÔ: Chorus of Priestesses
THE DESTRUCTION OF
THE SENNACHERIB
OEDIPUS IN ATHENS:
Chorus of People in the Temple
KHOVANSCHINA:
Dawn over the Moscow River:
Golitzyn's Journey
SCHERZO in B Flat Major
TRIUMPHAL MARCH:
The Capture of Kars

1839-1881

RED SEAL
92

cLassicaL

singers who can colour her voice to suit the mood of
the song, and Miguel Zanetti, who has worked with her
so often in the past, is in brilliant form. The recording is
clean with wide dynamic range and excellent balance
between voice and piano, and altogether Ican recommend this recital unreservedly on all counts. [
A: 1*]
John Freestone
JOSE CARRERAS— RECITAL: Arias by Cilea,
Giordano, Gomes, Leoncavallo,
Mascagni,
Ponchielli, Puccini
Jose Carreras ( ten) ILSO ILopez-Cobos
Philips 9600 771

This is an interesting recital in that it includes not only
such well known operatic arias as 'Vesti la giubba',
Nessum dorma' and ' Un di all' azzurro', but also
explores less familiar territory with excerpts from
Leoncavallo's La Bohème and his IZingari as well as
Paolo's Romanza from Fosca by Gomes. Carreras uses
his fine voice with less restraint than formerly. There is a
continuous outpouring of brilliant, well- supported
tones with thrilling top notes, but little sense of
contrast. Iwish, for example, he had given us more of
his mezza voce singing in the aria from L'Amico Fritz.
However, one must be grateful for the sheer beauty of
the voice, used everywhere with a deep sense of
involvement and great dramatic conviction. The recording is clean with good balance between orchestra
and voice and excellent definition, but one is given the
impression at times that the performances took place in
alarge empty hall rather than in arealistic opera- house
acoustic. Still, the overall effect is exciting, and will I
am
sure give great pleasure to most opera lovers. [
A:1/2]
John Freestone
THE
COMPLETE
CARUSO,
VOL.
6
(1909-1910)-13 selections
Enrico Caruso ( ten) I Various supporting artists, orchestras and conductors
RCA RL 13373 ®
Caruso was in fine voice in 1909, following an operation for the removal of anodule from his vocal cords.
The voice had perhaps lost alittle of the velvet which
was apparent in his earlier records but at the same time
it had gainedin dramatic intensity. His duets from Ai'da
with Johanna Gadski and the Faust excerpts with
Farrar, Gilibert and Journet all show him at his lyrical
best. There is little to add concerning the computerised
re- recordings. Iam not convinced that they are an
improvement, but they no doubt present the voice
of Caruso in an acceptable way for many collectors.
[H: 1]
John Freestone
THE YOUNG DI STEFANO
28 Operatic arias, duets and Italian songs
Giuseppe di Stefano ( ten) Ivarious supporting artists
orchestras and conductors
HMV RLS 756
(
2 records) (£ 7.95)
What a really gorgeous voice the young Di Stefano
possessed! If you sample this album, don't be put off
by the first two bands, which are poorly recorded ( and
where the singer appears to be accompanied by ajazz
band of sorts). These, and the three pianoaccompanied items which follow, are presumably
included because they show the artist at the very start
of his career. Already in the 'Una furtiva lagrima' and
the 'Chiudo gli occhi' one can hear a singer of great
attainment and even greater promise. It is, however, in
the orchestrally accompanied operatic excerpts that we
hear the tenor in his splendid prime. The voice is of
lovely quality, the diction exemplary, while the technique at this period was very secure with atrue mezzo
voce of ravishing beauty. His style too, apart from an
occasional over- use of portamento, gives little cause
for criticism. Listen to his singing of the recitative
before ' De mei bollenti spiriti', which is superbly done.
He is joined by Callas—also at her best—in the duet
'Verrano ate' from Lucia di Lammermoor, and by the
less famous Carteri in a rarely heard duet from
Mascagni's Iris but otherwise all the bands are solos by
Di Stefano. The last side shows him singing Neapolitan
songs, which he certainly gives with tremendous verve
and obvious affection. As Imentioned, except in the
first five bands of Side 1, which must have caused
many a headache in the dubbing process, all the
transfers have been most successfully engineered, and
Istrongly recommend this album to all lovers of fine
singing. [
H: 1*/1 ]
John Freestone
ENGLISH AYRES AND DUETS, sung in authentic Elizabethan pronunciation
The Camerata of London: Glenda Simpson (m-sop) I
Paul Hillier (bar) I Barry Mason (Ite) I Rosemary
Thomdycraft ( bss vol)
Hyperion A66003 (£4.99) ( Lugton's/Unicorn)
In the quest for authenticity and knowledge, scholarship has been deployed to great effect on texts and
techniques, while there is a minor industry in the
HI-Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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construction of instrumental replicas. Since the pronunciation of words affects their sound, and therewith
the music, it is logical that efforts should be made to
discover contemporary pronunciation and to use it.
This field is the speciality of the Camerata of London,
which, like several other ensembles, consists of musicians who are also dedicated musicologists—hence
the admirable sleeve- notes by Miss Simpson.
Of course, nobody, in the absence of soundrecordings, knows how Elizabethans pronounced their
words; but Professor E. J. Dobson of Oxford is aworld
authority, and it is he who guides the Camerata. There
is also the difficulty to using a learned language:
without ' natives' with whom to converse, one tends to
sound artificial. This danger is not wholly escaped here,
yet the result is thoroughly agreeable, as well as vastly
interesting: I have long known how Elizabethan
Cotswold speech is in vocabulary; Inow find that it is
so sonically as well.
The main contributor to the programme is Dowland,
but there are others, like Campion, Pilkington,
Ferrabosco. Once again, the accompaniment tends to
be rather distant and ghostly. Glenda Simpson and
Paul Hillier sing beautifully, and as unaffectedly as their
assumed accents allow. The vocal parts are excellently
rendered—as are the instruments when fully audible.
[A/B: 1]
Peter Turner

FRENI AND PAVAROTTI
Ten Arias and duets
Mirella Freni ( sop) I Luciano Pavarotti ( ten) I Orch
dell'Ater IMagiera
Decca SLID 578
This joint recital was recorded live at the Teatro
Comunale, Modena, and in the presence of a very
enthusiastic audience. In the very first band, when the
orchestra begin the introductory bars to the ' Brindisi'
from La Traviata, they show their approval by clapping
noisily through the music. Freni is alittle unwise in her
first choice of solo, for the ' Bolero' from / Vespri
Sicilian' sounds alittle laboured. Elsewhere she sings
better, and she is very convincing in a solo from
Mefistofele. Her voice in general sounds larger, but a
little harder than it once did, and there is often a
decided tremolo when she forces the tone. Pavarotti
shows that he can sing softly, as in the first verse of
'Pourquoi me réveiller' from Werner, but too often he
sings with rather open tone, and makes little attempt to
identify himself with the character he is portraying. The
two artists are at their best in the ' Cherry duet' from
L'Amico Fritz.
The recording is very clean, and of reasonable
dynamic range. The stereo image is steady, and there is
afeeling of space and liveliness, resulting from the live
performance. [
A: 1/2]
John Freestone
LE GRANDI VOCI DELL'ARENA DI VERONA
Vol. 1: Ten operatic excerpts
Freni ( sop) IKabaiwanska (sop) IRicciarelli ( sop) I
Raimondi (ten) IBruson (bar) IOrch. of Arena, Verona
IGatto & Martinotti
Vol. 2: Eleven operatic excerpts
Kabaiwanska (sop) IRicciarelli (sop) IPavarotti ( ten) I
Cappuccilli (bar) IRaimondi ( bass) IOrch. of Arena,
Verona IGatto & Martinotti
Vol. 3: Ten operatic excerpts
Freni (sop) ICortez (m-sop) ILima ( ten) IBoyagian
(bar) I Washington ( bass) IOrch. of Arena, Verona I
Magiera
Decca SDD 570, 571, 572 (
3 records, separate)
These live recordings were made at concerts held in the
Teatro Filarmonico, Verona, and feature some of the
leading singers who have recently appeared at the
Arena. Apart from four airs from Faust and one from
Carmen, they are all well known excerpts from Italian
operas, and at the end of each one, we can hear the
generous and rather indiscriminate applause of the
public, and also, presumably, the claque! It is obvious
that Freni is enormously popular in Verona, and she
sings well enough throughout, although the voice is
not floated on the breath quite as easily as it once was.
Ricciarelli uses her lovely voice impeccably in all her
items, but possibly sounds less involved than Freni.
Kabaiwanska is at her best in the 'Ave Maria' from
Otello and in the love duet from Madame Butterfly,
where she is joined by Gianni Raimondi.
Of the three tenors, Pavarotti pleased me most.
Raimondi has some fine ringing top notes, but is
generally unsubtle, and Lima is not particularly memorable. Bruson and Cappuccilli share the honours as
baritones, with Boyagian displaying an unusually dark
timbre, but coping well with the high tessitura of ' Il
Balen'. Ruggiero Raimondi is rather unidiomatic in the
bass items from Faust but Washington sings finely in
lacerato spirito'—a deeply felt and most musical
performance.
The orchestra is good throughout, and the recording
is lifelike and vivid, with good orchestral detail and

wide stereo spread. The solo voices are well integrated
with the orchestral accompaniment while the excitement and tension of live performances add greatly to
the overall enjoyment. [
A: 1/3)
John Freestone

OPERATIC RECITAL
Eight solos and duets
Katie Riciarelli ( sop) ILuciano Pavarotti ( ten) IOrch of
the Regio, Parma IPaf ene
Decca SDD 549
Unlike the other recordings Ihave reviewed this month
featuring Pavarotti, these selections were apparently
not recorded 'live'. The sound is very good, with the
solo voices well balanced with the orchestra, areasonable stereo spread, and agenerally lively acoustic.
Pavarotti sings in his usual rather unsubtle way in his
solos, showing, as expected, plenty of voice and some
splendid high notes. He is at his best in the duet from
Otello, although Ihope he will not undertake this most
testing role on stage or in a complete recording, as it
demands a voice of more robust timbre than his.
Ricciarelli is delightful throughout, although the solo
from Akla is a little dramatic for her voice. She is
splendid in asolo from 11Corsaro, and quite entrancing
in Nanetta's aria from Falstaff, and her share of the
Otello duet is beautifully phrased and characterized. I
strongly recommend this recital, particularly for
Ricciarelli's part in it. [
A: 1]
John Freestone
SONGS MY MOTHER TAUGHT ME: 11 songs
A/Wile Freni ( sop) I Chor & Orch of the Teatro
Communale, Bologna IMagiera
Decca SDD 573
Naturally, as suggested in the title, Dvorak's 'Songs my
mother taught me' is included in this selection of
popular favourites. The songs all have orchestral accompaniments, and no doubt musical purists will
disagree with the arrangements of some of the Lieder
which were originally written for piano accompaniment. Freni sings three cradle songs, and for some
reason the Mozart one is sung in Italian, while the
Schubert and Brahms ones are in German. The arrangement of Schubert's 'Ave Maria' is atravesty of the
original, and Freni tears the rhythm to shreds, in
addition to this, a ' heavenly choir' makes its appearance here and also in aheavily sentimentalised version
of the Bach Gounod 'Ave Maria'. This is the sort of
musical confection which Gigli, with his glorious
voice, occasionally indulged in, and no doubt it will
have a large popular appeal, but it says little for the
musical taste of all concerned. The recording is fair,
with reasonable stereo spread and a generally warm
acoustic, but only moderate orchestral definition. Istill
cherish Signora Freni's operatic recordings, and particularly her ' Mimi', but this selection will certainly add
nothing to her reputation as an artist. [
13: 3]
John Freestone

Not Vocal
DIGITAL CONCERT
CHABRI ER: Espana / FALLA: The Threecornered Hat—Suites 1 & 2 / RAVEL: Rapsodie
espagnole
Philadelphia IMidi
HMV ASD 3902 digital (£ 5-40)
Whether or not EMI have departed here from the simple
arrangement used for Previn's superlatively- recorded
digital Debussy disc (ASD 3804, 12/79), Icannot say.
Unfortunately, for all the astonishing vividness of much
of the newcomer, the impression remains of a studio
full of microphones, closely placed—a strangely perplexing mixture of the realistic ( clarity) and the artificial
(perspectives). Upper strings and brass frequently
possess a 'canned', constricted quality: the If violin
entry at bar 177 of the Chabrier glares abruptly out of
the texture, an effect emphasised by a disruptive
comma immediately beforehand. There is none of the
infectious lilt the bracing forward thrust of Karajan at
this point (ASD 3761, 11/80). With percussion, too,
the impression of a wall immediately behind the
players, once noted, is afrequent distraction. Yet there
is reverberation aplenty at the end of each work ( more,
it seems, than the cutting engineer has realised: resonance is cut dead prematurely on all final chords except
that of the second Falla suite). On the credit side one
notes the virtual absence of background noise, the
reedy, astonishingly lifelike quality of the four unison
bassoons alittle way into the Chabrier, or the remarkable presence throughout 6f the bass drum. The quiet
last chord. of Prélude à la Nuit (Ravel) is beautifully
detailed, with upper string harmonics and double- bass
richly and solidly defined—yet even here, the sound
carries a bristlingly ' present' quality. There is little
question of suspending disbelief: Iwas consistently
aware of listening to a recording.
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Such distinctive engineering is, of course, bound to
affect reaction to the performances themselves. There
is much genuine urgency and excitement ( including
some marvellously vigorous rhythm and pungent
sonority in the Miller's Dance, for instance), yet there
also seems an attendant unwillingness to relax; sound
and accentuation tend to be hard-pressed and frequently inflexible. To compare, for instance, the first
turti of the Ravel with that on Giulini's disc ( DG 2531
264, 7/80) is to recognise asilken, caressing quality,
strong yet supple—the Philadelphia violins here sound
tight and monochromatic by comparison. In the
Habailera, on the other hand, Muti conveys agreater
sense of forward movement ( I still find Giulini's
account of this section rather static), but there is little of
the luminous quality, the hushed, expectant atmosphere of Haitink's Concertgebouw account
(9500 347)—a richly distinguished record by any
standards. EMI's other recording of the Falla suites
(Giulini on SXLP 30140, recently deleted but copies
may still be available—offering only marginally less
music than the newcomer) is also afar more rewarding
piece of work. [
A/C: 2/7]
Andrew Keener
GUITAR RECITAL
CHAPI: Serenata Morisca ( trans. Bonell) /
A LBENIZ:
Asturias ( Lavenda-Preludio) /
PAGANINI: Romanze e Andantino Variato
(trans. Bonell / VILLA- LOBOS: Etude 11 u
Preludes 1 & 2 / TARREGA: Introduction and
Fantasia on themes from ' La Traviata' by Verdi /
WEISS:
Ciacona
in
A /
LLOBET:
3
transcriptions
Carlos Bonell ( 91r)
Decca SXL 6950
This attractive programme is well played and recorded,
so that it will form apleasing introduction for many to
one of the rising stars on this most beguiling of
instruments. Familiar items by Albeniz, Villa- Lobos and
even ( today) Weiss flank two rather less familiar
extended works, Paganini's Romance and Variations
and Tarrega's apparently unpublished medley from
'Traviata'; neither of these is of outstanding merit,
needless to say, in comparison even to the lighter
works and arrangements of Liszt or Weber, but both are
enjoyable, and, as the playing is highly refined, their
effect is good.
Bonell's special skill seems to lie in the subtle
variation of tone colours, in both melodic and polyphonic passages; his sense of exact timing is alittle less
controlled, so that, here and there ( notably in the more
characteristically Spanish items), Ifelt that emphasis
was lacking. Whether it is the player or the recording
(which is otherwise excellent) is hard to tell; but the
width of dynamic contrast struck me as rather narrow,
too. However, these are minor quibbles concerning a
most attractive new guitar record. [ A/B: 1]
Stephen Daw
THE LARK ASCENDING
DELIUS: Hassan — Serenade / VAUGHAN
WILLIAMS: The Lark Ascending / WALTON:
The Wise Virgins / WARLOCK: Serenade for
Strings
Cleveland Ldflr
CBS 61433

If the Hugh Bean/N PO Lark remains the most sensitive
to the composer's evocation of summer's heat hazes
and hedgerow stillness, Druian's—in movement not
quite ' English'—is an attractive version, with distinguished contributions from the finest Cleveland
instrumentalists. Side 2 gives a similarly appealing
account of Walton's ballet suite ( taken from Bach's
music, Sheep may safely graze as centrepiece). The
date of the tapes is not specified, but the generally
recessed sound is, if not up-to-date, clean and
acceptable except in the Warlock. Beecham's Delius
arrangement also features the Cleveland leader.
[B/C: 1]
Christopher Breunig

LYDIA MORDKOVITCH
BARTOK: Sonata for unaccompanied violin /
PROKOFI EV: Sonata for unaccompanied violin
in D, Op. 115 / HONEGGER: Sonata for violin
solo
Lydia Mordkovitch ( yin)
RCA RL 25311
Had Ibeen aware of the impending issue of this record
when writing my article about Bartok's chamber music
I
should most certainly have urged readers to hear it. As
is generally recognised, the Sonata for Solo Violin, the
composer's last completed instrumental work, is of
terrifying difficulty and has not persuaded many violinists to attempt it. Lydia Mordkovitch is a violinist of
impressive technique, and though her instinct is to
emphasise the lyrical side of this particular work—no
bad thing—her performance here is free of the mannerisms of which A. K. wrote in his review of her Franck
and Ravel Sonatas in February 1979. Ihave enjoyed
this performance very much and would possibly have
done so more had the recording been a bit less
resonant. It sounds as if it has been made in an empty
hall though in fact it was made in CBS's studios. The
two sonatas by Prokofiev and Honegger are not in the
same class but are interesting additions to the catalogue. The Prokofiev is an attractive lightweight designed to be played by agroup of violinists in unison,
the more the merrier. It is consequently not very
demanding technically, unlike Honegger's 1940
Sonata, a difficult and rather laboured piece which
demands more muscle than finesse from the player.
[A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett

SPANISH CONCERT
CHARRIER: España / FALLA: Dances from ' The
Three- Cornered Hat' / RIMSKY-KORSAKOV:
Capriccio Espagnol
LAPO ILopez-Cobos
Decca SXL 6966
Having recently heard Jesus Lopez-Cobos on the
South Bank in some brilliant and expressive performances of orchestral showpieces, Iapproached this disc
with similar expectation. First of all. Ishould say that
everything is well- enough played and conducted; the
Presto Finale of the Rimsky goes with splendid dash,
although the very end is so fast as to be hectic. Yet there
is nothing like recorded competition for devaluing the
good in favour of the exeptional, and Ihave to point out

A reissue roundup by members of the record review team
Orchestral/Symphonic

L

ONG afavourite 'original instruments'
recording of the first two J. S. Bach
Orchestral
Suites,
the
Telefunken
Concentus Musicus Wien/Harnoncourt
set reappears as Das Alte Werk
'Reference' AQ6.41228 ( Decca). The
first suite in particular is lively—after all,
these are all dance movements—and the
performances, if on the plain side, are
anything but pedantically scholarly. The
1967 sound is alittle wiry and lacks bass
weight, and the flute is alittle too close in
No. 2, but it is nevertheless satisfying,
with a reasonable ambience captured.
Recommended. [
B: 1]
J. A.
Reviewed in March 80 as aboxed set
(2740 216, 8recs, mid price), Beethoven
Symphonies 1-9 ( VPO/Bernstein, with
Jones / Schwarz / Kollo / Moll / Vienna
State Opera Chorus in no. 9) now reappear on seven separate full- price
issues: 2531 308 ( 1 & 4), 309 ( 2 &
Prometheus overture), 310 ( 3), 311 ( 5),
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312 ( 6), 313 ( 7) and 2707 124, 2recs ( 8
& 9). The Prometheus item, like the
symphonies a live recording, shares the
technical and musical advantages of the
rest. As C.B. said in the original review,
'Bernstein renews our perspectives: he
had the vision, the breadth of technical
resources, to assert the theatricality, the
gruff humour, the striving, and the
spiritual radiance of the Beethoven
symphonies'. QM in July 80 took C.B.'s
A/A* down to A, saying ' Dynamics are
generally very impressive and the soundstage is consistent ... the hall acoustic
sometimes seems rather heavily damped
and at other times has more apparent
depth'. ( Then there's the passage in the
Seventh where someone is heard talking
for a few moments, but never mind!)
Bernstein's quiet groans and moans add
to the sense of occasion, and we continue to disagree with some critics in
finding this a rugged, assertive cycle of
powerful grip and integrity, and if you
want to build up separately ( or perhaps
select: top priority, perhaps, for nos. 3, 5,

that there is much here which in comparison with
Frühbeck ( complete Three- Cornered Hat; here we are
offered the more- or- less customary selection),
Beecham and Rostropovich sound alittle sleepy, even
sluggish sometimes. The earlier pages in the Rimsky
strike me as too inclined by half to languish in the early
afternoon Spanish sun, and the Falla dances, while
strongly done, lack that rhythmic bite and earthy
sonority with which the music catches fire. España is a
gentle, lilting affair ( fair enough, but how Idislike the
agogic comma at the ff string entry in bar 177). While
there is little doubt that one is listening to ahigh-class
ensemble, there are enough instances of fractionally
loose rhythm, odd corners of faulty intonation in
strings/wind unison writing, and occasionally tentative violin entries to make one look elsewhere in an
already densely- populated field. The recording may be
partly responsible for the uncharacteristically thin
violin sound; detail is projected ( and often cleverly, but
audibly highlighted) as if from a rather dry hall, yet,
oddly, the overall feeling is of a warmly reverberant
acoustic. A perfectly acceptable disc, then, but any
new recording of this familiar music has to be more
than that to justify taking up space in the catalogue.
[A: 2/3]
Andrew Keener

THE SPANISH GUITAR
Music by Tarrega, Pujol, Albeniz, Torroba, Rodrigo
Alexandre Lagoya (gtr)
CBS 76946
Alexandre Lagoya is an artist Ihave long admired; but I
cannot say that Ihave ever heard him in better form
than on this record. Some of the pieces here call for
virtuoso technique of a very high order, and Lagoya
sails through with fine style and aplomb. In Tarrega's
Variations on the ' Carnival of Venice' he produces
sounds and effects which Ihave not heard before.
Tarrega is the principal subject of this collection, being
given the whole of the second side. Rodrigo has three
short pieces, which include a Scherzino containing
material also used in the famous Aranjuez concerto,
though which precedes the other Ido not know. In
general, the works played are of areflective rather than
flamboyant character; and one might wonder what
qualifies for the ' Masterworks' series, of which this
issue is one. The main reason for getting this record is
to hear Lagoya play. This, of course, is the 'new'
Lagoya, as he had to change direction completely after
the death of his wife, with whom he used to form a
notable duo, worthily commemorated on the fiverecord Philips set ( 6747 353).
As to the recording, Imust admit to having been
spoiled by the Michael Newman recital on direct- cut
Sheffield Lab 1e, but even without such revealing
reference, this issue has a rather dull and muffled
sound, with anotable lack of presence. It is agreeable
enough, if somewhat resonant, in sound, and the
shortcomings of the recording are soon lost in the
excellence of the playing. Where this issue scores is in
the accuracy of the image, which has none of that
overwide character one hears too often: it is more of a
'mono' image, totally steady. Do not let any criticism of
the sound debar you from hearing it. [
B: 1/1*]
Peter Turner

8/9) this format now allows it. [A: 1*]
G.J.
Separately available from 1977 RCA
boxed set, Borodin's First Symphony
(RL25322) fills a catalogue gap; coupling is the incomplete Third—avalid contrast to David Lloyd-Jones' Universo'
deletion. Fresh transfers are very margin.ally less full in the bass, but still admirable
in impact to match the 'punch' of Loris
Tjeknavorian's conducting. Warm if not
immaculate playing by the Nat. PO.
[A: 1]
C.B.
Eugen Jochum's 1967 Bavarian RSO
recording of Bruckner's Symphony 6
has been out of the catalogue for some
time, along with its companions in the
complete set in which it first appeared.
The 6th was then one of three symphonies recorded by Jochum for the first
time; before long we shall have his new
version of it in the HMV Dresden series.
The old one comes up splendidly here on
DG Privilege 2535 415—beautiful playing from the Bavarians, who follow him
wholeheartedly even in some unexpected modifications of tempo. The first
movement can sound more majestic, but
the Adagio is gloriously spacious ( it is a
pity aside- change had to come at letter
G, dissipating atmosphere and tension).
Both scherzo and finale are taken faster

than usual—interesting, rather than entirely convincing. Silent surfaces and
warm yet clear sound make this a safe
recommendation, technically: it will be
interesting to see whether the new recording makes it seem musically out of
date. [
B: 2]
P.B.
It is very good to welcome back
Klemperer's Bruckner Symphony 6 on
HMV SXLP 30448 ( f345). The 1965
recording was never of the very highest
quality, though it sounds pretty good
here apart from very noisy ( finished
pressing) surfaces. The great advance on
its Columbia original state is that the first
two movements are accommodated unbroken on the first side. Klemperer's
tempi and general grasp of structure are
almost unfailingly impressive—though,
curiously, he takes the Adagio quicker
than any of the other conductors whose
recordings Iknow: lovely, yet lacking in
profundity and majesty. His.last movement is a particularly fine achievement.
The New Philharmonia is in outstanding
form, from firm, sonorous bass line to
delicate yet grainy woodwind. [
B/C: 1]
P.B.
Aptly entitled English Idyll after the
two featured Butterworth pieces, another Neville Dilkes/English Sinfonia
collection of English ( comparative)
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rarities makes awelcome return in HMV's
'English Heritage series ( ESD 7101). A
few of today's more synthetic products
could learn a thing or two from these
1971 recordings: impeccably clean, fresh
and entirely unaffected—rather like the
performances themselves. In addition to
the more familiar items (Warlock's
Capriol Suite, John Ireland's arrangement of the Holy Boy carol and the
Butterworth pieces—all otherwise recorded). Moeran's gently captivating
Two Pieces for Small Orchestra are gratefully restored to a catalogue rather
starved of his elegantly crafted music
and, least familiar of all, one has the
chance to sample something of Walter
Leigh, whose work has remained obscure
since his death in 1942. The Concertino
for Harpsichord and Strings is scintillating enough to whet the appetite for
more. [A: 1]
ES.
The three records which make up
Gershwin's Orchestral Music ( CBS
79329) appeared at different times. The
first was Entremont's account of the
Concerto in
F with
Philadelphia/
Ormandy ( 10/71), a splendid performance, rich in colour and still sounding
bright. Their version of the Rhapsody in
Blue which backed the concerto has
been jettisoned in favour of the extraordinary knitted- up performance of
Gershwin's 1925 piano roll with a
modern orchestral recording by the
Columbia Jazz Band under Michael
Tilson Thomas which came out in
February 1977 coupled with an electrifying American M.' Paris, also included.
Ormandy is the conductor of the Robert
Russell Bennett arrangement of Porgy
and Bess from 1972, not so good as
Gershwin's own but more often played.
The stars of the collection, though, are
the Show Overtures, magnificently theatrical, stunningly recorded by the Buffalo
Philharmonic under Tilson Thomas
(1977). This alone is worth the money.
No notes are included, unfortunately.
[A: 1/1*)
K.D.
Kurt Masur's Leipzig Mendelssohn
cycle was rather underrated when released here by RCA. The 1974 ' Italian'/
'Reformation' coupling is enjoyable for
its attentive qualities—not for those who
want high-powered virtuosity in the
Fourth. Tempi are spacious, and the recessed image nicely suggests alarge hall.
Apart from the deficiencies that thin
pressings bring, otherwise virtually
indistinguishable from the original Ariola
imports ( GL25307). [
A/B: 1]
C.B.
The Philharmonia Orchestra's early
stereo recordings of pieces by Respighi.
Berlioz and Liszt popped up five years
ago as part of asplendid 5- disc set called
'Karajan Conducts Popular Classics Vol.
2' ( SLS 5019), and now reappear on
SXLP 30450. The Pines of Rome, Roman
Carnival Overture and Les Préludes were
all produced under the direction of
Walter Legge and offer opulent but brilliant sound which still frequently reaches
star quality despite the 1958 vintage.
Karajan's performances are also very
good, especially that of Les Préludes,
which remains a particularly convincing
version of Liszt's third Symphonic Poem.
An excellent coupling of these three
items if they happen to be missing from
your collection. [
A/A*: 1]
J.C.
Anyone partial to noisy and colourful
scores not renowned for their musical
substance should enjoy a collection of
Russian
favourites,
featuring
Concertgebouw/Markevitch ( Philips
'Festivo'
6570
191).
RimskyKorsakov's Russian Easter Festival is an
almost perfect example of the genre,
being almost devoid of musical argument; the Polovtsian Dances from
Borodin's Prince Igor at least offer plenty
of melodic and rhythmic variety, while
they gain an extra dimension when, as
here, they are performed with chorus.
Tchaikovsky's 1812, despite its reputation as ashowpiece pure and simple, is
really avery clever composition which is
all the more enjoyable here for doing
without superimposed artillery ( though
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

the final section includes plenty of additional brass and bells). Markevitch secures lively and disciplined performances, while the 1965 recordings still
makes a pretty fair din. [
B: 1/2]
T.H.
******************
All credit to
CBS for making
Mitropoulos' searing, unforgettable account of the Shostakovich Tenth available to us for the first time since its initial
release on Philips ABL in the early 50s
(CBS 61457@).Readers may recall from
my feature last June how Iurged searching high and low for acopy of what Istill
believe is a unique performance of this
trenchant, brooding masterpiece. The
sound is atouch murky and the acoustic
far too cavernous to effect ideal rhythmic
tautness in the second and fourth movements ( the side drum tends to ricoche
disconcertingly in the demonic second
movement, where the ensemble sounds
at its most precarious), but nothing could
possibly detract from the harrowing intensity
of
Mitropoulos'
reading.
Atmosphere and structural line have, to
my mind, never been equalled. The
NYPO play like souls possessed. To
single out but one feature: their howling
woodwind tearing into the whirlwind
scherzo seems to transcend all the human
element. The technical rating is unavoidable, this being a just post- 78
product ( 1954), but don't be deterred. An
essential
supplement
to
any
Shostakovich collection. [
D: 1*]
ES.
******************
The Bournemouth SO may lack the
opulence of the great American recording orchestras, but Berglund's Sibelius
conducting reflected such integrity that a
deeper kind of satisfaction results.
Perhaps swayed by the quite beautiful
A* recording Ihave come to admire the
Third, almost without reservation. This is
recoupled ( HMV ESD7094) with the
Fifth. Recut on one side, the E- flat symphony loses some of its grand spaciousness: but if ASD3038 is a must for perfectionists this 'Greensleeve' alternative
is still good—no trace of echo about the
difficult final chords. [
A/A*: 1]
C.B.
Transferred by DG to their 'Accolade'
label is Karajan's Sibelius 6/7 coupling
(2542 137), recorded in 1968. These are
both- fine performances. In Symphony 6
Karajan's attention to detail and creation
of clearly- defined tonal structures pays
off, producing aclassic interpretation. In
7 the same approach does not work so
well, lessening the inevitability of the
conclusion, but the immaculate playing
of the BPO is stunning. The recorded
sound is rich and smooth though lacking
the more extended dynamic range and
inner clarity of some more recent recordings of these works. Despite this, the disc
is a bargain and warmly recommended.
[A: 1*/1]
D.H.
Tchaikovsky's music may enjoy
world-wide popularity, yet it is surprising
how few of the Russian master's works
command aregular following in concert
hall or opera house. The Second, or ' Little
Russian', Symphony is certainly not one
of those, yet it is in many respects a
delightful composition notwithstanding
a certain lack of structural solidity. In a
recording first published some 14 years
ago, LSO/Previn perform it with skill and
affection, adding Liadov's Eight Russian
Folk Songs for good measure ( RCA Gold
Seal GL 42960). It all adds up to a
thoroughly entertaining reissue, enhanced by admirable sound. [
A/B: 1]
T.H.
Presumably dating from the early sixties, an entire disc of extracts from
Tchaikovsky's Swan Lake features
LSO/Monteux ( Philips ' Festivo' 6570
187). Monteux, who died in 1964, aged
almost 90, was a wise old musician
whose involvement with ballet went
back to the halcyon days of Diaghilev
and who handled Tchaikovsky's music
with a minimum of fuss, yet in impeccable style. The LSO loved him, and their
playing here clearly reflects their almost
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filial affection for the little Frenchman
with his outsize baton. In spite of its age,
the recording is more than acceptable.
[B: 1]
T.H.

Concertos
-rELEFUN

KEN
Das
Alte
Werk
I '
Reference'
AQ6.41191 ( Decca)
couples the 1964 Concentus Musicus
Wien/Harnoncourt recordings of the 1st,
3rd
and
4th
Bach
Brandenburg
Concertos. Recording is surprisingly
clean for its age; there are occasional
balance anomalies, such as the horns in
No. 1 which are a little distant, particularly when compared to the nicely
'quacky' old oboes, and everything does
seem alittle crowded in tuttis, but overall
the sound is exciting and full. No. 4 is
probably best from the sound point of
view, although the harpsichord could
have been alittle more prominent when
compared to the recorders. The performances are aggressive and although the
ensemble is a little rough around the
edges at times, highlighted by the rather
'present' overall sound, it is nonetheless
satisfying for all that. [ B: 1/2]
JA.
Concentus Musicus Wien are featured
in avaried programme of baroque music
on Telefunken AQ6.42166 ( Decca),
which should give much pleasure.
Herbert Tachezi offers a scholarly account of Handel's Concerto (' Cuckoo &
the Nightingale') 13 for Organ & Strings
and Leopold Stastny's reading of
Vivaldi's Flute Concerto ' La None' is
highly atmospheric. Biber's Battelle is
given an extravert performance but
listeners who are new to the score may
find themselves not psychologically
ready for the avant-garde approach to the
episode portraying the Lament of the
Wounded, imitated with Airs and dedicated to Bacchus.
Bach's Violin
Concerto BWV 1020 and the Telemann
concerto for three oboes & three violins
are tastefully executed. The recording
quality is consistently excellent. [
A: 1]
V.M.
The exemplary German horn- player
Hermann Baumann brought out adouble
album in December 1973 including both
the Haydn Concertos, two by Rôssler,
and one each by Danzi and Mozart
(K417). Three of those concertos are
now coupled on an attractive record in
the Das Alte Werk ' Reference' series
(Telefunken
AQ6.41288) ( Decca):
Haydn's no. 1 in D. with overlong
cadenzas but some lovely playing at both
ends of the range as well as in the middle;
Danzi in Etr, with an especially pleasing
finale that has moments of drama and
poignancy as well as the more expected
jollity; and a striking Concerto in d by
Rôssler, or Rosetti. The first movement
does not live up to the promise of its
stormy opening, but the Romanze is
pretty and the finale—with changes of
tempo and time—is an interesting movement. With well-balanced and troublefree recording and neat, elegant accompaniments from Schroder and the
Concerto
Amsterdam,
Baumann's
warmly expressive playing is very well
supported. [
A/B: 1]
P.B.
Thoughtful
performances
of the
Honegger and Shostakovich 1st
Cello Concertos from Milos Sadlo and
the Czech Phil/Neumann/Ancerl ( respectively) reappear on Supraphon 110
0604 (£ 3.75, Lugton's/ H. R. Taylor).
This is the only version of Honegger but
very
strong
competition
for
the
Shostakovich comes from Rostropovich
and Tortelier. So although this may not
be first choice on these grounds it is
certainly worth
acquiring
for the
Honegger alone. The 1969 recording
shows its age somewhat with a closely
miked soloist slightly larger than life with
respect to the orchestra. Not overbearingly so, however, so [
B/C: 1] is
probably fair.
I.H.
Reissued from Alfred Brendel's consistently good cycle with
Neville
Marriner and the ASM, Philips ' Festivo'
6570 023 couples two popular Mozart
Piano Concertos, No. 20, K466 in d, and

cLassicaL

No. 23, K488, in A. Brendel is in fine
form, particularly in the slow movement
of K488, but the sound unfortunately has
a rather close perspective with a tendency for the orchestra to peer around
the piano, which is somewhat overprominent in the D minor work, although
less so in the A major. Originally recorded
in 1974, it is worth getting for.Brendel's
firm and thoughtful playing, despite the
unsatisfactory balance, which is not up
to the standard of some of the later
recordings in the series. [
B: 1*)
JA
Yehudi
Menuhin's
playing
of
Mozart's Violin Concertos in G, K216
and A, K219 ( HMV SXLP 30449, £ 3.45)
won deservedly high praise for its intimacy of style and the rapport between
the soloist-director and his small orchestra, the Bath Festival CO. The record
first appeared in 1962 and still sounds
remarkably fresh, testimony to the skill of
Ronald Kin loch Anderson who produced
it. [
A: 1 ]
K.D.
Salvatore Accardo displays his usual
high degree of musicality and virtuosity
in DG's reissue, now on Privilege 2535
421, of Paganini's Violin Concerto 6
(the concerto that probably predates No.
1 in composition). Already available as
part of the 5- record set of the six concertos, the recording dates from 1974
and has the soloist most capably supported by LPO/Dutoit. Accardo is amost
persuasive performer of this trivial music,
bringing out all its fresh enthusiasm and
charm. The recording conforms to the
DG norm of good, clean, smooth, unspectacular rendition of the received
sound, making for very pleasant listening. [
A: 1*]
D.H.
A delightful selection of 18th Century
Italian music played by the Concerto
Amsterdam on Telefunken AQ6.41217
(Decca) will appeal to many tastes.
Hermann Baumann and Adriaan van
Wordenberg give a stunningly creative
account of the Vivaldi double Horn
Concerto and Maurice André is at the
peak of perfection in the two Torelli
Trumpet Concertos. Jaap Schroder plays
the Locatelli Violin Concerto 1 with
feeling and great panache but one must
express regret that the all-important solo
cadenzas, which epitomize not only this
work but the entire opus, have been so
radically truncated. Frans Brüggen is
splendid in the Vivaldi FMajor recorder
concerto and his ornamentation is, as
always, unfailingly tasteful. Admirable
recording. [
A: 1]
V.M.
Severino Gazzelloni and IMusici play
five Vivaldi Concertos with flute and
other wind instruments on Philips
'Festivo' 6570 186. The recordings come
from boxed sets issued in 1975. The
soloists are well integrated into a rich
texture which has a surprisingly solid
bass line. Tonal qualities and balance are
natural and the playing is vigorous and
alert. The gaps between the movements
are rather long, but this big- sounding
Vivaldi from a small ensemble can be
highly recommended. [
A: 1*]
OP.

S

Chamber/Solo

TRING quartets by Boccherini and
Verdi played by the Moravian
Quartet ( 1969) on Supraphon 111 0573
(£3.75, Lugton's/H. R. Taylor) are not
masterpieces of the genre, though
neither is dull and both are interesting.
We get meticulous playing from the
Moravians, with superb ensemble; but
the performances do not enchant or raise
one's estimation of the works. The recording is shrill and unappealing, and the
lack of bass denies us the sonority which
the
Verdi,
in
particular,
needs.
Adjustments to tone- controls at both
ends do something to help, but cannot
make a silk purse out of a sow's ear.
[C: 2]
P.T.
Philips continue their transference of
selected * Universo' material to their
'Festivo'
catalogue
with
Nikita
Magaloff's recording of Chopin's Opp
10 and 25 Studies ( 6570 016). As the
disc has also recently appeared as part of
Magaloff's complete solo Chopin ( 6768
95
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Tel: 0625-526213 for HiFi equipment and complete
speaker enquiries.
el; Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders !MI
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SPEAKER
KITS
PRICES PER PAIR
CARRIAGE £3.95
unless otherwise stated
Coles Nimbus Kit ( mounted on baffle)
£69-00
Dalesford- System 1
£54-00
Dalesford System 2
£57-00
Dalesford System 3
£104.00
Dalesford System 4
£110-00
Dalesford System 5
£142-00
Dalesford System 6
£95.00
Dalesford D Kit ( including cabinet)
£79.95
KEF Reference 104aB kit
£133-00
plus £5 carriage
KEF Cantata kit
£199-00
plus £5 carriage
LS3 Micro Monitor kit
£76.00
Lowther PM6 kit
£132.75
Lowther PM6 MkI kit
£139.95
Lowther PM7 kit
£199-00
Radford Studio 90
£181.00
Radford Monitor 180
£243.00
Radford Studio 270
£309.00
Radford Studio 360
£450.00
Richard Allan Tango Twin
£55-50
Richard Allan Maramba
£77-50
Richard Allan Charisma
£111-00
Richard Allan Super Triple. £102-50
Richard Allan Super Saraband II £159.95
Richard Allan RA8 kit
£62-75
Richard Allan RA82 kit
£98.75
Richard Allan RA82L kit
£108.00
Seas 223
£42-50
Seas 253
£67-00
Seas 403
£79.95
Seas 603
£134-95
Wharfedale Denton XP2 kit . .
£31 - 45
Wharfedale Shelton XP2 kit . .
£40.40
Wharfedale Linton XP2 kit
£56-20
Wharfedale L60 kit
£52-50
Wharfedale L80 kit
£72-00
Wharfedale L100 kit
Wharfedale E50 kit
Wharfedale E70 kit

£87-00
£129.00
£160.00

Wharfedale E90 kit

£249.50

WILMSLOW AUDIO BA1
sub bass amplifier/
crossover kit
£37.95
plus £1.00 carriage
CARRIAGE & INSURANCE
Tweeters/Crossovers
70p each
Speakers
4" to 61
90p each
8" to 10"
£1 - 10 each
12,13
8",14" x9" £2.00 each
15"
£3.00 each
18"
£ 5-00 each
Speaker Kits
£3-95 pair
Mag. Design Kits
£3.95 pair
unless otherwise stated

WILMSLOW
The firm for Speakers
35/39 Church Street,
Wilmslow, Cheshire.
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be. Happiness, I'm afraid, is one
emotion you won't need to draw
on—the Kittens' surrealistic aural art
gallery is ableak place, with blacks
and greys musically prominent. But
if you're prepared to use your imagination on what is undoubtedly a
disturbing use of sound, then 'We
Buy A Hammer For Daddy' could
prove one of the most rewarding
albums you've ever hung on your
wall. [ A: 1]
Tom Robinson's walls have
usually come graffiti- scrawled with
various slogans. Which is what
you'd expect from a singer once
purported to be the true voice of the
people. Later the novelty wore off
and the press, who initially considered him good copy, labelled him
as just another boring do-gooder.
At which point his original band
TRB fell apart and the Robinson
relationship with EMI, one that
seemed almost as dubious as that
which the company had with the
Sex Pistols, was abruptedly terminated. Now, following a couple of
releases on his own Panic label with
anew band, Sector 27, he's back in
the moderately big-time again with
aPhonogram contract in his pocket
and anew album, called Sector 27
(Fontana 6359 039) in the shops.
The band—Jo Burt ( bass), Stevie B

(guitar) and Derek Quinton ( drums)
play it dirtier than TRB, Stevie B in
particular providing the kind of
sounds that'll have you searching
for the Swarfega. Robinson himself
is much the same, though, handing
out musical banners marked What
Have We Got To Lose?, Take It Or
Leave It and suchlike. So if you
cared for him the first time around,
you probably join in the march on
this occasion too. And though I'm
slightly disappointed—I'd always
wanted
rock's
most
likeable
campaigner to head further into the
jazz territory he'd briefly explored
with Too Good To Be True—it's to be
hoped that things work out better
for this stage of the Robinson
Career. After all, the power has been
in the darkness for far too long. [ B:
2/1]

On the other side of the Laker
trail, Shelby Singleton has at last
dug into his vaults to find the 17
sides that Joe Ely, Butch and
Tommy Hancock and Jimmie Dale
Gilmore recorded back in '72. Then,
members of acountry band known
as The Flatlanders, they made music
that has little in common with what
Ely is doing today. Nevertheless, as
One
More
Road
(
Charly
CR30189)
demonstrates,
their
mainly acoustic offerings oozed as
much charm as an Astaire invitation
to dance. Vocalist Gilmore's Dallas,
with its memorable opening line
('Didja ever see Dallas from a DC9
at night?') is the one track that you
simply have to hear—but be warned
that there's amusical- saw player in
the vicinity! [ B: 1]

SHORT SHORTS
Various
Artists:
Motown
Chartbusters '80
(
TamlaMotown STML 12139). Last year
didn't exactly produce a vintage
crop of chart entries for Berry
Gordy's label,judging by this compilation. But Motown's annual
round-upof 16 hit singles has never
been a bad deal, even if the 1980
edition brings us Wonder Woman
(Lynda Carter) rather than that
Wonder Man. [A: 2]
The Gap Band: III (Mercury
6337110). Some street funk almost
in early Kool tradition, plus ballads
with expressive leads and strong
harmony vocals. Even those who
suffered on the retreat from disco
will submit. [ A: 1]
Bette Midler: Divine Madness
(Atlantic K50760). The album of the
film of the concert. A mediocre
singer, made on Madison Ave, Ms
M idler spares no one, songs by Tom
Waits, Bob Seger, Bob Crosby,
Bruce Springsteen, Phil Spector,
The Stones and Bobby Goldsboro
being among those that get their
show- biz come-uppance. Even the
Nolans show more mercy. [A: 4]
Boomtown
Rats:
Mondo
Bongo (Mercury 6359 042). On
which our rodent heroes attempt to
gain an even wider public. Lots of
real tunes; arecorder- backed choirvoiced vocal Simon Crowe (
Fall
Down); an acknowledged Stones
re- write (Under Their Thumb); and
acknowledged Elvis Costello one
(Elephant's
Graveyard);
a
Shadows- type
instrumental
(Whitehall 1212) and plenty of percussion for round- the- hall congas.
Stamp Passed for Export' and
remind Mr Geldorf that his lyrics
could be sharper. [A: 1]
Various Artists: Rock On (EMI
THIS 29). The mediocre, the bad
and the truly awful. Tracks by the 12
semi-finalists in the J. Tetley and
EMI Records 1980-81 Supergroup
Contest—an issue that reminds one
just how few contest winners ever
move on to greater things. Follow
the line that leads from the Bo Street
Runners through to Deaf School.
[C: 3/4]
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ROCK

Even more acceptable is Play
(Virgin V2124), an in- concert recording from Magazine, taped in
Melbourne last September, when
guitarist Robin Simon was still with
the band. The album is, for once, a
marvellous live recording on which
Magazine breathe real fire into aset
that includes A Song From Under
The
Floorboards,
Permafrost
Mode/maker. Parade and other
former studio sweethearts, each and
every one of them benefiting from
their exposure to concert- hall air.
Even a reprise of Sly's superfunk
Thank You ( Falettinme Be Mice Elf
Agin), a number which sounded
powerful enough on the band's
'Correct Use Of Soap' release,
moves into overdrive here, keyFred DeIlar
boardist Dave Formula operating
like a man with an extra pair of
hands, screaming in from the wings
one moment, engulfing the band in
CTEVIE WINWOOD'S one of
total sound the next. While aversion
those supremely talented perof Twenty Years Ago is yet another
formers who has set such high stansweat- inducer,
a rumbustious,
dards that, nowadays, he finds he's
somewhat free- form affair that
hoisted by his own petard and likely
almost possesses the ability to
to receive a critical panning if he
produces anything less than a cause the very vinyl of its existence
to melt. A remarkable album then—
genuine masterpiece. And Arc Of
and one so full of power that we've
A Diver (Island ILPS 957e), his
only to harness it to the national grid
first album in around three years, is
not quite up to that standard— for all our energy problems to be
solved at astroke! [A: 1*]
which is why the sound of sharpened pencils began echoing round
the rock press even before this
album's release. After all, Winwood
is also a '60s survivor, afact which
makes him doubly fair game. I'm
afraid that I'm unable to indulge in
this sort of game, though. While the
faults of ' Diver' are obvious—the
album's lyrics, mainly penned by
Crusaders
co-operator
Will
Jennings, aren't exactly scintillating, while there are a couple of
moments on the record's first side
when things become amite tedious
musically. But Spanish Dancer,
which opens Side 2, is a true
chiller, a sinewy Winwood vocal
being offered over an ever- swirling
background punctuated by asimple
but totally effective piano figure.
Night Train, a Winwood original
and not the James Brown classic, is
another standout, a virtual disco
express on which the multiinstrumentalist ( Winwood plays
every note beard on the album)
Switching subjects entirely, Ireprovides his impression of an onmember once hearing a Ken
form Philly rhythm section, kitted
Nordine record about a sound
out with the kind of guitar licks that
museum where various artists doshould have Eric Gale, Wah Wah
nated myraid sound paintings. And
Watson and Co. Worrying about
now, with the arrival of The Lemon
their jobs throughout the rest of '81.
Elsewhere, on 'While You See A Kittens' We Buy A Hammer For
Daddy (United Daries Produce
Chance', the elected first single,
UD-02),
the
opportunity
for
Winwood's mission- born organ still
operates in wipe-out mode, while everyone to own his very own collection of such art would seem to be
his use of various synths, which he
at hand. For The Kittens—Dannielle
utilises in best orchestral manner,
Dax and Karl Blake—spend their
proves equally impressive. In short,
time producing such sound cameos,
if your search for perfection is such
utilising an extensive range of
that you'd turn down Julie Christie
instruments that includes every(or the subject of your own erotic
dreams) just because she had a thing from keyboards, saxes and
flutes through to stick synths and
couple of spots at the time of your
penny whistles. And the results,
date, then maybe you'll reject 'Arc
which owe something to John
Of A Diver'. Otherwise, like me,
you'll take what's offered and be
Cage and maybe White Noise, are
whatever your mind wants them to
more than grateful! [ A: 11

IF II 44AD
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Rega, Thorens, Dual— Book your demonstration now.
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JAZZ

Ken Hyder

Two—Two In One, hat Hut SIX
(2Ro6) is an extended live development from their Birth And Rebirth
album on Black Saint BSR 0024.
The amazing thing about these sets
is the scope of Roach's playing and
his absolute authority in any area of
music he finds himself in. Playing
with Braxton here, he's at his freest.
He spreads the sound about so
thickly at times, that you forget it's
just a duet. It sounds like a trio at
least. At other times he brings it
down to atinkle. He knows how to
use dynamics, and so does Braxton.
Their playing dovetails beautifully.
When Roach wants to kick, however, he kicks. There are times that
the music moves from the sedate to

these two players is breathtaking:
[A:11. You may have to search the
shops to find these albums, or order
them—again
from
The
Other
Labels— but it will be effort well
spent, for these are extraordinary
recordings.
It's a shame that fashions and
fads can obscure the differences
between good music and music
which doesn't happen. Art Pepper is
fashionable at the moment, so when
an album recorded live at Ronnie
Scott's was released last year it
went into the best selling jazz album
charts. The fact that it was one of the
least satisfying Pepper releases was
no impediment to the acclaim
and subsequent sales. If you're

Report albums and many of the
trade marks are there—the Zawinul
keyboard sounds, the big fat bass
sound of Jaco Pastorius, and the
wistful
saxophone
playing
of
Wayne Shorter. What's changed,
however, is the rhythmical basis of
much of their music. They've gone
back to jazz time, and Idon't think
it's helped them. They even do the
Ellington
classic,
Rockin'
In
Rhythm, and it just doesn't add up
to anything at all. The best track,
Madagascar, is asuperbly recorded
live performance which lifts the
album out of the mundane and
pedestrian. Even then it's not
Weather Report at their best. [
A*:
2]

looking for some strong Pepper
playing, however, let me steer you
towards two excellent releases.
The first,
So
In Love on
Artists House AH9412, is a studio
album showcasing Pepper with
sympathetic musicians like Charlie
Haden and Billy Higgins: [
A: 1/2].
The vulnerable quality of Pepper's
alto is most evident on a beautiful
rendition Stardust but elsewhere
there are hints of the stridency he
achieves when things are right.
Pepper reaches his goals—but he
has to work for them. And there's a
special kind of tension created
when you listen to him put in the
effort. On the other album, Landscape on Galaxy GXY 5128, the
stridency is more apparent. It's alive
album, and a large measure of immediacy is captured on vinyl. Billy
Higgins is digging in like he's meaning it from the off. He's one of the
most consistently tasty drummers to
have established himself on the
international gigging circuit. Pepper
himself sounds more at home and
more integrated with the other
musicians on this album, and consequently it's more than a rhythm
section and star soloist job. Choice
straight ahead jazz. [
A: 1/2]
Controversy has always surrounded jazz musicians who get
across to a wide public, and
Weather Report haven't escaped
their share. Many of the putdowns
involve criticising the band for not
being a different kind of band entirely. On Weather Report's own
terms—as an electric jazz band—
they're one of the most successful.
Night Passage on CBS 84597 is
the latest in along line of Weather

Way back in 1962 James Brown
recorded an album which has just
been re- released— Live At The
Apollo Vol 1, Solid Smoke
Records 8006. In those days Brown
was still playing jazz flavoured
rhythm ' re blues, with even abit of
doo wop thrown in. The showbiz is
strongly established right at the beginning with the MC's build-up
patter—which has scarcely changed almost 29 years later. Although
not as sophisticated as it would later
become, this music makes its impact
on the sheer vitality of the performance. Nobody's hanging about taking it easy. The energy generated
hits you right away. As awhole it's
not as distinctive as his later
material, but it's still got that JB
vibe. [B: 2]
Harrisburg Half Life brought
Ray Anderson to my ears for the first
time recently, and it's an album Ilike
alot. Anderson plays trombone, and
his quartet is completed by Alan
Jaffe, guitar, Mark Dresser, bass
and Gerry Hemingway, drums. His
music is a melange of free playing,
folk playing and classical playing.
It's a mixture that hangs together
well. His own playing is strong and
imaginative. There's wildness in
there, and subtlety and humour too.
Some of his themes are full of
Stravinsky- like staccato figures and
the group plays them with punch
and verve. On If IEver Had A Home,
It Was A Slide Trombone, he makes
this original composition sound like
a well heard standard. Ithink he's
going to make alasting impression
on the scene. This well-balanced
album is on Moers Music 01074.
[A: 2]

when he was alive, and is
A
under- rated yet. He was also underrecorded. The Hilversum Session
may serve to put a few of these
things right. These radio recordings
have never been released before.
They capture Ayler in one of his
most
productive settings—with
Don Cherry, cornet, Gary Peacock,
bass and Sunny Murray, drums.
Listening afresh to these 1964 recordings it's hard to see how people
got Ayler's music so wrong. There's
areaction, common in many listeners, which interprets his music as
aggressive and abrasive. But when I
listen to this album, all Ihear is love
and spirit. His use of harmonics,
taking the tenor saxophone up into
the stratosphere, confused many
people who couldn't get past the
strangeness of the sound to the
heart of the matter. For this is heart
music. Similarly Sunny Murray's
playing—again
cruelly
underrated—has been seen as anarchic
thrashing about. Once again these
recordings give the lie to that view.
His playing is unbelievably light and
floating. There's always a pulse
which is rarely directly stated. Both
Ayler and Murray are responsible for
bringing into the music an approach
which has been widely emulated if
not fully acknowledged. Ayler's
playing is a synthesis of many influences from gospel to New
Orleans jazz, but it's his own vision
which makes his music so distinctive. It seems that he rarely picked
up his saxophone without playing
something spiritually special. His
commitment is dear, and his message is plain. The music on this
album is completely open, the
emotions stripped
bare.
Such
honest music is a precious joy to
listen to. The rewards for the listener
from this overlooked music are immeasurable. It's on Osmosis 6001,
and it's distributed by The Other
Labels, 63 Salusbury Road, London
NW6. If any record deserves to be at
the top of the jazz best sellers list
this year—this is it. [A/B: 1*]
Hotly pursuing it should be a
couple of live double albums on hat
Hut records. Both sets are duets—
Max Roach with Anthony Braxton,
and Max Roach with Archie Shepp.
The Braxton set—called One In
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Weather Report

LBERT AYLER was under- rated

the supercharged with an accelerated intensity which leaves you
astounded. There's a special empathy at work here. Their improvisation is unhampered by predetermined plans, and they take
opportunity to create spontaneous
structures. Braxton gets through a
number of saxophones and clarinets, creating a variety of sound,
and Roach uses extra percussion.
But it's their inventiveness which
makes this an indispensible addition
to your collection: [A: 11. The
Long March, with Shepp, hat Hut
THIRTEEN ( 2RI3) was recorded
just the day before. It's much more
structured. The title piece starts with
ferociously tight gritty drumming
which then simmers down to a
jagged march figure before Shepp
sneaks in. When it needs to be
simple, Roach plays it that way—
and when it needs abelt, he gives it
one. Until the past year or two
Roach has been receiving a reverence based on his playing of twenty
or thirty years ago. These records
prove that he's still got something
new to say. On Triptich, he presents
an action packed solo with ahi- hat
dedication to Jo Jones which is
deliciously groovy. South Africa
Goddam opens with punchy, sparse
punctuations from Roach, before
Shepp's plaintive, breathy statement. All the time, Roach is laying
down interwoven patterns which
sound like at least two drummers.
This is arelaxed groove, and Shepp
floats, and bobs and weaves accordingly. The final track—It's
Time—is aflyer. It's hell for leather,
and sprinting all the way. The
powerhouse energy coming from
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`4e..te
fact:
\>>
five New Shure Cartridges
s
e).
e4
feature unique, state-of-the-art,
technology
Including...

Unprecedented
Stylus Protection

the M97 Era IV Series
pickup cartridges
Configuration

Tip
Tracking
Force

Nude

4
/
3

Hyperelliptical

grams

M97ED

Nuce Biradial
(Elliptical)

4
/
3

M97GD

Nude Spherical

Stylus
Model
M97HE

Biradial

Applications

to 11
2
/

to 11
2
/
grams

Highest fidelity
where light
tracking forces

to 1/
2
1
grams

are essential.

11
/ to 3
2
grams

4
/
3

Spherical

11
/ to 3
2
grams

Where slightly
heavier tracking
forces are
required.

78 rpm Stylus Biradial
for all M97's ( Elliptical)

11
/
2 to 3
grams

For 78 rpm
records.

M97EJ
M97B

(Elliptical)

Shure writes anew chapter in the history of affordable hi-fi by
making the latest cartridge technological breakthroughs available in acomplete line of high-performance, moderately priced
cartridges; the M97 Era IV Series Pickup Cartridges, available
with five different interchangeable stylus configurations to fit
every system and every budget.
The M97 Series incorporates such vanguard features as
the Dynamic Stabilizer—which simultaneously overcomes
record-warp caused problems, provides electrostatic neutralization of the record surface, and effectively removes dust and
lint from the record—and aunique telescoped stylus assembly
which results in lower effective stylus mass and dramatically
improved trackability.
Each of these features...and more... has been incorporated
in the five cartridges in the M97 Series—there is even an M97
cartridge that offers the low distortion Hyperelliptical stylus!
What's more, every M97 cartridge features aunique lateral
deflection assembly, called the SIDE-GUARD, which responds
to side thrusts on the stylus by withdrawing the entire stylus
shank and tip safely into the stylus housing before it can bend!
The performance of the cartridges is highly faithful to the
recorded music. Hear it you must!
These two M97 Series Cartridges were
selected for review by Hi -Fi Choice
and given " Best Buy" ratings.

(9) Ira

Shure Electronics Limited, Eccleston Road,
Maidstone ME15 6AU. Telephone: ( 0622) 59881
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folk

indicate the subtle shadings and
passing notes of the chants. Prayers
and responses follow, and the sistrum and drum are used very sparingly. The recordings, made at
Christmas in 1965 by Jean Jenkins
Paul Oliver
(whose excellent Ethiopian collections on Tangent are, Ibelieve, still
1— HERE'S still plenty of time to see
available) capture the reverence of
I the exhilarating exhibition of
the festival. [
A: 1/2]
'Art
from
Africa'
at
the
Due West of Ethiopia, across the
Commonwealth
Institute,
High
Southern Sudan, is the Central
Street, Kensington. This show ilAfrican Republic (
for awhile, an
lustrates the vigour of African popuEmpire under Bokassa). Its music on
lar art, but if you're making aspecial
Barenreiter BM 30 L 2310 is far
trip to London you should see the
more 'African' than the ancient
more traditional African collections
Christian worship of Addis Ababa.
at the Museum of Mankind and the
Antiphonal singing is again in eviHorniman Museum. With your acdence, but the rhythms are more
cumulated catalogues, postcards
marked; the voices have arasp and
and slides of African art you could
the falling notes of traditional
bring home some very fine examples
of African music to give a further African song are heard on every
track. An old Warrior's song,
dimension to the subject.
Mombe, or a rain- making song of
You're sure to remember the lively
the Ngbaka medicine men, Ma Ne
Ethiopian religious paintings, and
Lapke, are characteristic of similar
they are well complemented by
songs in other regions, but the long
Music of the Ethiopian Coptic
a fruit),
Church (Barenreiter BM 30 L cante -fable Le Gugule (
sung to harp accompaniment, is less
2304),
one
of
a UNESCO
familar. Particularly appealing are
Anthology of African Music. Yet
the lullabies and laments heard on
there is asolemnity, amajesty in the
Side 2, and the many motifs of
antiphonal singing of the degwa or
chanted church song, which is Angala, asong used to mark the end
of mourning, which, sadly, must
absent in the paintings. The memhave been heard countless times in
bers of the unordained clergy, the
the recent troubled history of that
debteras, chant in unison the stories
land. [
A: 1/2]
of Christ's coming on this record.
Continuing further west still, one
They read from acomplex notation
reaches Ghana where Stephen Jay
using over fifty devices which

Lid

Peter Gammond

'T HERE ARE agood many people
I today who feel deprived of civilised light entertainment. With the
contemporary popular music scene
given over to primitive savagery in
imitation American accents put over
by a thoroughly unlikeable assortment of unkempt layabouts ( with
exceptions, of course), they search
in vain for the lightness, elegance
and traditional musicality of the
sounds that provided an optimistic
background to their youthful days.
A thoroughly reactionary, decadent
and escapist viewpoint. Iknow, but
one which many people share! It is
not that people like myself want all
entertainment to be pretty and unprotesting, but that we occasionally
enjoy some light relief and find it
hard to come by. For those, whom I
hope I have clearly categorised,
there will be much enjoyment to be
found in an LP called The Picnic
Party (Chandos AB R1022, £ 4.99)
played by The Palm Court Theatre
Orchestra. It provides adelightfully
varied concert of light music, mainly
dating from the years 1905 to 1920,
with acouple of modern excursions
to 1926 and 1931. As the name of
the ensemble, directed by Anthony
Godwin, suggests, there is a basic
content of palm court pieces like
The grasshoppers' dance. In the
shadows and In a Persian market,
some of which are not all that easy
to find anyway, and these are delightfully played with relaxed skill
and atrue sense of period. Beyond
these, however, are a variety of
eccentric delights—eg. Silver birds,
apiccolo solo; Fiddlesticks rag and
The ragtime bass player, pleasant
.
evocations of the ragtime boom, the
latter with an intriguing doubleHI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

recorded Ancient Ceremonies,
Dance Music and Songs of
Ghana
(Nonesuch
Explorer
H-72082). Several of these tracks
are similar in kind to recordings that
Imade myself in the 1960s; the
market drumming of Dogumbo
Song or the Dzil xylophone duet.
The latter is given a location in
Accra, but though this may have
been where the recording was made
it is not Ga music, but comes from
the Lobi of the north-west of the
state. Donno drums of the tension
type whose pitch is altered by pressure on external strings which connect the drum heads, are heard in a
couple of items. Their 'talking'
character is clear. Equally fascinating are the playing of agroup of five
boys playing drums and hocketstyle flutes with anative doctor, and
an extraordinary song by agirl from
Yeji in which she produces three
pitches simultaneously. This varied
collection gives an excellent impression
of
the
richness
of
Ghanaian music while still omitting
any Ashanti drum orchestras. [
A:1]
A near neighbour of Ghana is
Dahomey,
and
Ceremonial
Music
from
Northern
Dahomey is aUNESCO collection
from Philips on 6586 022, in aseries
entitled ' Musical Sources'. The first
side is devoted to Bariba Court
Ritual recorded at the court of the
prince of Kuande. Long metal horns
are used to ' utter' praise phrases and

tension drums also 'talk' in the
ritual. Eulogies of the prince and his
genealogy are recited and chanted
by
griots,
the
professional
musicians of the Savannah regions.
Some of this music is very similar to
that of Upper Volta but it is stylised
and performed strictly according to
custom. Side 2 was recorded at a
Somba Funeral ceremony following
the death of a blacksmith, whose
role in Somba society is important.
The first part includes chanted
laments to the deceased, while the
second traces the events of the
funeral, in which flutes are blown,
implements beaten and the drums
define the successive observances.
A documentary record which may
not be for .general listening. [B: 2]
Finally, a return to the Central
African Republic for Aka Pygmy
Music (Philips 6586 016). The
Pygmies have always fascinated
those of greater stature ( recall those
photos of 6' 6" big game hunters
with 4' 2" pygmies?). The patronising writing on the 'children of the
forest' has generally overlooked
their remarkable vocal talents. As
hunters they do not generally use
instruments; instead they have developed same truly surprising polyphonic techniques, as on Anduwa,
sung after a hunt. Songs for divination, and some children's songs
of unexpected complexity, add to
the pleasures of adelightful record.
[A: 1 ]

bass lead; I'm forever blowing bub- more clearly heard. Perhaps this has Anniversary ( Besses o' the' Barn);
bles sung by Miss Linda Murray been achieved with acertain curtail- and Brass Sentimental Style
with an accompaniment on the ment of fullness of sound but you (Hendon sand) ( BBT1010); all
musical saw; and Polly, asoprano- can't have it both ways. Another recommendable in their various
A: 1*/1 ]. Both of these ways, especially BBT1008, which
sax piece that has a remarkable fine issue: [
are
available
on will have special interest for brass
affinity with Façade; and so on. This recordings
mere listing will either have filled cassette—ABT1022 and ABT1023. followers.
The sad loss of Peter Sellers has
you with superior loathing or will Iwould like to add that Chandos, in
have intrigued your pickled brain. I addition to a fine classical cata- promoted several reissues and one
can only say that Ihave almost worn logue, are the kind of smaller of the best is Peter Sellers and
One Up OU2233).
the record out already and it has company who give some thought to Sophia Loren (
interesting
lighter Iam convinced that Sellers found
delighted many of my acquain- providing
tances who, by a strange coinci- material. They are, for instance, one his best outlet in aural rather than
dence, have a similar leaning to- of the main purveyors now of good visual entertainment and was funward such harmless frivolities. The brass band records, most of them nier in The Goons and recorded
playing throughout is of the highest regrettably coming out too late for delights as found here than he was
possible standard and endowed inclusion in my recent brass band in his films. A personal opinion!
with just aright degree of levity that guide. These are also available in There are some classics here like the
remains affectionate rather than cassette form and it will serve as a phoney 1927 Ukulele lady, jazz immocking. The recording, made in reminder of some excellent LP provisation Lady be good and his
the Portsmouth Guildhall in July issues to mention some of the titles many satirical interviews. Not to
Carnival
(
Sun
Life mention the charming addition of
1980, is perfectly balanced and again:
Band) ( BBT1005); Sophia Loren and her excellent
clear without any exaggeration. In Stanshawe
short, this is an absolute gem of its Black Dyke Kings of Brass rendering of a Rodgers & Hart
(BBT1007); Contrasts in Brass classic To keep my love alive as well
kind. [
A*: 1*]
Iam further indebted to Chandos (Leyland Vehicles) ( BBT1008-2 as her duets with Sellers. A rich
A: 1*/1]
Alex
Owen 60th album indeed! [
for a further musical treat and a cassettes);
record called The Valley of Song
(Chandos ABR1023, £4.99) by the
Rossendale Male Voice Choir.
SUCH MCC MUSIC...
WHY SHOULD PAMENTS
Choral records tend to flow by at
HAVEALC1HEEN-lainarr?
very regular intervals, often competent but unremarkable. This one
has a little extra character. The
Rossendale Choir was founded in
1924 and led for many years by Fred
Tomlinson. When he retired in 1977
it was taken over by his talented son
Ernest Tomlinson who, many will
know, is an accomplished composer and arranger. His enterprising
arrangements add a nice touch to
the light-hearted repertoire on this
record;
things
like
Ma belle
Marguerite, The donkey serenade,
Phil the Fluter's ball and many
folksongs. The choir is brightly accompanied by a small group of
instrumentalists with piano, guitar,
flute and percussion adding acrisp
background. The recording helps in
every way and Ihave rarely heard a
choral issue in which the words are
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The TRANSCRIBER

British Made, and the only high technology parallel
tracking turntable made in Britain. Magnificent Glass
case, the table for the perfectionist. Sold only Direct
11 55.00p with cartridge.
19 Charnwood Street, Sutton in Ashfield Notts.

HADCOCK GH 220 ARM

The Hadcock GH 220 arm is an entirely new 4 bearing advanced design developed from the GH 228, but
incorporates pre- loaded miniature stainless steel instrument beariegs resulting in extremely Inw friction. The
method of weight adjustment is very accurate and by using asmall rider weight calibration is simple. The arm- tube
is damped completely. The whole top arm tube is detachable by means of gold plated plug and socket. Tie
headshells are available separately. Stainless steel arm tubes are now available and the complete arm with stainless
steel arm tube is the GH 220 s/s
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Audio Division, Doveridge, Derby DE6 5NN, England
Telephone: Uttoxeter 2452
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ETIMMENT REVIEW)
Two fabulous turntables
these two exotic turntables, little did Irealise how interesting the
W
project was to become. In the ' States both models enjoy anear legendary

HEN IWAS first commissioned to produce an in-depth review of

reputation in terms of quality, but my task was to separate fact from the
inevitable fiction that surrounds an audiophile product, placing the decks
in asensible UK perspective with regard to their price and performance.
The final assessment of their worth must inevitably be clouded by the
continuing worldwide consolidation of inter- company agreements concerning digital disc players, and the large scale investment that is going
into the release of this new medium in the not- so- distant future.
Potentially, agood quality digital player at around £ 250 ( this of course
including the equivalent of the present pickup cartridge), will in general
outstrip the performance of the most costly conventional analogue replay
system, even if the latter were to cost perhaps ten times as much.
This comparison is particularly relevant in view of the total price of the
Win system, which is in the region of £ 2,760 including turntable, tonearm,
cartridge and aspecial matching preamplifier. By comparison, the ' Oracle'
sells at amere £ 600, although to this must be added the price of tonearm
and cartridge which will give a final total of some £ 1000 for a typical
Oracle based system.
Frustratingly, the two systems cannot in all fairness be directly
compared, due to the wide diversity of their price, features and design.
Accordingly the Win has been evaluated as acomplete system, although
the merits of its component parts have also been examined; the Oracle, as a
universal motor unit, is suited to awide range of tonearms and cartridges.

Win labs turntable
system
Interest and frustration were mentioned as reactions to these turntables in the brief introduction, and the Win must bear much of the
responsibility for the latter. Hailed by some US
underground magazines as the definitive disc
replay system and the world's finest reference, I
must confess to finding little evidence to support such claims.
While the validity and relevance of many
commonly performed measurements are still a
matter of contention, especially in the case of so
called state of the art ( SOTA) equipment, it is
still worth performing basic tests to act as a
crosscheck on aproduct's audio fundamentals,
as well as the manufacturer's quality control. I
believe that you cannot begin to argue over the
subtleties before establishing that the basics are
in order.
In the event, detailed technical analysis revealed a number of oddities as regards the
design and performance of the Win, which are
undoubtedly responsible for its particular, and,
in my opinion, idiosyncratic character. 1do not
state this lightly, being fully aware of the dangers in view of the claimed technological sophistication of the design, as well as its very high
price.
My criticisms as regards design are to some
degree strengthened by the cost of the unit, and

by

Martin Collonis

and was assessed in that context. Fortunately, audiophile target standards
for sound quality do provide some common ground for the two systems;
furthermore, it is not unreasonable to see how the Oracle stands up in
terms of competition from the established Linn player, since the total Linn
system cost in the UK is only 25% less—a difference which would be
further eroded if amore costly cartridge such as the Koetsu rather than the
Asak were chosen to partner the Linn. ( Such acomparison of course only
holds true in the UK—across the Atlantic the pricing works to Linn's
disadvantage.)
Test Procedure
Both the Win and the Oracle were subjected to comprehensive laboratory
and subjective evaluation. In particular, tests to establish the resonance
characteristics of the Win tonearm were made; to establish the acoustic
breakthrough properties of the complete Win system; the damping effect
of the Win and Oracle disc support arrangements; and the vibration
isolation of the two suspensions. Aspects of suspension frequency,
dynamic bak.nce and stability were also investigated.
Listening tests included trial on both rigid surfaces and coffee table
locations, in amedium and ahigh level sound- field. ( Note that low level
listening greatly reduces feedback effects, making some turntable differences virtually undetectable.)
Comparisons were made with established references which included
the Linn, and using Win, SME 3009 Ill and Ittok tonearms, while the Win
cartridge was compared with the Technics EPC 205111, the Asak and the
Koetsu, using avariety of recorded material. Loudspeaker monitoring was
via Spendor BC1, Rogers Studio and KEF R105/2 speakers, while ATH-8
headphones were also used on occasion. ( Note that the Linn used did not
at the time of test carry the latest ' NirvanaKit' updating modifications).

relate in the first instance to the poor and
inconsistent instructions, which .in general are
presented on 'Xeroxed' sheets, and do not cover
certain vital aspects of alignment. Other points
of contention concern the difficult and lengthy
setting up procedure, the lack of effective disc
support and the clumsy cabling between the
motor control unit and the motor itself, as well as
the need for two power sockets, this including a
flat US two- pin type mounted on the massive
transformer unit. The all- acrylic construction
may be visually astounding ( see front cover),
but at the same time is very difficult to keep
clean and dust free. The tonearm proved to be
structurally weaker than necessary, and employed a low tension bearing to minimise friction at the expense of total rigidity. No headshell
tilt adjustment was included, while overhang
was also fixed, and provision for properly dressing the arm leadout cable was not made.
The preamplifier unit had no feet and avery
wide as well as sharp edged front panel, which
made it painful and often damaging to move; an
additional fitting to acustom panel or suitable
enclosure is called for here. If the unganged and
uncalibrated auxiliary attenuators are not
employed—these are passive and not suited to
driving long cables to a remote power
amplifier—then the equalised cartridge output
level is sufficient to cause gross overload with
the majority of higher quality control preamps.
Turning to the SDT-10-2 cartridge, its compliance was unusually low, resulting in excessive

tone- arm resonance, and its theoretical trackability must also be limited. Furthermore, the
combination of athin tube and light headshell
arm plus such a low- compliance cartridge is
also questionable on the grounds of resonance
coloration in the audio band. However, at this
stage it is probably better to defer further critical
judgement and proceed to the description of the
product as awhole.
SCD-10 Turntable
In common with the Oracle, the Win uses arigid
sub- chassis platform to carry the platter and
tonearm. This is supported on three coil springs
which are conveniently adjustable for levelling
from above. The motor is mounted in isolation in
the external base structure, and is only coupled
to the disc platform via the drive belt; in common
with the Linn and other related designs, this type
of construction ensures good isolation of the
vital disc playing sections from the motor, as
well as from external vibration and acoustic
feedback.
While most sub- chassis are in metal of skeletal form acoustically shielded from the exterior,
the Win employs a dense acrylic panel of full
player size, some 12.5mm thick. This must
possess its own resonant characteristics while it
also offers quite a large 'window' to incident
acoustic energy. A bubble- type circular spirit
level is bonded to the chassis proper. The three
suspension points are asymmetric in location
with respect to the centre of mass, and hence the
chassis cannot be in full dynamic balance.
Consequently, the main low frequency resonance modes of the chassis spring system are
complex, with translation of vibration excitation
in one plane to the remaining axes of freedom at
differing frequencies. This behaviour, however,
is common to most subchassis turntables currently available. In this instance, sub- chassis
freedom is affected by the arm lead position,
which is somewhat random, owing to the lack of
designed provision for correct dressing of the
leadout wires.
The heavy platter is machined from a solid
alloy blank with the integral inner belt hub
making
installation tricky.
Possessing a
chromium plated finish, surprisingly large surface flaws and poor dimensional machining
tolerances were revealed as it rotated. Made of
10 mm diameter surgical steel stock, the main
bearing spindle operates over an effective shaft
105

section open. In this respect, at least, the Win
parallels the Oracle, although there seems no
good reason for this particular aspect of the
design, other than aesthetic considerations.

bearing length of 40mm with resilient PTFE
upper and lower sleeves. The design is of the
point- contact type, using afixed steel washer in
the housing, with a small ball inserted concentrically in the bottom surface of the platter
spindle. After the equivalent of 50 hours running, microscopic examination showed that the
bearing centration was very good, and had
maintained the virtual point- contact; by contrast, the fit of the spindle and the PTFE upper
bearing sleeve was rather poor and the platter
edge could be rocked statically by some 1-5 mm
with an audible settling. The freely rotating
platter also showed an edge float of nearly
3mm; this tolerance is rather inadequate considering the price.
Though high in mass, the platter did not
provide a good non- resonant and absorptive
support for the record and it could be ' rung' for
many seconds even with adisc in position, the
latter supported on three concentric rubber rings
of hemispherical section. Previous work on disc
mats has shown quite conclusively that such
skeletal supports are detrimental to the sound
quality, both in terms of acoustic feedback
susceptibility and as regards cartridge- induced
disc vibration.
Power is provided by a massive flywheelloaded, brushless DC motor, the latter giving
smooth torque via the seamless neoprene belt
and well toleranced brass pulley. A separate
cylindrical box in clear acrylic contains the
motor unit controls, namely an on/off switch
(which does not turn off the mains supply1)
selection of 3
or 45 rpm, and fine variable
speed. Two untidy and non- locking multiway
plugs are connected to this unit, one leading to
the motor and the other to aplastic transformer
pack, with an unsatisfactory and integral
moulded US two- pin connector. Both this and
the separate prearnp box produced audible
buzzy mains hum, and as the motor control unit
was not particularly attractive so far as its
internal wiring was concerned, Icannot see why
transparent materials were used for its construction other than perha DS to lend atechnical
flavour. Win supply pairs of cotton gloves to aid
in handling and reduce finger printing, and a
special cleaner is also included.
A massive fabricated affait, the acrylic lid is
correctly hinged via the base and covered the
upper half of the turntable, leaving the lower
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SDA-10 Tonearm
A very costly model, the SDA-10 is described as
'servo dynamic' and careful examination revealed that the use of this name concerns the
incorporation of two opposing magnets at the
ring bearing, one free in the vertical axis, the
other fixed to the housing of the lower bearing.
At static balance, the opposing forces are sufficient ( to quote the instructions) 'to completeftr
suspend the weight of the arm assembly and
also produce a mechanical servo effect'. This
allows the use of precision small- load sapphire
bearings of simple design, as well as serving to
alter radically the forces on the cartridge when
deflected from the static balance position. Thus
deflection resulting from disc warps gives a
strong restoring force, due to the unbalanced
tilted magnet system. When acartridge rises to
the warp crest, the stylus must therefore accelerate the arm mass through the warp and also
work against the growing magnet force, which
in its turn serves to increase cantilever deflection. Conversely, when descending after the
warp crest has been passed, the natural inertial
tendency of the arm to continue rising is countered not only by normal gravitational acceleration, but also by the magnetic restoring force,
the latter thus aiding trackability on downwarps.
This is the so-called 'servo' action.
One disadvantage of this system lies in the
critical nature of the arm servo balance condition, where small changes in arm vertical angle
due to record thickness or small alignment
deviations can result in significant errors in
effective cartridge downforce. By definition the
small load bearings cannot be significantly prestressed, with the result that by modern day
standards it is impossible for the bearing assembly as awhole to be very rigid.
A fixed headshell design made from agrade of
Duralumin, the arm tube is of fairly small 3.2 mm
radius stock and it was not set perfectly square
in the headshell section. The latter is cleanly and
expensively milled from solid metal, but its
design is poor, since over most of its surface the
metal is excessively thinned to some 1.6mm,
leaving an unreinforced ' hinge' at the join to the
rear block. The finger lift was also found to be
too low for easy pick-up when the cartridge was
playing a record, and the cue lever had to be
employed instead.
The arm is asymmetric in the lateral plane and
balanced by an outrigger weight fixed to arod, a
system which can add an unwanted resonance
in the 150 to 400 Hz range.
Regarding instructions, these do not mention
the alignment of the outrigger at all, while no
overhang adjustment is included, aside from the
position set when drilling the arm pillar hole;
likewise, no provision has been made to tilt the
headshell for maximum channel separation
when using different models of cartridge. I
consider these omissions serious; furthermore,
one section of the manual gave the stylus

downforce calibrations at 0.25 gm, this later
contradicted by another entry stating it to be
0.5 gm, which is in fact the correct value.
The bias compensator is of good design,
using crossed needle rollers ( like the Stax) and a
helical arrangement to facilitate changes in arm
height via a calibrated dial.
As an overall design, it does not qualify for
inclusion in the 'closed loop' category, where
the cartridge plane is held as rigidly as possible
with respect to the disc, since a number of
flexible junctions or interfaces are present.
Those identified were: the weak record support;
the main bearing slackness; the instructed
finger- tight- only
assembly
of
the
arm
mount/pillar; the slack in the helical height
adjuster as well as in the arm bearings; and
finally, the thinned headshell section.
SDT-10-2 cartridge
This cartridge operates on the rarely encountered strain- gauge principle, being rather like a
piezoelectric model with two bender elements
set at 90 *, these joined at their tips by amoulded
plastic yoke. The latter carries an adjacent notch
to accept the detachable cantilever, which is
held in place by the applied downforce, and is
made from clear sapphire rod fairly compliantly
mounted to the fixing clip by a short rubber
sleeve. The ultimate compliance is set by the
effective stiffness of the yoke and bender
assembly—in this case their high stiffness resulted in atip compliance again reminiscent of
early piezo cartridges, with a value of under
5x10
cm/dyne recorded on test. The instructions state that a1.2 gm downforce was suitable
for the ' 10-2, this unattainable in view of the
compliance; on test we arrived at a more
sensible figure of 2gm.
Specified at 2.5 gm ( and measured at approximately 3,3gm), the cartridge mass is very
low and will suit few tonearms without the use
of additional headshell rider weights. This low
mass necessitates the use of a light plastic
construction—a factor not conducive to a resonance free body considering the very low
compliance. In the event, structural resonances
were suspected and confirmed on test.
Ilan optimal subsonic resonance of say 12 Hz
were required with this model, it would dictate a
total effective mass of some 40 gm—acondition
satisfied by only afew arms on the market, but
not in fact by the Win SDA-10, whose 12 gm
effective mass resulted in a20 Hz system resonance. In my opinion this is too near the audio
band and resulted in a20 Hz output 9dB above
the 1kHz reference level. At 30 Hz a6dB lift was
still present; no wonder the US critics who relied
solely on listening tests were impressed by the
Win's weighty bass register!
A major problem with ' bender' cartridges ( this
version employing asemiconductor beam carrying a DC polarising current and producing
considerable output) concerns the coupling
yoke and the difficulty in maintaining adequate
channel separation as well as aresonance- free
output. In my view these problems have not
been solved by the ' 10-2, notwithstanding its
use of transistor technology. Such generator
systems are approximately self- equalising, because they are sensitive to displacement rather
than velocity, the latter relevant for moving- coil
and magnet models. Conversely, their intrinsic
response is often less accurate than a defined
conventional electrical network in a preamplifier, being very difficult to adjust in design
terms; a flat response would thus be unlikely
from the Win, and this in fact proved to be the
case. The lead-out pins were of plain tinned
finish—perhaps not the best choice in view of
the small DC polarising current.
In its favour the cartridge came complete with
apower source/preamp which provides avery
high level 'flat' output. This usually needs the
services of the companion passive attenuator
-6
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unit as supplied here, with separate controls for
each channel which makes channel balancing
difficult. The latter unit also carries switching
facilities for cross dubbing of tape decks, and
allows other auxiliary signal sources to be looped into the chain. It is not atrue preamplifier,
lacking as it does a power stage to drive the
output cables properly as well as the matching
power amplifier input impedance. If used as a
sort of ' patch' preamp it would still present a
serious level mismatch between the several volts
available from the cartridge source and the tens
of millivolts encountered from atuner or tape
source, and it is also necessary to externally
patch connect the attenuator module to the
source preamp module, using aphono cable.
Separation was only just satisfactory on test,
although channel matching was quite good,
and examination of the cartridge revealed some
mild asymmetric distortion of the polymer arms
forming the yoke linking the cantilever to the
bender elements. One was more or less square
but the other showed atrapezoidal tendency.

Subjective sound quality
Certain checks were made to establish the
correct operation of the Win ensemble, but the
bulk of the auditioning was carried out prior to
lab evaluation.
Covering the performance of the complete
unit first, its character was noticeably different
from the references, whose accuracy had been
established by prior large-scale group testing.
Initially the sound was considered to be impressive; for example, on aChopin piano recital
(DG 136454) the general quality seemed to be
distinctly improved. At this stage the listeners
had great hopes concerning the Win's abilities,
but continued listening using different program
revealed that the good piano result was the
outcome of afortunate enhancement of apoor
recording, produced by the unbalanced frequency response of the Win. The new Joan
Armatrading album ' Me Myself l' ( AMLH
64809) while admittedly carrying arather hyped
up balance for exaggerated transient clarity,
nonetheless showed adistinct tendency to high
pitch whistling in the upper harmonics of the
vocal lines.
The general consensus was that over- rich
thick and textured string sections on older
records were sometimes improved by the Win,
with added 'air' and 'sparkle', but more accurate
recordings demonstrated that the turntable
system suffered from astrong peak in the upper
treble as well as amid suckout and adegree of
bass boost. The listeners were remarkably consistent as regards their identification of its problem areas, these later confirmed by lab testing.
Subjectively, the treble peak was assessed as
being several dB high around 6-8 kHz ( on test
7dB at 9kHz); the suckout as afew dB, 1kHz to
4kHz ( agreed on test) and the bass lift some
3-4 dB by 40 Hz ( also agreed).
Coloration problems were subjectively noted
at 300 Hz ( there is a cartridge problem at
350 Hz), and the stereo image was felt to lack
depth. On occasion the lateral localisation was
also more confused when compared to the
references; overall the Win system appeared to
be limited by the cartridge, whose tracking
behaviour was also unpromising.
Assessing the individual components, the
motor section set agood standard. Its sound
quality was well above average despite the poor
record support, with wow and rumble at inaudible levels, and it demonstrated acompetent
level of isolation from acoustic and vibrational
feedback, leading to areasonably open sound
with good low frequency firmness and depth,
plus effective ambience on appropriate recordings. Isuspect that the concentric support rings
could be easily stripped from the platter and an
effective flat mat substituted, which should
effect afurther improvement in the sound.
Tonearms are more difficult to assess subjectively, owing to their dependence on the
interface with matching components, namely
the turntable proper and the cartridge. The arm
possessed a fairly pleasant, if slightly rich,
character, lending a softened and mildly defocused effect. Some coloration was present in
the lower midrange, though, like the turntable,
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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stereo imaging was above average. However,
the overall quality, particularly in terms of clarity
and precision, was not in my view commensurate with the price. It falls into the 'second
place' category occupied by anumber of other
good quality models but in my opinion does not
attain quite the same standard as the Mission
774 or Wok, for example.

Lab report
Taking the largest component first, namely the
turntable motor, in conventional terms this was
found to produce avery good performance. For
abelt- drive model, wow and flutter were excellently low at 0.06% DIN peak, suggesting good
belt and platter running tolerances, while the
linear peak values for wow at 0.1% and flutter at
0.05% were both close to the measurement
threshold. Settings for absolute speed were not
provided and thus it needs to be set in arather
clumsy fashion by means of an extra
stroboscope card used in conjunction with an
adjacent mains powered lamp. This is hardly
convenient under strong daylight conditions;
however, when set to true speed the 334- and
45 rpm settings aligned to within 0.1%, which is
fine, while speed drift with time and the loss
under simulated heavy loading were both negligible. Considerable torque was provided by the
near vibrationless DC motor, which accelerated
the substantial 2.7 kg platter to full speed in 2.4
seconds without any overshoot

Fig 1

Fig 3

Acoustic isolation

sponsible for the results shown ( fig. 3).
Compared with the Oracle, the Win was some
15 dB or so poorer above and below 150 Hz, the
latter being the frequency where the Oracle
showed an isolated peak.
Interesting results were obtained from the so
called disc impulse test whereby asmall mechanical impulse is applied at 45' to the record
rim, the shock amplitude being sensed by a
cartridge resting on the opposite side of the disc.
This was described by Peter Moncrieff in IAR 5.
This seeks to display the vibration and damping
properties of the platter/disc interface, as well as
those of the structures associated with it.
The result is rather disappointing ( fig. 4) with
the response being excessively maintained after
the initial shock at t = 0. A continuing ring at
110 Hz is clearly present, even after 100ms and
higher platter bell modes are also apparent,
these clearly audible following the impulse. ( cf.
Oracle, fig. 12 with the felt mat and showing
initial shock but arapid decay and fig. 13 with
full
clamped
mat.)
Essentially
this
proves that both platter and disc are poorly
terminated and damped in the case of the Win,
and Iwould strongly argue for the replacement
of the neoprene platter rings with asensible mat.

Rumble spectrograph

Rumble levels at-72-75 dB DIN Bwere pretty
good, if not quite in the 'super' class, and Ifelt
that the slack main bearing was largely responsible for this. The rumble spectrograph
analysis ( fig. 1) revealed higher than usual
energy in the second and fourth frequency
divisions, respectively at 100Hz and 230 Hz,
though the indicated levels were 80-90dB
below the 10 cm/s rumble reference.
Vibration isolation was measured using a
rather arbitrary but repeatable mechanical
impulse or shock, this applied to the test turntable supporting the deck ( fig. 2). ( The preferred
wide- band vibration excitation table was not
available.) Comparison with other fine examples

Fig 2
Vibration isolation
of suspended sub- chassis models was very
favourable, thereby confirming the effectiveness
of the coil- spring mechanical filters. The suspension resonance was sensibly low in the
3-4 Hz range and just sufficiently damped to
avoid harmonic ' ringing' in other modes.
Acoustic isolation was also good though not
to quite the same high standard. The record is
poorly supported and this, together with the
large sub- chassis area, is believed to be re-

Fig 4

45° impulse test

SDA-10 Tonearm Priced in the £ 800 region
this must be one of the most expensive tonearms
currently available, and while the results show it
to be quite good, they are not to the anticipated
standard at such a price level. Though it appeared quite low in effective mass, if typically
set up with fixing screws a medium value of
12 gm was obtained; this is suited ta medium
compliance cartridges in the 12-20 cu range,
and not to Win's own SDT 10-2 whose low
body mass ( 3.3 gm) and compliance ( 4.5 cu)
result in an excessively high LF resonance.
While intrinsically of good geometric accuracy, the only alignment provided is for height
and this will prove a limitation so far as non
standard
cartridges
are
concerned.
Possessing an excellent surface finish, the
quality of the engineering was not quite so
good, this comment reflecting the pillar and
bearing slackness. Iwas not entirely convinced
by the magnetic servo system which made
downforce rather dependent on record
thickness—for example, adding an average disc
to the platter height changed anominal 1.0 gm
downforce by some 50% to 1.5 gm.
The bias mechanism was effective and provided sensible values, though the inner/outer
ratio of values was in the wrong direction.
Bearing friction levels were superbly low at
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FOTRONIX

MAIL ORDER :HOME AND EXPORT

105-113 LAWRENCE ROAD
LONDON N15 4ET PHONE 01-802-4131

INTERNATIONAL LIPAITED
DISCWASHER, ZEROSTAT, GOLD- ENS
Zerostat Anti- Static Pistol ( new red model)
£6.75 P&P 30p
D4 Record Cleaner
£6.75 P&P 30p
Refits D4 Fluid
lox. 99p; 6oz. £4.75; 16oz. £8-99 P&P 30p
SC- 2 Stylus Cleaner with Fluid
£3-60 P&P 30p
Disc Kit (Zero Slat, D4, SC- 2, instorage system) . . £23.95 P&P £ 1.00
Disc Organiser (storage system only for above). . . .£8.95 P&P £ 1-00
Z- Track Viscous Pick- Up Arm Damper
£8.99 P&P 30p
VRP Record Protection Sleeves, 10 for
£1 - 95 P&P 30p
Gold En Leads ( Post/Packing 30P)
2 Phono 2 Phono 0.5m . .£5-50
2 Phono 2 Phono 2m . . .£6-99

2 Phono 2 Phono 1m . . . 1E6.25
5 DIN-4 Phono 1m
£8-50
---- --

CASSETTE TAPE BARGAINS
T.D.K. DYNAMIC
A.D.
BASF LH-1
Superchrome
MAXELL UL
UDUDXL-1
UDXL-11
XL- 115
MX Metal

(
P&P 50p per order)

C60
93p
£1.55
1-39
£1.50
£3.70

C90
£1-32
£1-44
£1.25 £1.63
£1-99 £1.00
£1-45 £2-01
1.79
£1.94
£2.29
£4-62

QUAD EQUIPMENT
QUAD 33; 303, 44, 405 AND ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS
WRITE OR PHONE FOR PRICES AND DELIVERY

THORENS TURNTABLES

We stock and enthusiastically recommend these fine turntables. All at
competitive prices.
TD16011 BC. Turntable without arm. Pickup arm of your choice may be
fitted.
TD160 SUPER. Upgraded "audiophile" version of the 'TD160' with
even better performance. Pickup arm of your choice may be fitted.
10126 III BC. With fine speed control stroboscope and 78 r.p.m.
facility. Pickup arm of your choice may be fitted.
TD126 III C. Similar to ' BC' version but is ready fitted with TP16 arm.
Auto arm return.
Thorens conversion kit: to upgrade performance of TD1601I £25-00 post
free.
Please phone or write for an immediate quotation. We can supply with
any of our range of pickup arms-ready fitted if required.

MOBILE FIDELITY SUPER CUT RECORDS
Single Albums £ 14 50 Double Albums £ 22 00 ( Post Free)
list available on request

A.D.C. SOUND SHAPERS
SS- 1. 5- band Graphic Equaliser
£54-94
SS- 110 10- band Graphic Equaliser
£89.95
SS- 2 Mk II 12- band Graphic Equaliser . . £135-00
SS- 3 12- band Paragraphic Equaliser
£199-95
SLM-3 Sound Level Meter with Test Record £38-84
_

( P&P
( P&P
( P&P
( P&P
( P&P

£3.00)
£3-00)
£3-00)
£3.00)
£3.00)

Q.E.D. ACCESSORIES

NEWI Moving Coil Pre- amp MCA- 1
£29-00
NEW! Moving Coil Equaliser 26/3
29-00
£
NEW! Q.E.D. Adjustable Speaker Stand, pair
£25-00
Peak Programme Indicator PP 12
£32-00
Mains Interference Suppressor ( 3 amp) 6/2
£14.50
Mains Interference Suppressor-Heavy Duty ( 6 amp) 6/4 £18.95
Light Switch Suppressor 6/3
£1-76
Ferrite Rings ( Pack of 2) 6/3
£2-45
Mains Distribution Unit-4 way-18/1
£12.50
Mains Distribution Unit-4 way in line 18/2
£13.00
Mains Distribution Unit-6 way in line 28/1
£16-00
Suppressed Distribution Unit-4 way, 3 amp-19
£18-95
6 amp Plugs for Distribution Units-9/3
each - 99
Speaker Switching Unit: 2 way-2/2
£7.50
Speaker Control Centre-Screw, 24/1 or DIN. 24/2
£17.95
Speaker Control Console 8/1
£16.50
Tape Switching Unit, 2 way DIN 22/1
£16-95
Tape Switching Unit, 3 way DIN 23/1
£21.95
Tape Switching Unit, 2 way Phono 22/2
£21-95
Tape Switching Unit, 3 way Phono 23/2
£29.00
Amplifier Switching Unit 16/2
£17.95
Disc Switching Unit 10/1
10-50
£
Headphone Adaptor & Control 5/2
£11-95
Headphone Adaptor 2 way 5/3
£8.50
Variable Cartridge Equaliser 26/2
£16.95
Attenuator ( DIN to Phono) 14/1
£6.60
Attenuator ( DIN to DIN) 14/2
5-90
£
Attenuator ( Phono to Phono) 14/3'
£6.90
Surround Sound Adaptor-Screw 21/1-DIN 21/2
£22-95
Dust Cover Renovation Kit EL6
4.90
£
Electrolube Tape Head Cleaner Spray
£2.99
Electrolube Record Cleaner Spray
2-99
£
4mm Speaker Plugs ( Pack of 4)
£2.65
42 Strand Speaker Cable 13/6
per metre . 30
79 Strand Speaker Cable 13/8, Black or White
per metre -70
P&P on cable-50p per order. Other items Post Free
Q.E.D. catalogue sent on request

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME
Price correct at Jan. 1980. Whilst every endeavour is made to maintain these prices we
reserve the right to amend as necessary
without notice. E & OE.
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Phone in with ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD

PICK UP ARMS

FIDELITY RESEARCH FR64S
(Silver) Tonearm . . . . £229-95'
AUDIO-TECHNICA
AT1100
£99.95'
Signet XK50
P 0.A.
HADCOCK
GH220
£86-00'
GH230
£129-00'
GH228 Type * E' inc. lift. £86.00'
GH228 Super E inc. lift £68-00
Spare Headshell
£ 5-00
S.M.E. Plate
£3.45
1ml. Silcone Fluid £2.07
2ml. Silcone Fluid
£3-34
MAYWARE
Formula 4 Mk III
£ 57.50'
S.M.E. Adaptor £3.83
Thorens 160 Board
£5.75
Spare Headshell
£5.75
SME PICKUP ARMS
SME Series Ill
£118-50'
SME Series IIIS
£84.70'
Damper for IIIS
£12-75
CA1 Arm for Series Ill. . £18-95
3009 II Fixed Head . . . £64-95'
3009 II Detachable . . . £70.95'
S2 Headshells
£7-50
FD200 Fluid Damper . . . £21- is
Damping Fluid Refit
£3-55
Reducing Fluid £2-14
A.D.C.
LMF-1 Fixed Head. . . . £64.35'
LMF-2 Detachable. . . . £69-95'
ALT- 1 Detachable . . . £33-50'
•
Post: £ 1.00; Other Items 50p

SPECIAL OFFER!

MAXELL METAL REELS
£2.99
101-" NAB
£3.99
Postage 50p per order. Limited
supply

ACCESSORIES

Ferrograph Demag . . . £15-50
Monitor Audio Sound Cables.
Flat 3.6m pair
£14-26'
7.5m pair
£25-30'
10m pair
£29.95'
Mayware Stylus Scale . .£3-45
Mayware Protractor £3-45
Shure Stylus Scale
£4.24
Decca Sweep Arm
£5.59
Decca Record Brush
£5-52
Monitor Audio Stylift
£ 5-99
Record Clamps
Monitor Audio ' Pod' £7-50
Yulon Record Clamp
£7.50
A.D.C. LMG-1 Headshell.
Disk 22 Turntable Mat . . £1299
GA. Soundisc
£14-95'
Osawa Diskmat 0M-10
£9-00'
Spectra/Dumps Mat . .
£18-95'
Nagaoka Mg704 headshell
(copper Litz wires) . £12-50
Nagaoka Headshell Wires:
AG99L-Silver Litz £3.40
Nagaoka ' Kilavolt' antistatic gun
£13-00
Nagaoka RC 100 Rolling
Record Cleaner
£7-95
Nagaoka RC200
£10.95
Nagaoka Record Sleeves:
Pack of 50
£4.99
TDK Cassette Head
Demagnetiser
£8.99
Permostat Kit
£4-50
Perrnostat Jumbo Refill. £6.95
'Postage £ 1.00. Other items 50p

HEADPHONES
AUDIO TECHNICA
ATH01
ATH03
ATH05
STAX
SR44
SR5/SRD6SB
SRX/SRD6SB
LAMBDA/SRD6SB
SIGMA/SRD6SB
SRD6S8 Energiser
SRD7S8 Energiser
SRDX Energiser

£9-95
£15-95
£19-95
£59-80
£86-63
£134.93
£153.23
£211-60
£33.75
£50-00
£60-00

YAMAHA
YH100
£41.00
HP1
£34.42
HP2
£26.37
1-1P3
£17.95
SENNHEISER
HD222
£29-95
HD400
£12-50
HD414X
£20.95
HD424X
£29-95
HD420
£24.75
H0430
£33.95
P&P £ 1 00

CARTRIDGES AND STYLI

Genuine article in Maker's Box. Post 50p
CARTRIDGES WITH STYLI
REPLACEMENT STYLI
Audio Technica AT20 SLa-Stereo/4 Channel Cartridge - special
offer
£39.95
ADC ZLM
£57.14
RSZ
£26-53
ADC XLM Ill
£36.29
RSX
£18-35
ADC VLM III
£25.04
RSV
£15-08
Glanz MFG-IIT
£15-00
N-IIT
£9-40
Glanz MFG- 31E
£25-00
N - 31 E
£15-00
Glanz MFG- 31L
£30.00
N - 31 L
£18.00
Glanz MFG- 51E
£39-00
N- 51E
£23-50
Glanz MFG- 51L
£50.00
N- 51L
£30.40
Glanz MFG- 71E
£72.00
N- 71E
£43-40
Glanz MFG- 71L
£86-00
N - 71 L
£ 52.00
Goldring G900E
£15-75
D140E
£9.75
Goldring G9000SE £19.95
D140SE
£15-99
Goldring G900SE II
£30-20
D140SE
£15-99
Goldring G900 "IGC'
£48-95
0140 IGC
£28-95
Grado FTE+1
£10-75
FTE/S
£7.00
Grado FCE+1
£13.75
FCE+
£9-00
Grado F3E+
£19.25
F3E+
£12.75
Grado F2+
£29.50
F2/S
£21-50
Grado F1+
£41-25
F1+
£27.25
J.V.C. Z2E
£38-33
Z2E
£19-90
J.V.C. X2
£69.51
X2/X1
£37.50
Nagaoka MP10.
£13-00
N-10MP
£5-50
Nagaoka MP11.
£15.00
N-11MP
£7.00
Nagaoka MP15.
£31-00
N-15MP
£22.00
Nagaoka MP20.
£37.00
N-20MP
£25-00
Nagaoka MP30.
£46-00
N-30MP
£35-00
Nagaoka MP50.
£68.00
N- 50M P
£ 52.00
• SPECIAL OFFER ON NAGAOKA MP CARTRIDGES!
All models can be supplied with NAGAOKA Mg704 Magnesium- Alloy
Headshell. No extra charge. Offer open while stocks last.
Ortofon SME 30H
£79-95
L3OH
£31.00
Ortofon Concorde 30
£53-20
CL30
£31-00
Ortofon Concorde 20 . . £39-50
CL20
£23-00
Ortofon Concorde 10
£29-50
CLIO
£11-70
Ortofon LM30/H
£46.70
CL30/L3OH . . £31 - 00
Ortofon LM20/20H
£33.90
CL20/L2OH . . £23-00
Ortofon LM15
£23-75
L15
£15-75
Ortofon LM10
£17.35
CLIO
£11-70
Ortofon M20FL Super £36.50
D2OFL Super £25.00
Ortofon M20E Super
£31.90
D2OE Super . . . . £21-00
Ortofon VMS10E
£16-90
D1OE II
£11.25
Ortofon VMS 20E II
£24-95
020E Mk 1and II . £17-95
Upgrade your VMS20 with a 030 II Stylus
Ortofon VMS30 II
£34-35
03011 . . . . . . . £23.90
Ortofon Fl 5E II
£17-95
N15E Mk 1 & II £11.95
Ortofon FF15E11
£11-90
NF15E Mk I & II . .£8.95
Stanton 980 US
P0.A.
D98S
P0.A.
Stanton 881S
£ 59-95
081
£33-60
Stanton 681 EEE
£36-99
D6800EEE £18.80
Stanton 680EE
£19.95
0680
£13.99
Stanton 500EE
£13.95
D5100EE £10-40
Stanton 500E
£12.50
D5100E
£8-80
Stanton 500A
£10.95
D5107A
£6.60
Shure M55E
£8.40
N55E
£6.29
Shure M75- 6S
£7-72
N75-6
£ 5-26
Shure M75EJ
£12.95
N75EJ
£7-35
Shure M75ED
£14-25
N75ED
£10-50
Shure M95EJ
£12-95
N95EJ
£7.75
Shure M95ED
£19.25
N95ED
£13.75
Shure M95HE
£20.25
N95HE
£14-50
£22.25
N97EJ
£9-25
Shure M97EJ
Shure M97HE
£32-95
N97HE
£19-25
£34-75
N97HE
£19-25
Shure M97 HEAH
Shure V15 Ill
£49.95
VN35E
£15-99
Shure V15 Ill HE
£51-60
VN35HE
£17.30
Shure V15 IV
£61.30
VN45HE
£21.40
Sonus Gold series II- Blue £71-50
Sonus Blue Stylus £35-78

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES
Yamaha MC- 1S
£79.95
Yamaha MC- 1X
£97.00
Yamaha MC- 7
£ 52-50
Ortofon MC10 Sp Off .£39-95
Ortofon MC20 II
£89-95
MCA- 10 Pre-Amp £58-40
STM 72 1/former £22-60
Mayware MC- 3L
£49.45
Mayware MC- 2C
£49.45
Mayware 124 T/former £57-50
Entre-1 Cartridge
P 0,A,

Post 50p
Satin M117Z
£40.95
Satin M117ZE £49.95
Satin M117G
£61.50
Satin M117S
£98-50
Ultimo Karat Ruby . £82-50
Ultimo 10X Mk11
£49-50
Ultimo 20A Mk11
£75.00
Fidelity Research
FR1 Mk2
£56.40
FR1 Mk3 F
£81-52
Lentek Pre- Amp
P0 A

SPECIAL OFFER package deal on ENTRE -1 plus LENTEK1

DYNAVECTOR EXCHANGE CARTRIDGES

Trade-in or trade- up your old Dynavector Ultimo cartridge ( no matter
how worn), for abrand new fully guaranteed cartridge; these exchange
prices
Dynavector 10XMk11 . . . £33.50
Dynavector 20A Mk11 . . £47.95
Dynavector Karat Ruby .£51-95
Dynavector 206 Mk11 . . £61.95
Postage & Packing 50p

AUDIO-TECHNICA ACCESSORIES
AT6006a " Safety Raiser" Arm Lift
AT637 Electronic Stylus Cleaner
AT605 Audio Insulator Kit- height
adjustable damping Kit with level
AT606 Heavy Duty Kit
AT6002 Record Sweeper Arm

TEST RECORDS

HFS 75, £ 3 45,
Shure TTR115 ERA IV, £ 5 00,

P&P 50p
£9.90
£9.95
£15-95
£17.95
£ 5-00

(
P&P 65p)
Ortofon Direct Cut, £ 11 00,
Shure TTR110 £ 4 25
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under 20 mg in both planes and the carefully set
downforce calibration was also good, this applied by a compensated linear spring.
The structural resonance behaviour over the
audio band was assessed using a low mass
accelerometer attached to a test cartridge
(Dynavector 10X). A 20 Hz to 20 kHz sweep
was traced by this cartridge and the total resonance behaviour of the arm/cartridge combination plotted by a chart recorder ( fig. 5). The
plot taken under identical conditions for a
similar mass arm, the lttok, is provided for
comparative purposes. Points to look for include
the frequency and severity of the breakup resonances—ideally the curve should be a fairly
smooth slope rising gently from the 200 Hz to
20 kHz, and the more rigid the arm the higher in
frequency the first break in the curve. A severe
mode can be seen at 60 Hz ( with mechanical
resonance sweeps the maximum slope of the
graph defines the frequency) compared to
700 Hz for the reference. A second mode at
300 Hz is also present, with yet another at
3.7 kHz. Such results are not indicative of arigid
and well terminated construction.
SDT 10-2 cartridge Virtually no test data were
supplied with this design, so it was difficult to
ascertain whether the specification was met or
not, but a figure for channel separation was
provided, namely 25dB at 1kHz. Admittedly,
under the right circumstances— L+ R summation of a vertically modulated signal plus
optimum bias, downforce and geometry—this

Fug 7
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model should produce a triangular wave)
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figure could be met, but using my normal test
conditions for optimum overall alignment,
which include considerations of trackability and
distortion, an average midband separation of
16dB was recorded when measuring left and
right channels separately ( 20 dB at 2.5 kHz)
My measurements of frequency response ( fig.
6), alarming as they seem, were substantially

similar to those taken by the respected US
reviewer Ed Long some five years ago (
Sound
Advice), using several samples of the cartridge
for his evaluation. Ifound that no less than
+ 5-5 dB amplitude limits were required to contain the 30 Hz to 20 kHz response, these alone
serving to place the design well outside the
normal hi-fi category, let alone the super fi
class. Nominally flat from 50 Hz to 500 Hz, a
strong presence suckout some 4.5 dB deep was
centred on 2.5 kHz, while beyond, the output
rose quickly to amajor resonance ( effective tip
mass) at 9kHz, + 5dB, before decaying to - 7dB
at 20 kHz. The rising response below 70 Hz was
a function of the arm/cartridge low frequency
resonance which is usually subsonic, but in this
case was at a high 21 Hz, rising by 8dB. The
resulting bass lift is undoubtedly audible.
The calculated cartridge compliance was low
at 4.5 cu ( 10 -6 cm/dyne) and this was to prove
aproblem with regard to trackability, despite the
use of a 2gm test downforce. Body mass was
low at 3.3 gm ( nearly 30% higher than claimed)
and compatibility with tonearms in the 25-40g
mass range is therefore indicated, somewhat
removed from the Win's own 12 gm.
The ' equalised' output provided by the matching source preamp module was quite excessive, and not compatible with most power or
preamp inputs. Up to 10 V RMS was delivered at
maximum modulation levels, and this could not
be reduced except by using the unganged
attenuators on the adjacent but otherwise unlinked input switching box. These simply comprise DC- coupled 5k- ohm potentiometers;
slightly low in impedance for terminating some
signal sources, yet higher than ideally required
for driving cables. In theory, at least, the Win
cartridge output could be connected directly to
apower amp, thereby eliminating the need for a
control preamplifier altogether, and using the
attenuator section as avolume control.
Some hum was present in the cartridge
output, believed to be due to breakthrough in
the source module power supply ( also noted in
the earlier US review). In rumble terms this was
equivalent to - 70dB DIN B weighted or a
-56 dB unweighted measurement, and proved

Table 1 Win Labs SDT-10-2 cartridge
Test temperature:
Type:
Body mass:
Dynamic compliance at 10 Hz:
LF resonance in Win arm
Sensitivity at 1kHz with source module ( 10 V RMS
per channel at max recorded velocity!):
Recommended loading:
Recommended arm mass:
Recommended arm damping:
Induced hum level ( from source module.):
Source module attenuator impedance:
Test downforce:
Stylus type:
Tip geometry:
Alignment/mounting:
Effective tip mass resonance:
Frequency response separation and balance ( TRS 1007):
30 Hz-20 kHz
100 Hz-5kHz

71 ° F ( 75* specified by manufacturers.)
semiconductor strain- gauge
3.3 gm
4.5 cu
21 Hz (+ 8dB)
600 mV/cm/s
Win source module supplied
25--40 gm
not required
—56dB rel 10cm/s 1kHz
5k- ohms ( DC)
2.0 gm
Low tip mass, naked 'I chip' stone super
polished pseudo- elliptical
est. radii 7x18um
very good/some adhesive contamination
9kHz

+5.5dB
+2-5-2.0dB

Average separation at 100 Hz:
1kHz:
10 kHz:

10dB
16dB
8dB
(at 2.5 kHz 20dB was possible; separation varied with
downforce, the above figures relating to 2gm to
secure reasonable tracking.)

Channel difference at 1kHz:
10 kHz:

0dB
1dB
(when electrical imbalance is zeroed at 1kHz)

Trackability ( CBS STR112; Shure TTR103):
300 Hz lateral + 15 dB
300 Hz vertical + 12dB
300 Hz lateral Supeqrack + 18 dB

3gm required
1.75 gm required
failed at > 3gm

Distortion 300 Hz lateral + 9dB:
300 Hz vertical + 6dB:

2.0%
1.4%

High frequency waveform quality:
Mid band intermodulation ( 1+1-5 kHz at 24 cm/s peak):
High frequency intermodulation
(10kHz pulsed 19cm peak):
Third octave pink noise intermodulation difference to
energy 12, 16 & 20 kHz bands:

only fair
10% ( 20 cm/s also mistracking)
1.1%
2.2%; 3.0%; 7.4%
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to be marginally audible even under less than
full volume conditions.
On the plus side, the stylus was of excellent
quality—an elliptical of good finish and excellent polish. The tip geometry was estimated at
7x18 pm with the effective tip mass dominated
by the generator contribution.
Though the channel matching was good at
typically 1dB, stereo channel separation was
pretty poor at some 18-16dB midband, deteriorating to 10dB or less at 100 Hz and 10 kHz.
Similarly, tracking was poor and the distortion
results on the intermodulation sections suffered
in consequence. Not unexpectedly, the + 18dB
Supertrack was beyond its capabilities, and
even the + 15dB 300 Hz level required a high
3gm, and although it was satisfactory on the
lower level tracks, the distortion results did not
suggest that this cartridge was possessed of
good linearty ( see previous HFNIRR cartridge
test reports). It should be noted that Itested the
Win at 71 F. while the manufacturers specify a
slightly higher temperature of 75 ° F.

Oracle

In many ways the Oracle, which is now apparently going to be called the ' Delphi' in
America, can be seen as embodying an engineer's dream as to how asprung sub- chassis
turntable should be executed; it is perhaps not
surprising that it has attracted great attention
during its brief existence.
Subscribing to the concept of askeletal and
hence low acoustic coupling sub- chassis of
very high rigidity and good internal damping,
the sub- chassis is here ideally suspended on
three low self resonance bell- shaped coil
springs, the latter on absorbent polythene
mounts. The support axis has been engineered
to lie on the centre of mass of the entire sub
chassis / platter / arm assembly ( fig. 8), in order
to give maximum stability with respect to external shock.
The suspension design demonstrates that
considerable attention has been paid to detail:
while the three suspension points are not symmetrically placed with respect to the main
platter/arm axis, the chassis can nonetheless be
dynamically balanced for differing arm masses
by means of an adjustable outrigger weight
system, the latter mounted below the chassis.
(In my view, however, this is an afterthought
which improves the suspension dynamics but
adds apotential resonance at afrequency estimated around 150 Hz.) To equalise the spring
rates and maximise stability under shock, the
Oracle comes supplied with a set of 9 coil
springs which, in specified combinations, can
correctly tune some 80 models of tonearm to the
design target of 3.5 Hz. These are not too
difficult to interchange, as the suspension components comprise convenient finger operable
knobs accessible from above. On typical subchassis designs poor shock resistance results
from alack of dynamic balance and spring rate
symmetry—the shock often inducing complex
higher rocking modes which jar the cartridge.
In contrast, the Oracle offers a well defined

Conclusion
This extraordinary product is unfortunately one
which Icannot in all honesty recommend. It
might look impressive in an exotic installation
and, if fed with the right program, could also
sound impressive, but in reality the results were
not commensurate with the standard we have
come to expect from acostly disc player.
As asystem its flaws are too many to list here;
instead Iintend to concentrate on its more
satisfactory elements, namely the turntable
proper and the tonearm, notwithstanding that
these also have their problems. The former is a
well isolated unit of generally good sound
quality but marred by the poor disc support. The
tonearm sounded quite good—marginally
better than the resonance graph would in fact
suggest—but the design is nonetheless rather
inflexible and the result quite unexceptional for
the price. In my opinion, the cartridge should be
redesigned and significant improvements made
to its performance. •
and stable single suspension resonance with a
superior shock resistance, while at the same
time the filtering effect of the springs is enhanced, which thereby improves the overall
isolation characteristics. The suspension û
factor is very large, which can be unnerving
when first setting down a cartridge, as the
resulting chassis oscillation lasts for some 7-12
seconds.
The sub- chassis itself is worthy of note, and
comprises aseven- layer laminate of four magnesium alloy plates with adhesive damping
interlayers, the whole some 13 mm thick. Inoted
one apparent error in its design, namely the
extension of the arm mount on a smaller web
(fig. 9), presumably done for visual effect. Of
course, this significantly reduces the possible
rigidity of the arm/platter link and ideally more
metal should have been left to couple the arm to
the main chassis. The arm mount does exhibit a
self resonance which for interest's sake was
checked using acompatible arm of normal mass
(Wok). Fig. 10 demonstrates both bending and
torsional modes around 1.2 kHz, but these were
not considered to be of great significance.
Generally, chassis/board resonances down to
150Hz are evident on other sub- chassis
designs.
Of generous design, the main platter bearing
(fig. 11) was carefully executed with the spindle
finished in hard chrome of 70 Rockwell hardness, ground and polished to a typical 1-2pm
finish. The point- contact ball on the spindle tip
is of tungsten carbide, of 90 Rockwell hardness,
bearing on a nitride- hardened steel thrust
washer. Oracle state that the latter finish improves with wear, offering an estimated life of
some 10,000 hours. Upper and lower bearing
sleeves were of self-lubricating sintered bronze
with the addition of PTFE for low friction and
lead for damping. Good tolerances were exhibited overall, with minimal platter rock/float.
The platter, also of magnesium/aluminium
alloy, is of classic flywheel design, with curved

Fig 10

Sub- chassis resonances

web sections to minimise self resonance. An
energy- dissipating rubber composition insert
was fitted in the outer rim of the platter, resulting
in ahighly inert structure, and the mat supplied
was related to the Spectra or Dumpa. The tacky
energy- absorbent composition was hardened
by the addition of carbon fibre, and the type
fitted to the Oracle, in fact, exhibited a much
higher standard of finish and dimensional accuracy than the old Spectra. By means of asmall
domed centre washer placed under the mat and
a well engineered screw- down record clamp
(the upper section of the spindle being threaded
to accept it) the record is stressed such that the
music section of its surface is pressed tightly
into intimate contact with the mat ( see p. 61).
This was so effective that Ifound all but the most
stubborn warps were eliminated, offering an
extraordinary degree of record / mat / platter
coupling. Potentially of almost equal importance, this provided the cartridge with a warpfree playing surface, thereby maximising tracking stability, and in this respect it parallels the
excellent Lux PD555 ( see September 1980 p.
63) which uses acomplex vacuum pump system
to achieve the same purpose.
One disadvantage was that the tacky Oracle
mat clung so tightly by suction to a previously
clamped disc that it often lifted off with the
record. Nearly as good results, however, were
obtained using ahard mat which did not exhibit
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this inconvenient tendency. A rigid mat could
not be used due to the dome washer.
It is the inert nature of the clamped disc which
has resulted in a US reviewer comparing the
Oracle and the UK Linn Sondek ( Peter
Moncrieff, IAR 5) with the conclusion that the
Oracle is '634 times better'. While such extremes
are outside my experience, the effectiveness of
the Oracle cae nonetheless readily be appreciated by glancing at the 45* disc impulse
responses ( figs. 12 & 13).
The double- stepped pulley and synchronous
motor drive with acord belt employed on earlier
versions has since been discarded; now a DC
Papst motor is used, this carrying asingle crown
pulley and employing electronic switching of
the two speeds, plus fine variable control, the
latter via ascrew- driver adjustable preset slot. At
present the power supply is one of those corn-

Fig 12

Fig 13

45° impulse: unclamped felt mat

45 impulse: full clamplmat system

bined plug / transformer units, but like that of
the Win, this ene is also too large for secure
connection. Furthermore, the plug was unsuitable, being the thin round 2- pin type, but
Oracle are in fact considering fitting an extra
mains lead to the power unit to enable a UK
mains plug to be fitted.
An injection- moulded neoprene belt is used
(a little awkward to fit since the platter is one
piece with an integral drive belt hub) and is
claimed to meet very high tolerances. However,
in the sample supplied wow was higher than
expected and the belt was believed responsible.
The lower section of the plinth is left open and
consists of asmoked acrylic panel I- in. thick,
with the spring- loaded and smoked acrylic low
resonance lid enclosing the upper portion of the
deck; in my opinion, the result leaves something
to be desired in visual terms.

Sound quality
In the context of analogue disc replay and aside
from the merest trace of wow on my sample,
detectable on accurately centred piano recordings, the performance of the Oracle was impeccable. Sound characterisations would be
misleading since its quality reflects what it did
not add to the recording rather than any degree
of enhancement. No perceptible boominess or
emphasis was lent the bass registers, nor was
the transient accuracy at all confused in that
range, while the mid lacked muddle and did not
detract from stereo clarity and rendition of depth
and ambience.
The soundfield proved free of the common
and vague instability of imaging and tracking,
and was also virtually free of any spurious noise
such as vibration, rumble and acoustic feedHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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back. Moderate external shock did not impair
the reproduction and the unit could be used at
high sound levels close to . the loudspeakers
without significant impairment; this is an unusual attribute for a turntable, and one which
demonstrates its excellent isolation properties.
Certain differences were noted between the
Oracle's performance and that of other high
class references, but these lessened when obvious contributory factors were eliminated, such
as the use of a felt mat on one deck and an
absorptive compound one on another. Only
small differences in coloration and balance
remained, and aside from the more obvious
differentiation of sound and image stability
under adverse vibration conditions, where the
Oracle was clearly superior, one would be hard
put to say which sounded better. Inevitably the
Oracle chassis / platter / mat / arm- mount
system will have its own unique character just as
the Linn does, the latter deriving from the
different form and materials used for the
Sondek's construction. In my view, under
normal conditions these characteristic sounds
count somewhat less than the differences in the
mat type.
More specifically, and concerning arm
rigidity, sub- chassis resonances in competing
turntables lie in the 150 to 300 Hz range and at
1.2 kHz the Oracle was clearly far more rigid. In
pure stiffness terms, it is typically some 16 times
better than the average.
Measured performance
The slightly high wow has been mentioned, the
DIN peak wow and flutter figure was 0.13%, the
latter on the threshold of audibility using critical
program. Flutter, peak weighted, was fine at

0-08% with only the wow component at 0.3%.
This performance is not good and must be
improved: steps were taken to obtain a sub •
stitute belt to test before we went to press. With
the new belt fitted, there was areduction in pure
wow from 0.3 to 0.11% with the final DIN peakweig hted result for combined wow and flutter at
a good—if unexceptional-0.11%, just a little
better than the acceptedithreshold of audibility.
Rumble was quite excellent, exhibiting stateof-the-art L. R DIN B figures which averaged
—76.5 dB, with the pure lateral sum at close on
—80dB. Fig. 14 shows unweighted levels to be
in the top class, at around — 90dB above 70 Hz.
Speed drift was verysmall with slowing under
load moderate at 0.5% and, as set, the review
sample ran 1% fast but this, of course, could be
corrected with the preset adjuster. The 33/45
to page 115

Fig 14

Rumble Spectrogram

Table 2

Win Labs

Oracle/Delphi

MOTOR SECTION
General data
Type
Platter mass/damping
Finish & engineering
Type of mains lead/connecting leads
Speed options
Wow & flutter ( DIN peak wtd 0.2)
Wow & flutter ( LIN peak wtd 0.2-6 Hz/6-300 Hz)
Absolute speed error
Speed drift 1hour/load variation
Start up time to audible stabilisation
Rumble: pIN B wtd L/R ay. ( see spectrum)

Coil spring suspension
Belt drive
272kg poor
Good; fairly good
US transformer; phono
33, 45, variable
0.06%
W: 01%, F. 0.05%
Not applicable
<01%, 0.25%
2.4s
-72. -75dB

Coil spring suspension
Belt drive
275 kg; excellent
Excellent
2 pin plug. —
33. 45, " , •••
0.15% ( 0-11% -- )
0.3% ( 011%) 0.08%
+1% but adjustable
<01%, - 0-5%
3.3s
-78, - 75dI3

ARM SECTION
Approximate effective mass inc screws, excl cartridge
Type of headshell
Headshell mass
Geometrical accuracy
Adjustments provided
Finish & engineering
Ease of assembly/setting up
Ease of use
Friction: typical lateral/vertical
Bias compensation
Bias force: rim/centre (set to 1.5 gm elliptical)
Downforce calibration error: 1gm/2 gm
Cue drift
Cue rate: ascent ( 8mm)/descent
Arm resonances
Subjective sound quality
Damping method
SYSTEM AS A WHOLE
Size/clearance for lid rear
Ease of use
Typical acoustic breakthrough & resonances
Subjective sound quality of complete system
Hum level/acoustic feedback
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance

12 gm
Not detachable
—
Very good
Height
Excellent, very good
Good
Good
approx 15 mg, < 10 mg
Weighted lever
225 mg, 200 mg
: < 0.15gm, <
0-15gmtt
INegligible
'1.5 s, 35s
Unpromising, see fig. 5
Good
'Magnetic Servo'
[
53(W)x 40.6(0) o21.6(H),
53, cm
Just satisfactory
Good
Good
-69d8 ttt, Good
Very good, very good

48.5(W) o36.5( D)x16(H),
12.5, cm
Good
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent, Excellent
Excellent, very good

Estimated typical purchase price inc. VAT

£600
£1495 ( turntable)
£805 (tonearm)
£230 ( cartridge)
£230 ( passive gain control)

Distributor:

Marlborough Electronics
Ltd..
Grey Webers,
Ogbourne St. George,
Marlborough, Wilts.

Absolute Sounds,
43, Parkside,
Wimbledon
London SW19

•May be revised
•• Variable preset via screwdriver
-• Agreement between 331 and 45 rpm better than 0.1%
•••• Bracketed figures for replacement drive belt.
tSpeed adjustment range ( uncalibrated vernier zero) - 8.5% + 4% at 33 rpm 331/46 rpm reference accuracy within 0.1% at
'zero'
if But one record thickness ( STR112) changes 1gm downforce by + 50%
ttt With SOT- 10 cartridge rel 10 cm/s 1kHz, DIN B weighted
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For up-to-the-minute news on price
and availability, phone our Hotlines: 01-247 9791 ( Hi Fi)
01-247 1154 ( Audio & TV)
01-247 4591 ( Video & Export Video 8« TV)

Britain's leading HiFi video and Cassette Centre
* OVER 2000 MODELS IN STOCK * THREE MODERN STORES * ESTABLISHED OVER 50 YEARS
AMPLIFIERS
Akai AMU01/AMUO2
JVC AX1/2/3/4
Hitachi
HA3500/4500/5700
Hitachi HA2700
Marantz PM200
Pioneer
CT410/510/710
Rotel RA300
Sansur A40/A60/A80
Sony ST242/STA35
Trio KA 300
Technics SUZ2
Yamaha A450

POA
POA
POA
59.95
49.95
POA
54.95
POA
POA
POA
69.95
POA

TURNTABLES

DOLBY DECKS l
a

ADC 1500
56.95
ADC 1600
71.95
Aka, APB20C
46.95
Hitachi HT324
49.95
JVC QL5/LA55/LF66
POA
JVC LAll
POA
Pioneer
PL300/400/200/100
in stock
Pioneer PL 100X
59.95
Sansui P50
POA
Technics SLB 2
64.95
Technics SLB3/SLD2/
SLD3/SLQ2
POA
Technics
SL033/SL7
POA
Marantz 60
49.95
Sony PST3: 55/65
POA
Sony PST22
64.95

Under £ 100
Aiwa ADM100
Akai CSMO1
Akai CSMO2
Amstrad EX700
Hitachi 033S/D45S
JVC KDA K11
KVC KDA 22
Pioneer CT 200
Sansui 090
Sansui D100
Sharp RT10
Sharp RT 30H
Sony TCK 22
Sony TCK 33
Sony TCK 44
Toshiba PCX 10
Technics RSM 8
Technics RSM12/14

69.95
69.95
POA
49.95
POA
POA
POA
89.95
69.95
POA
54.95
74.95
POA
POA
POA
79.95
71.95
POA

I

PIONEER SA-608
Faithful performance in this
popularly priced Stereo
Amplifier giving 45 watts per
channel. 3IC peak- reading
Flouroscan power meter, dual
IC Phono EQ and flat amp
plus electronic muting.

RECEIVERS
Akai AAR20
Akai AAR 30
Hitachi SR504/604
JVC RS11/33/55
Marantz 1000L
Pioneer SX600
Pioneer SX700
Sony STR333
Sansui R50/1170
Sony
STR 242/STR343
Sansui R3OL
Technics 202/303

96.95
109.95
POA
POA
89.95
98.95
POA
89.95
POA
POA
89.95
POA

ADC1700D D QUARTZ
Superb semi- automatic direct
drive quartz- lock turntable
with low mass fully tapered
tonearm, carbon fibre
moulded cartridge head,
viscous cueing; illuminated
R.P.M. read-out. C_onIgd_ete
with XLM3 cartride.

SPEAKERS
Amstrad Min. LS loi
AR 18/25/93/94
Celestion
120/130/150
JVC SK1/SK 700/500
JBL 77VX/55VX
Kef Concorde IV/
Celeste IV
Mordaunt Short Range

119.95
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA

POA
Ram complete range
POA
TannoyiKLH Complete
range
POA
Technics SB7
POA
Sony SG1
159.95
Wharfedale Laser
40/50/80/100
POA
Wharf ES50/ES70/
ES30/E90
POA

HITACHI SR504L
LW/MW/FM Stereo Recewer
giving 28W per channel
output. All stage direct
coupled OCL, PLI_ IC. FM
muting and subsonic low
filter. A marvellous machine.
CASSEIVERS
Sony FIST 600
Ferguson 3925

POA
109 95

STEREO TUNERS
Amstrad EX303
Akai ATKOZ
Hitachi FT4400/3400
JVC TN 3L. TX2,
TX1L
Marantz ST 300L
Sansui 160/T80
Sony ST242/STA35
Sony STJ60
Sony ST 242L
Pioneer TX410/510/
710
Sansui T60B/TU417/2
Technics ST53/ST21

44.95
76.95
POA
POA
99.95
POA
POA
96.95
POA
POA
17
POA
POA

AR18
A true bookshe fsystem.
Although standing just alittle
over 16 high, this superb.
value for money speaker will
still handle the output of a 100
watt amplifier on normal
music programmes.

CARTRIDGES
VLMIII
XLM
Ortofon FF15E
VMS22E
Shure
M75ED
M95ED
Stanton 500A
680EE
Grado
F3E
FCE

£23.95
£33.95
£11.95
£26.95
£13.95
£19.25
£10.95
£19.95
£17.75
£13.95

SONY TCKS5 If
Fantastic quality and value
from Sony with this Dolby
Cassette Deck with Metal
Tape facility. Other features
include micro processor/
feather touch operation. S&F
Head, 5LED peak indicators.
can be used with remote
control unit ( extra).
Under £ 150
Aiwa ADM 300
Aiwa ADL 450
Akai GXM10
JVC KDA33/22
Pioneer CT 300
Pioneer CT 100
Sansui 1300
Sony TCK 61/35/45
Technics RSM51
Technics RSM24/19
Toishiba PCX 20
Under £200
Aiwa ADR 500
JVC KDA 55
Technics RSM 250
Technics RSM 22/
RSM 45/RSM 03

POs
POA
109.95
POA
109.95
139.95
POA
POA
POA
POA
119.95
174.95
POA
POA

HI-FI LINES
RACK SYSTEMS RADIO/CASSETTES
AVAILABLE
Stereo Radio Cassette Rec.
TTREMENDOUS
Aiwa 901 B
64.95
Aiwa 968
159.95
SAVINGS
Amstrad 6080
46.95
FROM FEB13th
Ferguson 3T18
119.95
Ferguson 3713
65.95
TO 1VIARCH 28 th

AIWA AD M250
Beautifullyaesigned Metal
Tape Deck with bias fine
adjust LH tapes, 2step
reading peak LED's, full auto
stop, precision tape transport
and quick cue/review.

MINI SYSTEMS
Aiwa System 50A
Aiwa System 30
Aiwa System 22 ( Intl
Ferguson 3972
Hitachi ACTO1
Pioneer Mini System
(optional rack B3000
Rotel Mini System
Technics SCO3 Mini
System

FERGUSON 3972
Advanced mini Hi Fi system
with synthesized digital
frequency tuner receiving
VHF Stereo. med and long
with 8pre-sets. 15W output
Amplifier with LED function
indicators. Dolby Cassette
Deck with Cr0., & FeuCu
switching. LED indicators
complete with matching speakers.

Our Price

£46.95

AKAI AP-1320CS
Outstanding performance
turntable for its price. Autostop and tone arm return,
anti-skating adjuster, dual
magnet type cartridge, aW&F
of only 0.05%.

£46,95

- 'e>4

HITACHI 7340
High Sensitivity 4band stereo
radio/cassette recorder with
LW/MW/SW/FM Stereo
radio, 3way power supply,
variable monitor, auto stop,
sleep timer, pause, high
ou:put of 4wans

SYSTEM CTRS 183
The very latest Pioneer X300
Slimline System is now at
Cavendish at aprice you can
afford. This beautiful system
consists of SA-410 Stereo
Amplifier giving 20W per
channel; TC4151_
FM/MW/LW Stereo Tuner;
PL- 100 Auto-return turntable
with cartridge; CT- 200 Metal
Tape Dolby Cassette Deck;
23$ stereo speakers and all
leads. All this plus an
attractive black lisian, glass
fronted cabinets.

We have recently opened
what we believe to be
Londons most modern
specialist Video Centre at
291 Whitechapet Road,
London El. On comparators
for you to test is every leading
video recorder on the market,
plus portables, tuners, timers,
blank and pre-recorded
tapes. Also come and try out
the latest cameras in our
special camera
demonstration bay.
We also stock alarge
range of export video and TV.
advanced TV games, Prestel,
Viewdata, Teletext and big
screen video - all at
competitive prices.

' Out Price

£379.95

MARANTZ SP235
Low cost, high parlo mance
Stereo Speakers giving a
handling capacity of 40W
(1PM). We believe these units
will perform as well as many
other more expensive
speakers.
Our Price

£9.95

ORTOFON FF15E
The ideal cartridge for
upgrading the lower cost
systems where higher
tracking forces are needed. A
low cost investment for high
performance.

Cassette Centre 279/283 Whitechagel Road, London El .
Next to Whitechapel Underground Station.
Hi Fi Centre 317 Whitecfiapel Road, London El.
JuSt 2mies Whitechapel Underground Station.
Video Centre 291 Whitechapel Road, tunden El. Telephone
01-247 3453/4/5 (24 hour answerphone service). Open
9.15 a.m. 6p.m. Mon-Sat. Access/Barclaycard/Diners
accepted with pleasure.
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£59.95

VIDEO

SONY STR434L
Typical Sony quality in this 4
band 40W per channel Stereo
Receiver. Features include
VHF/MW/LW/SW, seven
segment LED signal strength
indicator, digital frequency
display, connections for two
tape recorders, high filter and
loudness.

POA
POA
249.95
219.95
POA
449 95
64.95)
POA
POA

"•••••mmi.,1•MmialM

Our Price

£329.95

POA

POA
POA
POA
POA

SYSTEM CTRS175
Cavendish are proud to have
bought together the very
latest Sony Hi-Fi unit in an
attractive double door rack.
This system consists of a
Sony 30W per channel
Amplifer Model No_TA343, a3
band FM tuner ST242. metal
tape cassette deck TCK22
direct drive turntable and
Marant 235 speakers.

Our Price

Over £200
Hitachi 5500A
JVC KDA66
Pioneer CTF950
Sony TCK81

Hitachi 8800
179.95
Hitachi 8190
144.95
JVC RC 555
69.95
National 4350/RX5500
Panasonic 5120
99.95
Sanyo 9923
69.95
Sharp 9494
159.95
Sharp 9595
189.95
Sony CFS45
69.95
Toshiba 8560/8000
POA

(WHILE STOCKS LAST)

GREAT
SHOPS
SYSTEM CTRS 184
Super Hi-Fi from JVC at a
tremendous price.
Consisting of JVC AX1 30W
per channel Amplifier, JVC
KDAll Metal Tape Cassette
Deck, T • X1 3Band Stereo
Tuner, JVC LA55 Direct
Drive Turntable, Marantz
235 Speakers and all leads.
Complete with double
fronted glass door Hi••Fi
cabinet available in teak, ash
black, rosewood or walnut
finish,

Cavendish Sales now
have 3shops to
service all your Home
Entertainment needs.
Shown here are a
small selection from
over 2,000 items in
stock - all at prices
which are hard to
beat. Call and see us,
you will find prices,
sales advice and
service second to
none.

HOW TO ORDER
How to Order ORDERING BY MAIL To order by nbenl
u
nite the goods requIred and enclose ecgnebeure. enveloard
pe)aor
?zse
you
s«
rAniSS. BARi
e wYC.ea
klit or
ordD
e,INRS CARO
meter (
if sendIng cash please
ar ist
lo
279/283 WiiiTECrisKi. RO...LONDON El If paying by ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD or DINERS CARO you may phrfne
me order or prompt delivey. SEC URICOR DELIVERY Add f5to order POST 8PACKING add the blowing for
P&P. Mos.. Tuner Arms.. Stereo Tuners, Turntable, Radio Cassette Players, Dolby Decks, In Car add fI95 Music
Centres& Speakers add 05 ( Securest only). Video ad lb tPosonal Callers only)
Prices correct at time of gang to press

EQUIPMENT REVIEW)
Two turntables
IT SEEMS A difficult task to persuade people
1 that the straightforward belt- drive record
deck is still acredible piece of hi-fi equipment.
Both the Thorens TD160S and STD 305S look
impossibly simple alongside the latest paralleltracking offerings with computer logic and
direct- drive, or the new servo- arm designs. And
yet it is the simplicity of these two decks that can
be so attractive. Istill find most microprocessor
controlled systems obstructive in one way or
another, but when using these decks, one is free
from the annoyances of over- intelligent
machines.
Both the Thorens and the STD have just one
control—an on/off switch! On the Thorens it is
combined with the speed change function,
while speed changing on the STD 305S necessitates platter removal and a change of belt
position on the motor drive pulley by hand.
There's no doubt, however, that decks such as
these possess all the performance of their glossy
electronic stablemates—if not more—and have
the added advantage that you can select ahigh
quality pickup arm to partner them. There is one
frustration, as far as Iam concerned at least,
which is lack of any automatic arm lifting device.
There are times when getting up to take arecord
off, just to avoid the irritating clicks of arun- out
groove, seems to be painfully inconvenient. This
is where the automatic deck scores—on convenience. Otherwise, be assured, in case you are
wondering, that buying asimple deck such as
the ones in this report, and them fitting it with an
arm, isn't some ancient hi-fi ritual passed
through by devotees just for its own sake. It is a
very sound proposition for anyone who wants
the top quality in record reproduction. My own
experience—long ago—is atypical testimony to
this.
Ibought aThorens TD160, which was much
like the TD160. Fitted with an SME arm, and
mounted on an attractive acrylic plinth, it
worked silently and without Ko much as ahint of
a fault for years, remaining rumble free. The
Thorens decks are renowned for their performance and durability, although Thorens pickup
arms have, in my opinion, been consistently less
than excellent. Consequently, in the UK at least,
there has remained asteady demand for the deck

by Noel Keywood
------

without an arm. Most owners would seem to
prefer to fit an SME arm.
In contrast to such asimple, high quality and
reliable combination of hi-fi components are the
complex record playing gizmos which are so
attractive to look at and such fun to operate. I
have reviewed anumber of these and generalisations about performance and reliability are
dangerous. However, Ihave come across many
budget integrated decks that have developed
rumble after only ayear or so of use, while more
expensive decks often incorporate facilities of
doubtful usefulness and—particularly those
from Japan—arms of questionable compatibility for modern cartridges. The more complex a
deck becomes, the more it is likely to go wrong,
and in many cases it would seem that the extra
cost of construction has been put into the
provision of such complexities rather than into
good basic engineering.
The Thorens and STD decks in this report
stand in contrast to such devices. Both are
competitively priced, high quality, simple and
reliable turntables, fitted with effective isolation
systems. Both employ a floating sub- chassis
suspension, coupled with belt- drive, which
isolates the arm and platter both from the motor
and the outside world. This type of suspension,
which floats the arm- board, subchassis, main
bearing and platter on springs, can be very
effective if well engineered. It easily outperforms solid- plinth decks in providing effective
shock and feedback isolation, but it is somewhat
less popular—at least with manufacturers—
through its complexity and atendency for the
sub- chassis to start bouncing up and down
when the arm is cued, causing groove jumping.
Remote controls can avoid this latter problem,
but they add to the cost of a turntable. Also,
unlike the simple direct- drive deck, which can
be used straight out of the carton, they also need
careful setting up.
Because of these characteristics of floating
suspension decks, they are normally considered
to be most suitable for the more knowledgeable
and careful user who will take more than a
passing interest in hi-fi. Coupled with the
necessary setting- up procedure is the problem
that such suspensions are sensitive to arms of
differing weights. Some quality arms are now
offered with extremely heavy pillar stabilizing
weights that are really too great a load for a

floating suspension to carry. This must be borne
in mind. With afloating suspension design, an
alternative lightweight fixing nut would be
preferable for such arms without any degradation of sound quality.
One final strength—but also drawback—is, of
course, that you have to choose and fit an arm.
The benefit here is that specialist arms tend to be
of higher quality than those found on integrated
decks, and in general their design is more
advanced. The great drawback, however, is that
a bit of woodworking is called for, unless a
precut arm board is available or the dealer can fit
an arm of your choice.
Athough the Thorens TD160S is presumably
intended to take independent arms, Idoubt
whether it will accept some of the heavier
Japanese units such as the Lustre GST801. The
arm carrier plate is small and will accept a
mounting pillar hole of around 30 mm diameter
maximum, placed about 210 mm from the centre
of the platter. This makes pickup arms of around
220 mm effective length most suitable; luckily,
this is afairly common figure for the effective
length. However, a long arm like the Lustre
needs a mounting hole of 38mm diameter
spaced 225 mm from the centre of the platter.
With a lot of cutting and fiddling it may be
possible to shoehorn in the large arms, but they
are not really suitable. Furthermore, the Lustre
weighs no less than 1kg, and although the
TD160 suspension is adjustable, I doubt
whether it would support such weight satisfactorily.
For the test program. Ifitted an SME3009
Series Ill. The front- to- back centre line of the
arm cutout should be placed about 5mm to the
right of the arm carrier plate centre line, and the
centre line joining the two rear fixing screws
placed about 5mm in front of that joining the
two rear carrier plate fixing screws. The instruction manual supplied with the deck, surprisingly,
was intended for aTD160 fitted with Thorens'
own arm and provided no advice for the attachment of an independent arm. There were no
particular setting- up dificultes, though, and the
floating suspension system was pre- adjusted
for an arm of the SME's modest weight.
The TD160S, an upgraded version of the long
established TD160BC, possesses asubstantial
wooden plinth with a satin black finish. The
motor plate is made of steel covered with asatin
aluminium trim plate, and the floating subchassis is of pressed steel also. The platter is
Thorens' usual two-piece design with acentral
hub—metal opposed to the cheaper version's
plastic—driven by abelt coupled with aheavy
cast outer rim. This assembly is covered with a
black rubber mat that supports adisc fairly well,
since much of its face is flat. Speed change is
carried out by moving alever on the front- left of
the plinth, both 33 and 45 rpm being available.
The acrylic dust cover is as neatly finished as the
plinth and moves on friction hinges. Since the
plinth is heavy and very well made, it resists
movement when the lid is opened or closed and
this attribute, together with effective suspension
isolation, ensures that the pickup will not be
upset when the lid is moved.
STD's 305S is very similar to the Thorens in
basic principle, using a synchronous motor,
belt- drive, and a floating sub- chassis of mild
steel. Both Thorens and STD damp internal steel
panels with felt, to minimise any colorationproducing resonances. STD fit afelt mat, compared with the TD160's rubber one, but on the
review sample this was crudely cut and suffered
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an off-centre spindle hole. This didn't affect
performance and, apart from that, the STD 305S
is very well made and extremely well finished. Its
outer plinth walls, apparently some kind of ABS
plastic, were more resonant than the wooden
ones of the Thorens, but Iwould rate them as
fairly adequate for their task. The speed change
is manual, as Imentioned earlier.
The STD arm carrier plate is larger than that of
the TD160—and usefully larger than that fitted
to the earlier STD turntables— so fitting a
heavyweight Japanese arm would be no problem dimensionally. However, again Iwill say
that the enormous mass of the Lustre will weigh
down the floating suspension and cause it to
bottom. At the time of writing. STD told me they
were unable to supply strenghtened suspension
springs to cope with this type of arm.
Again, therefore, I
fitted an SME3009 Series Ill
to the deck and encountered no problems,
although STD don't seem to set up the 305S to
take any pre- determined arm mass and some
fiddling is needed with the suspension nuts
before the sub- chassis floats on a level plane.
The instructions supplied clearly indicate how
the deck should be set up, but suspension
adjustment is awkward without a ' nut- runner'
since pliers foul the plinth walls.
One further point on arm compatibility that
should be mentioned is that of sufficient clearance beneath the deck for the arm pillar. Both
decks have about 60mm vertical clearance, but
this could be increased by making ahole in the
plinth bottom plates fitted. Fitting 'deep' arms,
like the old Decca International, could present
problems, although they are not insoluble.
Thorens' TD160S was noisy for the first few
days of operation. The drive system or bearings
produced acyclic ' rubbing' noise, but this subsided and appeared to have no effect upon
performance, eventually becoming totally silent
in this respect, like STD's 305S. Both decks
were run in for a number of days before being
tested.
Iwas pleased to find that the floating subchassis of both decks moved freely not only in
the vertical plane, but laterally too. Many of
these designs bounce up and down freely, but
are very stiff laterally, and a lack of lateral
compliance compromises the isolation abilities.
With any floating sub- chassis design, incorrect
dressing of the arm leads will 'anchor' or short
circuit the suspension in one or both planes and
careful attention should be paid to this aspect
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when setting up. With the arm leads correctly
dressed, it was obvious on simple inspection of
the decks that their sub- chassis had very low
resonant frequencies. If you can see these things
bounce up and down with the naked eye, and
can follow each vertical movement, then it is
almost certain that the resonance is around 6Hz
or less—ás it should be, below the main warp frequency region. The TD160 did, in fact, resonate,
around 4Hz ( fig. 1a) in both lateral and vertical
planes, but damping was very light. Once excited, the sub- chassis tended to keep going,
making handling difficult. This behaviour does
not give an ideal high-pass filter action and abit
of light, squashy foam in the springs could tame
its antics a bit, giving afilter action nearer the
optimum. However, I doubt very much
whether the under- damped behaviour would
ever present practical audible problems, although while making feedback measurements it
was obvious that the sub- chassis was more
subject to random
movement than
that of the
STD 305S.
The resistance
of the 160S to
feedback proved
exceptionally
good ( fig 2a).
The level of feedback shown is sensed
by the pickup arm
fitted with a Goldring
G900 IGC cartridge,
resting on astationary
disc. The reference level
of 0dB is set by a
disc modulation
level of 3.54
cm/s RMS,

which is taken to be typical recorded music
level. The deck, standing on acoffee table on the
floor, is subjected to a gliding tone sweeping
from 10 Hz to 1kHz reproduced by two nearby
loudspeakers.The extremely low level of feedback of the Thorens/SME combination only
significantly exceeded output from the cartridge due to random disturbances ( building
vibrations and the like) at a few points in the
frequency band. It is common, with solid plinth
decks at least, to see significantly worse results
than this, with feedback levels often equalling
recorded music levels. The only deck Ihave
tested that significantly improved upon this
result was another renowned floating—suspension design from Acoustic Research.
Although the Thorens TD160S performed so
well, STD's 305S just pipped it to the post on
the matter of feedback isolation ( fig. 2b), but not
by asignificant margin Ifeel. The STD suspension resonated at 4Hz laterally and 6.5 Hz
vertically—again both suitably low values ( fig.
1b).However, STD have added some damping
to the suspension in the form of foam within the
springs, giving abetterfilter action andsuppressing random movements to a slightly greater
extent. Random disturbance level was consequently lower than that of the TD160S, if only
by a small amount, while feedback breakthrough was much the same. It can be said that
both these decks are extremely well isolated
from the loudspeaker soundfield, and also effectively isolated from outside disturbances. Ifound
it impossible to induce self-sustaining feedback
in either deck, whereas this is never the case
with solid plinth designs.
The STD305S proved hum free, at least with
the SME/Goldring combination, but the
Thorens deck possessed a stronger hum field
that could be heard at full amplifier gain, even
though it wouldn't be intrusive at ordinary
listening levels. There are two points to make
about the TD160 concerning hum. If an arm
with poorly screened signal cable is used, it may
be wise to re-route it away from the mains cable,
where both leave the plinth. This could reduce
hum. Furthermore, the difference in screening
between cartridges can be great. For example,
Grado designs are very sensitive to hum ( I
suspect that their hum screening is negligible).
A Grado fitted to the TD160 tested here predictably generated alot of hum. Both Shure and
Ortofon cartridges are insensitive to
hum, though, and these would not
be bothered by the Thorens
hum field.
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Iwas abit disappointed to hear motor drone
from both decks—aform of rumble—at full gain.
Again, my own test would not represent typical
listening conditions, since Iused asilent acetate
disc. However, many cheaper direct- drive decks
manage to provide complete silence under these
conditions. With aquiet vinyl disc and a high
volume set on the amplifier, this drone from the
decks could not be heard. However, hum breakthrough and drone combined could be detected
from the TD160 in this situation, even though
the effect was slight. The STD was audibly
quieter than the Thorens.
It was a pity, however, that both decks did
introduce background noise, the Thorens contributing rumble drone and hum—albeit in small
quantities—whilst the STD introduced just a
small amount of motor drone. In spite of these
weaknesses—not suffered by good direct- drive
designs—both decks do in fact introduce less
overall background rubbish in use than directdrives, simply because of the often poor isolation of the latter, giving a higher level of
feedback breakthrough. Cutting out background rubbish behind program provides
greater clarity, better focus and improved
acoustic depth of field.
Thorens' deck ran nearly 1% fast but suffered
little from speed variations. Combined wow and

TIME ISECS)
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I
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flutter exhibited over aperiod of 100 seconds
can be seen along the bottom of fig. 2a.The STD
305S turned in avery similar performance ( fig.
2b), except it didn't run fast. Iwouldn't expect
speed variations, either at alow rate in-the form

of 'wow', or at ahigh rate in the form of 'flutter',
to be audible.
In use Ifound both these turntables provided
clean, precise reproduction. They maintained
image depth by ensuring good inter- transient
silence and sounded delightfully free of muddle
or that flat, featureless quality that is the hallmark of a poor sounding turntable. The two
decks did sound different, but Iwouldn't personally state that either was more correct or
incorrect. Thorens' TD160S was impressive for
its obvious, if atrifle boomy, bass quality and a
nice feeling of program depth. It was abit 'thick'
in the mid- band when compared to the STD
305S. Prime qualities of the 305S were sharper
definition, and a little more clarity. Idid feel,
however, that there was some subjective
attenuation of bass output and on balance this
deck sounded the brighter of the two.
Taking into account the greater flexibility of
arm matching with the the STD, and also the
same attribute with regard to cartridge compatibility, due to alow hum field, I
feel it presents the
best value of these two decks, especially as it is
slightly less expensive. However, Thorens
TD160S is an excellent product and is certainly
good value, possessing the convenience of a
proper speed change control. Owners of the
TD160BC can upgrade their deck to ' S' level
with a modification kit available for £ 25.30.
Both products are preferable to many of the
current integrated turntables from Japan, if you
don't mind the inconvenience of manual arm
cueing and give sound quality ahigher priority
than ease of use •

TABLE 1

THORENS TD160S

STD 305$

Speeds available
Fine speed adjustments
Stroboscope

33 & 45 rpm
None
No

33 & 45 rpm
None
No

Speed Variations: (to DIN 45507)
Speed accuracy
drift
wow ( unweighted)
flutter ( unweighted)
w & f ( total, DIN weighted)

+0.9%
+0.8% to + 1% p-p
0.12% quasi- peak
0.05% quasi- peak
0.06% quasi- peak

+0.1%
0to 0.2% p-p
0.15% quasi- peak
0.05% quasi- peak
0.08% quasi- peak

Rumble: (to DIN 45539)
unweighted ( DIN A)
weighted ( DIN B)

-45 dB
-69 dB

-45 dB
-71 dB

Shock isolation:
Plinth/subchassis suspension
resonant frequency

4 Hz lateral
4 Hz lateral

4 Hz lateral
6.5 Hz vertical

Typical price ( inc. VAT)

£170

£149

Manufacturer/Distributor

Cambrasound Ltd
Freedex House
4-10 North Road
Islington, London
N7 9HN

C. W. & J. Walker Ltd
Brentwood.
Red Lane
Frodsham
Wallington WA6 6RA

ORACLE TURNTABLE REVIEW
from page 111

ratio speed accuracy was very good, while
torque was quite high, the substantial 2.75 kg
platter being accelerated to an overshoot- free
rated speed in 3.3 seconds.
The ability to isolate external shock and maintain the stability of the disc / cartridge platform
was exceptional, thereby confirming the quality
of the sub- chassis design. As indicated ( figs. 12
& 13), two disc impulse responses were taken;
the one with unclamped felt mat showed alarge
initial response but quickly damped energy
thereafter, while a second taken with the full
Oracle clamp system in operation demonstrated
its effectiveness in suppressing transfer of the
original impulse across the disc diameter.
Energy thereafter remained at avery low level
(see also Win fig. 4) though atrace of resonance
at c. 160 Hz was present, this in agreement with
asmall peak in the acoustic breakthrough graph
(figs. 15 & 16). This apart, the blocking of
external acoustic energy was very good, and is
undoubtedly augmented by the clamp/mat
system. The breakthrough graph taken with an
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Fig 15

Fig 16

unclamped felt mat ( fig. 16) clearly demonstrates an 8-10 dB worsening above 250 Hz.
While not of great analytical value, the vibration isolation graph ( fig. 17, p.121) shows the
difference between the cartridge interference
signal when the suspension was short circuited,
and when it was free. For example, at 50 Hz the
vibration reduction approached 26dB or 20

times, and this compared very well with the
references.
Conclusion
Deferring for the moment the question of marginal wow, the Oracle can be seen to have
delivered a very high proportion of both the
to page 121
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Two receivers
-1
— HESE

two receivers differ substantially in both price and appearance.

I The less expensive, at what could be termed as abudget price, is the
T
Seoum RS- 3200. The Onkyo TX20 is approximately 6dB up ( about twice
the price) on the Seoum, but this does not quite apply to power yield. The
specification places the Onkyo at 30+30 W over 20 Hz-20 kHz into 8ohm loads for 0-08% THD, which was met in the lab. The specification of
the Seoum was far more stark; in fact Icould find nothing about the power
stakes in the instruction booklet. However, lab tests indicated that up tp
clipping into 8- ohm loads over 20 Hz-20 kHz the power was 1-7 dB
down from that of the Onkyo, at around 20+20 W.
Both models use analogue ( scale and cursor) tuning and both are
equipped with AM, the Seoum medium and long waves and the Onkyo
with medium- wave only. Neither has amc pickup input, but both have A
and B speaker switching, the Seoum making it possible to use either
speaker pair or both simultaneously, and the Onkyo A or B pair only.
In appearance the Onkyo is far more 'slim line' than the Seoum, which is
of conventional styling. Dimensions of the former approximate
418x 75 x340 mm and of the latter 430 x130 x330 mm ( both Wx Hx D).
Selling prices are around £ 85 for the Seoum and £ 170 for the Onkyo. After
this brief glimpse of the two models let us now get down to see what they
really offer and how they performed.

SEOUM SR- 3220
THIS IS presented in the usual form of matt-'silver fascia and matching
knobs. Enclosure is black- finished metal and the corners of the front panel
protrude quite sharply. The dark- backed tuning scale occupies a fair
amount of the front and has an active length of just under 240 mm. Scaling
and frequencies are printed in white on the front window and become
pleasantly illuminated. The cursor is well revealed against the dark backing
and the tuning runs fairly smoothly with inertia assistance, but with alittle
'grind'.
Scale backing carries an LED for stereo indication, three for signalstrength and two for FM tuning. Dynamic range of the signal strength
indication is poorly defined and not very wide, but the two LEDs for FM
tuning were good, the idea being to tune until both glow at equal
intensities. A large knob for tuning is conveniently disposed at the righthand side of the scale and smaller knobs and buttons in line along the
bottom of the fascia provide all the other operations. All controls work
smoothly against resetting numbers, the only indentation being for
balance control centre. A single rotary switch provides input functions
selection and has positions for LW, MW, FM, pickup and aux. Pressbuttons are used for power, speaker pairs A and B, FM mute, low filter,
loudness, mono and tape monitor. There is a headphone jack socket
towards the left-hand end. You can see, then, that for its low price the
receiver is well equipped. Iwas pleased to see that FM mute can be
switched off even in stereo mode. However, Iwould have preferred centre
indents for the bass and treble controls.
All signal interfaces are by rear ' phono' sockets ( no DIN socket
duplication for atape machine) and spring- loaded terminals are fitted for
connecting the speakers. Screw terminals are used for connecting the
aerials, and for FM you are given the option of 75- ohms coax or 300- ohms
balanced. You might need to connect an external AM aerial, depending on
local screening and prevailing signal fields. However, at my location
respectable AM was obtained from the rear ferrite- rod aerial, but as this
only hinges up and down it may well be necessary to turn the whole
receiver for the best results and least interference. Protection is by rear
speaker fuses, one for each channel, which are located under ascrew- off
cover. One of these blew during my searching tests, but replacement
restored normal operation without any harm having befallen the power
amplifier.
You will see that for each receiver Ihave completed two lab charts with
oscilloscopic and pen- chart support, one for the amplifier section and the
other for the FM section. Detailed lab tests of the AM sections were not
carried out, but Igive my listening impressions later.

by Gordon King

Amplifier Lab Results ( SR- 3220)
Into 8- ohm loads Iobtained around 21+21 W over 20 Hz-20 kHz,
corresponding to a nominal output of 13-2 dB. Slightly more power
(though less on the dB scale) was obtained into 4- ohm loads. At 1kHz the
power was somewhat higher at both loadings, the wideband shortfall
being essentially at LF and leading to 1-1 dB and 1-4 dB headrooms.
Iwas pleased with the 1kHz burst output into 2-7 ohms and the swift
recovery from overload, and also with the single- channel results obtained
into the difficult ( 60 deg. phase- angle) ZL load, the latter giving the
impression that the amplifier would drive most speakers without
premature clipping.
Distortion was somewhat higher than would be expected from more
expensive equipment, the spectrogram ( fig. la) showing relatively large
2nd and 3rd harmonics and more ' ripple' than would be tolerated at higher
price. Interesting here, however, was the fact that the ripple components
all but vanished when the drive was removed from the power amplifiers,
which only goes to show that a no- drive hum test should be complemented by one with drive, and for this aspectrum analyser or wave
analyser is essential. The residual hum and noise results were obtained
without drive, of course, and although the residual was higher un weighted than weighted, the unweighted result does not give the
impression of the magnitude of the ripple indicated by the spectrogram in
the presence of signal. Anyway, without drive one needed to get fairly
close to the speakers to detect the residual. Of course, it is impossible to
tell by listening just how much hum is present on adrive signal. The effect
is more an impairment in low-level ambience behind the actual program
signal.

Fig. 1Spectrograms showing 2nd and 3rd harmonics from 300 Hz at + 10 dB level,
and ripple components across 8 0 load. Left (a), Seoum SR 3220; right (b), Onkyo
TX20.

Curiously, the distortion proper was lower across Z, at 16 kHz than
across 8 ohms at 1kHz with the test signal applied to pickup. In both
cases, though, the distortion factor residual was ' peaky' or ' notchy'. With
the tone controls at the indicated 'flat' setting Iwas not impressed by the
down gradient at the bass end ( fig. 4). The — 1dB point occurred around
240 Hz but could be countered by turning the control away from, 'flat'
towards alittle bass boost.
Tone control responses were otherwise quite reasonable. The low filter,
incorrectly labelled 'subsonic filter' on the receiver, was pretty useless
owing to its low rate of roll- off and fairly high- frequency start. ' Loudness'
was normal for this class of equipment. Deviation from RIAA was
measured from the recording output and hence out of the influence of the
tone control circuitry. It was not too bad, but the pen chart shows alittle lift
ONKYO TX 20
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around 30 Hz prior to sub- bass roll- off. Small- signal frequency response
correlated with the speed of the output transistors, giving aslew factor of
greater than five.
Although the damping factor tended to fall at HF, it is unlikely that a
greater nominal value would improve the speaker control much. Pickup
overload margins were moderate, better than some that Ihave measured
but worse than others, including the Onkyo. There was not aproblem with
pickup signal/noise ratio, and the output offset was good on one channel
though could be bettered on the other.
Having in mind the relatively low price of this receiver, the amplifier
results were not at all bad.
FM Lab Results ( SR- 3220)
Of moderate sensitivity, the FM section of this receiver was somewhat
limited by the poor alternate- channel selectivity ratio and the even poorer
adjacent- channel ratio; but these shortfalls would be unlikely to be
exposed under normal reception conditions of service area stations, or
possibly even with more distant stations which are free from heavy sidefrequency interference. Capture ratio was quite acceptable and this would
help ' block' unwanted signals in the IF pass- band. A fairly strong aerial
signal is required for lowest noise on stereo, but the mono S/N ratio was
better.
It is possible that aerial attenuation might be needed in areas close to
main stations to avoid spuriae and phantom signals, but, again, under
'normal' reception conditions this should not be unduly troublesome.
Distortion was on the highish side with full deviation, but was found to
decrease with reducing deviation, so in practice this would probably be
less troublesome than the lab results might suggest. The 19 kHz pilot- tone
and stereo subcarrier were well notched out, such filtering being mainly

Fig. 3 Square- wave oscilla grams ( 1kHz) from modulated FM aerial input to recording
outlet. Left ( a), Seoum SR 3220; right (b), Onkyo TX20.

responsible for the square- wave rings shown by the oscillogram ( fig. 3a).
These can affect the nth- degree quality under critical audition, but
withciut filtering the presence of strong 19 kHz signal can be almost as
adverse and, indeed, audible to some ears ( see under the Onkyo FM
results).
The pen chart shows agood stereo frequency response ( fig.6), being
about 05 dB down at 20 Hz and 1dB down at 15 kHz, the response then
dropping swiftly into the 19 kHz notch. Stereo separation includes
crosstalk harmonics and spuriae as well as fundamental. Filtered results at
three spot frequencies are given in the lab chart.
You will see that the three LEDs provided only alimited range of signal
indication, so it is possible that all three will be lit on asignal that is not
strong enough to yield the full stereo signal/noise ratio. FM output for
tape recording was a trifle low, but intermodulation distortion at 50%
modulation level using two-tone signal was acceptable.
Overall, then, the FM results are afair match for the amplifier section,
and although one could be more critical this would hardly be fair at this
price level.

0 N KYO TX20
THIS MODEL is of matt-'silver' finish all over and the scale consists of a
narrow strip over about two-thirds the length of the fascia; but only about
128 mm of it is active scale, so the bands are relatively compressed.
Remainder of the scale section carries a line of five LEDs for signalstrength indication, red- glowing stereo beacon and FM tuning LEDs, with
servo- lock indicating LED. The scheme is to FM tune until two centre redglowing LEDs light and then, when the hand is removed from the tuning
knob, any small tuning error is automatically corrected, acentre yellowglowing LED signifying that the servo has locked. Direction of tuning
required to establish the knob- held non- locked condition is revealed by
arrow heads related to a pair of larger outer red- glowing LEDs. By
depressing a button it is possible to defeat the servo- lock which
simultaneously lifts FM muting. Pull- in range is impressive, for once an
outer LED is lit, removing the hand from the knob causes the tuning to pull
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rig ht into the centre of the IF passband. The same applies when the button
is released after roughly tuning with the lock defeated.
The frequencies are marked in small thin print along the edges of aslit
which carries the cursor. They are not illuminated and not very easy to see
in low ambient light. The cursor itself, however, is illuminated and clearly
visible.
Tuning is operated by a knob aside the scale which, although freely
turning, lacks the inertia of the heavy flywheel assisted models. A larger
knob at the extreme right-hand side of the fascia operates the volume
control over soft 'click' positions against numbers marked on the fascia.
Three strip- type press- switches between the two knobs select between
source/tape, tuner/pickup and FM/AM, the modes selected being indicated by lights. A similar light- indicated switch at the left-hand side is
for power on/off.

Close-up view of Onkyo control panel

Controls and switches in less regular use are located out of sight
beneath afront flap below the tuning scale. Here we find small non- click
knobs for bass, treble and balance, asingle button for changing between
speaker pair A or B, and buttons for high filter, servo- lock on/off ( which in
the off position gives mono mode and lifts FM muting), loudness and
function, the latter giving tuner/pickup with the button out and aux when
depressed—corresponding to the source selected by the main front button
already noted. A headphone jack socket also lies beneath the flap. The
knobs are rather fiddly to adjust and it is difficult to see when they are
centred despite small dots round them. Centre 'click' positions would
help.
Signal interfaces at the rear are ' phono' sockets—again no DIN socket
for tape—and screw terminals are used for connecting the speaker cables.
There are also smaller terminals for FM and AM aerials, but adisappointment is that only 300- ohms FM aerial matching is provided. This means
that for a proper match to 75- ohm coax an external low- loss balun
transformer is needed. Such atransformer was used for the lab tests. Ifind
it hard to understand why manufacturers continue to omit this very
important interface from equipment destined for the UK.
However, on the plus side the rear ferrite- rod aerial can be adjusted over
amoderate angle, which avoids having to turn the whole receiver in an
endeavour to beam onto an AM station or minimise interference. Like the
Seoum, under- cover fuses at the rear provide protection.
Amplifier Lab Results (TX20)
Into 8- ohm loads Iobtained around 31+31 W over 20 Hz-20 kHz,
corresponding to anominal 'to- peak- clipping' output of 14.9 dB. About 5
watts more power was obtainable into 4- ohm loads, though the voltage at
this loading was about 2.4 dB less than that across 8ohms. At 1kHz the
to- clipping power was slightly higher at both loadings but, again, the
wideband shortfall was at LF, leading to 0.5 and 0.9 dB headrooms at 8
ohms and 4 ohms respectively.
The amplifier didn't buck when driven hard and into severe overload
with 20 ms bursts. The voltage across 2.7 ohms held up well, resulting in
4.7A of RMS current with fast recovery from overload. Good haddling of
the ZL load is also signified by the 16 kHz voltage across this being
virtually the same as that across 8 ohms resistive.
Distortion was around amagnitude less than that from the Seoum, the
spectrogram ( fig. 1b) showing a little 2nd harmonic but barely any 3rd
(measuring noise floor down to — 90 dB for this test). The spectrogram
also reveals avery low ripple residual with the amplifier under drive. The
sidebands either side of the 300 Hz driving signal should be ignored.
Harmonic distortion residual was alittle ' peaky' across ZL at 16 kHz, but at
1kHz across 8ohms resistive ( with input to pickup) it was mostly noise.
Small- signal frequency response was reasonable ( input aux and output
speaker via tone controls at centre), but there was atendency for the treble
to start rolling off alittle earlier than Iwould have liked. You can also see
this in the pen chart on the response corresponding to the 'fiat' setting of
the treble control ( fig. 2). The chart shows that the tone control
characteristics are not too dissimilar from those of the Seoum; loudness
response was alittle less severe, though. The Onkyo sports ahigh filter in
contrast to the Seoum's low filter, but this is also seen to be of the basic
6dB/octave roll- off rate, with the — 3dB point around 7 kHz, so is not
particularly 'valuable'. Accuracy of the pickup RIAA eq was very satisfactory, though in this case aslightly earlier upper- frequency roll- off might be
subjectively desirable!
Overall small- signal response of the amplifier section suited the speed
of the output transistors, leading to aslew factor greater than 5 (
e.g., no
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bad distortion at 100 kHz with input same as required for the rated power
at 1kHz with the volume control setting unchanged), so transient
intermodulation distortion should not be troublesome. Iwas impressed by
the very good pickup overload thresholds and by the low hum and noise
residuals, which again prove the low hum yield of the amplifier section.
Pickup signal/noise ratio was around 'average' and the sample had no
problems with regard to output offset voltage.
FM Lab Results (TX20)
Despite having to pass the FM input signal through abalun transformer
to simulate 75- ohm UK coax interface, sensitivity was still higher than that
of the Seoum. 60 dB signal/noise ratios also resulted from lower aerial
signal levels, but the model does feature auto high- blend. The front-end
also uses two dual- gate MOSFETs and three variable- tuned circuits
between aerial and mixer, with afourth for local oscillator tuning, which
were undoubtedly responsible for the better repeat- spot and RFIM ratios
of the Onkyo. Mono and stereo 1mV S/N ratios were also slightly in
advance of the Seoum.
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AMPLIFIER SECTION
0/P per ch max'
20 Hz-20 kHz both driven
8 ohms (W/dB"):
4 ohms ditto:

ONKYO TX- 20

21/13.2 ( Power falls
mostly at LF)
25/11

31/14.9 ( Power falls
mostly at LF)
36/12.5
0.5/0.9

Headroom at 1kHz 8 ohms/4
ohms ( dB):

1.1/1 4

0/P per ch max' 16 kHz
one driven 8 ohms/Z L ( dB):

14.5/14

12.8(4.7A) Overload
recovery

virtually
instantaneous
symmetrical
5ms
asymmetrical

15.5/15.5
0/P per ch max' 1kHz IHF
Overload
bursts one driven into 2.7 ohms
recovery 2ms.
(dB):
10.7(3.6A) symmetrical
& 15 ms
asymmetrical
Dist worst ch (
both driven to
+10 dB)
300 Hz harrnonic+ripple
(
9‘) ... :
16 kHz ZL factor (%):
1kHz 50mV i/p MM pickup
factor (%):

0.15 ( see fig. 1 ( a))
0.05 ( peaky residual)

0.01 (see fig. 1 ( b))
0.04 ( peaky residual)

0.12 ( notchy residual)

0.016 ( noisy residual)

Freq response 0dB o/p to
-1 dB ( Hz):

240-26,00

<10-18,000

Slew factor —

>5

>5

..
Damping factor +3dB o/P
(BSI) 40 Hz/1 kHz/20 kHz:

40/40/22

40/44/30

RIAA eq MM PU i/p, o/p tape
47k- ohms:

Fig. 2

Fig. 5

Tone controls and filters:

Fig. 2

Fig. 5

12
115
500 ( to slew limiting
threshold)

27
250

S/N (
ref 0dB o/p) &
CCIR/ARNI weighting
MM PU ref 5mV input ( dB):

73

73-5

Residual hum+noise DIN AF
band ( pV):

820

300

Residual noise CCI R/ARM
weighting (pV):

265

320

Output offset L/R ( DC mV):

4/59

(
IHF):

Pickup overload thresholds*
20 Hz ( mV):
1kHz ditto:
20 kHz ditto:

Capture ratio
ratio would not quite reach the Seoum's value, but the
alternate- and adjacent- channel selectivity ratios were much better.
Harmonic distortion at full deviation was also lower in all modes, but there
was little difference between the IMD results. This could possibly have
been due to the high 19 kHz pilot- tone residual of the Onkyo, giving the
impression that deep pilot- tone notching is not used in this model.
On the plus side, however, this resulted in the upper- frequency
response extension shown by the pen chart ( fig. 6) and the lack of
multiple ' rings' on the square- wave ( fig. 3b), while on the minus side it
means that alow level of 19 kHz signal is allowed into the amplifier. You
will see that the pen chart was measuring this spuriae from the nonspeaking channel in fig. 6, giving the impression of poor stereo
separation. However, to be fair talso measured the separation through a
bandpass filter at three spot frequencies and have included the results in
the lab chart.
As amatter of interest Ialso measured the level of the 19 kHz pilot tone
at the speaker output and found that with half setting of the volume
control and tone controls 'flat' asignal of 130 mV was present across 8
ohms. This would cause atweeter to react, and people with sensitive
upper- frequency hearing might actually hear the whistle. With full treble
boost the output rose to 420 mV; at maximum volume setting it was 1V;

SEOUM SR-3220

2,500

-17/-5

Pilot tone at v/c half on ( mV):

130 ( 420 with full treble
boost)

Pilot tone at LS v/c max ( mV):

1,000 ( 3,350 with full
treble boost)

'Refers to peak clipping threshold or onset of visible distortion.
•• Output dB values refer to 2.8282 V rms across stated load to nearest tenth of dB.
— Distortion percentage corresponds to vector sum of harmonics and mains ripple
components including intermodulation products. See spectrogram for nature of
distribution.

""Refers to rated o/p at 1kHz and constant i/p over test frequency range.
Notes: Unless otherwise stated output corresponds to continuous sinewave, output
loading to 8ohms resistive, input to 500 mV at tuner or aux and tests performed
with control preamplifier and power amplifier coupled as for normal operation.
ZL approximates impedance of 5ohms modulus & 20 deg. phase- angle at 16 kHz.

and at maximum volume with treble boost it was 3.3 V, corresponding
nearly to 1.4 WI The residual is easily visible on an oscilloscope
monitoring the output from an FM stereo station ( fig. 7), so it must surely
affect the reproduction in some way or other? Unfortunately, a sharp
19 kHz notch does incite ' rings', but perhaps these may be less detracting
than 19 kHz residual.
Ihave not yet made up my mind about this, but Ido know that my
daughter, whose hearing goes up to high treble, can hear the pilot- tone
under certain conditions. Perhaps the best plan would be for designers to
provide switched notch filtering so that we can make up our own minds
which are worse—'rings' or spuriae!

Fig. 7Pilot-tone ( 19 kHz) from loudspeaker as monitored by microphone when
reproducing FM stereo radio signal from Onkyo TX20. Pilot- tone some 25 de below
average music level.
HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Auditioning Impressions ( both models)
For the price the Seoum auditioned remarkably well. The residual hum
which was measured in the lab could only just be vaguely heard close to
the speakers when the volume control was turned right down.
Background noise on pickup was also low, though Ihad alittle trouble in
cutting hum to aminimum when using am-ccartridge through the Signet
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LONDON AREA

HAMPSHIRE

LANCASHIRE

Comparator demonstrations in three studios
• Open Thursday until 8 pm
g Direct cut discs
III Approved agencs
ADC, Aiwa, AKG. AR, A & R, B W,
Beyer, Celef, Celestion, Dahlquist, DBX. Dual, Denon,
Entre. FR. Gale, Grace, Grado, Harbeth, H- K, IMF,
JR149, ' KEF,
Linn-Sondek,
Meridian, Hicro-Seiki,
Michell. Mission, Monitor Audio, Nakamichi, Neal,
Ortofon, Pioneer, QED, QUAD, RAM, Revox '
8',
Rogers, Sassai, Sennheiser, SME. Spendor, STD,
Stanton, Stax, Sugden, Supex, Tandberg, Tangent,
Tan soy, Teac, Technics, Trio, TVA, Yamaha and others,
•

SYSTEMS
LEWISHAM HI-FI
We are main dealers for Technics, Trio, AR, Tannoy,
Toshiba,
Wharfedale,
Sanyo,
Hitachi,
Pioneer,
National, Rogers, Sony.
Competitive prices on all makes of Hi -Fi equipment.

57 Lee High Road, Lewisham, SE13.
Telephone 01-852 5487

Hampshire Audio Ltd
8 & 12 Hursley RoaJ Chandlers Ford Tel

CHESHIRE

For all that's best in real Hi -Fi

Lost in the Hifi Jungle?
Regs, Celef, A 8. R, Linn Sondek. ProAc, Lentek, Mission,

Phone WILMSLOW 526213

Electrocompaniet,

for an expert guide to
the territories of:

Nagaoka, ADC. Jul. Elite, Sugclen. Trio. Entre. Sta, Fidelity

Systemdek,

Treshart,

Research,

Audio.

Ornais.

Quad.

Supt.,

JBE,

Syrin,

Quantum,

Jeweltone.

at

2827 or 65232

RADLETT AUDIO CONSULTANTS

Michell,

HEAR
THE TRUTH

Koetsu,

Dynavector,

Oracle,

Heybrook,

Nagatronics.

Demonstrations strictly by enuointinent Phone Paean 3773

Holdings Photo Audio
Darwen Street
Mincing Lane
BLACKBURN

III

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH

Pennell Audio Consultants, 101 Waning Street. Radian. Hertfordshire
AIWA • ARISTON • ALIDIOMASTER •
b W • DALESFORD• DUAL •
GRADO • HARBETH • HITACHI* JVC • KEE • LINN • m1'51)8,581.
NAGAOKA • ORTOFON • RAM • ROGERS • SALORA • STD •
THORENS • ULTIMO • VIDEOTONE • WHARFEDALE •

EAST MIDLANDS

IRELAND

SOUND ADVICE FROM EXPERT STAFF

REAL HI- Fl

MINIMUM OF 2 YEARS GUARANTEE ON ALL PRODUCTS.
(SERVICE DEPT. ON THE PREMISES).
OUR PRICES ARE USUALLY LOWER THAN THOSE QUOTED BY
THE SO CALLED '
DISCOUNT WAREHOUSES'.

SWIFT

oF

WILMSLOW

5,Swan Street,
Wilmslow, Cheshire.

LINNSONDEK
A&R A60
SUPEX
JR

GLOUCESTERSHIRE

NICK DAKIN

IN IRELAND
NAIM AUDIO

NYTECH

ARC

REGA

NAKAMICHI
HARBETH

SPENDOR

DENY°

QED

ELITE

MERIDIAN

MORDAUNT-SHORT
NAGAOKA

LENTEK

HEYBROOK

ENTRE

SATIN

DISCWASHER

APPOINTED DEALERS FOR AIWA, JVC,
LINN, NIGHTINGALE, MERIDIAN, QUAD,
BOWERS and WILKINS, FERROGRAPH,
IMF, SONY, DENON, DUAL

and many other leading makes.
WE WILL EQUAL ANY RETAILERS PRICE
DEMONSTRATIONS A PLEASURE
45 RADFORD ROAD NOTTINGHAM

783 862

Phone today for an appointment—after all, it
costs nothing to listen and compare.

THE
HI- FI & MUSIC SHOP FOR
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
DISCOUNT
PRICES
ON
MOST
EQUIPMENT
AGENCIES INCLUDE: HITACHI, TECHNICS, J.V.C,
AR., K.E.F., MORDAUNT SHORT, MARANTZ, SONY,
QUAD, AKAI, ROTEL, TANNOY, TOSHIBA, TEAC,
NAT- PAN,
TDK,
TRIO,
MONITOR
AUDIO,
AUDIOMASTER,
SENN HEISER,
FISHER,
AUREX
ETC
RAY ELECTRICAL LTD,
287 HIGH ST., CHELTENHAM.
TEL

NOEL CLONEY
AUDIO CONSULTANTS LTD.,
Leinster Mews,
154 Leinster Road,
Rathmine,
Dublin 6
Tel: 961316

22317

)

FOR FULL INFORMATION ON
ADVERTISING IN
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
Telephone:
ALAN WALDER. ADVERTISING MANAGER

01-686 2599

LINCOLNSHIRE
The Cotswolds leading HiFi
Equipment Specialists
S.T.D.
Quad
Rogers
Sugden

Most leading brands stocked
Full demonstration facilities
Friendly assistance from
experienced staff.

INSTANT CREDIT AVAILABLE
TV & HI- Fl CENTRE
35 CASTLE STREET,
CIRENCESTER
TELEPHONE 4756

HAMPSHIRE
AUDIO HI-FI CENTRE
(NEW MILTON) LTD.
SPECIALISTS IN SOUND!
Bang and Olufsen, Tandberg, Quad, Sony, KEF,
IMF, etc.
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Linn, Ariston, Thorens, S.T.D.,
THE
CRITICS
CHOICE
Michell, Revox, Nytech, Meridian, Mission,
Main agents tor

SURREY
WE WILL MATCH OR BEAT ALL PRICES

Classic, Quantum, Crimson, B & 0, Technics,
Optonica, Pioneer, Trio, Hitachi, Sansui, B 8, W,
Celef, Dual, Castle, IMF, Sigma, Bose, Lentek,
Heybrook, etc, etc,.
64 A HIGH STREET, LINCOLN,
Telephone Lincoln 38 718

WEST MIDLANDS

248 256 STATION ROAD. ADDLESTONE. SURREY

Probably the largest range of Audio, TV ik Video in the
Home Counties_ Demonstration, anytime itiat pop in,
MOST BMANDS STOCKED INCLUDING:
AR, JB.L, KEF, LUXMAN, MARANTZ,
MISSION, OPTCNICA, ORTOFON, PIONEER, SANSUI,
SENNYIEISER, SONY, TEAC,
TECHNICS, THORENS, TRIO

WEYBRIDGE 54522 (
5 lines)

FIVEWAYS HIGH FIDELITY
Demonstration facilities and specialist service for a wide range of high
quality sound equipment including:

ADC Aiwa, Akai AKG, A&R, Ariston, Audiomaseer, Audio Technics,
B& W, Be per. Calrec, Cambridge, Castle, Celef. Chart well, Connoisseur,
Deeps. Dual Dynavectok Elite. Empire, Entré, Formula 4, Garrard.
Glaira, Grado, Hadcock, Haller. Harbeth Heybrook, IMF, JR, JVC, KEF.
Lentek, Linn, LAI8. Lowther, Lux, Maranta, Meridian, Michell Mission.
Monitor Audio, Mordaunt-Short,Nakamicht Neal Ortolan, Pioneer,
OED,Ouad, RAM.Rderence, Revak, Rogers, Rote/ SanshiSennheise

Receivers, Amplifiers, Cassette and Reel Decks
Accessories and High Quality Music Centres
All plus our enviable after sales service
Hi -Fi and Acoustic Engineers for 40 years

Shure, Signet, SMC, SME Santis, Spendor. STO Sugden, Tangent
Thorens, Toshiba, Trio Ultimo, Wharfedale Yamaha

51/53 Old Milton Road, New Milton, Hants.
Tel: 611290

Edgbaston, Birmingham 815 110.
Telephone: 021-455 0667,
9.30-6.00 Monday- Saturday

Fiveways High Fidelity Ltd., 12 Islington Row,

fICRCO

SURREY'S LEADING
AUDIO- VIDEO
CENTRE
* MICRO- COMPUTERS
* RECORDS
*

111-F1

*

VIDEO

* TELEVISION
27 Chohham Road

Woking
Surrey GU21 1JD
Tel Woking 4667/4926

M K12T transformer—but Icleared it in the end.
The relatively limited power of the amplifier did not affect the 80-85 dB
SPL auditioning much. Adequate audio urge seemed to be available
without running too close to peak clipping threshold, though it was
possible, of course, to detect clipping aberrations when running at an
intensity more suitable for alarger amplifier. Bass was not as firm as would
be expected from amore expensive receiver, and from the pickup alittle
treble stridence was detected which was not a feature of the cartridge
used. Stereo imagery was well in focus on good program material, but
low-level ambience was judged to be only fair as this was sometimes
impaired by a ' muddy' characteristic tending to mask the natural atmosphere of the concert hall at low- frequencies. There was also a little
confusion associated with classical music at full concert voice, accompanied by some loss of instrument definition. But these things were by
no means bad. Iam just being very critical.
The FM section performed adequately at the test site. Selectivity was
sufficient for all my 'local' stations and the receiver had no difficulty in
resolving weaker signals at quite fair quality, but with a rise in stereo
background noise. Despite the rather wide selectivity, noticeable by the
'spread' of signal over the tuning point. Iwas not troubled by ' birdies' or
side- frequency interference on service area stations. The lack of tuning
sharpness, however, was more apparent when trying to receive a weak
signal in competition with a near- frequency stronger one.
AM offered about an average performance, but again, the selectivity
seemed to be rather wide, which encouraged whistles and signal 'beats'
when searching over the MW band after dark. The LW band will be useful
to some people, but the lack of ferrite rod aerial adjustment would call for
the use of an external AM aerial in some cases. This should not need to be
elaborate provided local electrical interference fields are not strong.
Bass rendering of the Onkyo was full and firm, and aslightly higher peak
SPL could be obtained than from the Seoum without running into
clipping, but with certain program material the upper- treble gave cause for
comment, especially on FM radio. There was evidence of a vaguely
'metallic', 'tizzly' quality which could be reduced by applying alittle treble
cut or activating the high filter. Exaggerated sibilance was also apparent
on FM radio.
Residual hum with the volume control fully retarded was so low that it
couldn't be heard even close to the speakers. Switching to tape monitor
with an FM station tuned and the volume control set high resulted in a
little audible radio breakthrough and a background buzz, but at normal
settings of the control it is unlikely that these effects would be heard
behind the tape signal. We experienced no problems with pickup
interfacing and background noise was not obtrusive. Low-level ambience
and stereo imagery were adequately portrayed, and complex orchestral
music came over without abnormal confusion. Subjectively, the main
weakness appeared to be the treble on FM radio.
The sharp FM selectivity was readily apparent when tuning over the
band, and the relatively high sensitivity was revealed by the response to
very weak signals, though with the inevitable rise in background noise
level. Dynamic range of the signal- strength indicator was far too narrow,
as four or five LEDs lit on signals of inadequate strength for noise- free
stereo. It was also difficult to see the frequency scale markings.
The AM section appeared not to be very sensitive, but optimum
response could be achieved by adjusting the ferrite rod aerial. Selectivity
was moderately sharp but the general quality was poor compared with FM
and the background ' hiss' was fairly high on weak signals.

Conclusions
The Onkyo was the most sophisticated of the pair, but one would expect
this in view of its price level with respect to the Seoum. The difference in
resistive power yield between the two amplifier sections was barely
noticeable, though the Onkyo was the smoother performer. It was felt that
on FM the Seoum had the edge over the Onkyo—that is from the
auditioning point of view—but the Onkyo scored in terms of technical
ORACLE TURNTABLE REVIEW from page 115
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FM SECTION

SEOUM SR 3220

ONKYO TX 20

Input for
30 dB S/N ratio mono/stereo
(pV):
50 dB ditto mono/stereo ( pV):
60 dB ditto mono/stereo ( pV):
-1 dB limiting (pV):
switching threshold (pV):

2-2/6/60
20/200
1.6
1.6 ( stereo); 2.5 ( muting)

1.5/4/30
12/120
1
1 ( stereo); 3 ( muting)

Ultimate S/N ratio
(1 mV input)
mono (dB):
stereo (dB):

70.5
66

72-5
68.5 ( 19 kHz filtered out)

RFIM 3rd-order 94+95 MHz
input (dB):

-58 av of both sidebands -60 av of both sidebands

Repeat spot suppression
ratio
100.35 MHz input for
10.7 MHz if. (dB):

73

85

Capture ratio IHF (dB):

1.7

2

Selectivity (
dB):

23 av alternate channel
IHF

75 av alternate channel
IHF

Distortion at 1kHz
L+R (%):
L- R (%):
L (%):
R (%):

0.6
0.6
1
1

0.18
0.18
0.3
0.3

Pilot tone residual (
dB):

-70

-33

Subcarrier residual (
dB):

-75

-50

AM rejection ratio 30% AM
(dB):

47

50

Frequency response stereo.
channel balance and stereo
separation 20% modulation
level at 400 Hz and 50 ps
applied pre- emphasis:
Signal strength indication
max/min (pV):
Tuning indication:

Filtered separation:

Fig. 4

100 Hz: 30 dB
1kHz: 30 dB
10 kHz: 46 dB

150/15 ( three LEDs)

Filtered separation:

Fig. 6

100 Hz: 34 dB
1kHz: 36 dB
10 kHz: 28 dB

35/2.2 ( five LEDs)

Analogue
Analogue
FM 88-108 MHz;
FM 88-108 MHz;
AM 550-1600 kHz and
AM 550-1600 kHz
150-350 kHz LW

Audio output per channel
stereo (mV):

300 at recording output

493 at recording output

IMD 4+5 kHz 50% peak
modulation (%):

0.3

0.3

Squarewave 1kHz:

Fig. 3 ( a)

Fig 3 ( b)

Distributor:

Videotone Ltd,
98 Crofton Park Rd,
London SE4
Tel: 01-690 8511/2

Audiotrend Ltd,
33 Bridle Path, Watford,
Herts, WDZ 4B2
Tel: 0923-33017

Unless otherwise stated reference modulation level 100% including 10% stereo pilot
tone, test frequency 95 MHz, aerial input 1mV, noise weighting CCIR/ARM, aerial
loading ad across 75 ohms matching pad, for Seoum, and via balun transformer
for Onkyo, and signal/interference ratios 30 dB.
Note: Tested from recording output.

results and on overall auditioning. The Onkyo was also judged to be of
better styling and engineering. The FM servo- lock was useful.
On the other hand, the Seoum was regarded as good value for money
and offers a performance that would be satisfactory for many domestic
applications. Neither model failed permanently during the lab tests and
auditioning trials, but with the somewhat limited power available,
speakers of reasonable efficiency should be selected.

engineering and performance required from a
top class turntable.
In fact, Ifeel it to be currently unrivalled in so
far as a number of important parameters are
concerned, namely resistance to acoustic feedback, structural rigidity, platter damping, suspension balance and stability, vibration isolation and shock immunity. The disc clamping is
convenient, elegant and effective, and while the
tacky and rather resilient mat may prove abone
of contention, the clamp system proved to be
nearly as effective on much harder mats, and
would still comfortably override disc warps even
if used with a felt mat. Its ability to flatten
records is much to its credit.
The high quality main bearing dispensed with
messy oils and the like, and offered a superb
performance. In terms of useful features, the
electrical switching of 33/45 may be useful for

some users, and the matching remote power
supply minimised induced hum.
Perhaps its greatest practical attribute concerns one of its simplest features: the uncomplicated adjustments of sub- chassis balancing and levelling which are accessible from
above, can only aid the number of correctly set
up decks in use. Most other sub- chassis models
require removal of the bottom cover for tedious
and often tricky adjustments of spring settings
and arm lead dressing, while none at present
offer the spring rate versatility of the Oracle.
The design remains limited by the intrinsic
quality of the analogue disc, but nonetheless is
one of the closest overall approaches to
maximum disc signal recovery at the price. On
grounds of honest design, fine engineering,
good finish and exceptional performance it can
be strongly recommended •
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WEST SUSSEX

JEFFRIES HI-FI
As recommended by HI-FI ANSWERS—April 1979

Oracle, Linn, Naim, Meridian, T.V.A., Revox,
Nytech, A & R., Rega, Nightingale, Rogers, Neal
Ferrograph, Exposure, Elite, Pioneer, Tandberg,
Sansui, Audiomaster, Dual, Teac, Harbeth, Lentek,
HK, Thorens, Entre, Grace, S.M.C., A.K.G.,
Mordaunt Short, Castle, Gale, Hadcock, JR.,
Nakamichi, Tannoy, J.B.E., Trio, Black Tulip,
K.E.F., ARC., Azak, Syrinx, Griffen, Tresham,
Sony, Heybrook, Ariston, etc.. .

The most respected names
in hi-fi are here

(BOWERS

e

WILKINS)

WORTHING
Littlehampton Road • TeLlNoi thing 64141

SCOTLAND

Russ Andrews
High Fidelity
34 Northumberland Street,
Edinburgh

031 557 1672

FULL CREDIT FACILITES

Up to 3- years All Parts and Labour Guarantee
Late night demo. Wed. 6-9.00 pm. ,

JEFFRIES
HI-FI
4 Albert
Parade,
Green
Street,
Eastbourne.
Tel: ( 0323)
31336
69 London Rd., Brighton. Tel: 609431
Brighton closed Monday
Pega, Eastbourne only.

SOUNDS SUPREME
Agents for: Yamaha, JVC, KEF Monitor
Audio, Videotone, Sansui, Enigma,
Spendor, Technics, Audio- Pro, Rogers,
STD, Rega, Quad, Dual & Nakamichi,
Neal, Sugden, Allison.
136 PORTLAND ROAD,
HOVE, SUSSEX

1
Telephone: Brighton 723399

ERIC WILEY

64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD

CASTLEFORD, WEST YORKSHIRE

0977-553066

Full Comparator Demonstrations
V.H.S.

TELEPHONE 695776 ( 0273)

for

HI-FI

76 HIGH STREET,
NAIRN, SCOTLAND.
0667 52230.

Video Stockists

Are You
a
Hi Fi
Specialist?

FOTOSONIC HOUSE

B&W
DUAL
LINN
THORENS

BRIGHTON'
HI --e
Fl
r

.r.

ISOBARIK

NIGHTINGALE
ITTOK

QUAD
AZAK

EXPOSURE

ARISTON
MISSION

aci
l/P
merane
"
A&R

MORD SHORT

A.R.C.

GRADO

S.M.E.
ORTOFON

AIWA
AIWA

SANSUI

RAWSON SQUARE
BRADFORD 22972

UPSTAIRS the best electronics with
speakers £200 plus.
DOWNSTAIRS — all the popular hi-fi
and video.
KEEN PRICES
.the good deal store

RODGERS

KEESONIC AUDIOTECH AUDIOMASTER SUGDEN

THE BEST OF
BRITISH HI- Fl
1YORK PLACE, BRIGHTON
Closed Monday

3 MARINE COURT
1
/8;

ità

ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA

HIFI

EAST SUSSEX
TN380DX
Tel. Hastings (0424) 439150

Main Agents for:

N.A.D., HITACHI, TECHNICS PIONEER,
SANSUI, MISSION, KEF HAFLER,
PLUS ALL HIFI MARKETS PRODUCTS.
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YORKSHIRE

ALL LEADING MAKES STOCKED

WE SPECIALISE ONLY IN HI- Fl

NAIRN
MUSIC

o

SHEFFIELD SOUND CENTRE
Hi Fi Consultants for

QUAD, ROGERS, SUGDEN, EXPOSURE, GRANT
LUMLEY, RADFORD, CRIMSELECT, ISLEWORTH,
ARO, CAMBRIDGE, SAE, STD, ARISTON, TEAC,
TASCAM, REVOX, SONY, BLACK TULIP, TECHNICS,
ETC.
Also, Worksop's only Bang 1, Olufsen dealer
Demonstrations by appointment only
101A Ecclesall Road
39 Carlton Road
SHEFFIELD SI I8HY &
WORKSOP, Notts.
Tel: 23365
Tel: 87762

Audio Projects
45 Headingley Lane,
LS6 1DP.

Leeds

Tel. 0532 789115.
Open Tues.-Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat. 2.30-5.30 only.
HiFi SPECIALISTS.

LET HFN & RR
HELP SELL
YOUR
PRODUCTS/
SERVICE.
For details of
Advertisement
Rates
on this page
Telephone
ALAN
WALDER
on
01-686-2599

CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
ON OUR DISCOUNT PRICES
MAIL ORDER SERVICE.
NAD & FISHER RANGE
AVAILABLE FROM
HiFi MARKETS OF WATFORD.
Tel: 34644

•TAPE

RECORDERS ( P/P £ 6 50)

Aka GXC4000DB Dolby
Teac X7, X7R, X1OR. X10

Aiwa AA8700 (Sp. off.)

P.O.A.
ON SALE

£260.00

Hitachi HA330 (Sp. off .) £79.90
Hitachi HA2700
£65.00
Hitachi HA3700
£82.00

•CASSETTE RECORDERS
(P/P £ 4.50)
Aiwa AD1250 (Sp. off.) £99.90
Aiwa AD6900 Mk2 (Sp. off.) £299.90
Aiwa AD6600 (Sp. off.)
£ 179.00
Aiwa AD6700 (Sp.off.)
£ 199.00

Hitachi HA5700S
Hitachi HA5300 (Sp. off

Aiwa AD6800 (Sp. off.)

Hitachi HMA6500 Power Amp
(Sp. off.)
£ 125.00

£ 199.90

Aiwa AD6900 (Sp. off.) £275.00
Aiwa ADM600 (Sp. off.)
£ 159.90
Aiwa ADM700 (Metal) (Sp. off.) £ 199.00
Aiwa ADM250
P.O.A.
Aiwa ADL300
Aiwa ADM450
Aiwa ADR500
AkaiGXM10

£ 119.90
£ 139.00
£ 189.90
£ 115.50

Hitachi D900 (Sp. off.) 3.head £210.00
Hitachi D22S
£69.00
Hitachi D45S
£99.90
Hitachi D55S
£ 111.00
Hitachi D77S ( Sp. off.)
£ 149.00
Hitachi 0135S
£ 125.00
Hitachi D905
P.O.A.
Hitachi D3300M
£299.90
Hitachi 05500M
£399.90
Marantz CD330 Portable Dolby £124.00
Marantz SD3000
£88.00
MarantzSD8000 £350.00
Pioneer CTF750 Aud Rev (Sp. off.) £185.00
Pioneer CTF850, CTF950.
CTF1250

P.O.A.

Pioneer CT200
£89.90
Pioneer CT300
£ 109.00
Pioneer CT400
£ 139.00
SafISUi SC2000 (Sp. off.)
£ 129.90
Sansui 090 S/B (Sp. off.) £63.00
Sansui D100
£89.90

£ 159.90
£ 119.90

Hitachi HMA7500 Mosfet £ 356.00
Hitachi HA4500S
£ 109.00
Hitachi HA4700
£99.00
Hitachi HCA6500 Control Amp £75.00

Hitachi HCA7500
Hitachi HA7700

£224.00
P.O.A.

J.E. Sugden A48 Mk2
J. E. Sugden Centaura
Marantz PM250 (Sp. off.)

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£61.00

Marantz PM400
£71.50
Marantz PM500 (Sp. off.) £137.50
Marantz PM700 (Sp. off.) £159.00
Pioneer SA7800 Magniwide
P.O.A.
Pioneer SA8800 Magniwide
P.O.A.
Pioneer SA9800 Magniwide
P.O.A.
Pioneer SA4 I0
£ 59.90
Pioneer SA510
£ 89.00
Pioneer SA810
£ 113.00
Pioneer SA7/I 0
£ 142.00
Quad 44/33/303, 33/405
P.0.4.
Rogers A75 (Series 3) A100
P.0.4.
Sansui AU217 Mk2 (Sp. off.) £ 104.00
Sansui AU317 Mk2 (Sp. off.) £ 155.00
Sansui AU719 ( Sp. off.)
£218.00
Sansui AU919
£349.90
Sansui A40 S+B
£ 61.50
Sansui A60 S+ B (Sp. off.)
£ 83.90
Sansui A80 S+ B (Sp. off.)
£ 119.00
Sansui B77 & C77
£210.00
Teac ASM50
£159.00
Toshiba SB620 (Sp. off.) £ 159.90

Sansui SC1300 Silver/1330 Black. £ 129.00
Sansui SC3300 Silver/3330 Black. £ 169.00
Sansui SC5100
£299.00
Teac A108 Simul. Sync. (Sp. off .) £ 149.00

•RECEIVERS ( P/P £ 4.00)
Akai AAR20
Akai AAR30

£105.00
£125.00

Hitachi SR304L

£125.00

•RACKS, ACCESSORIES

Hitachi SR703 (
Sp. off.)
Hitachi SR903 ( Sp. off.)

£129.90
£189.00

Hitachi SR2010L
Hitachi SR4010L

£86.00
£109.00

(P/P On Application)
ADC SLJA3 ( P/P £ 2.50)

£39.90

ADC SS1 Sound Shaper
(P/P £ 3.00)
ADC SS2 Mk2 ( P/P £ 3.50)
ADCSS110
ADC SS 3

£54.00
ON SALE

ON SALE
£ 199.00

Aiwa CM2000AStereo Mic £23.50
Pioneer DT500 timer (Sp. off.) £39.90
Pioneer CB7 Short Rack
£69.00
Pioneer CB9 Tall Rack
£89.00
Sansui GX60
£37.50
Sansui GX70

£49.90

•KITS, LOUDSPEAKERS, DRIVE UNITS
(P/P on application)
KEF 104AB Kit
£133.00
KEFB110SP1003 £ 13.00
KEFB139SP1004 £30.00
KEF B200 SP1014
£ 15.00
KEF DN22 pair ( 104AB Crossover) £47.00
FEF T27 SPI 032
£8.65
Wharfedale Shelton XP2 Kit

£38.90

Wharfedale Linton XP2 Kit (Sp. off.) £49.90

•TUNERS

( P/P £4.00)

Aiwa AT9700

£235.00

Akai AT2200 (Sp. off.)
Hitachi FT3400
Hitachi FT4400
Pioneer TX410L

£57.50
£72.50
£ 111.00
£59.00

Pioneer TX710L
£ 122.00
Pioneer TX7800 Mk2
£ 172.00
Pioneer TX9800 Mk2
PO.A.
Quad FM3
P.O.A.
Rogers T75 (Series 2) Teak/Walnut
P.O.A.

Pioneer LX690 (Sp. off.)
£ 149.90
Pioneer SX590 (Sp. off.) £89.90
Pioneer SX790 (Sp. off.)
Pioneer SX600L
Pioneer SX700L
Sansui R30 (Sp. off.)
Sansui R50 (sp. off.)
Sansui R70

£182.00
£99.00
£129.00
£89.90
£108.00
£137.00

eSTEREO

SYSTEMS & PACKAGES
(P/P on appl.) (
Some exclude spkrs.)

Aiwa AA8700, AT9700, LP3000
Rack System
ON SALE
Aiwa Micro 25 System £239.90
Aiwa Micro 30 Asystem £367.00
Aiwa Micro 3013 incl. speakers £449.00

Sansui R5 inc. ESP 801
£299.90
Sansui R7 ex. spivs. £319.00
Sansui A8F ex. spivs. £429.00
Sansui 900ex. TT& spkrs £489.00
Sanyo Mini 10
Teac Libero 3000 ( Sp. off)

P.O.A.
£299.90

• LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
All prices per pair (PIP on application)
AR range
P.O.A.
Armstrong 602 (J2 stand extra) £ 175.00
Audio Pro B2.50 Sub Woofer
P.O.A.
Bolivar 125 (Sp. off.)
£79.90
Celestion County
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 120
£79.90
Celestion Ditton 130
£109.90
Celestion Ditton 150
£ 139.90
Celestion Ditton 200
£ 189.90
Celestion Ditton 300
£219.90
Celestion UL6. UL8
ON SALE
Charlwell LS3/5A, PM110, PM210 P.O.A.
Goodmans X1325, XB35, X1345
ON SALE
Goodrnans HE1, HE2, HE3 RB65 ON SALE
Goodmans Achromat Beta/Kappa . ON SALE
Goodmans Mini 2 (Sp. off.) £49.90
KEF Reference 101
£ 162.00
KEF Reference 103.2
P.O.A.
KEF Reference 105.4
P.O.A.
KEF Celeste IV Black/Brown £ 110.00
KEF Concorde 4Black/Brown £ 192.50
Monitor Audio MA2
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MA6 (Sp. off.) £ 139.90
Monitor Audio MA9, MA16, MA84 .... P.O.A.
Monitor Audio Mini Monitor ( Sp. off.) £75.00
Mordaunt Short Carnival, Festival,
Pageant, Signifier Teak/Walnut
P.O.A.
Pioneer SX311E
£79.90
Pioneer HPbA30
P.O.A.
Pioneer CS343
£54.00
Pioneer CS444
ON SALE
Pioneer CS545
ON SALE
Pioneer CS646
ON SALE
Matching speakers for Pioneer rack systems
Quad Electrostatic
RAM 60, 80, CD20

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Rogers Export Monitor and Stands
Rogers LS3/5A Teak and Walnut
Rogers Compact Monitor

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Spendor BC1 Mk2, 803, SA1 & SA2
various finishes
P.O.A.
Tannoy Range
ON SALE
Teac LSX7 Mini (Sp. off.)
£49.50

Pioneer X7007 ex. spkrs
Pioneer X9007 ex. spivs

£508.00
£578.00

Wharfedale Glendale XP2 Teak £99.90
Wharfedale Laser 40 Teak £64.50

Akai ASE7

£8.70

Alsai ASE11
£ 12.75
Akai ASE22 +Volume control
£14.50
AKG K240 (Sp. off.)
£43.90
Beyer ET1000 (Sp. off.) £99.90
Beyer DT202/K100.7 £43.50
Beyer 01220
£26.50
Beyer DT440
Beyer DT441
Koss K6A

£26.50
£31.00
£ 15.75

Koss K6ALC
£ 17.50
KossK145
£27.50
Koss Tech 2
£37.00
Koss Pro 4Triple A
£39.95

Pioneer X900S ex. speakers £569.00
Pioneer Mini System 3000
P.O.A.
Rol el RX30 Rack (Sp. off.)
ON SALE
Sansui Super Compo 900 System 1 . £539.00

Koss Tech VFR
Koss HV2A
Koss HV1A
Koss HV1LC

£43.90
£22.90
£31.90
£34.90

Sansui Super Compo 900 System 2 . £550.00
Sansui Super Compo 900 System 3/

Koss HVX
Koss HVXLC

£38.90
£41.90

GX80

P.O.A.

Pioneer SE6
Pioneer SE450
Pioneer SE550
Pioneer SE650

£ 25.00
£ 19.50
£26.00
£32.50

Sansui SS60

£ 17.90

Sennheiser HD224X
Sennheiser HD414X
Sennheiser HD222
Sennheiser HD424X
Sennheiser HD400
Sennheiser HD420
Sennheiser HD430

£ 38.90
£ 21.90
£29.90
£30.90
£ 11.90
£25.50
£34.90

Sennheiser Unipolar 2000(Sp. off.) £99.90
Stax SR5/SRD6SB Electrostatic £91.50
Sfax SR44 Electret
£ 70.00
StaxSRX3/SRD6SB
£ 143.00
Stax Sigma + SRD6SB
£ 221.00
Sfax Larnbda+SRD6SB £ 149.90
Wharfedale Isodynamic s (Sp. off.) £24.90

•TURNTABLES

( PM £3.50) AND
ARIAS (P/P £ 1.50)
ADC LMFI (Sp. off.)
£59.90
ADC LMF2
£67.50
ADC LMG- 1Headshell £5.00
ADC LMH-2 Shell
£6.75
ADC ALT- 1
£32.90
Garrard SP- 25 Mk6 Chassis
£29.50
Hadcock Arm & Unilift p/p free £69.90
HadcockGH230 £ 114.00
Micro-Seiki MA303 Arm ( Sp. off.) £39.90
SME F3DS Damper
£ 13.50
SME S2 Headshell
£6.50
SME 3009 S/2 Det. Head
£65.50
SME 3009 Fixed Head
£ 61.00
SME Series 3
£ 120.00
SME Series 3S
£86.00
SME Damper FD200 (P/P £ 1)
£ 21.00
SME CA1 Series 3Spare Arm/Shell £18.00

•TURNTABLE PACKAGES ( P/P £ 5.00)
BIC 75
£49.95
BIC 85
£59.95
ADC 1600 (Sp. off.)
£73.00
ADC 1700DQuartz & XLM/3 £99.00
Aiwa APD30
£ 89.00
Aiwa AP050

£ 149.00

Pioneer PL200X, PC110/11
£79.00
Pioneer PL300X, PC150
£97.50
Pioneer PL400X, PC150 £ 111.00
Pioneer PL600X
P.O.A.
Pioneer PL117D (Sp. off .)
£59.90

•STEREO HEADPHONES ( P/P £ 1.50)
Aiwa HP30
£15.00

£299.90

£11.50
£ 12.50
£ 19.00

Wharfedale Denton XP2 Teak £48.00
Wharfedale Shelton XP Walnut £65.00

Aiwa System 2 Rack+ speakers
(Sp. off.) AP2400
£415.00
Aiwa Micro System S

Hitachi ACT 01 Mati System
(Sp. off.)

Pioneer SE205
Pioneer SE2
Pioneer SE4

Aiwa AP3000 Linear ( Sp. off.) £345.00
Akai AP006 (Sp. off.)
£ 99.90
Hitachi HT41S
£77.50

Wharfedale Laser 400 Walnut £214.90
Wharfedale TSR range
P.O.A.

and Speakers
£219.00
Akal UC5 Mini
£548.00
Akai UC2 Mini
P.O.A.

Koss ESP10
£275.00
Koss Phase 2
£39.90
Koss Phase 2+2
£56.00
Pioneer Monitor 10
£35.00

Videotone 1383
£57.50
Wharfedale E20, E30, E50, E70
P.O.A.
Wharfedale Teesdale SP2 Walnut £ 129.90
Wharfedale Chevin XP2 Teak £34.00

Aiwa Micro 50 RB incl. speakers £419.00
Aiwa MT50 Micro timer £59.90

Sansui TU317
Sansui TU417

•STEREO APAPUFIER8 (P/P £ 4 00)
Akai AMUO1
£75.00
Akai AMUO2
£86.00

£349.00
£399.00
£415.00
£299.00

Wharfedale Laser 60 Teak £79.00
Wharfedale Laser 80 Teak £99.50
Wharfedale Laser 100 Teak £ 129.00
Wharfedale Laser 200 Walnut £ 164.90

Sansui T60 S+B (
SP. off./
£59.90
Sansui T80 S+ B ( Sp. off.)
£89.90
Sansui TU217
£99.90
£ 110.00
£ 135.00

Sansui A4 inc. ESP 601.
Sansui A6 inc. ESP 801
Sansui A8 ex. spkrs.
Sansui R3 inc. ESP 601

Aiwa Micro 50 Asystem £469.00
Aiwa Micro 50 Bincl. speakers £589.00
Aiwa Micro 50 Rsystem £ 339.00

Panasonic SG2080L(Sp. off.)
ON SALE
Pioneer X55H, X55V, X77H, X77V,
X99H, X99V, all ex. sets.
ON SALE
Pioneer X300 ex. spkrs £298.50
Pioneer X500S ex. splits £388.00
Pioneer X5007 ex. spkrs £399.00
Pioneer X700S ex. spkrs £488.00

Sansui TU517
£ 181.00
Sansui 777 digital £119.90
J. Sugden 748, 0748, Centaurs
P.O.A.

Open aCredit Charge Account with Hens ( Callers only)
Open 9.15-1.2.00-5.30 Mon to Sat. Shut 1.00 Wed. Cheques with £50 cheque
cards only accepted for counter sales with only one cheque par transaction. All
prices include VAT at 15%. Cheques accepted for Mail Orders.
BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS CARD accepted for normal prices.
.P.O.A.= Price On aPPlicallion. SP.° , = Special offer price for cash. P.P.T.B.A.= PEr Pto be advised.
ON SALE=Speci aILow prices for limited stoc
All prices correct at time of preparation and :Or ct to variations without notice. EEr 0E.
CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE ON OUR DISCOUNT PRICES. MAIL ORDER SERVICE.

Koss KC180

£12.95

Pioneer PL100X

£ 64.00

Reference Hydraulic, Electronic
Focus 1
P.O.A.
Rotel RP900 CILM32 ( Sp. off .) £55.00
Sansui SRB200+Cart. £55.00
SansuiSR2221 Mk2 Improved £66.50
Sansui FR1080P (Sp. off.)
£59.00
Sansui SR333E (Sp. off.)
£99.90
Sansui SR838E
£ 199.90
Sansui FRD3
Sansui FRD4

£79.90
£ 109.00

Sansui FADS
Sansui P50

£144.00
£59.90

Sugden 1302A P&C & SAU2 Compact £37.50
Sugden 8024 P8C SAU2 Standard £39.90
STD 305 Series
P.0.4.
TeacTSF15+AT11
£66.60
Teac TSF30+ AT11
£78.00
Thorans TD160S ex. arm
ThorensTD128 Mk3 BC/Series 3S
Thorens TD104
ThorensTD105

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.0.4.
P.O.A.

Thorens TDI10 (manual)

P.O.A.

Thorens TDI 15 (automatic)
ThorensT0126 Mk3BC

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

ThorensTD160B/C Mk2
Thorens TD160B/C/SME 3009

P.O.A.

Fitted
P.O.A.
Thorens TD160BC + 4009 Fixed
P.O.A.
Thorens 101600
£155.00

166 St. ALBANS ROAD,WATFORD, WO24AS. Telephone: 40633

sr

HI -FI

LOWEST PRICES - THAT'S A PROMISE
If you find that any item you intend buying at Comet is currently advertised
and in stock at alower price elsewhere - let us know and . . .

WE WILL BEAT THAT PRICE ON THE SPOT. . .
on all brand new current merchandise in stock.
STEREO AMPLIFIERS

AIWA
AA8I00 2X 25
AA8300 2X 45
AA8700 2X 75 moving
coil input
AKAI
AMUOI 2X 20
ALBA
2025 2X 27
20502 X 50
3035 2X 30
AMSTRAD
EX 3302 X 30
.MARANTZ
1040M 2X 20
1070M 2X 35
NEC
Diango LA 2500 2X 25
PIONEER
SA 4102 X 20
SA 5102 X 30
SA 6102 X 45
SA 7102 X 65
SA 7800 2X 65
SA 88002 X 80
SA 9800 2X 100
DT500 Digital timer
ROTEL
RA 300 2X 20
RA 5002 X 37
RE 500 seven band graphic
equaliser
RA 550 2X 50 with MC head
amp
SANSUI
A402 X 25
A60 2X 45 DC coupled
A80 2X 65 DC coupled
TRIO
KA3750 2X 25

AIWA
AT9300 LW/MW/FM
AT9700 Quartz-locked FM.
AKAI
AT KO2L

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT
49.90
79.90
119.90
54.90
39.90
49.90
79.90
34.90
39.94
59.94

Tuner/Amplifier/Cassette
Combinations
FERGUSON
3925B 3waveband inc. stereo
cassette
79.90
3926 2X 20 watts RMS 4
wave-band with Dolby
cassette
134.90
LLOYTRON
R744 AM/FM inc. stereo
cassette
54.90

49.54
59.90
89.90
119.90
149.90
129.90
144.90
199.90
39.90
44.90
69.90
69.90
89.90
57.90
84.90
109.90
44.94

58.90
99.90
79.90

ALBA
2000 MW/LW/FM
3000 MW/LW/FM with
5FM pre-sets
AMSTRAD
EX 202 MW/LW/FM
EX 303 MW/LW/FM
MARANTZ
2050 MW/FM
2100 MW/FM
2060 ML LW/MW/FM

34.94
39.94
64.54

NEC
Diango LT2500

48.90

PIONEER
TX 410 LW/MW/FM
TX 710 LW/MW/FM inc. 7
pre-sets and search
tuning
TX 7800 MW/FM
TX 9800 MW/FM
ROTEL
RT 300 LW/MW/FM
RT 500 LW/MW/FM

Comet
Tuners - continued
Price
SANSUI
Inc. VAT
T 60 MW/FM
58.90
T 80 MW/FM Digital display 79.90
TRIO
KT 5550 MW/FM
44.94

44.90
79.90
24.90
29.90

59.90

119.90
99.90
149.90
44.90
74.90

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
AIWA
AX 7300 2X25 LW/
MW/FM
AX 7700 2X40 LW/
MW/FM
AKAI
AAR20 2X 26 AM/FM
AAR30 2X 38 AM/FM
ALBA
2125 2X 27 LW/MW/FM ..
2150 2X 50 LW/MW/FM .
AMSTRAD
EX222 2X 25
EX333 2X 30
MARANTZ
1535ML 2X 30
PIONEER
SX 600L 2X20 LW/MW/
FM inc. 5pre-sets
SX 700L 2X40 LW/MW/
FM inc. 7pre-sets
SXD 5000 2X80 AM/FM
inc. 6pre-sets
ROTEL
RX 300 2X 20 AM/FM
RX 500 SL 2X 30 LW/MW/
SW/FM
SANSUI
R302 X 25
R502 X 45
R702 X 65
TRIO
K2010L 2X 20

84.90
99.90
99.90
112.90
59.90
69.90
39.90
59.90
99.94

99.90
129.90

Price
BSR
Inc. VAT
P208 belt drive auto fitted
ADC QLM33 magnetic
cartridge
32.90
Quanta 500 belt drive
39.90
Quanta 600 belt drive DC
servo auto return
49.90
Quanta 700 direct drive auto
return
59.90
Quanta 800 direct drive quartz
Locked, auto return
79.90
GARRARD
GT250 belt-drive with
Ortofon FF15E magnetic
cartridge
49.90
DD450 direct-drive with
Ortofon FF15E magnetic
69.90
cartridge
DDQ650 direct-drive quartz
locked with Ortofon VMS
ZOE magnetic cartridge
114.90
NEC
Diango LP2500 belt drive
39.54
PIONEER
PL5I2 bek drive
42.90
PL1OOX belt drive inc.
63.90
magnetic cartridge
PL200X direct drive inc.
83.90
magnetic cartridge
PL300X Quartz locked direct
drive auto return inc.
cartridge
98.90
PL400X Quartz locked direct
drive fully auto inc.
cartridge
118.90
ROTEL
RP310 belt drive, inc.
cartridge
49.90
RP500 belt drive semi-auto inc.
magnetic cartridge
58.90
RP550 direct drive inc. Audio
Technica AT3OE moving
coil cartridge
98.90
SANSUI
P50 belt drive inc. cartridge.
64.90
TRIO
44.94
KD I033B belt drive

399.90

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

Speakers - continued
ROTEL
RL310
SOLA VOX
PR25 Mk. Il 2way
PR35 Mk. II 3way
PR45 Mk. II 3way
HS55
HS70
WHARFEDALE
Chevin XP2
Linton
Glendale
Teesdale SP2
Laser 60
Laser 80
Laser 100
E20 High power
E30 High power
E50 High power
E70 High power

49.90
39.90
59.90
79.90
98.90
147.90
39.90
69.90
99.90
127.90
79.90
99.90
129.90
159.90
199.90
299.90
349.90

CARTRIDGES
AUDIO TECHNICA
AT 70
AT 71
AT3OE Moving coil inc.
AT630 transformer and
direct-cut test
record
GOLDRING
6800
G800E
G800 Super E
6900E
ORTOFON
FF15E Mk. II
VMS 20E hilt. II
MCIO Moving coil
STM72 Transformer for
SL20E and MCIO
M20FL
SHURE
M55E
M75EJ
M75ED
M95ED

5.90
7.90

44.90
5.90
8.90
12.50
16.90
11.90
27.90
29.90
19.90
32.90
8.90
10.90
12.90
16.90

62.90
108.90
89.90
109.90
134.90
69.94

TURNTABLES
AIWA
AP2400 fully automatic directdrive inc. magnetic cartridge .
LP3000 Linear tracking
auto-programming and
auto-repeat
AKAI
APB20C belt drive inc.
magnetic cartridge
APD30C direct drive inc.
mag. cartridge
ALBA
3002 semi-auto belt drive inc.
magnetic cartridge

Turntables - continuedComet

62.94
289.90

49.90
79.90

49.90

ALL SPEAKERS
ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
AMSTRAD
AC40
27.90
Micro 101
39.90
GOODMANS
MC35
49.94
Quartet Q30
29.90
Quartet Q40
39.90
Quartet Q60
69.90
Quartet Q80
89.90
XB25
89.90
XB35
109.90
XB45
129.90
ICLH
331
94.90
317
129.90
MARANTZ
HD550
109.90
HD660
139.90
PIONEER
CS 343
54.90
CS 444
64.90
CS 545
99.90
CS646
127.90

AUDIO TECHNICA
ATS1 I
E (for ATI 1E)
ATNI3 (for ATI3EA)
GOLDRING
DI10 Stylus (G800)
DII0E Stylus (
G800E)
DIIOSE Stylus ( G800
Super E)
ORTOFON
NF ISE Mk. II for FF15E
Mk. II
D2OE Mk. II for VMS 20E
Mk. II
SHURE
N75/6 Stylus
N75EJ Stylus
N75ED Stylus

4.90
6.90
3.50
5.90
8.90

7.90
17.90
5.90
8.90
10.90

HEADPHONES
ALBA
H3/H6
AMSTRAD
MPS 6A

4.50
11.90

3/8 1
.
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Ipromise you 12 months service, including parts and labour on all
goods - without charge. After the initial free 12 month period you
can still rely on us to keep your purchases in working order. i/
4
1
A.ck-e•fr

Headphones -continued
KOSS
K600
K125
PRO-4AA

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT
10.50
14.90
21.90

SOLA VOX
300
WHARFEDALE
ID 2

5.90
26.90

HI- Fl CASSETTE
TAPE RECORDERS
AIWA
ADM250 with metal tape
facility and Dolby* NR
ADC300 with metal tape
facility and Dolby* NR
ADM 700 3head, logic
control, metal facility
and Dolby* NR
ADM800 3head, logic control,
wireless remote control
AKAI
CSMOI A with metal tape
facility and Dolby* NR
CSMO2 with metal tape
facility and Dolby* NR
CSF Illogic control, LED
bar-graph meter, metal tape
facility and Dolby* NR
GXMIO with metal tape
facility and Dolby* NR
CSM4OR, Auto reverse, metal
tape facility and Dolby* NR .
ALBA
3300 with metal tape
facility and Dolby* NR
LLOYTRON
H522
MARANTZ
CD330 3head, ban/mains
with Dolby* NR
NEC
Diango LC2500 with
Dolby* NR

87.90
119.90
159.94
339.90

78.90
86.90
109.90
114.90
169.90

109.90
39.90

129.90

62.94

PIONEER
CT200, metal tape facility
and Dolby* NR
CT300, metal tape facility
and Dolby* NR
CT400, metal tape facility
and Dolby* NR
CTF750 auto reverse, metal
tape facility and
Dolby* NR
CTFI250 with variable
Dolby* NR, 3head,
metal tape, variable bias/
equalisation, fluorescent
meters
ROTEL
RD 300M Metal tape facility
and Dolby* NR
RD 500 with metal tape
.facility, adjustable bias
•and Dolby* NR
RD550 metal tape facility,
LED metering and
Dolby* NR
SANSUI
1390 with Dolby* NR

89.90
109.90
139.90
199.90

444.90

59.90
89.90
114.90

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

BASF LH
C60
C60 3pack
C90
C90 3pack
C120
BASF SUPER LH1
C60
C90
CI20
BASF CHROMDIOXID II
C60
C90
C90 Twin pack
CI20
LASER SP. PACK
C90 5pack with rack
LASER SP. PACK
C90 high bias 4pack
with rack
MAXELL
UL C60
UL C90
UL C120
UDXL IC60
UDXL IC90
UDXL2 C60
UDXL2 C90
UD35 90 (7" 1800')
UD 35 180 ( 10'h" 3600')
MEMOREX NORMAL
BIAS
C60
C90
MEMOREX MRX3
C60
C90
CI20
MEMOREX HIGH BIAS
C60
C90
TDK RECORDING TAPE
TDK DYNAMIC CASSETTES
D60
D90
DI20
TDK AD CASSETTES
AD C60
AD C90
AD C120
TDK OD CASSETTES
OD C60
OD C90
TDK SUPER AVILYN
CASSETTES
SA C60
SA C90
SAX C60
SAX C90
TDK METAL TAPE
MA C60
MA C90

3.90
0.69
1.80
0.89
2.49
1.30
1.10
1.45
1.90
1.30
1.90
2.80
2.35
2.25
125
0.75
0.99
1.45
1.39
1.79
1.55
1.99
4.50
11.90

0.79
0.99
0.99
1.35
1.65
1.30
1.60

0.75
0.99
1.35
0.95
1.35
1.99
1.25
1.80

1.30
1.80
1.70
2.30
3.70
4.70

57.94

*Dolby is° trackmarkolDolby Laboratories.
OPEN REEL TAPE
RECORDERS
AKAI
PRO 635 auto reverse in
RMH 400 rack
GRUNDIG
TS 945 4motor, 3heads
and echo
TS 1000 Semi-professional
electronic switching,
3heads 3motors
•

MICROPHONES
AIWA
CM 307 Dual point stereo

399.94

AKAI
ADM20
AMSTRAD
DM701 stereo mic. pack
(POO
MAIRANTZ
Superscope ECI Electret
condenser
Superscope EC3 Electret
condenser

399.90

PIONEER
DM21 mic

459.90

209.94

ALBA
3001 Rack

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT
39.90

BIMEX
DDU II

19.90

IDEAL
1.20 Hi-fi cabinet

27.90

PIONEER
CB3
CB7
CB9

49.90
69.90
89.90

ROTEL
RK310/RK300V
RK500

39.90
49.90

SANSUI
GX60 Receiver rack
GX70 Amplifier rack

39.90
49.90

SANYO
MCS22 (suitable for G2002
m/c)
MCS33 (suitable for G3002
m/c)
TRIO
SRC 75 System rack Mk. 2

9.90
9.90
24.94

MICRO SYSTEMS
CASSETTE BASED
AIWA
25 2x16 Micro amp. digital tuner,
Dolby* NR cassette deck with
metal facility and loudspeakers 229.90
FERGUSON
3948 2x25 Micro amp. tuner,
Dolby" NR cassette and
loudspeakers

269.94

ROTEL
RMC..80 2x25 Micro amp. tuner,
Dolby" NR cassette with metal
facility and loudspeakers .... 289.90
MICRO SYSTEM
WITH TURNTABLE
PIONEER
1000 2x20. Mini amp., tuner,
Dolby* NR cassette, turntable
and metal rack. Speakers extra 299.90
Recommended US Pioneer
CS343
54.90
RACKED SYSTEMS
HARD WIRED
AMSTRAD
TS40 Mk. II 2x12. Complete with
cassette turntable and speakers 189.90
TS41 Mk. II 2x12. Complete with
cassette with LED meters,
turntable and speakers plus
LCD clock timer
225.90
SANYO
UMC 9003 2x15. Complete with
tuner amp. Dolby* NIR.
cassette, belt-drive turntable
and speakers
269.90

74.90

TRIO
KX503 with Dolby* NR

PIONEER
RT 707 Auto reverse

MICRO CASSETTES
PEARLCORDER MC60
3pack

19.90
7.90

I3.90

5.90
8.90
9.90

HI-FI RACKED SYSTEMS
AKAI
PRO 501 2x20. AMUOI amp,
ATKO2 tuner, CSMO1A
Dolby* NR cassette, APB20C
belt-drive turntable inc.
magnetic cartridge, SRH30
speakers and rack

cI
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HiFi Systems-cont.
Comet
Price
ROTEL
Inc. VAT
RK300 2x20. RA300 amp.,
RT300 tuner, RP3I0 turntable, RD300M cassette
RK3I0 rack.
Speakers extra
239.50
Recommended LIS Rotel RL 310 49.90
RK500 2x37. RA500 amp.,
RT500 tuner, RP500 turntable,
RD500 cassette, RK500 rack.
Speakers extra
343.50
Recommended LIS Wharfedale
Linton
69.90
RK550 2x50. RA550 amp.,
RT500 tuner, RP550 turntable
inc. moving coil cartridge,
RD550 cassette, RK500 rack.
rack. Speakers extra
428.50
Recommended US Wharfedale
Glendale
99.90
SANSUI
GX60 2x25. R30 tuner amp.,
D90 Dolby* NR cassette, P50
turntable, GX60 rack.
Speakers extra
Recommended LIS Wharfedale
Linton

269.60
69.90

GX70 2x25. A40 amp, TOO tuner,
D90 cassette, P50 turntable,
GX70 rack. Speakers extra... 306.50
Recommended US Wharfedale
Linton
69.90
PIONEER
X300 2x20. SA4I0 amp.,
TX410L tuner, CT200
Dolby* NR cassette, PLIO0
turntable inc. mag. cartridge,
CB3 rack. Speakers extra.
COMET SYSTEM PRICE
if bought individually
TOTAL COMET PACKAGE
PRICE
Recommended US Pioneer
CS343
X500 2x35. SA510 amp.,
TX410L tuner, PL200 turntable, CT300 cassette,
CB7 rack. Speakers extra.
COMET SYSTEM PRICE
if bought individually
TOTAL COMET PACKAGE
PRICE
Recommended LIS Pioneer
CS444
X700 2x45. SA610 amp.,
TX710L tuner, PL300 turntable, CT300 cassette,
CB7 rack. Speakers extra.
COMET SYSTEM PRICE
if bought individually
TOTAL COMET PACKAGE
PRICE
Recommended US Pioneer
CS545
X900 2x65. SA710 amp.,
TX710L tuner, PL400
turntable, CT400 cassette
CB7 rack. Speakers extra.
COMET SYSTEM PRICE
if bought individually
TOTAL COMET PACKAGE
PRICE
Recommended LIS Pioneer
CS646

323.50
307.50
54.90

413.50
392.50
64.90

518.50
492.50
99.90

598.50
568.50
127.90

Also available (alternative) CB9 Tall Rack
for above Pioneer Systems - £20 extra.

339.90

PRO 20 2x26. AAR2Ottiner amp,
CSMOI A Dolby' NR cassette,
APB2OL belt-drive turntable
inc. magnetic cartridge,
SRH30 speakers and rack
309.90

PIONEER
DT500 TIMER. Electronic timer
for auto-switch on and off for
use with X500/X700/X900..

39.90

All offers subject to availability.
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ROTEL RMC 80

El* ilea, [Mu

MICRO SYSTEM
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RMT-80 AM/FM STEREO TUNER
An impressive specification includes FM FET front-end,
FM IF section, phase- linear ceramic filters, quadrature
detector IC, phase- locked- loop ( PLL) MPX and digital LED
tuning.

g

=
RMD-80 STEREO CASSETTE DECK WITH DOLBY* NR
A stylish front- loader featuring Dolby, 4tape type capability
(including metal), five LED level indicators for each channel,
concentric recording level control and superhard permalloy head.

RMA-80 STEREO AMPLIFIER
Power output 30 watts RMS per channel, with features
including direct- coupled Darlington OCL complementary
output circuit, phono equaliser, and five LED power output
indicators.
RML-80 MICRO LOUDSPEAKERS
Superb infinite- baffle two-way speaker system with 4- inch
woofer and 1-inch tweeter. Designed to handle 30 watts RMS.

COMET SYSTEM PRICE £289.90 inc. VAT

PIONEER X300 AUDIO SYSTEM

01;1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M

PL- 100 AUTO-RETURN/SHUT-OFF TURNTABLE
A belt- driven unit featuring auto-return/shut-off,
static balanced S-shaped tonearm, anti-skate and
front operation. Complete with magnetic cartridge.
SA-410 AMPLIFIER
Delivers 20 watts RMS per channel. Features include
click-stop controls, loudness switch, inputs for tape,
turntable, tuner, AUX — and switching for 2 pairs
of speakers.

01111ilielg
:

TX-410L FM/MW/LW STEREO TUNER
Engineered to give superb reception and to cut out
unwanted interstation and transmission noise. Features
include muting switch/mono, signal strength tuning
meter and LED stereo beacon.

1111 !
1111111111111 1 1
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CT-200 CASSETTE DECK
With Dolby* NR, metal tape capability, full logic feather
touch controls, VU peak meters and LED indication
for mode.
CB-3AUDIO RACK
An elegant black rack on castors with glass door and
vertical record storage.

1111111
•
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COMET SYSTEM PRICE £323.50 inc. VAT
(Bought individually — excluding speakers)

Recommended speakers for above: PIONEER CS343
COMET PRICE £34.90 inc VAT

For details of other racked HiFi Systems see previous page.
*Dolby is atrademark of Dolby Laboratoties
256
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The Complete )
Hi-Fi Service

All branches are open daily to the public
Monday- Friday 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m. Scottish Branches also open Sundays 10 a.m.-5.30 p.m. (with the exception of branches marked 1)
'Discount Photographic Department new open at att Brunches except whom
Mewed.
SCOTLAND
WAREHOUSES
DUNDEE
EDINBURGH

West Hendersons Wynd
1Newhaven Road

GLASGOW

West Lodge Road. Blythavreed
Trading Estate, Renfrew
1.1:041 886 5731
Ki irnuir Road, Bi rime./ Industrial
Estate. Tanneehside, Uddingsten .. Tel: Uddingeton
815134

GLASGOW

DISCOUNT SHOPS

Tel: 0382 28101
Tel: 031-554 4454

rues

ABERDEEN
1AYR
}DUMFRIES
DUNFERMLINE
EDINBURGH

Conetitution Street
Tel:
29434
41-43 Dalblair Arcade
Tel:0292 62284
66 Glaagow Street
Tel:0387 63958
Aberdour Read
Tel:038335138
118 Dairy Road. West Haymarket .. Tel: 031-348 0191/2

FALKIRK
GLASGOW
}GREENOCK
KILMARNOCK

meets Road
22 Byres Road
4Jamaica Street
Loreny Farm Industrial Estate.
Second Avenue
27/29 High Street

Tel:0324 34247
Tel 041-3344667
Tel:0475 20251

35-39 George Street
Shawn aid Industrial Estate,
Boundary Road

Tel: 07313 35316

}KIRKCALDY
}PERTH
RUTHERGLEN
STIRLING

Tel: 0583 20126
Tel: 0592 88405/13

Tel:041 647 5832

Wallace Street.TRI: 0788 2370

NORTHERN ENGLAND
WAREHOUSES
BIRKENHEAD
GRIMSBY
HULL
JARROW
LEEDS
LIVERPOOL

10-22 Hamilton Street
Pasture Street
Reservoir Road, Clough Read
56-64 Ellison Street
78 Arrniey Road
Sefton Works, Field Lane, Lithedand

Tel:051-647 5555
Tel: 0472 59623
Tel: 0482 46441
Tel: 0632 892211
Tel: 0532 440551
Tel: 051-928 6688

MANCHESTER

Marlborough MIII,
Poplar Street, Failswerth

Tel:061-682 6016

NEWCASTLE

Saville Row,
(off Northumberland Street)

Tel: 0632 29896

ROCHDALE

Corner of Well i' th' Lane
and Queensway

TN:070650606

SHEFFIELD

The Mill, 1Loxley Road.
Malin Eiridoe
Lower Hillgate
Teasway, Mattock Lane
Wharf Mill, Prinuss Street

Tel:0742341721
Tall 061-477 2000
Tel:0642 612311
Tel:0942 34741

STOCKPORT
STOCKTON
WIGAN
DISCOUNT SHOPS

ASHTON UNDER
LYNE . Clarence Arcade, Stamford Street . . . Tel:0R1-308 4225
BARNSLEY
72 Eldon Street
Tel: 0226 83358/9

GOOLE
HALIFAX
HARROGATE
HORSFORTH
HUDDERSFIELD

62/64 Nature Road
70 Holton Street
18 Padiament Street
101 New Road Side •
12 Zetland Street

Tell 0405 3449
Tel: 0422 59434
Tel: 0423137312
Tel: 0532 588670
Tel: 0484 40261

HULL

96-104 George Street

Tel: 0482 20681

KE1GFILEY
65 Low Street
LANCASTER ..
9George Street
LEIGH
96 Bradshawgate
LIVERPOOL
52 Bold Street
MACCLESFIELD . 17A Chestergate
MANCHESTER
Deansgate Hornets, 274 Oeansgate

Tel:0535 67021
Tel: 0524 52904
Tel: 0942 870711
Tel: 051-708 7170
Tel: 0625 610030
Tel: 061-834 1881

MANCHESTER ..._ 320-326 Palatine Road, Northanden
PONTEFRACT
Gillygate
PRESTON
37 Church Street
ROTHERHAM
Canklow Read
SCARBOROUGH .. 859York Place

Tel: 061-998 1183
Tel: 0077 704249
Tel: 0772 21909
T•I:0709 61901
Tel: 0723 75537

SCUNTHORPE
151) High Street
Tel: 0724 89615/6
SOUTHPORT
167 Lord Street
Tel: 0704 31813
ST. HELENS
Kwik Save Centre, Boundary Raid . Tel: 0744 35118
SUNDERLAND
4-7 St. Thorn. Street
Tel: 0783 59993
*WAKEFIELD . 14.18 Marygete
Tel: 0924 71499
WORKINGTON
23A Peter Street
Tel: 0900 854713l7
YORK
55 Piccadilly
Tel: 090421854/5
MIDLANDS
WAREHOUSES
BIRMINGHAM .
BIRMINGHAM

LEICESTER
Oyeron Street
NORWICH
Roundtree Way
NOTT'HAM/DERBY . 121 Town Street, Sand I
acre

Tel: 0533 52236
Tel:0603 411E31
Tel: 0802 396116

WILLENHALL
Walsall Road
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BURTON-ON-TRENT Bargate Shopping Centre
DUDLEY
119 Wellington Road
GREAT YARMOUT41. 137/138 KIng Street
HANLEY
52 Town Road
KETTERING ..... _ 93-97 Montagu Street
KINGS LYNN ... _ 18/20 Railway Road
LEAMINGTON SPA . 39 Bath Street
LINCOLN
12-14 Clasketgate

Tel: 0902 60411
Tel: 0283 4575112
Tel: 0384 214511
Tel: 0493 58828/9
Tel: 0782 264495
Tel: 0535 515191
Tel: 0553 62043/4
Tel: 0926 39417
Tel: 0522 37437/8

MANSFIELD

Tel: 0623 35112

BLACKBURN
BOLTON

49-51 Derwen Street
63-79 Blackburn Road

Tel: 0254 57813
Tel:0204 387153/5

LONDON

BRADFORD
BRIDLINGTON
BURNLEY
CARLISLE

105-107 Manningham Lane
85 The PreMenade
38-40 Manchester Read
40-42 Cecil Street

Tel: 0274 35353
Tel: 0262 72050
Tel: 0282 35214
Tel: 0228 311441/2

DAGENHAM ... _

Tel: 0244 313724
Tel: 0248 71390
Tel: 0270 214326
Tel: 0325 57381
Tel: 0924 481203
Tel: 0302 59520
Tel: 0377 43277

Tel:0782 625435
Tel: 0604 22151/2
1.1:0203 397023

*PETERBOROUGH .. 8The Hereward Cobra
Tel: 0733 46633/48683
SHREWSBURY
7Barker Street
Tel:0743 87629
TELFORD
8-10 Tan Bank. WellIngbn
Tel: 0962 47281/2
WEST BROMWICH . 121 High Street
Tel: 021-553 1157/8
WOLVERHAMPTON . 41 Exchange Street Omen's Square Tel : 0902 21113/4
WORCESTER
4Wylde Lane
Tel: 0905 356805

Tel: 0229 31520/31595

43-45 St. JaMeS Street
Ott Black Diamond Street
CHESTERFIELO .. . 40 St. Mary's Gate
CREWE
249/251 Edleston Road
DARLINGTON
57 Russell Street
DEWSBURY
71 Daisy Hill
DONCASTER
17 Market Place
DRIFFIELD
30/30a Market Place

57 Weetgate

NEWCASTLE UNDER
LIME . London Road/Brook Lab
NORTHAMPTON. .. 36 Gold Street
NUNEATON
96/100 Oueen'a Road

BARROW-INFURNESS. Rawlineon Street

CHESTER

Healey Road, Selly Oak
Tel: 021-472 6181
Tivoli Shopping Centre,
1570-1572 Covenby Road, Yardley..Tel: 021-706 0684

CATFORD
CHELSEA
FINCHLEY
HOUNSLOW
KINGSTON
PUTNEY
TOTTENHAM

80/82 Rushey Green
413/415 Kings Road
208/210 High Read
10 Sharma Read
35-37 London Road
278 Upper Richmond Reed
422 High Road

SOUTH
WAREHOUSES
BRIGHTON
EASTLEIGH
NEWHAVEN
OXFORD

15 Station Street
Tel: 0273 69242115
ChiBkenh9ll Lane
Tel:0703 614722
Avis Way.
el: 07912 5061
Ferry HInksey Road. Oeney Mead ... Tel: 0865 48232

READING

Monarch House,
75-81 Caversharn Road
ROCHESTER
Maidstone Road
SOUTHAMPTON . . East Street Centre. East Street

Tel: 0734 590911
Tel: 0634 49171
Tel: 0703 36944

DISCOUNT SHOPS
AYLESBURY
Oeil 2A. Cambridge Chat
BASILDON
High Road, Vange, Pilsen
BEDFORD
18/2031. Peter's Street
BOURNEMOUTH ... 210 Old Christchurch Road
CAMBRIDGE
72/74 NeWrnarket Road

Tel: 0296 26771/2
Tel: 0268 556299/556349
Tel: 0234 46625/6
Tel: 0202 29333415
Tel: 0223 312248

CANTERBURY
Unit 4, Coden Road,
Wincheap Industrial Estate
COLCHESTER
27/31 St. Botelph's Street
EASTBOURNE .... 50 Kingfisher Drive,
Langney District Shopping Centre
FOLKESTONE
28-30 Tontine Street
GUILDFORD
HASTINGS

94 Woodbridge Road
389 London Road,
St. Leonards-on-Sea

Rainham Road South

Tel: 01 595 5111

HACKBRIOGE
(Nr. Croydon). 190 London Road
HAYES (Middlesex). Silverdale Road, Pumplane
NEASDEN
- .. The Old Book Centre Building,
North Circular Road
POTTERS BAR Station Close, Dante& lane

Tel: 01-669 0321
Tel. 01 573 1841
Tel: 01-459 8977
Tel: 0707 434ff 1

DISCOUNT SHOPS
288-290 Broadway
11EXLETHEATH
288-2721119h Street
BROMLEY

Tel:01-301 1881
Tel:01-464000

SOUTHEND
STEVENAGE

817-821 London Road,
Westelitl-en-Sera
14 Oueensway

Send your requirements to the Comet Warehouse listed below, including the
appropriate delivery charge in your cheque or postal order, made payable to
"COMET".
If buying on ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD or COMET CARD
include your card number and mark your order "ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD/
COMET CARD".
MAIL ORDERS TO BE SENT TO:
Comet Discount Warehouse, 78 Armley Road, LEEDS LS12 2EF.
Postage and Packing (
per item): Cartridges 50p; Headphones 1; Pick- up Arms
1; Headshells 30p; Microphones 75p.
Blank tapes - per order, i
rrespective of quantity. Spool tapes 50p; Cassettes 30p.

Tel: 0483 38003/4
Tel: 0424 436462

Tel: 0702 715151
Tel: 043886545/5
Tel: 0793 416003/7
Tel: 0892 41477
Tel: 0923 21311/2

WEYMOUTH
WOKING

Tel : 1330 57 74711
Tel: 04862 20026

54 St. Thomas Street
6/71119h Street

WALES AND SOUTH WEST
WAREHOUSES
BRISTOL
CLEVEDON

Barton Hill Trading Estate
4-9 Kimberley Road,
(off Strode Road)
Mausolea Industrial Web

el: 0272 659841
Tel: 0272 876041
Tel: 0633 50431

PLYMOUTH
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BATH
BRISTOL

119 Mayflower Street

Tel:0752 29501

Unit 2, Ham Gardens
160 St. Thomas Street

Tel: 0225 64302/3
Tel: 0272 293305/8

CARDIFF
CHELTENHAM
EXETER
GLOUCESTER
HEREFORD
SWANSEA
TAUNTON
TOROUAY

558 CowbrIdge Road East
16.22 St. James Street
Sumrnerland Street
Morroway House, Station Reed
85 SI. Owen Street
218 91911 Street
45SL James Street
184 Higher Union Strew

Tel: 0222 566138/9
Tel: 0242 25788
Tel: 0392 76435
Tel: 0452 411233
Tel: 0432 59259
Tel: 0792 41094
Tel: 0823 86116/7
Tel: 0803 211581/2

WREXHAM

20.26 Brook Street

Tel: 0978 57115

on Comet Discount Prices.

(AVAILABLE ON MAINLAND
ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND WALES)

COMO"'

You may apply at any Comet branch
to open aBudget Account.

1060 ,1CARD
I / 145,8
A ...ram.

Just decide how much you wish to repay each month
(any amount between £ 5and £ 50) and you may have
credit of up to 20 times your monthly repayment.
For example, amonthly repayment of £ 10 will give you
credit of £ 200.
of 2'4% of the balance outstanding will be charged to your
account each month.
Interest

A.P.R. — 30.6%
(Bankers Order repayment)
A.P.R. — for alternative methods of
payment is 34.49%. (
Interest may vary
from time to time).
Comet is aCredit Broker for this Service.

Securicor Delivery All stock itemswill be delivered by Securicor(mainland U K.
only). Please add £4.90 to your order for this service.
All goods are fully insured against loss or damage whilst in transit

Tel: 0323 788010
Tel: 0303 50166/7

SWINDON
73-75 Cricklade Rued
TUNBRIDGE WELLS 41 Mount Pleasant Read
WATFORD
78 Omens Road

NO DEPOSIT CREDIT TERMS
ORDERING BY MAIL

Tel: 0227 56744
Tel: 0206 41382

HIGH WYCOMBE . . 16 FrOgrnaOr
Tel: 0494444771/2
IPSWICH
St. Margaret's Green
Tel: 0473 215596/7
LUTO
52-52A Wellington Street
Tel:0582414985/419888
PORTSMOUTH
84/90 Palmerston Road, Seabee . Tel: 0705 2466817/8
SALISBURY
33 Catherine Street
Tel: 0722 2458213
SLOUGH
264 High Street
Tel: 0753 70535/6

NEWPORT
WAREHOUSES

Tell01-6908811/2
Tel:01-352 4848
Tel: 01-444 5150/5159
Tel: 01.572 5013/5023
Tel:0144903799
Tel: 014859891/2
Tel:01-8018777

A,ci
c
e
ess

Order by Mail or Telephone Leeds 0532
440551. using ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD
or COMET CARD. or simply 'phone
your nearest Comet branch and pay
the driver on delivery.

COMET DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE
Mail Order Department, 78 Armley Road, Leeds LS12 2EF.
These facilities are also available to personal callers at all branches.
All prices quoted in Comet's Advertisements are correct at time of going to press.
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PLANET VIDEO
HIFI +
Service is our keynote and has been since we were founded in th e 1950i s Expen
guidance from qualified staff. We guarantee to provide parts and labour absol utely f
ree of
charge for 12 months on any item.
We only sell equipment that we consider to be reliable and backed by re put
abl e
manufacturers. All prices quoted are for cash or cheques backed by acheq uecard. Pri
ces
correct at time of preparation, subject to change without notice.

*YAMAHA
BARGAINS

SPEAKERS Complete

NAKAMICHI
SPECIALISTS

Aiwa Mini SCE30Y
Celestion 120 ( pair)
Celestion 13U (pair)
Celestion 150 (Pair)
Celestion 200 (Pair)
Celestion 300 ( pair)
Celestion Ditton 442 ( pair).
Celestion Ditton 551 ( pair).
Celestion Ditton 662 ( pair).
Harbeth H. L. Monitor Mk 2
MAE Electronic all models .
Jordan- Watts Janet ( pair) .
Jordan- Watts Juno ( pair). .
Jordan- Watts GT ( pair). . .

All models in stock-very keen prices

ADC SS2 Mk II Soundshaper £137-50
ADC SLM3/Meter. . . £40-75
Akai AMUO2
£79-00
Akai AMUO3
£109-00
Armstrong 621
£122-50
Hitachi HA3700 . . £84.75
Hitachi HA4700 .
£107.00
Hitachi HA5700S
£170.00
Pioneer SA410
£59.75
Pioneer SA510
£89.75
Pioneer SA610
£119.75
Pioneer SA710
£149-75
Pioneer SA7800
£239-50
Pioneer SA8800 . .
£282.50
Pioneer SA9800
Stock P.O.A.
Quad 33/44/303/405
P.O.A.
Sansui C77/877
P.O.A.
Sansui AU217 Mk11
P.O.A.
Sansui A40
£60-00
Sansui A60 . . .
neoo
Sansui A80 . .
£125-00
Yamaha A450
£88.00
Yamaha A550 . . .
£105-00
Yamaha A760
£189-00
Yamaha A960
£233.00

Receivers
Aiwa AX7300
£94-00
Aiwa AX7700. . . £135.00
Aiwa AX7800
£215.00
Akai AA1125
£109-00
Armstrong 625 FM . .
£193.50
Armstrong 626 AM/FM
£222.50
Hitachi. . . .......
. P.O.A.
Pioneer SX600L
£99-75
Pioneer SX700L
£129-75
Pioneer SXD5000
£399-75
Sansui R50 . .
e10-oo
Sansui R70 . .
£140-00
Tandberg
TR2030/2045/2060L/ 2080 .
P.O.A.
Yamaha CR220
P.O.A.
Yamaha CR420.
P.O.A.
Yamaha CR620
e 49.00
Yamaha CR820.
£179-00
Yamaha CR1020
£245 00
Yamaha CR2020
£295-00
Yamaha MS6 Music Centre £255-00
Yamaha MS8 Music Centre £315.00

£75-00
£79 ,50
£109-75
£139-75
£189-75
P.O. .
. . P.O.A.
.
P.O.A.
.
P.O.A.
. . P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Min
. £102.00
. £140410

KEF Celeste 4
KEF ConcOrd 4
KEF Model 101
KEF Model 103.2
KEF Model 105.4
KEF Model 105 Series 11. . .
Mordaunt-Short Carnival 2
Mordaunt-Short Festival 2 .
f.lordaunt-Short Pageant 2. .
Spendor BC1 Mk11
Spendor SA2

.
P.O.A.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

SPEAKERS Kits and Units
Jordan- Watts Module
£30.00
Jordan- Watts HF Unit £10-75
KEF 104 AB Kit
£130-00
KEF Cantata Kit . .
£175-00
KEF DN22104 to AB'Convert Kit £45-00
KEF 127
£8.95
KEF B110
£11.85
KEF 8200
£13-00
KEF B139: .
£26115
KEF DN12 (T27/8110/8139)
£8-50
KEF DN13 ( T27/8200)
f6.25

\Ir

Tape Decks 8t Recorders
Aiwa ADL300 Dol/Met
£110-00
Aiwa ADL450 Dol/Met
£139.00
Aiwa ADM450 Dol/Met .
£133-00
Aiwa ADR500 Dol/Met/Rev
£179-00
Aiwa ADM800 Dol/Met/3H
P0 A
Akai GX4000D Reel/3H . . £219-50
Akai GX4000DB Reel/Dolby £259.00
Akai CSMO1 Dolby . . . . £69.50
Aka, CSMO2 Dol/Met. £89.50
Akai GXM10 Dol/Met. . . .
115-DO
£
Akai GXM35 Dol/Met. . . . . P.O.A.
Akai CSM4OR Dol/Met/Rev . £189.75
Akai GXM50 Dol/3H/Mel . £176-00
Akai GXF80 001/3H/Met
P.O.A.
Akai GXF90 Dol/3H/Met. . £295-00
Hitachi D35S
£89-00
Hitachi D85S
£135-00

ADC 1700DD/XLM £89-75
Akai APD30C
£79.00
Aiwa APD50
P.O.A.
Hitachi HT41S ..
£81.00
Linn-Sondek LP12. .
PUA
Pioneer PL100
£64.75
Pioneer PL200X
£84.75
Pioneer PL300X
£99-75
Pioneer PL400X
£119-75
Pioneer PL600X
£199-75
Pioneer PLL1000
Stock P.O.A.
Sansui 3F1222 Mkt! Imp . £65.00
Thorens TD160BC/Mk 11
in .. ,-,
Thorens 10160 Super.
stock ' ''''"'
Thorens TD160 To S. con/cit. £25-00
Thorens 10104
£86.95
Thorens TD105. . . . . . £104.50
Thorens TO126BC/Mk Ill
P0 A
Yamaha P350
£69.95

Systems
Aiwa Micro Series 50
P.O.A.
Akai Pro
Pioneer X300/X500/X700/X900
P0 A
systems
All
11
4 411
/
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Demonstrations, expert guidance
and after sales service.

order by phone 01-952 3238

CR620 Receiver
£149-00
CR820 Receiver
£179-00
CR1020 Receiver £245-00
CR7020 Receiver
£295.00
(Carriage and insurance add £ 6.50 per
item)
Full two-year gaurantee

All prices include VAT 31 15%
Please add £5.00 per item towards carraige and insurance (speakers, carriage
on application, cartridges and styli post
75p)

St
io
c
;i
1

Nakamichi. . . . . . . . All Stock P.O.A.
Pioneer CT200 Dol/Met . . . £118 -75
Pioneer C7300 Dol/Met . .
£109-75
Pioneer CT400 Dol/Met .
£139-75
Pioneer CT750 Dol/Met/Rev. £199-75
Pioneer CTF850 Dol/3H/Met .
All
Pioneer CTF950 Dol/3H/Met .
Stock
Pioneer CTF 1250 Dol/3H/Met P.O.A
Pioneer RT707 Reel
£399-75
Sansui 0100 Met
f105-00
Tandberg T020A Reel . . Stock P.O.A.
Tandberg TCD420A Dol/Met . . P.O.A.
TandbergTCD440A Dol/3H/Met P0 A
Yamaha K350
. £109.00
Yamaha K850
£214-50
Yamaha K950
£248-00

Akai ATKO2L
Akai ATKO3L
Armstrong 623
Armstrong 624
Hitachi FT3400L
Hitachi FT4400
Pioneer TX410L .
Pioneer TX710L
Pioneer TX7800
Pioneer TX9800
Pioneer TXD1000
Quad FM3 ...
Sansui 160 . .
Sansui 180 .
Sansui TU217 . .
Sansui 777

£79.00
£119-50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£74.75
£114.50
£59-75
£122.75
All stock
P.O.A.
P0 A
£60-00
£95-00
£105-00
P0 A

MitUp Arms,
Ca • • • 8( S 1
ADC LMG1 Head Shell
£5.00
Formula 4 Mk Ill Arm
£57-50
SME 3009 Improved .
£57.00
SM E3009 S2
£62.50
SME 3009 Mk III . .
£107-00
SME FD200 Damper . £18-75
Cartridges
Price
Styli
'ADC OLM36 3 Imp £17.50 £14-50
•ADC VLM 3 Imp £25-00 £19-00
•ADC XLM 3 Imp £36.75 £23.00
'ADC ZLM Imp £59.50 £33-50
Goldring 0110 ( Styli for G800) £4.00
Mayware M/C 2C
£49-45
Mayware 124 Trans
£57 .50
Mayware M/C 3L £49.45
Ortofon F15E2 £17-00 P.0 A.
Onofon VMS20E II
Po A. P0 A
Shure M44/7
£8.25 £6.00
Shure M55/E
£9.50 £7.50
Shure M75/E02 £16.00 £13.75
Shure M95/HE£ 21.00 £17-50
£ 33.B0 P.O.A.
Shure M97/HE
Shure V15/3HE £ 54.00 £21.50
Shure V15/4 £66.00 £2700
9:50
Shure N75/6 ( Styli) _ £
•With Fire LMGI Headshell

HEADPHONES
Pioneer SE2
Pioneer SE4
Pioneer SE6
Pioneer SE450
Pioneer SE550
Pioneer SE650
Pioneer Monitor 10
Yamaha VI-1100
Yamaha HP1
il;r
l ie
naha HP2
Yaaha
m
HP3

£12-95
£19.95
£25-95
£20-50
£26-50
£32-50
£37-50
£39-95
£35.00
£2;10
f19.50

maxell

TAPE BARGAINS
UL60
£0-75
UL90
£0-99
DXL190
£1.75
UDXL 1160
£1-50
UDXL 1190
£1-95
MXC 60
£3-35
XL1S 90
£2-50
XL2S 90
£2.65
7"UDXL Reel
£5-60
101"UDXL Reel
£14-50
VIDEO
AKAI, HITACHI, FERGUSON ETC

88 High St., Edgware,
Middlesex
HA8
7H E
Telephone:
01-952 3238
Close to the MI Motorway
OPEN 9.30 to 6
Mon. to Sat m e
except
Thursday.
closed all day
Easy Parking •
at rear)

15`e"L
•41
tearer
MiGm Sr

e
a.t.Labs‘

monitor,
souna

ILFORD 01-518 0915
442-444 Cranbrook Road, Gants Hill, Essex IG2 6LL
Monday to Saturday 10.00-1800

• All Prices inclusive of VAT at 15% •
•
Two Year Gaurantee •
•
Comparator Demonstrations •
AMPLIFIERS
Pioneer SA410
£59.00
Pioneer SA510 .
£89-00
Pioneer SA610 . £119.00
Technics SUZ2
P 0.A.
Technics SUV2 .. . P.O.A.
Technics SUV4
P.O.A.
Technics SUV6
P.O.A.
JVC AS5
P.O.A.
JVC. New Range
P.O.A.
Armstrong. Rote)
P.O.A.
Quad-Trio-JVC
PO.A.
Yamaha-Hitachi
P0.A.
Sugden-Revox
P O.A.
Technics New Range . . . . P.O.A.
RECEIVERS
BEOMASTER 1500
£176-00
Aiwa AX7600
£115.00
Aiwa AX7800
£ 248-00
Akai AA1135
£125.00
Akai AA1125 . . . £ 95.00
Pioneer SX60.0 . £99.00
Pioneer SX700 . £129.00
Technics SA 101L . .
P.O.A.
Technics SA 202L.
P.O.A.
Technics SA 303L
PO.A.
Sony-Goodmans
P O.A.
Hitachi-Aiwa
P 0.A.
Yamaha-JVC
P0.A.
Bang and Olufsen
P O.A.
Technics New Range
P 0.A.
Rotel
P0.A.
TURNTABLES/CARTRIDGES
Pioneer PL100X
£64.00
Pioneer PL200X
£89.00
Pioneer PL300X
near
Technics SLB2
P 0.A.
Technics SLD2
P 0.A.
Technics SLQ2
P0.A.
Dual CS506 c/w cart.
M.O.&
Dual CS606 c/w cart.
P.O.A.
Dual CS7140 c/w cart.
P.O.A.
Dual CS731Q cirw cart.
P.O.A.
Bang and Olufsen . .
P.O.A.
Sony-Yamaha-JVC-ADC. . . P.O.A.
Thorens-Shure-Ortofon- '
Revox . . . .
P.O.A.
Revox-STD-Enite etc
P 0.A.
SME 3009ND Arm
P 0.A.
SME 3009 Ill arm.S.
£79.00
Technics Range
P O.A.

Hi -Fi Racking Systems from
Sony-Rotel-Technics
National-JVG-Pioneer . . . P.O.A.

CASSETTES ( price each)
BASF LH C90
BASF Super C90 ( SM)
TDK AD C90.
TDK SA C90 .
Maxell UD C90

TUNERS
Pioneer TX410L
Pioneer TX710L
Technics ST8011L
Technics STS1L
Technics STS3
Technics STS7
JVC New Range
Sony-Sugden
Trio-Quad-JVC
Yamaha
Hitachi-Rotel
Technics New Range

.

CASSETTE/TAPE
Pioneer CT200
Pioneer CT300
Pioneer CT400
Akai GX4000D
Akai AX4000DB
Aiwa ADLA50
Aiwa ADR500
Aiwa ADM800
Aiwa M600
Aiwa New Range
Hitachi D4OS . . . .
Hitachi New Range
Sony-Yamaha
Sony TCV30
Technics
Bang and Olufsen
JVC
Revox
Nakamichi

£59.00
£122-00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P0.A.
P0.A.
P 0.A.
P O.A.
P O.A.

BACK ROOM
IS OUT FRONT
WITH THE BEST
EQUIPMENT

£89 -00
£109-00
£139.00
£199-95
£240.00
PO.A.
P O.A.
P O.A.
£179.00
P O.A.
£95.00
P0.A.
P O.A.
£85-00
P O.A.
P O.A.
P0.A.
FDA
P.O A

JVC KDS201
£169.00
SPEAKERS ( pair)
Celestion 332 . . .
£225.00
Celestion Dillon 15XR £115.00
Celestion Dillon 130 .
£109-90
Celestion Ditton 150.
£139.00
Celestion Dillon 200.
£185.00
Celestion Dillon 300 . . P . 0 . A.
Wharfedale Laser 40 . £65-00
Wharfedale Laser 60 . . £79-00
Wharfedale Laser 80 . . £99.00
Wharfedale E30
P O.A.
Wharfedale E50 •
£266-00
Wharfedale E70
P 0.A.
Goodmans XB25
£89-00
Goodmans X635
£109-00
Goodmans XB45
£128.00
Audiomaster
P0.A.
B & W-IMF
P0.A.
Quad-Lenteck
P0.A.
Monitor Audio
P O.A.
Castle-JR-AR
P 0.A.
Videotone-Spendor
P 0.A.
Mordaunt-Short
P0.A.
Bang and Olufsen .
P O.A.
Tangent- Mission. ..
P0.A.
5 rate
£0-83
£1-37
£1.22
£1.70
£1.36

10 rate
£0-82
£ 1-34
£1 - 17
£1.63
£1.33

POSTAGE 76p per ten, 98p per twenty
S.A.E. FOR CASSETTES AND TAPE PRICES
PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS

•

moni n
oâ.
sou

(OUR

TEL 71935

54 chapel st. chorley, lancashire.

Linn and Meridian
stocked at Gants Hill
At A.T. Labs Gants Hills, you'll find our
"Back Room" dem studio exclusively set
aside for state of the art equipment. With
names like Linn, Meridan, Spendor, Quad
and Revox etc., we believe its one of the
finest selections of equipment available
anywhere in the country. And so you can
compare without any extraneous influences, we do not use a comparator.
Luxuriate in the very best sounds by
booking an appointment now on 01 518
0915
We also stock: A & R, Ariston, Celef,
Dunlop Systemdeck, Hafler, LNB Lentek,
Mayware, Michell, Mission, Proac,
Rogers, STD, SME Sugden Syrinx.

a.t.Labs
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• CREDIT FACILITIES
(SAME DAY POSSIBLE)

• AFTER SALES SERVICE
• MAIL ORDER

M.1111111t113N

1111171•TV-VIDEODISCANIVIS

01 946 1528/0331

• DePORT

CASSETTE ( CD)/TAPE RECORDERS (
IR)
(P & P £ 2-75)
Aurex . . . . . . POR
Aiwa ADM200 £114-00
Aiwa ADM100. £80-00
Aka! CSMO2 . £94-00
Akai CSMO1 . £94.00
Akai GXM10. £119.90
Akai GXM30 . £155-00
Akai GXM50 . £240-00
Akai 7060. . . £110-00
Akai CX620D £390-00
BIC
P.O.R.
Et 8i 0
P.O.R.
Dual
P.O.R.
Ferrograph .
P.O.R.
JVC
. .
Mitsubishi . . . P.O.R.
Nakamichi . . . . POR.
Pioneer CT200. £82-00

Pioneer CT300 £101-00
Rotel RD300 . . £74•90
Rotel RD18F . £83-00
Rotel RD25F . . £99-00
Rotel RD1000 £169-90
Revox
P.O.R.
Sansui D90. .
£79-00
Sansui SC1300£139-00
Sansui SC3300 £ 18900
Sansui D100 £99.00
Sony TCU2 . . £92-00
Sony TCK35 £105-00
Sony TCK45
£142-00
Tandberg
P.O.R.
Teac
P.O.R.
Technics
P.O.R.
Trio KX550
P.O.R.
Yamaha
P.O.R.

HEADPHONES
(P & P £ 1'75)
AKG
P.O.R.
Sennheiser
Koss KtiA . . . . £15-95
Koss K6ALC . . £16-50
Sennheiser
Koss PRO4AAA £44.00
Micro Seiki . . . . P.O.R.
Sennheiser
Pioneer . . P.O.R.
Sansui
P.O.R.
Sennheiser
Stax
P.O.R.

HD414
£18-50
HD400
£12.95
HD420
£23•75
HD430
£32-00

TURNTABLES
(P & P £ 2.75)
Akai APB10C . £ 54-00
Akai APB20C £ 69- nn
Akai APQ50C £127-00
Aiwa
P.O.R.
ADC 1500/034 £67.00
ADC 1600/Q36 £86.00
ADC 1700/XLM
£107.00
Connoisseur
P.O.R.
Dual
P.O.R.
Garrard
GT20(M75ED)£59•00
GT250/255 . £52-00
SP25 75/6. £47-00
DD130/75ED £ 89-00
DD131/75ED £89.00
DD132/75ED £ 99-00
00450/455 . £67-00
DDQ550. . £102.00
D00650. . £114.00
JVC
. . POR.
Lux
. POR.
Marantz
P.O R.
Michell
P.O .R.
Micro Se ki
P0 R

Pioneer PL200 . £85-00
Pioneer PL400 £122-00
Rotel RP1000. £129-90
Rotel RP9400. £149-00
Rotel RP2300 £102.90
Rotel RP300 . . £64-00
Rotel RP6400 . £99-90
Sansui SR222/2 £ 63-00
Sony PS333. . £89-00
Sony PSX35 £99-00
Sony PST15. . £75-00
STD305S
P.O.R.
technics . . . P.O.R.
Thorens TD115 P.O.R.
Thorens TD104 P.O.R.
Thorens 10105 POR.
Thorens TD126BC
P.O.R.
Thorens TD160BC
P.O.R.
Thorens TD160BC Super
P.O.R.
Trio K01033 £47-00
Trio 1500 . £ 59 - 00
Yamaha
P O.R.

AMPLIFIERS
(P & P £ 2 50)
Aurex
POR.
ADC SS1 . . . £ 63-00
ADC SS2 . . £140-00
Akai AM2250 £ 59.00
Akai AMU01. . £71 - 00
Akai AMU02.
£82.00
Armstrong 621 £121.00
Cambridge P80
P JA
JVC
P.O.R.
Lux
P.O.R.
Marantz .
P.O.R.
Mitsubishi . . . P.O.R.
Quad. . . . . . P O.R
Radiord HD250 . P O.R.
Pioneer SA408. £55.00
Pioneer SA606 f115-00
Pioneer SA706 £154-00
Pioneer SA410/510
P.O.R.
Pioneei SA608 £121-00
Pioneer SA410. . P.O.R.
Pioneer SA510. . P.Q.R.
Revox .
. POR.
Rogers A75 ,2 . P.O. R.
Rotel RA300
£59-90

130
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Rote RA35() . £ 79.90
Rote RC1000 £109-90
Rote RB1000 £109.90
Rote RA1000 £109-90
Rote RA414 . . £79.00
Rote RE700 £ 69-00
Rote RA314 £ 67-00
Rote RA714 £ 109.00
Sony TAF30 £92-00
Sony TA333 £87-00
Sanyo . .
P.O.R.
Sugden A48/2 . . P.O .R
Sansui AU217/1
£110.00
Sansui AU317 £165.00
Sansui AU417 £199-00
Sansui A40 . £ 65.00
Sense' A60. . £92.00
Senn,' A80. . £122-00
Technics
P.O .R.
TEAC
P.O.R.
Trio KA405. . £119.00
Trio KA305 . £91-00
Yamaha A450 . . P 0 R

CARTRIDGES ( C)/STYLI
(P & P £ 1-20)

(
S)

AKG P8ES
£ 57-00
£35.00
AKG P7E. . . . . .
£28-00
£14-00
A/Technica AT145SA
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
A/Technica AT155SA
P.O R.
P.O.R.
ADC XLM Mk 3
£39.00
P.O.R.
ADC VLM Mk 3
£28.00
P.O.R.
ADC 036 M K 3.
£18.00
P.O.R.
Decca Gold
£61-00
P.O.R.
Empire
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
Grado
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
Goldring G800
£6-88
£3-95
Goldring G850
£2-95
Goldring G800E £11-00
£7-87
Goldring G900SE/2 £41-00
£11.71
JVC
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
Mayware
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
Ortofon Concord 10 £29-00
Ortofon Concord 20 £39-00
Ortofon Concord 30 £ 52-00
_
Ortolan M20E Super£49-50
£23.00
Ortofon FF15E/2 . . £13-00
Ortofon VMS20E/2 £26-00
Ortofon Fl 5E/2 . . . £19.90
Ortolan MC10 . . . £43-50
Pickering V15/AME3
' £19-38
£16-00
Pickering P/ATE . . £12-25
£6-75
Pickering P/AC . . . . £8-20
£ 5-86
Shure M55E
£ 9-70
£8.60
Shure M75/8/2. . . £15-24
£7-85
Shure M75G . . . . £16-20
£ 9-75
Shure M75ED. . . . £15.50
£13.95
Shure M95ED. . . . £20-30
£16.95
Shure M75EJ/2. . . £14.20
£10-10
Shure V15 Mk 3 . . £47-00
£20.95
Shure V15/IV . . . . £65-00
£34-00
Shure M95HE. . . . £24-00
Stanton 681/EEE. . £48-00
£27-00
Stanton 500EE . . £22.50
Stanton 680EE . £31-00
Ultimo 20A/2 . . . £68-00
£P.O R.
Ultimo 20B/2. . . . £87-00
Ultimo 10X
£49.00

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

MUSIC CENTRES ( MC)/CASSEIVERS (
CR)
(P & P £ 3.95)

Aiwa

AF3070
B & 0
Hitachi
JVC MF33L
Toshiba Systems
Sanyo

£220-00
P.O.R.
£263.00
£250.00
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

Sony

National SG3200
Mitsubishi

Quad

ADC LMF1 .
ADC ALT1
A/Technica
Connoisseur
SAU2. .
SAU4 . .
Hadcock

93 Bus npute.
Open 9.00 am 5 .
30 pm
TuesdayiSaturday
Cl osed all day Monday
Pric es correct at time of going
to press and subiect to variation

TUNERS ( T)/RECEIVERS
(P & P £2-75)
Aurex . ..... P.O.R,
Akai AT2250L
£85.00
Akai AA1125. £109.00
Akai AAR30 . £1117-00
Akai AAR20
£99-00
Akai ATKO2 .
£82-00
Aiwa AX7300 £108-00
Aiwa AX7700 £140-00
Armstrong 625 £1-85-00
Armstrong 626 £213-00
Armstroilg 624 £102-00
Goodmans . . . P.O.R.
Harman Kardon . POR.
JVC
P.O.R.
Lux
P.O R.
Marantz
P.O.R.
Mitsubishi . . . P.O.R.
Pioneer SX590 £92-00
Pioneer SX600.. £
62-00
Pioneer SX700 £120-00
Pioneer TX410.. £56-00
Revox
P.O.R.
Rogers
P.O.R.

(R)

Rotel
Rotel
Rotel
Rotel
Rotel

RX1000 £139-90
RT1000
£89.90
RX304
£95.00
RX300
£89-90
RT226 .
£65.90
Sansui TU217 £107-00
Sansui TU317 £118.00
Sansui R30
£92-00
Sansui R50. . £110.00
Sansui R70. . £139-00
Sansui T60. .
£69•00
Sony ST515L. . . POR.
Sony STA3OL
.POR.
Sony STRV3L £145.00
Sugden
P.O.R.
Tandberg
POR.
Technics
P.O.R.
TEAC
P.O.R.
Trio KR3090
£129-00
Trio KT5300
£85.00
Trio KT313L
.£85-00
Yamaha
P.O R.

SPEAKERS ( SP)/KITS ( K)/UNITS
(P & P £ 2-75 each)
AlIeC
P.O. R.
Acoustic Research
P.O.R.
B & W
P.O.R.
Cambridge Audio P.O R.
Chartwell
P.O.R.
Celestion Ditton
121
net»
Ditton 322. £240-00
Ditton 130. £110•00
Ditton 150. f140-00
Ditton 200. £186.00
Ditton 442. £29
99
5:
00
00
Ditton 15XR Lui 00
County
Ditton 120 . . . P.
O.
R.
Ditton 150 . . . P.O.R.
Ditton 200 . . . P.O.R.
IMF
P.
O.
R.
Jordan Watts. . P. O.
R.
JBL
P.
O.
R.
KEF COrelli . i £148-00
KEF Calinda . £230-00

(
U)

KEF 104AB. £279-00
. KEF 8139. . . £29-00
KEF B200. . . £12.75
KEF B110.. . £11.20
KEF DN12 . . £ 9-50
KEF T27
£8-70
( EF 101. . . . £169-00
KEF Celeste 4 £119.00
KEF Concord 4 £199-00
Mónitor Audio Stockists
Rogers BBC . . . P.O.R.
Mordaunt Short . P.O.R.
Peerless
P.O.R.
Richard Allan Kits
Triple 8 . . £ 53-00
S/Triple. . . £100.00
Tannoy . .
P0 R
Wharfedale
Laser 40 . . . £65-00
Laser 60 . . . £82-00
Laser 80 . . £100.00
Glendale XP2
£104-00

mew
P0 .R.

Please include post and packing
(Send large S A E for brochure and enquiries)
All prices include VAT at 15°o and are subject
to alteration due to Manufacturers increases
EuuectstycARD •

•

95 High Street
Wimbledon Village
Lon don S.W.19

Access
Barclaycard
accepted

à&
1111111MI

ego Ipmen1 - Callers only

(P & P £1 - 75)
£60.00
Mayware
PO R.
£ 33.00
Ortolan
£64-00
P.O.R,
SME 3009/S2
£07-00
SME 3009/ND £81-00
f21-00
SME Series Ill f109-00
£46.00
SME F02000
£24.00
P0 R
SME Series IIIS f79-00

Limited Quantities
Armstrong 621 £115.00
Armstrong 625 £170.00
Armstrong 626 £199-00
Akai AM2250 . £ 59.00
B & 0
B/Master 1900
£219-00
B/Master 2200
£254-00
Goodmans module
80 ( SH). £89.00
Hitachi HA330 £ 89-00
Hitachi 0560 £ 11.9•00
Hitachi 0580 £145+00
KEÉ- Ca ' wide £199-00
KEF 104AB ( s h) £189
Microseiki
DQX500 £228.00

Rotel RA 414 £ 79-00
Rotel RA 714 £ 109-00
Rotel RI 726 £ 89-00
Rotel RD 25FD £99.00
Rotel RD1000 £159 -00
Sony TAF30 £ 92.00
Sony TA333 £ 87.00
Sony PS333 £ 89-00
Sony TCK35 £105-00
Tandberg
TR2060L £ 259.00
fEAC CX210 .
nollo
Teac A3300SX £418-00
Technics
SA54b0 ( S/Hi
£169-00
Technics
SA300L £169.00
SA400L £199-00

'at. Labs

Experto
Credite

ILFORD 01-518 0915

442-444 Cranbrook Road, Gants Hill, Essex IG2 6LL
Monday to Saturday 10.00-1800

VIRGIL

ENFIELD 01-363 7981
191 Chase Side, Enfield, Middlesex EN2 OQZ
Monday to Saturday 10.00-18.00

BELIEVE THE EXPERT!
More than ever in these days of high technology, a truly
satisfactory choice of hi-fi can only be made after first
choosing a specialist " hi-fi only" dealer of integrity, who
has carefully selected an extensive and comprehensive
range at all price levels, demonstrated effectively.

We stock SELECTED items from:
ADCbAiwaDAKGDA&RDARD
Ariston DB& WD Beyer b Celef b
Celestion b Chartwell Li Decca b
Denon b Dual D Dumpa b Electro
Companite ip Elite D Entré D Eumig D
Fuji o Gale D Glanz D Grace D Grado
D Hadcock O Harbeth b Heybrook b
IMF b Infinity
JPW b JVC b KEF
Lentek
Linn-lsobarik D LinnSondek D Maxell D Meridian D
Michaelson & Austin ID Michell b
Mission b Monitor Audio b Nagaoka
Nakamichi b Nightingale Li Optonica
D Ortofon b QED Li QUAD b Radford
D RAM b RCL b Reference b Revox b
Rogers b Sansui b Satin b Sennheiser
D SME b SpendorD Stanton D Stax
STD b Sugden b Supex D Swallow b
Syrinx b Systemdek D Tangent D TDK
D Technics bTrio b TSR Li Yamaha b

1, 1.••••••10
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• OPEN THURSDAYS UNTIL 8 p.m.
• EXTENSIVE FREE PARKING
• SPECIAL DISCS STOCKED
• ALL EQUIPMENT CHECKED BEFORE SALE
• OUR OWN TWO-YEAR LABOUR/PARTS GUARANTEE
• COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATIONS IN THREE
STUDIOS
• ACCESS & BARCLAYCARD ACCEPTED

Hampshire
Audio Ltd.
8 & 12 Hursley Road
Chandlers Ford
Tel: (04215) 2827 tir 65232

CARTRIDGES

ADC QLM 32111
£7 85
ADC QLM 3411130
£8
ADC QLM 36 Ill
£2
15
5-.7
50
5
ADC VLM III. .
ADC XLM III.
£37.25
ADC ZLM
£ 58.15
AKG P8ES
£63-00
AKG P8E
AKG P7E .
£2
59
5 90
28
AKG P6E
.
£19-75
AKG P6R . . £15.15
A & R C77
14-95 .
£
A & R P77.
£39-90
A & R P78
69.00 .
£
Audio Technica AT3OE
P0 A
EE r:i
43
osT
sec
ii hnica Sionet •
P0 A
A
£1
£
23
3 95
00
EEI 500
£45-00
EEI 700
£49.00
£147.00
EEI 55 MCP
Empire EDR•9 .
P0 A
Entré moving coil
P0 A
Glanz range stocked
P0 A
Glanz MFG 11T
£15-00
Glanz MEG 31E
£25.00
Glanz MFG 31L
30-00
£
Glanz MFG 51E
£39.00
Glanz MFG 51L
£ 50-00
Glanz MGF 71E.
£72.00
Glanz MFG 71L
£86.00
FTE + 1
£10.75
FCF + 1
£13.75
FBE + 1
£19.25
F1
+
£42.00
F2
+
£29.95
Mayware MC2C
£49•45
P.O.A.
M
Naisg
sa
io
okna
7r
7
e3nge Stocked
P0 A
Onofon FF10E Il
£8-25
Onofon FF15E II
£11 . 95
£17-25
0rnt o
0
of
f
on
o
nv
F1m5s
Eil
o
l
£15-95
Ortofon VMS30
31-50
£
Ortofon VMS20E 11
24.50 £
Ortofon M20E Super
£31 - 50
Ortofon M20FL . . £36-50
Ortofon LM20
Ortofon LM30
£3
£
48
2: 3
50
5
Ortofon Concorde 20
39-50£
Ortofon Concorde 30 £53.50
Ortofon MC20 II
85.00
£
Ortofon MC10
39-00
£
Ortofon SME3OH . . £79.95
Reference Spectre One
P0.A5
Shure M44-776
£
Shure M55E
£9.25
Shure M75- 6S
Shure M758 II
£10
7 :6
85
5
Shure M75EJ II
13-50
£
Shure M75ED II
£15-25
Shure M95EJ
£14-50
Shure M95ED
£20-50
Shure M95HE
21-50
£

Shure M97HE
£33-50
Shure V15 Ill HE
£ 55-00
Shure V15 IV
£65.00
Sonus Blue Label
£67.50
Stanton 500A . . £11.85
Stanton 500EE. . . £15.25
Stanton 681EEE . £37-20
Stanton 881S . . £71-80
Ultimo 10XII
£ 52.00
Ultimo 20AII
£75.00
Ultimo 100R Karat
£89.00
Westrak 501E/501 P.H.
P0 A

\

STYLI
ADC RSQ 32
£8.80
ADC RSQ 34
£10.35
ADC RSQ 36
£15-60
ADC RSV.
£18-70
ADC RSX.
£22.85
ADC RSZ.
£33-25
AKG X8S.
£40-25
AKG X8E
.
£35-15
AKG X7E
.
£16-10
AKG X6E
.
£10-25
AKG X6R
£8-30
EEI Styli range
P0 A
Glanz Styli
P.O.A
Glanz N11T
£10-80
Glanz N31E
£17.25
Glanz 31L
£20-90
Grado FT stylus
£8.05
Grado FC stylus. £10.35
Grado F3 stylus. £14-65
Lentek M.0 head amp
P0 A
Ortofon NF10E 11
£5.75
Ortofon NF15E 11
£8-00
Ortofon N15E 11
£10-25
Ortofon 020E 11
£15-00
Ortofon 020E Super £19-75
Ortofon 020FL Super. £22.75
Ortofon MCA10 . £39-00
Shure N44.7.
£4-75
Shure N55E . . £6.00
Shure N75-6
£ 5.15
Shure N75B 11
£ 5-60
Shure N75EJ 11
£7-50
Shure N75ED 11
£11-35
Shure N95EJ
£8.55
Shure N95ED
£14-35
Shure N95HE
£15.40
£17.40
Shure VN35HE
£23-00
Shure VN45HE
£5.95
Shure N75-3 ( 78 stylus)
Shure VN78E ( 78 stylus)
£17.40
Shure VN478E
£ 25.40
Shure VN15E ( V1511). £16-50
Stanton D5107A £7.55
Stanton D5100EE £11-95
Stanton D6800EEE £21-60
Stanton 081
£38.60

T. at 15%. Postage. Cartridges 75p. Styli 15p ( UK mainland only;
Cassettes free
N.B. All items are genuine branded products in manufacturers packing.
Prices correct at time of going to press but subject to alteration without notice.

Prices include V.A.

Send to 191 Chaseside, Enfield, Middlesex
Please send the following items by return post ( Recorded Delivery)
Qty

Make

Type

Cost

Ienclose a Cheque/Postal Order made payable to A T LABS for
Access and Barclaycard No
(
Inc postage)
NAME
ADDRESS
I-1EN 3/81

at. Labs)
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LOW VOLUME PRICES,WITH AMAXIMUM
OF WOW, AND A MINIMUM OF FLUTTER.
£359.95

Pioneer KE-2300 'Electronic' Car Stereo
Radio/Cassette with TS- 160 20W speakers
* With BP-320 booster amplifier. 20W max.
per channel

SPECIAL
PRICE.

£176.95. Our usual price: £212.87.

£146.95

OUR USUAL PRICE:
£174.69

OPIONEE111

ap-aao
•OWILM 1111061MISR AA"

£46 SRS
SPECIAL
PRICE.

Pioneer Mini HiFi System.
40W per channel. Complete with CS-X2

Pioneer SA-408
Amplifier. 20W
R.M.S. per channel.

speakers and rack.

£699.90
SA-7800. Stereo amplifier.

CT- F750. Auto reverse
cassette deck.
PL-400X. Automatic quart
direct-drive turntable.

65W R M. S. per channel.
TX-7800. AM/FM tuner.

CS-646. 3-way 80W speakers
CB- 1000. Rosewood Hi-fi Rack

Stereo Regent Street is the one shop that sells
only Pioneer. And through our association with
Pioneer we are able to make these exclusive
limited offers.
Any product you choose can be
demonstrated in the comfort of our advanced
demonstration facilities. And everything that
Pioneer produce is available from stock. Simply
walk in, and walk out with whatever you want.
If we don't stock it, Pioneer don't make it. See
us at 245 Regent Street, or call us on 01-734 0670.

STEREO REGENT STREET
THE HOME OF(V)PIONEEIZIN LONDON

Only limited stocks of this superb Pioneer system

DYNAMIC
INTERFACE

Between the disc and the electronics...
the Dynamic Interface.
Few things improve the performance of
your Hi Fi equipment so much as fitting a
new, high-quality phono cartridge.
And nothing gives you so much
improvement at such reasonable cost,
whatever the total value of your system, as
anew Dynamic Interface cartridge from
Empire.
Years of patient research, detailed
product engineering and careful listening
and testing have produced this
outstanding series of six models, designed
to suit all pockets and all kinds of Hi R
systems, from the domestic music centre
up to the most esoteric, state-of-the-art
enthusiast's equipment.
20% lower mass
By using lighter materials combined
with some newly-developed microassembly techniques, we have cut one
fifth off the total mass of each Dynamic
Interface cartridge. You hear the benefit of

FROM EMPIRE

better tracking - particularly on records
that are not perfectly flat.
LUgh Outp_u_t
All models in the series use new
Samarium- Cobalt magnets which give
higher output, less distortion and greatly
improved microphonic isolation.
The Intertially Damped Tuned Stylus
(IDTS)
All Dynamic Interface cartridges have
carefully designed stylus suspension
systems which are unique in their price
range. In particular, the two top models
500ID and 600LAC feature the patented

Empire IDTS system, whereby the microdiamond tip is fixed on aspecial, tapered,
hollow cantilever arm of lightweight
vapored Boron Aluminium alloy,
containing an 'inner iron' elastomermounted in such away that the resonance
effects of stylus and iron are selfcancelling. The result is avery much flatter
frequency response, acomplete absence
of harmful resonance effects, and a
spectacular improvement in tracking
ability.
The 600LAC model also has the
celebrated 'Large Area of Contact' stylus
design, introduced last year in the EDR9
model, which enables the tip to follow the
most complex musical wave forms, up to
and beyond the limits of audibility
Your Hi R dealer will advise which
Dynamic Interface cartridge is best for
you. He will also give you abrochure
containing all the technical information.

EMDIFE

Headquarters: Garden City, New York, USA
Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Churchfield Rd, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL9 9EW England Tel. (02813) 88447 Tlx. 849469 (HAYLAB G)
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Classified Advertisements
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 20p per word ( private), minimum £ 4.00. Box Nos. £ 1.50 extra.
Trade rates 24p per word, minimum £ 4.80. Copy and remittance for advertisements in MAY issue must reach these
offices by 2nd APRIL addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi- Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR2 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi- Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall' Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No.
indicates its locality.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on
grounds of sex ( e.g. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless
(1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or
( 2) it is in a business employing less than six persons or
(3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.

Business

Advertisements ( Disclosure)

1977", which requires

IN SEARCH OF PERFECTION ?

"The

The attention of advertisers is drawn to

Order

that, from 1st January 1978,

When it comes to Hl- Fi everyone wants perfection in
sound and looks. Choice too is important. And that's
why perfectionists everywhere call st Taylor's. We have the
choice, the best names, service and advice. If that sounds perfect
to you - Good, we'll see you soon.

all advertisements by persons who seek to sell
goods in the course of business must make that
fact

clear.

From the

above

date,

consumers

TECHNICS • HARMAN KARDON • OUAD & ELS SPEAKERS •
RADFORD • MICRO SEIKI • THORENS • ORTOFON •
GRADO • AKG • DECCA • MICRO ACCOUSTICS • REVOX •
TEAC • SMC • KEF • TANNOY • GRIFFIN • KLH.

therefore should know whether an advertisement
relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller.

FOR SALE

W J. TAYLOR (muse LTD.

private

126-130 HAWTHORN RD. KINGSTANDING,
BIRMINGHAM 844 80A.

re 021-3321312

Voigt Domestic horn fitted Lowther PM4 two available. Contact
Brain Davies with sensible offers Tel: Lingfield 832559.
D.

I.M.F.Galactroo

Thorens TD 124/2 SME 3012 sprung plinth replacement motor
£110 may take TD 150 or similar p/exchange. Also exchange home
built Tannoy Yorks for Spendors or similar 01-399 6877.
C.

Mk 108 amplilier, BO watts P.C. five mixable
inputs, £399 new, £ 150 for quick sale. Phone Llantwit Major 6869.
C.

Quad 22, 2xII power amps, FM tuner stereo decoder, QC II
mono control unit. Offers. Unmarked linn lid wanted (non-friction
hinges). Tel: Atherton 891741
C.

SL 150 Turntable with SME 3009ND Arm and FD200 Damper
£125. Telephone Luton 419669.
C.

Define Speakers-2pairs of the B1OD 3way type. £130 apair.
Box No 0674 Tooting.
C.

B & W DIV17 loudspeakers (matched pair). Only 12 months old.
Little used. As new. £300. Tel: 021-705 6967 ( Birmingham).
C.

HiFi News/R.R. 1973-1979 complete perfect condition. Also
**Gramophone" 1969-1979. Offers to Cooper, Rugby. Tel: 0788
78107.
C.

Quad Mono Pre-Amp, power-amp, FM tuner, electrostatic
loudspeaker. Offers for the lot, or might separate. Could deliver
South-West. Yeovil 25980.
C.

Technics deck SL150, fitted SME 3009 II, ADC headshell, Shure
VI 5Ill, Disk SE22 mat, Dust Bug, Michell record clamp. Superb
condition, £ 170. complete. Thorens TD160 fitted TPI6 arm, Shure
M95ED. £75. Demonstration, Tel. 764 4079 evenings or weekends.
C.
Reyes HS77 for quick sale £250. no offers. Davies 0342 832559.
C.
Goodmans SCD 100 cassette deck (made by Nakamichi) set up
for latest tapes, plus 74 cassettes, £ 125. Akai AT580 tuner, £35. Reg
Williamson 25 wpc. value power amp plus Quad 22 preamp, £50.
Spendor Bd 1trolleys, £ 10. Tel. Newcastle/Tyne 672332.
C.
Thorens TD160BC ( Modified) + Mission 774 arm + entre
cartridge v.g.c. £225. ono. Possibly consider seperating. Gladly
demonstrate. Call Matthew Holliday 01 794 2568.
C.
Hadcock arm 228 super arm & unilift MKIII with Decca London
Export cartridge in boxes little used. £60. Telephone Stourbridge
70092 evenings.
C.
STC Type 4038 microphone complete with 4069 Jack (as new)
Offers invited Tel. 05875300.
A beautiful system Lecson pre amp and 100-135 peak watts per
channel amp, SME series II detachable headshell tone arm, AKG
P8ES cartridge, Michelle Engineering ' Prisma' with 24 carat gold
flashed weights and chrome gale 200 watt speakers with stands all in
excellent condition with apersonal full one year guarantee. £ 1,000
or reasonable offer. Phone Aboyne 0339 2610 Sat or Sun Mornings.
C.
Neal 103 superb machine, little used, £ 185. Pair KEF B139, £38.
Pair KEF T27 £ 12. Radford ZD22 preamp, £95. Quad; 22 control
unit, 11 power amps, AM tuner, £ 100, Radford FMT2 tuner, £35.
Tel Bolton (0204) 23050
C.
Top quality Valve equipment. Leak Stereo sixty with varislope
pre-amp and matching Troughline tuner £75. Four speed Thorens
TD124 transcription unit with SME 30012 on mototboard plus two
Decca Cartridge £50. Tel 0277 362533 (evenings)
C.
Nakamichl 670ZX rarely used £375. Aurex Digital Syntheizer
tuner ST-F15 £ 125. Spendor BC1 Loudspeaker £200. Tel. Alex 01
459 3859.
C.
Cambridge P100 excellent condition 50W RMS £80. Phone
07875 35275 (Essex) after 6pm.
C.
Modified Spendor BC1's with stands and MA cable £225. ono.
Modified Thorens TD160BC with Mission Arm and FRI Mk2
cartridge with matching Fidelix headamp £225. ono. Perfect
condition 01 868 5344.
C.

Cambridge R50 4 unit transmission line speakers, immaculate
condition, Teak finish £ 160 pair. Tel: Derby 766792 (evenings).
C.
Micro-Acoustics 530 amp cartridge and SMEIII carrying arm
both virtually unused. Also Fisher 500T Tuner/Amplifier, recently
serviced VGC. All reasonable offers considered. Telephone R.
Newberry on Aldershot (0252) 25889 fNot Fri/Sat).

C.

Uher CR40 Dolby stereo recorder six hours use only newcost
over £400. £295. Tel: 01-263 4919 evenings.
C.

Build your own P.A., Group and Disco Speakers.
by R. F. C. Stephens. Save money with this practical
guide. Plans for 17 different designs. Line source, IB.,
Horn and Reflex types, for 8"-18" drive units. £1•95
post free ($ 8 overseas).
The Infra- Bass Loudspeaker by G. Holliman.
Full constructional details for versions using 15. I
r and
10" drive units. £2.95 post free ($ 6 overseas).
The Dalesford Speaker Book, by R. F. C. Stephens.
This book is a must for the keen home constructor.
Latest technology DIY designs. Plans for I.B., and
Reflex designs for 10-100 watts. Also unusual centrebass system. £2•20 post free ($ 5 overseas).

E.C.C.
STILL DON'T KNOW ABOUT EC.C.'s ENORMOUS
RANGES of Record/Hi-fi Cabinets, Video Cabinets
and Bookshelves in various woods? Units in "teak" or
white melamine? And the new Swan and Cygnet
Book/Record shelves? Then write for a Brochure to
E.C.C., A BRUNSWICK DRIVE, HARROGATE, quoting LN .,and enclosing two 111p stamps.

VAN KAREN PUBLISHING
5 Swan Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire,

s.
Supex SDX1000 £ 175. JVC6,4C1 £ 150 new unusable gifts Pioneer
SA9100 Tun:amp £ 175. Pair matched Danish arena HT25 10 way
rosewood offers over £400. Complete Hi Fi News Jan 7I-Dec 80
£15. Tel: 01 727 2671:
C.
Semi-Professional portable stereo cassette recorder Technics 686
3head, Dolby and Sony ECM99 stereo mie. Cost £490 unwanted
gift-offers 041 332 7666.
C.
Pair HFN State of the art speakers. Teak professionally made
cabinets. Drive units and crossover as specified. £200. Quad FM/2
tuner £45. Shure VI 5/3 £25. Stanton 681 EEE £20. Pair Teak IMF
transmission line domestic monitors mirror image. Immaculate
£320. Scarborough (0723) 61484.
C.
HIFi News 1961-1978. Some missing. Also U.S. High Fidelity
and HiFi stereo Mags. 1962-1969 many available. 30p per cop.
Telephone 01 458 6271 evenings. For Details/Wants.
C.
Sugden Tuner/AMP C51 RS1 with A51 power amplifier. Superb
quality sound £220. Ortofon MCA76 pre/pre-amp £45. Excellent
condition. Can demonstrate. Bristol (0272) 34505 evenings.
C.

Denon HA.500 head amplifier. Mint condition. Also Entre
cartridge £ 100. Telephone Derby (0332) 369891 evenings.
C.
Quad 33 pre-amp. Immaculate, hardly used. £75. Telephone C.
Porter, Crawley (0293) 542624, evenings, weekends.
C.
ATruly Esoteric system consisting of:- Beveridge pre-amp R. M.I
R.M.II (new), Lim, ittok supex 1000 (new), Silver wired step up
(new). Meridiom Nils built special ( new), Meridiom M2s ( new),
Lux man tuner as new. Revox A700, extras as new. Nachamia D:1
600 Mk11 as new. Telephone after 3.00 pm any day, 061-794 3141.
C.
Quad Electrostatics, 18 months old, bargain: £350; Hefter preamplifier, Quad 405: £299: Quad valve amplifiers, spare valves, £99
Wolverhampton 764720.
C.
Mission 771/772 pre amp t'power amp. One year oldimmaculate condition. Cost £ 1330 accept £750 o.v.n.o. Telephone
day 01-263 3684 ( David) evening South Benfleet (Essex) 57739.
C.
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FOR SALE—private

FOR SALE—trade

Sansui 2000X FM/AM 40w. Receiver plus matching QS500 4
channel QS synthesizer/decoder 33w. Superb clean, open sound.
Space forces sale. £ 16000. Buyer transports. Box No 0675
Shrewsbury.
C.

Build you own subwoofer at minimum cost using ready assembled
guaranteed modules. For full details send 95p to G. Habergham 64
The Drive, Hipperholme, Halifax, Yorks
C.

Quad 2 control unit. Quad II power amplifiers (valve).
Armstrong tuner 224. Sanyo RD4250 cassette deck. Garrard SP25
MkII record player. Klinger speakers £ 150. Phone 024365478.C.
Two Technics SU 9060 slimline power amplifiers 2x70 watts
stereo 1x200 watts BTL mono £ 150 each ono. Tel: Ashton-lnMarkerneld 718366 after 6pm.
C.
Quad Stereo 22/11 control unit. Amplifiers. Overseas tuner.
Garrard 301. SME/VI511. in Quad cabinet. Leak sandwich
speaker. Aiwa cassette deck. Trio tuner. Leak stereo 20. Will
separate, berevement sale. Prices details 021 350 1409 Birmingham.

C.
C.

Quad FM3 good condition £74. Tel: 01-274 4467.

Leak Stereo 20 valved amplifer, varislope pre amp, Garrard 301,
ADC replaceable head. Wharfedale speakers in teak corner
enclosure. Pye AM/FM tuner. Assembled GKD huntingdon
cabinet. Nearest £200. Cowell Cliagford (06473) 3304. Devon. C.
Garrard 401, SME 3009 improved (non-detach head), Shure V15
MkIll and accessories, in Teak plinth. £ 110 o.n.o. Tel: Great
Missenden 5665.
C.

Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings. demos, masters, studio
mobile, Neumann disc cutter. Sao. brochure. IBroomfield Close,
Rydes Hill, Guildford, Tel: 0483 61684.
X.

Cartridges, styli—lowest prices anywhere! ADC (inc Astrion!),
Denon, Dynavector F-R, Goldring, Grado, Ortofon, Pickering,
Stanton etc. Many below normal TRADE prices. All brand new
and guaranteed. Write Christchurch Cartridges, 5Bodowen Close,
Burton, Christchurch, Dorset. Telephone (evenings) 0202-471654.
We take Access.
C.
The Esoteric Ear The UK8s first Audiophile Magazine for the
Enthusiast. Available by Subscription only. Published hi- monthly.
Send cheque or money order for £7.80 (UK 6issues), overseas £ 12.
(6 issues) including mailing to The Esotric Ear. PO Box 97, Leigh,
Lancs. WN7 3NG, or send S.A.E. for newsletter and subscription
form.
C.

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE Stereo and monomasters
and lacquer discs from your tapes on our Scully lathes. London
Road, Binsfield, Bracknell, Berkshire. Tel: Bracknell 54953. X.
Warren
Recordings (members
A.P.R.S.).
Tape-disc,
demos/discs, pressings, cassettes. Studio and mobile. 59 Hendale
Avenue, London NW4 4LP. Tel: 01-203 0306.
X.

ELECTRONIC TIMER
Accurate and reliable ideal for capturing
programmes on your recorder while
absent
details from

STUDIO FACILITIES

4YNWOOD

Sound News Studios (Britain's oldest fulltime tape-disc cassette
Transfer Service) offers Studio Facilities mobile recordings for
Societies, Choirs, Bands, Pressings with sleeves of your design;
excellent fund-raiser. 18 Blenheim Road, London, W4 Tel: 01-995
1661.
E.

LECTRONICS

20 Stourcliffe Avenue,
Bournemouth
Tel: ( 0202) 426299

Disc Cutting. Master and demos. Pressings. Cassettes. Mobile
recording studio. Free brochure. TAM Studio, I3a Hamilton Way,
London N3. Tel: 01-346 0033.
X.

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

LUXMAN C.1000 PRE- AMPLIFIER.
Ex our M.D's Music Room. Impeccable
condition. List price £ 753.25.
Any reasonable offer considered.
SME Limited, Steyning, Sussex
BN4 3GY
Telephone: ( 0903) 814321

WILMSLOW AUDIO
THE FIRM FOR SPEAKERS

t

SERVICING

For the best prices and largest stocks in
the country, see our full page advertisement in this issue.'

Stacked Quad ELS—adjustable stands £720 Denon DP-3500F
turntable £250. Stax UA7 arm (plus carton fibre arm tube), £ 110;
entre Imc cartridge plus Lentek pre-preamp, £ 110; two teak TL- I2
plus amps and point one preamp £ 100. Phone 858 2670.
C.

Ebony Mobile Sound recording unit. Record at your location. All
facilities on site. Live performances, choirs, bands, etc. 108 High
Street, Old Woking, Surrey. Tel: 04862-68114/70791.
C.

Audio repairs by electronic engineer. 30 years' experience.
Extensive facilities, enabling equipment restoration, etc. Quality
valved equipment included. Personal service. Location: Woodford,
Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467.
X.
Ferrograph, Philips, Gnudig, and even Vortexion recorders still
serviced with guarantee. Quad equipment in stock. Tel: 01-995
1661.
E.
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MISSION CENTRES
The dealers listed below have been selected as Mission Centres, these Centres will
be able to offer advice on the compatibility of Mission products together with
demonstrations of the Mission range including the Series II system. Whether you
wish to audition the highly acclaimed Mission 770 loudspeaker or the incredible
Mission 700 you can be sure at aMission Centre you will receive the best attention
from one of Britain's top hi-fi dea'ers.

Radford Hi -Fi

Simply Hi -Fi

K. J. Leisuresound

52 54 Gloucester Road,
BRISTOL,
0272 422709

7 Mill Street,
Frosbect Centre,
HULL,
0482 29240

340 Station Road,
HARROW,

Hampshire Hi -Fi
8Hursely Road,
CHANDLERS FORD,
04215 2827

Spaldings
352.4 Lower Addiscombe Road,
CROYDON SURREY,
01 654 1231

11.E.W. Audio Visual
230 Tottenham Court Road,
LONDON VV1,
01 637 2624

01 863 8690

W. A. Brady

K. J. Leisuresound

401 Smithdovvn Road,
LIVERPOOL.
051 733 6859

48 Wigmore Street,
LONDON VV1,
01 486 8263

Midland Hi -Fi

Eric Wiley

Studio, 1 Old Hall Street,
VVOLVERHAMPTON,
0902 771774

85 Beancroft Road,
CASTLEFORD,
0977 553066

Billy Vee Sound Systems
68 Lee High Road,
LONDON SE13
01 318 5755

The Gramophone Co.

Radford Hi -Fi

121 Rose Street,
EDINBURGH,
031 225 9535

3 King Edward Court,
WINDSOR,
07535 56931 .

Lintone Hi -Fi

'Absolute Sound & Video

711 Pa ;k Lane,
GATESHEAD,
0632 774167

50 Fleet Strt.er
.Swindon
Wiltshire

0793 38222

Cleartone Hi -Fi
116 Blackburn Road.
BOLTON,
0204 31423

The Music Room
221 St Vincent Street,
GLASGO\A,
041 332 2527

Rayleigh Hi -Fi
High Street,
RAYLEIGH ESSEX,
0268 779762

MISSION ELECTRONICS, GEORGE STREET, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS.
(0480)57151

Our newliEpitaxial" Videocassette is unique.
The surface of its tape contains more magnetic particles
than any other tape.
Which means it records more "bits of information" than
any other tape.
Giving you denser, brighter, clearer pictures.
And better sound quality.
We make sure things stay that way too, by covering the
tape with aspecial coating which leaves it mirror smooth.
So your tape head spins happily across it.
Without wearing itself out.
Without wearing the tape out.
So if you want to carry on recording and re-recording,
there's only one thing you'll need.
An endless supply of labels.
M.,x ,11 ( UK) I1(1. Ifybur nLew. Harrow. Micicilewx HAI 3AF Tel 01 4230688
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With aMaxell videocassette
the only thing that
deteriorates is the label.

